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FOREWORD
. ,

In recent months Congress has been bombarded with a spate of'

proposals to solve the financing problems of the Social Security
system. The ifkost. controversial proposal was' one made by the Presi-
dent on May 12 to drastically reduce early retirement_benefits in order
to "encourage older workers to remain in the labor force longer."
The Administration should be applauded fqr its faith in the productive
capacity of our nation's older citizens and for its recognition that
increasing, the number of older workers is a positive goal. But its --'

motives must be' questioned, especially in light of information which
shows that cutting Social Security benefits may not have the desired'
effect.
I In particular, a Labor Department study, which is being withheld
by the Administration but released herelor the first time, demonstrates
that simply cutting benefits will not increase labor force participation
very much. What the study does -show, however, is that eliminating"

various employment obstacles, such as mandatory retirement and
work disincentives in pension plans, would do much more to enable
older workers to remain employed, thereby helping- the economy
and the Social Security system.

The Labor Department study, uncensored and fully reproduced in
the following pages, was originally required by Congress as part of
the 1978 Amendments to the Age Discrimination in Employment
Act FADE A) which raised the permissible mandatory retirement
age to 70 for most non-Federal employees. As part of that legislation,
Congress mandated the Secretary of Labor to conduct a study to
determine the impact of this new policy on older and younger workers

and employers, and to determine the probable impact of abolishing
mandatory retireinent and other remaining forms of age discrimination
in the future. The interim results of the study were to be delivered to
Congress in January 1981, but for reasons which are evident through-
out the report the study has yet to be officially.released.

The Labor Department is now seven months late in releasing its
interim report. Such a violation of statute is, unacceptable. When an

issue is of such vital national concern as the, impact of alternative
employment and retirement policies on the future financial status of
Social Security, it is imperative that all pertinent information be
made available to Congress and the American public. Only through a
complete and open review of available data can the Congress be

expected to arrive at a viable solution to the Social Security and'

larger retirement income problems facing the nation today. For
this reason I am releasing the Labor Department's interim report on

the Effects of Raising the Age Limits in the Age Discrimination -in

Employment Act.
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OBSTACLES TO CONTINUED WORK

This report deals with many critical issues pertaining to employment
and retirement policies in America, but the overall message can be
summarized as follows:

Older workers are caught in the jaws of a vise, in which manda-
tory ,retirement policies, work/ disincentives in pension plans
and pressures to get out of the workforce early exert force in one
direction, while inflation and threatened retirement benefit
reductions exert pressure in the bthei. Removing the obstacles to
employment would allow many older workers to continue in
their employment or return to work, while across-the-board
Social Security benefit cuts wq,uld do very little, aside from in-'
creasing the hardship for milliarns of retirees.

At present, 28 million persons-7 out of every 10 workers between
the ages of 40 and 70are protected by Federal legislation against
age discrimination in employment. ;Nonetheless, these protections
are inadequate. According to this report:

51 percent of all workers face an employer-imposed mandatory
retirement age;
42 percent of all workers covered by pensions would receive no
(or minimal) pension benefit increases for work performed after
.age 65
one-third of all college professors reaching age 65 this year will
fabe mandatory retirement on their 65th birthday
20 percent of all top executives, and 85 percent of top executives

. -intrrge firms, will be forced to retire at age 65;
all workers who forfeit Social Security benefits in order to remain
employed will never regain those lost benefits because the system
is designed to discoura e delayed retirement.

All of these policies are lowed under Resent Federal law. The
net result is dmessage to milli ns of lder workers that their skills and
productive abilities are no nger n ededthey must retire:

As a result of these obstacles, and a variety of early retirement in-
centives offered by employers, the labor force participation rate of
older workersi has declined dramatically over the past '25 years.
In 1955, 65 percent of men age 55 and over were working, but only
46 percent were working by 1980. Among men 65-69 years of age, 57
percent were employed in 1955, compared to only 28.5 percent in
1980. The decline in employment among men 65 and over has ac-
celerated since 1970 when 27 percent were employedversus 19.8
percent in 1980and the Labor Department predicts further re-
ductions in the rate of labor force participation among older males
unless significant changes are made in employment and retirement
policies.

The Labor Department acknowledges the seriousness of the prob-
lem. The report states:

There are several reasons for concern about the continuing
decline in labor force participation by older persons. First, the
future economic position of an older person may be endltiered by
early labor force withdrawal since longer periods of retirement are
now anticipated under conditions of sustained inflation; second,
earlier retirements increase the financial stress on both Social

5
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Security' and private pension plans; third, shortages of skilledlabor could develop in certain industries as could general laborshortages, and fourth, it appears that older persons' preferencesfor part-time employment areincrea-sing.but that labor demand.is n),sufficient to satisfy their current employment feeds. Forthe4 rea4ons, the potential for reversing the decline in laborforce participation and raising or eliminating the mandatoryretirement 'age have become major public policy issues.

ALTERNATIVE MEANS OP INCREASING EMPLOYMENT AMONG OLDER
WORKERS

The. The report examines changes *in 'retireinent policies to ligterminetheir impa.,ct on the labor force participation rates of oweir workersthrough the year 2000. Three policy changes were analyzed:the complete elimination of mandatory.retirement;removal of an important work disincentive. from employer-sponsored pension plans; and
a cut in Social Security benefits of ten percent across-the-board.All of these proposals were expected to increase labor force partici-pation rates, the first two by removing employment obstacles and th,e.third by making it more difficult to retire. The results are striking.The combined effect of eliminating mandatory.retirement aiisl re-moving pension obstacles would result in an increase of 262,800 olderworkers, while cutting Social Security benefits would only increasethe labor force by 64,000. The results of each policy change are,sum-marized 'below:

Eliminating Mandatory Retirement.Raising the mandatory retire-ment age to 70 from 65, as was done in the 1978 Amendments to theAge Discrimination in Employment Act, is expected to result in anadditional 212,000 workers age .60-70 remaining in the labor force. Ifmandatory retirement ages were abolished altogether another 195,100 olderworkers would stay on their jobs. ThuS, by simply removing the barrierof mandatory retirement, 407,100 workpis would continue workihg,thereby- contributing to the economy and lessening the burden onSocial Security.
Removing Work Disincentives from Pensions.A gap in he ADEAallows elters to freeze pension benefits for workers who remain-6 mploye r age 6.5. Since the accrual of pension benefits is asignificant portion .of a worker's compensi4ion, any discontinuance ofthese benefit accruals is equivalent to aleduction in total pay ,andencourages older workers to retire. It is ikot surprising, theref2re, that,removing this work disincentive would, by the year 2000, expand the laborforce by '67,700 older workers.

Cutting Social Security Benefits.The third change in retirementpolicy investigated by the Labor Department was a ten percent across-the-board cut in Social Security benefits. Ever though a reduction in' benefits of this magnitude woult necessarily lower the retirementstandard of living of millions of persons, it-would have a negligibleeffect on the retirement decisions of older workers. The result would'be
an increase in older 'worker employment of only 64,000 workers by theyear 2000. A 20 percent reduction in benefits was also analyzed, andthe result was a net loss of older-workers.
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These results prompted the Labor',Department to conclude tt4t,
"An across-the-board cut in Social Sechrity benefits should not a priori
be assumed to stimulate a delay in retirement simply by virtue of consti-
tuting a reduction in available retirement income." The reasons for this
are not clearly spelled out in the report. .

But what is -8ear is that older workers face many obstacles to em-
ployment. Labor Department statistics indicate that once unemployed,
older workers remain our of the labol' force twice as long as younger
workers. As a result, many become discouraged and simply drop into
retirement rather than continue the apparently futile search for a
job. Furthermore, only 22 percent of early retireesthose retiring
before age 65left the litbor force voluntarily, according to Social
Security Administration studies. One-half cite ill health as the cause
of retirement while 20 percent:report employment..related problems.

Therefore, simply attempting to compel older 'ndiyiduals to work
longer by cutting theii future Social Security reti ment benefits will
not result in a significant increase in their labor orce participation
rates. As can be seen from the following summar) table, eliminating
mandatory retire`nrent and pension-related work bstacles would do
more to promote employment among each of he Your older age
groups,(except the 60-61 year olds where the efre is are comparable)
than cutting Social Security benefits by 10 percent. (See Table 1.)

,TABLE 1.CHANGES IN THE PROJECTED SIZE OF THE LABOR FORCE IN THE YEAR 2000 CAUSED BY CUTTING SOCIAL
SECURITY BENEFITS VERSUS ELIMINATING MANDATORY RETIREMENT OR REMOVING EMPLOYMENT OBSTACLES
IN PENSIONS 4,

, Age group

Retirement pension 'policy

Social security Eliminate Remove
benefits i mandatory pension

10 percent cut retirement obstacles

Total 60 to 70 64, 000 195, 100 67, 700

60 to 61
62 to 64
65 to 67
68 to 10

13, 000 12, 200 18,300
% 10, 000 27,900 55,400

13, 000 64, 700 15, 500
28, WO 90, 300 15,100

Total increase in labor force +54,000 +262, 800

I Assumes no change in present law regaiding mandatory retirement.
Assumes elimination of Mandatory retirement

'

THE ECOTIIk. AND LABOR' FORCE INIPA T OF ADDITIONAL OLDER
W ORKERS

According to a report prepared for the 1981 White House Conference
on Aging,' merely increasing the labor force rates of oliier men to 1970
levels (83 percent and 27 percent, for males aged 55-64 and 65+
resnectively) would, by-the yeai 2005, increase the GNP by 4 percent,
add'$40 billion in new Federal, state and local tax revenues and provide
an average itivival increase in income to the elderly Of $500 and to the
near elderly of $1,050. The working elderly would receive anpverage
increase' in income of $6,000., The increase in labor force participation
would also add $7.5 billion to the Sqcial Security system because of the

Olson, 'Lawrerree ; Caton, Christopher; and Duffy, Martin. The Elderly and the FutureEconomy. Lexington. Mass. : Lexington Books, Mi.
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new payroll tax re' elutes and a reduction in benefit expenditures
caused by delay ed retirements. In addition, it would benefit employert,
many of whom are dread) t timing to older workers to fill gain in the labor
force caused by labor shortages. Thus, there is substantial evidence
that increasing the number of older W orkers wmild have a positive
impact on the economy, the Social Security fund and 'productivity.

What about the consequences for younger W o rke rs of retaining
more older workers in the labor forte? This report examihes Opt issue,
us Well. as the impact on women and minorities. The conclusion:
the effect of taising the mandatory retirement age to 70 w us negligible.
According to the report,

The estimated additional number of comparable age -65 workers
are potemital competition for less than one-quarter of one percent
of all full-time workers ages 16-24; less than one-half of one
percent of all full-time black workers ages 16-59; and around
one-tenth of one percent of all full-time female workers ages
16-59. .

Eliminating mandatory retirement would, in fact, increase the
rights of minolitieS and Women, since members of these groups will
also grow old. It would indeed be ironic if after years of struggling-Jo
gain their employment rights, monorities and women were to be
denied these rights by the mere fact that they survive to old age.

A second concern often raised is that Tomotional opportunities for
)(Angel wakers 1/41 ill be sei et ely strained ;if older woi kers remain on
the jdb longer. Again, tLe findings in the repot t refute this. According
to a study cdvd by the report, a substAntial increase (10 pet cent) in
labor force pat tawation rate:, of men oN er 65 would an average delay
promotions at the highest tanks by. one-half seat, while at the lower
ranks individual promotions would be retarded by 5 to 10 weeks.
These are insignificant effects, especially w hen weighed against the
harmful consequences of forced retirement based on age.

SUNINPLRY

The'results of more than ,two and one-half years of stud)- by the
Labor Department indi( :ate that removing employ anent obstacles
facing °Met Wotkets Will iii ['easy lab'or force participation lutes and,
in turn, help iefiu.inte the Social Security system more compassion-
ately than siiii h reducing retiement benefits. Recent legislation
nosing the mandatoi ietiienlent age to 70, when combined with the
future elimination of mandatory lett! ement altogether and the reinox ail
of empl.o) went lima( entii es In present pension, plans, would together
;a1(1 nearly one -half million older Ivoi the labor foice_b_y_the
,year 21100, In contrast, o ten pci. ent reduftion 111 so/ I ;I Security
benefit, Would only nait -rase labor lot e pat ticipat ton by 64,000, While
art the same time placing- a heavy econonuc burden on millions of
elderly retiees.

The' message of the Label Department study is clear: unless ob-
stacles to employment are wino\ ed, attempts to encoutsag.e older

o r ke r, to delay t heir 1 etnement W III onl) add to the frustration
already Mt by these ot kers. 'flit only "obstacle" topmploNmentthis
Administiatiom has to eliminate is the Social Security earnings
test, which may be a hollow gesture. The results of another study

d
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funded by the Labor Department, concluded: ". . . eliminating the
earnings test will not increase labor supply but will increase the net
cost to the government of ,Social Security pensions." 2 Thus, the
Adininistration is proposing cu.tting Social Security benefits and elimi-nating the earnings test as thl\kestway to increase the work efforts of
older. Americans and reduce the strain on SoCial Security. Ironically,
neither proposal will achieve its intended effect but both could further
add to the problrns of Social Security and its present and future
recipients.

The absence of a Coherent employment and retirement policy in this
country leaves millions,rof older workers and retirees in a state of
angry confusion over which way to turn. More than Half of all retirees
surveyed nationally have expressed a desire to be working in some
capacity, and nearly half of all workers expect to work after retire-
ment. The Labor Department's own figures cite&in this report indicate
that two-thirds of a national sample of workers plan to delay retire-
ment if the current rate of inflation continues. Despite their desire towork and the economic pressures which force them to seek employ-
ment, older individuals are prevented'from working by public policies
that allow mandatory retirement and other disincentives to employ-
ment. Eliminating these disincentives will benefit all Americans.

CLAUDE PEPPER, Chetirman.

2 Carliner. G "Social Security and the Labor Supply of Older Men," final report (r-DLMA-21-91-78-50 submitted to the U.S. Department of Labor, August 1980.
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I. Introduction

Backgroune
#.0

A N.

EXECUTIVE StIMmARY

The 1978 Age DiScrimination in Employment Act Amendments
(Public Lev 95-256) required that the Secretary of Labor
conduct an extensive study pn the consequences of the new
coverage provisions of the law including: (a) an
exatinatioh of the effects of raising the upper age limit
under the Act to 70; (b) a determination of the
feasibility of further extenoing or elimidating the age-70
limit; and (c) an examination of the effects of the
exemptions in the law permitting manoatory retirement of
tenured faculty members at institutions of higher education
and' certain business' executives. lha law requires that-the 0
Department orLabOr re'port study findings to Congress in an
interim report in 1981. Also, a final report on the
stuaies, *including Departmental recrendations, is to be
submitted in 1982,

ln,response to this requireilent, the Department of Labor
initiated in 1979 an extensive series of studies designee
to produce information on the current and probaole future
consequences of the 1676 ADEA Amendments. Research
findings from most of these stuoes are summarized in this
interim report. These finaings include information on the
labor force participation effects of manaatory retirement,
response of current workers and employers to the increased
manoatory retirement age, long term projections of the
consequences of mandatory retirement age alternatives, ano
the effects of the ADEA exemptions for tenure° faculty,at
institutions of higher education ana for executives. Int
interim report presents the most important research
findings relevant to tte major areas Congressional
concern: the effects Uf raising the ulaar age limit in the
ADEA to 70; the feasibility of extendir7g.or eliminating the
upper age limitation; and the effects of the exemptions in
the law for tenured faculty members aid certain business
executives.

In conoucting these studies, the Department of tabor was
concerned with both the impact of mandatory retirement on
individuals and the administrative and financial
consequences of the ADEA for employers, In addition the
Department recognized that the retirement decision is
sirpltaneously influencea by mandatory retirement policies,
pupil° ana'private pension policiesogind personnel
policies. Study findings examine the consequences of
manaatory retirement policies in the context of these other
major factors influencing retirement behavior.

I
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The Age Discrimination in Employment
Act Amendments of 1978represent a substantial modification of the provisirons ofthe Act,byextending the upper age pmit of protection

under the,Act to age 70 for most...private sedtor and
t honfederal'p*Tc employees, prohibiting mandatory .retiremeilt of covered workers under employe benefit planeand extending age discrimination,

prbtection without pf,,/,:upper ,age limit to 'almost all Federal employees. in',enacting these ro;isions,)1Congress was concerned atseveral- potenti 1 consequences of the increaseddm datory
retirement age. The major areas .of concern inalUded:(1) the possibility of an adverse impact,on attdoymentopportunities for younger and minority employees resultingfrom large juale retention of employment' 6y workers,after
age 65; (2) potential adminiWative

tfardens on employers;(3) possible cast implicatibnsension plans; and (4)
possible difficaltles for univeraties and major
cor,porations in aajustpg to the upper age limit of 70.

Demogtaphfc and, Retirement Trends-
/ _

Two trends which'have,daVeloped over the past twenty fiveyears are of major significance in considering t
potential effects of the- Age Discrimination In 'mploym nt
Act -- population aging and tne decline in labor force
patticip tion,,by,Older workers.

csxtmsUnde).-tnt mediate demographic assumptions, the 65 and over
.

.population il?..increase from 25 million in 1560,1110.,percent of,t total population) to 32.million.kri tO,year
2000 (13 percept the total population). The median age--of. the population whibh was 28 in 1970, is now 30 and willr continue to incred

. the gradual increase in life expectancy at older axes; ,meaipal adianceU in the future could result in even greater
life expectancy leading to higher proportions of older .persons in the population.' These trends will result in a,
gradual aging of the labor force in the years ahead.

.

..'While the overall population continues to age, labor4force
participation by older workers has dee ined significantlyover the past twenty-five years. For, 65 ana over,
labor force participation reached,a'ne low of 19.3 percent
in 1980 (28.5 percent ormen 65-69 ter labor force
participants however). Declining'participation was alsooccurring for men 55r64 and 45-54 years of age. Labor
force participatiOn by older women has been low but atable
for many years.

6
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It is generally agreed that theiincreasingly earlier
availability of Social. Security and private pension,
benefits and the continuation of mandatory retirement
practices have led to the development

and continuation ofthe early retirement trend and substantially lowered thelabor 'force participation of older workers. Aevntienationof this trend will have two major coniequencest (a) a
substantially increased retirement financial support burdenfor a smaller workforce; and (b) fewer oppportunities forelder persons tp remain employed oecause of
institutionalized early retirement practices, pension
programs and mandatory retirement rules. Declining labor
,force participatApn by older workers is of considerable
concern since cly the economic, position of retired persons
will be significantly affected

kith longer periods of
retirement ana. continued inflation; (2) early retirement
increases the financial strain on Social Security and .
private pension programs; (3) shqrtages of skilled labor
could develop in certain industries and, geographichal

, areas; and- (4) older person's/preferences
for part-time

employment are growing but labor demand is not'aufficientto satisfy their.employment meeas. Foes these reasons, the
potential for reversing the decline in labor.torce
participation and raising or eliminating the manaatory
retirement age hive become major public p cy issues.

Estimated Number of Employees Within Scop of the ADEA'

An estimated 73.million workers of all ages are employee by
employei-s having 2Q or more employees and are, therefore,
covered by the Age Discrimination in Employment Act. The*exact number of these workers who are in the 40-76 year old
ffraUl.1---p-retec!tt-d by the Act la slut Known. however,- labor
force data show that of the 104,720 million persona 16years of age and older who were, in,the civilian labor fCrce
in September 1980, 39.percent were 40-70 years of age.
Applying this proportion to the estimated 73 .million
persona employed by covered employers, yields an estimate'
of 28 million persons covered by the ADEA or 7 out of every10 persons aged 40-70.1in the civilian labor force,

le

o
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II. Organization of Research Findings

The Studies undertaken by the Department
of Labor provideinformation directly relevant, to the

research requirementsspecified in the,Age
Discrimination in Employment ActAmendments of 1978. The findings

are organized as follows:
Part 1.4 Effelk of the 1978 ADEA

Amendments on EmplpyeeRetirement Plans and Employer Personnel andPension Policies

Part II.

Pai"t

Effects of Mandatory
Retirement on Younger Workers

Long Term Effects of Mandatory Retirement PolicyOptions

Part IV. Impact of the Exempt
Executive Provision in the1978 ADEA Amendments

Part V. Effects of Vhe Tenured
Faculty Exemption in the1978 ADEA Amendments

Part VI. Continued
Existence of Mandatory

Retirement Rules,Consequences of Mandatory
Retirement Rules on LaborForce PartiCipation by Older Workers,

Estimates 'ofResponse by Older Workers tp Change in the MandatoryRetirement Age
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PART I.

EFFECTS OF THE 197b ADEA AMENDMENTS ON EMPLOYEE' 7
RETIREMENT PLANS AND EMPLOYER PERSONNEL AND

PENSION POLICIES

nine major areas through conducting
major national surveys of employees,.employers and pension plan
sponsors:

- What factors influence an employee's planned age of
retirement?

- How do employees' retirement plans change when an age-65
retirement policy is extended to age 70 or lifted
altogether?

- how accurate is employee knowledge about their own firm's
retirement policies, the federal ADEA Amendments, and
(where applicable) state mandatory retirement laws?

- How have firms modified thqir mandatory retirement policies
in response to the ADEA Amendri1nts?

- Why are mandatory retirement policies important to firms?

- lihat was the pre-Amendment pattern of retirement behavior?
And what retirement incentives were offered at the time of
the survey?

- How have firms modified their benefit, personnel, and other
retirement policies in response to the ADEA Amendments?
What modifications are contemplated in the future?

,

- Do firms believe that employees will delay their retirement
plans because of the ADEA Amendments? And what, if any,
policies will firms change to counteract this trend?

- What do employers believe the impact would be,-should a
large number of older iorkers postpone retirement to age
70? And what; if any, policies firms would change in that
event?

-

The Short-Run Impact of the ADEA Amendments

In assessing the impact of the ADEA Amendments, it is useful to
separate the short-run and long-run effects. In the'short run,
the Ame0Ments had their most direct impact on the behavior of



firms--particularly firms' mandatory retirement policies--and a.much smaller impact on the plans of employees. In the longrun, this balance may be reversed.

He estimate that in the mid-1970's, about 60 percent of personssurveyed had faced some mandatory retirement age. By the timeof the survey itseinTarly 1980),
51 percent of the samplefaced a mandatory retirement

age of 70 or more while h5 percentof the sample faced no mandatory retirement age 'whatsoever.

'Fifty-three percent of employees sampled in the survey workedfor firms that had changed their retirement policies "in thelast few years". In almost all cases, (B2 percent) thesechanges h-a-ve arisen in whole or in part from the ADEA
Amendments., Most of these recent

changes-attributed to theAmendments involved moving from one mandatory retirement age toa higher one, while 1Felatively
few changes involved abandoninga mandatory retirement age altsgether. This reaction suggeststhat by the late 1970's, most employers who retained mandatory'retirement policies did so by conscious choice.

The Amendment's short-run impact on other aspects of firm
behavior was relatively weak. For example, it has often beenasserted that a relaxlition4of

mandatory retirement age would.result in a more widespread use of performance evaluations asan alternative way of removing people from jobs. The surveysuggests, to the contrary, that the incidence of performanceevaluations was already highest in firms that have mandatoryretirement rules, those with such rules were no more likely tohave stricter evaluations in the future. Thus, the twopolicies serve as complements, rather than substitutes, foreach other.

It was also anticipated that firms would discontinue pensionaccruals for Workers over age 65. However, only 6 percent ofemployees currently permitted to continue accruals have
employers who would suggest such a move.

Although at least half the short-ru changes in employer policyhad been made by the time of the survey, the results suggestthat, nearly all the employer response has -been, and will be, inthe direction of providing mote encouragement for employees toretire by liberalizing existing benefits, adding types ofbenefits, and shifting costs more toward the company.

The ADEA Amendments' short-run-impact
on employee retirementplans was very weak, A- coOusion that arises from severalpieces of data. Firdt, only 15 percent of the survey

respondents could correctly identify the Amendments' barring ofmandatory retirement before age 70. By_itself, this data means

A

A

A



little since the ADEA Amendments might he affecting-IT:el-sons
indirectly through changes in firm policy. But in practice,
only 11 percent of the sample report having made a recent-
change in their retirement plans for any reason. About
one-third of these actually decreased their retirement age and
only one-tenth of these increased their'reell.ement age
explicitly because of the ADEA Amendments.

Finally, the survey, contained an "experiment" to see whether
people would change their planned retirement age-upon being
informed of the ADEA Amendments' details% ,In this experimentr
about 8 percent of the respondents did increase their
retirement age from 65 or less to 66 or more. But an-equaL
proportion of the sample decreased their retirement age. And a
person's increase or decia7FIFTE51anned retirement age had
nothing to do with whether the person thought he faced
mandatory retirement at 65, mandatory retirement at 70, or no
mandatory retirement whatsoever.
4

These data are consistent with the idea that most Rpople have
de at least some prior thought to retirement aad their

ans are based ?n their conceptions drthpir employers'
policies. While these plans may change in the long run, they
will not be changed immediately by being informed of the new
age 70 mandatory retirement provision.

In summary, the ADEA Amendments had a significant impact on
increasing the mandatory retirement age of some firms, but it
has a relatively small impact on other aspects of firm
behavior, and it had only a ery limited impact on employees'
retirement plans.

The Long-Run Impact of ,the ADEA Amendments

In the long run, the'impact'of the ADEA Amendments on employee
plans may be somewhat larger ano this, in turn, may induce
employers to change their policies. Our analysis of the
retirement plans of men showed signifi-cantdifferences between
men who believed they were covered'by an age-65 retirement rule
and men who faced a retirement rule at 70 or above. On
average, the second group retired two yeErs later than the
first with one quarter of the cohort wanting to retire at age
66 or age 67. Over time, as a4l men became aware that they can
work to age 70, we would expect retirement dates to be'
delayed. (We do not expect this to happen foroparrled women
since their retirement.decisions appear to be planned jointly--
wityl the4r husbands and those women ere, on average,-two years
younger than their husbands).

. e
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For the present, most employers expe06 little change in
employee retirement behavior, eitherbecause that behavior is
goverened by continuing financial incentives, or by
expectations (rather than mandatory retirement - rules). But
should retirement ages increase, the most common employer.
respose will be to,increase'retirement

incentives.

The picture could change dramatically
should,,othertmajor

changes AR federal retirement policy occur, such as rais.ing the
Social Security retirement age. It is not at all clear whether
employers interested in controlling retirements will accept therehulting older rietirement ages, or will assume the cost of
replacing all or part of the lost Social Security benefits with
supplemental payments.

_

Analysis of the surveys is ditided intR two parts. The first
part examines the impact of raising the mandatory retirement
age on employees' planned retirement second part
examines the impact of raising the mandato retirement age on.the behavior of firms.

Analysis of Employee Retirement Plans

In this section, the survey data aee, analyzed,to measure the
impact of the 1978 ADEA Amendments on employee retirement pimis.

Principal findings are ad follows:

hen who believe'they lace an age-65 retirement policy
plan to retire, on average, at age 62. Had the same
men faced a retirement policy of age-70 or.above, we
estimate that they would have planned'to retire, on

' average, at age 64. A

When men are faced with an age-65 retirement policy,
we estimate that by the time they reach age'59, about
4 percent of the cohort Kill want to retire at age 66
or nigher. Had the same men faced a retirement policy
of age-70 or above, about 24 percent 44 the cohort
would have want,d to retire at age 66 or higher and
most of these would have retired by age 68.

When married women are faced with an age-85 retirement
policy, we estimate that oy the time they reach age '

59, about 1 percent will want to,retire at'age 66
higher. Had these same women been fated with a
retirement policy of age-70'or above, about 5 percent
would have wadted to retire at age 66 or higher. This'

.")
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relatively small impact arises in part from the fact that women
key their retirement decisions to the decisions of their
husbands and women are, on average, about two years younger
than their husbands. This means most couples will retire at an
age that will'not bring the wife into contact with a 65-year
old limit.

In practice, 10-15 percent Qf all sample respondents
knew of the existence. of a Feaeral law which moved the
mandatory retirement age from 65 to 70.

t

Employees were much more aware of the manaAtoryor
expected retirement ages in their films. In firms
that had has no recent change in retirement age
policy, T/ percent of men and 48 percent o omen
correctly identified the firm's retirement e (or the
absence of any retirement age) while 10-15 p rcent of
both groups did not know their firm's policy and 20
percent of both groups identified a policy that was
too restrictive. In firms that had made a recent
policy chapge (within the last Aar), about 35 percent
oilmen and 26 percent of women could correctly
identify their firm's policy ,while about 30 percent of
both groups identifiec a policy that was too
.restrictive.

When sample respondents were informed of the 1978 ADEA
Amenurnents, only about b percent chose to change their
retirement age from 65 or less to 66 dr more. An
eqqal number chose to reduce their planned age of
retirement wnile about tTE7IT-quartips of all
respondents left their planned retirement age
uncnanged. We believe this result inaicated that
retirement plans are not something people will cpiickly
change in an interview format. Over` time, we expect
results to be somewhat 'larger.

Analysis of Employer Responses to the 1978 ADEA Amendments

Thissection addresses the impact of the 1978 ADEA Amendments
on employer retirement policy by analyzing survey data
collected from olden workers' personnel officers and pension t
plan sponsors. Given the limited direct impact of the
Amendments and Uhe relatively stronger influence of financial
variables on employee retirement plans, most of the near term
effects if the Ameoaments are, likely to be felt indirectly

,through employer policies.
a

t
0
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Employees co- workers were bound to be retiring relatively
early, on Aerager-particularly if they were subject to an age
limit. Among those subject to an age limit, 43 percent hao
persons in their ocqupation retiring by age Ea, 63 percent by
age 62, and 79 percent by age 64, on avesage. Few changes wereexpected fn that pattern over the near 'Mrm and pnly 7 percentof the older workers subject to anage limi,t4pere expected tohave co- workers retiring at ages older, than 65. The relativelyearly' retirements were in response to substantial financial#incentives to early retirement offered by employers, includingpension plans with young normal retirement ages, payment offull accrued early retirement benefits, and continuation ofcompany-paid insurance after retirement. There appeared to be,little reason for employe'rs to alter their policies in theshort term.

A number of policymakers have expressed concern that largenumoers of employer-4 who currently
permit continued pensionAccruals (about 55 percent of our sample), would discontinuethem suosequent to-the passage of the ADEA Amendments. Thefindings from this study suggest t1at the employers of very fewolder worgirs (6 pereent) would even recommend that the firm.consider such a move.

Another major area of concern during consideration of theitmendments'was the potential impact on formal performance_evaluations. Lt--has been argued that mandatory retirementrules serve as a substitute for effective performance
evaluations, which prdtects both employers and employees fromthe risk4of declining produotivity that may occur with age.

It' indeed manoatory retirement rules did spbstitute fore eOtive performance evaluations, it was feared that
reasing the age, or eliminating

mandatory retirement, couldle d to stricter evaluations
of performance at all ages, withthe Unintended consequence that more older employees would bedism'ssed before retirement. The findings of thi study,.sugg st that formal performance

evaluations, rathe than actingas a ' ubstitute for a mandatory
retirement policy, mo e oftenoperate in conjunction with one. Employees subject to

mandatory retirement and formal performance evaluations were nomore likely than those subject only to performance evaluationsto have to have evaluations
made more stringent in the. in thenear future.

The other major argument against raising-the age limit
mandatory'retirement was that age limits were needed to assurejobs and promotional opportunities for younger workers.
Employers 'of worxers subject tea an age limit did believe thatmandatory retiretient rules were dose tiliponOnt in this regardthan as a simple way to remove uuproductive older workers.

,
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Althoughlapproximately 50 percent of workers' employers
believed he cost of labor would increase if significant ,
numbers f older workers postpohea retirement to age 70, the
employer of workers subject to an age limit were four times
more lik ly t believe costs would decrease as other
employer . A surprising 21 percent-07W6iRers in manufacturing
firms su ject to an age limit, and-34 percent in the largesi
firms had employers believing costs would decrease.

Give th relatively young current' retirement ages, little
expcdta ion that retirement ages will change, substantial
offerin s of incentives to early retirement, and policy changes
alregdy accomplished, relatively few older workers can expect
additio al changes in their pension or health and welfare
benefit in the near future. If pefsonnel officers' aid' plan
sponsor ' suggested recommenuations for change were
kmpleme ted, existing benefits would be liberalized, new types

-9 of heal h/welfare insurance coverage would be provided, or
cdsts w uld be shifted more toward the company. However, less
thah ha f the recommendations for chafiging pension benefits
'wee actually under active consideration by the organization,
and' tewer than 30 percent of the recommendations were being,
copstVered as a result of ADEA. The'shortterm impact of ADEA
bn employee benefits thus appears to be quite limited.

..-,Summary of Major Finding

In terms of the number of older workers affected, the greatest
impact of the ADEA Amendments wason employers' mandatory
retirement rules. Fortyfour percent of the -qpployees were
subject to new mandatory retirement policies as a result of the
Atendmerits, and.an additionalq,9 percent had policies changed
for other reasons. The great majority (87 percent) of the

" changes attributed to ADEA involved 1etaining mandatory
retirement with an older age limit. Only 6 percent of all
older workers had their age limit removed as a result of ADEA.
'Nearly all employers responded to the legal mandatory

, retirement age permitted by the Amendments. Most of the
employees experiencing no recent change in employer policy -bad
been subject to no age limit since 1976, and nearly all of the
eggftger hact been subject to age limits of 70 or older prior
fig. the 6mendments. Although the impact on employer's mandatory
rbtiremtnt policies was found to be quite large, the
corresponding impact on other retirement=related benefits and
policies was found to be ,of a much smaller order of magnitude.

It is significant that at least half the potential impact of
the Amendments od employer policies had already bee d felt by
the time the survey deta"were collected (early 1980).

O
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Employers, espec\ially those reitaining an age limit., were
offering their workers substantial incentives to encourage
retirement before the normal retirement agt7 includinCfull

.

accrued early retirement benefits, continuation of health, life v v
and disability insurance after retir4pent, and retirement
counseling.

'Employers were asked whether the average retirement age Oas
expected to change in the next few years. Sixty-four percent

6- expected no change in the average retirement age for the
,employetsrocupatio WhelFshange was expected, twice as many

cel..-employers expe workers "to delay retirement as retire
earlier, but onl 7 percent expected the average retirement age
o exceed 65.

14 I

Oit n the policy changes already accomplished, the substantial
inducemehts to early retirement, the relatively young \
retirement ages, and the general anticipation that employees
would not change their recent retirement behavior, one would
expect few additi"Dhal changes in pension.or health and welfare
benefits. The findings confirm this expectation and nearly all
of thp recommendations involved either increasing benefit
amounts, adding types of coverage-or shifting costs more to the
employer.

When pension plan sponsor's recommendations were c ared to
the reason why policy changes i:tre_being actively con "dered or
planned, ADEA was found to be erkponsible, even in part for 1.O'
ery few of the 4kely benefit adjustments in the near etwe.
onsequently) th impact of ADEA on employee's retirement
enefits in theinearr future is expected to be quite limited.

When employers and pension plan sporisors were asked what policy
chew.: they might recommend that their organizatitrrconsider
shoUlp a large number of older wokrers postpone re retirement to
age /0, the, response was again overwhelmingly in the direction
of providing more generous benefits. While it was feared that
employers would discontinue pension accruals for porkers over.
age 65 in response to the Amendments, the results did not
confirm this expectation.

Despite the in4cements off(jred to encourage early retirement,
the relatively young retirement ages and the anticipation that
very few employees would postpone retirement beyond age 65, the
employers retaining their age limits believed that mandatory
retirement rules were important. However, these employe s

_believed age limits were more important as a way to assu e
promotional opportunities than as a simple way to remov
unprodUctive older workers.
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Conclusion

The major short-term impact of the 1976 ADEA Amendments Was to
force employers to raise their mandatory retirement age
limits. There has been relatively little change in other
retirement related policies, and there will probably bg little
in the near future due to ADEA. Most changes were being made
in response to other factors. Rather than attempting to
mitigate the potential effect of the Amendments, most employprs
appeared to-be waiting to see whether, and how, employees'
retirement behavior will change before they alter policies. .

If retirement ages iperease preiipitously, employers might be
faced with the choice of making major structural changes in
their system of personnal management, or spending large sums of
money to pay retiring workers supplemental benefits until they
are old enough to qualifyfor SOcial Security benefits.e4

If retirement.ages increase more slowly, the outcome is .ore
likely to be determined by other, factors'such as the rate of
'grow* in the economy, and the unemployment rate. The total
long-term impact of the Amendments on employee behavior and
employer Policies will likely be determine& largely by changes
in other Federal retirement policies ano future economic
performance.

"
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PART

EFFECTS OF MANDATORY RETIREMENT ON YOUNGER WORKERS

Summary

An analysis of census survey data was unaertaken'to assess the
maximum immediate impact on younger workers resulting from any
direct competition for jobs held by age-64 workers who might
eleqt to remain in the labor force past 65 due to the increase
Iwthe mandatory retirement age. The possible job competition
was assessed for youth, women and black workers who hold
full-time, full-year jobs at wage levels comparable to the
older workers. The logic behind the analysis was that any
short-term effect on these groups will result from a
substantial number of older workers who hold jobs comparable to
these other workers continuing to work longer than they would
have in the absence of the change in mandatory retirement age.

The immediate effect of the 1976 Amendments on younger, female,
and minority 'Workerss based on estimates of the direct effect
on older workers was found to be small. They estimated
additional number of comparable age-65 workers are potential
competititon for less,than one quarter of one-percent of all
full-time workers ages 16-24; less than one half of ane,percent

`of all furl-time olack workers ages 16-59; and one tenth of one
percent of all full -time women workers ages 1C-549.

In all three comparisons (younger workers, black workers, and
women workers) with older workers, the wage-comparable younger
workers were concentrated in manufacturing, professional
services, and wholesale and retail trade, while the
wage-comparable older workers expected to work past age 65 were
concentrated in Manufacturing, professional services, and
public administration. When these wage-comparable workers were
compared,Ahe potential for significant job slot competition
Irithin specific industries did not materialize. 'The general
pattern was that apparent high levels of potential competition
within certain Industries tenoed to result, on closer scrutiny,
from potential competition between workers in only a few
particular occupations. The greatest potential for job slot
competition was not in occupations with the greatest number of
wage-comparable younger workers but in the occupations with the
highest ratio of wage-comparable older to younger workers, suchas: craft workers for all younger workers; managers, craft
Workers and laborers for younger black workers; and
transportation operatives, laborers and craft workers for
younger female workers. however, the magnitude of the
competition is still very small, 'representing no more than four
percent of the pool of comparable younger workers in any
occupation.

e
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The focus of this analysis was full-time workers; however, some
insight can be given to the impact of the change in mandatory
retirement age on part-time workers. Although the data show

' relatively large numbers of younger and older workers in
part-time employment, no additional competition is anticipated
to result from the change in mandatory retirement rules.
Indeed, to the extent that workers who stay in full -time work
past age 65 would have taken part-time jobs at that age. ,

competition for part-time work would be lessened by the new
Mandatory retirement age.

As a result of this analysis, it would seem that such labor
market concerns ag youth unemployment and affirmative action
are not likely to be worsened by the change in mandatory
retirement age. Few older workers are projected to continue to
work past age 65, and those that are likely to continue to work

. represent potential competition for a very small number of
younger, female and black workers.

r-
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PART III

LONGTERM EFFECTS OF MANDATORY RETIREMENT
POLICY 41PTIONS-

Summary

Methodology. This section describes research on the long-run
' labor supply effects of alternative mandatory retirementpolicies. Estimates of changes in thelabor force

participation of older workers were projected to the year 20001
for three policy options: *(1) the old law (age-65 mandatory
retirement); (2) the current law (age-70 mandatory
retirement); and (3) a policy that prohibits employers' use ofmandatory retirement. In addition, the sensitivity of tbeseestimates was tested to two possible changes in retirement
benefits: (1) across-the=board reductions in Social Security
benefits; and (2) larger benefits under employer-provided
pensions when retirement is delayed past the normal retirement-age.

Estimated effects of changes in labor forceparticipatics ratesare based on a retirement.decision model
developed for one bythe Department of Labor in estimating the effects of mandatory

retirement age on emplulm#nt- Whin model- was applied -to data ,for a sample of b0,000 persons from the 197J Current Population-
Survey and matched Social-Security earnings Records. Theprojections to the year 2000 involved 'use of dynamic simulation -techniques which take into account expected changes in
demographic and economic characteristics of individuals as they
age and compute entitlements to Socia),Security and employerpension benefits. The retirement decision model--which takesinto account individuals' -Social Security and pension.wealth
and mandatory retirement constraints as well as age, wage rate;
health status and other variables--was applied to estivate thelabor force participation-of persons between ages 60 ane 70,for
three points in time (1985N 1990, and 2000).

~-Effects of Increase in Mandatory Retirement Age to 70. the
estimates, indicate that labor force participation of older men*
should rise as a result of. the 1978 ADEA Amendments raising the
mandatory-retirement age from 65 to 70. Slight increases in
the participation rate were forecast for older men under age 65.

.

The effects in thisftsummat'y apply to older men. Underlying
problems with the data used in the retirement decision model
for women preclude attributing the same degree of validity to
the estimated effects on women.

Al
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The most significant impacts on older workers remaining in thelabor force were found for those age 65 and over. In all threeyears (1985, 1990, 2000), men age 65-67 were estimated toexperience a participation
rate increase from about 33 percentto about40 percent, a rise of more than one fifth. For menage 68-70, a significant increase

was also found, although thepattern was not as uniform. In 1985 the participation rate isestimated to rise from 17.6 to 22.0 percent, an increase of onefourth. in 2000, however, the rise is only by about fivepercent, from 18.9 to 19.8 percent. This difference over timeresults from the interaction of mandatory retirement polici6swith trends in Social Security and pension wealth for this agegroup, with the retirement
benefit effects becoming strongerthan mandatory retirement for 68-70-year-olds.

The change from age-65 to age-70 mandatory retiremegrwillresult in approximately 217,200 more older men being in thelabor force in 2000. The bulk of this increase is in the 65 to67 age range.

Effects of Eliminating Mandatory Retirement. As in the policychanges described above, moving from the current age-70mandatory retirement policy to a situation in which mandatoryretirement is prohibited
affects, but, only modestly, older menwho are not yet at the mandatory age. However, for the agebracket that includes age 70 (the 68-70-year-old men), theparticipation rate rises sharply, from 22.0 to 27.8 percent in'1985, a 26-percent increase, ant frnm 1

------20007a 21- percent, increase.

Compared to the age-70 policy, elimination of mandatoryretirement would result in 195,100 additional older men beingin the labor force in 2000. Almost half (90,300) are in the-68-70 age group. If added to the 217,200
estimated rise, n thelabor force size caused by the increase in the mandatorretirement age from 65 to 70, eliminating any mandatoryretirement age would induce 412,300 men to remain in the laborforce in 2000. This number constitutes

about 10 percent of allmale workers age 60-70 estimated for that year. *.

Sensitivity of Labor Supply Effects to Changes in Retirementnefits. Since Socia4 Security and employer pensiont ements are among the most important factors in theretirement dectsion, the labor supply estimates associated with'different mandatory retirement policies were reestimated underthree assumed changes in retirement benefits: (1) a 10-percent 'across-the-board reduction in Social Security benefits; (2) a20-percent Social Security reduction; and (3) an increasepension benefit accruals for, delayed retirement that is closer
'

n
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,-,

to an actuarially fair accrual rate than assumed in the
simulation model. These sensitivity tests. reflect current
policy concerns regarding the need to contain Social Security
costs and the desire to encourage delayed retirement.

The'estimad effects of the Social Security reductions on the
labor force participation rates of,older men were small in site
and inconsistent in direction. The principal conclusion of
this analysis is that marginal changes in Social Security
entitlements have quite different implications for workers at
different ages in terms of the financial desirability.to them,
of continuing to work and accrue additional Social Security
coverage and earnings credits., The estimates done in this
study point to the need for more analysis of the likely impacts
of future Social Security benefit changes on labor, force
participation and on the fiscal status pf the Social Security
Trust Funds.

The adjustment to employer pension benefits for delayed
retirement that was analyzed assumed that all plans provide a
10-percent increase in accrued benefits for eaoh year workea
After the normal retirement age (or 5 percent for plans with
'normal retirment ages younger than 65). This adjustment is
more generous than that assumed to exist currently in the
majority of plans.

r--
The more generous pension adjustment would serve to increase
labor fqnceLpanticipationboth under the age-70 mandatory
retirement policy and under a prohibition of mandatory
retirement. It lips estimated that, if,pension plans were
,revised to. encourage later retirement, the number of men age

al60 r70 in the labor force .in the year 2000 would increase by

\4
9,100 in the age-70 mandatory retirement case, and by 67,700
ith no mandatory retirement. ---

. AO
Conclusions. Several impo tant conclusions may be drawn from
these projections of the labor supply effects of alternative
mandatory retirement polidies.. First, the rate of increase of
the downward trend in the labor force particpation of older men
that has prevailed for two decades should be reversed, at least
temporarily, by the 1978 ADEA Amendments unless other more
powerful economic forces offset the effeqls attributable to the
new age-70 mandatory retirement policy. Towever, the long-term
decline in older men's labor force resume
in the mid- to late-1980's absent other signifi ant policy
change or economic trends that depart sharply from previous
long-run experience. Elimination of mandatory retirement would

,32
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constitute, such a policy change, and in this case the
projections found that older men's labor force participation
would rise not only immediately after enactment of such a
policy but would also continue to rise slightly over the pfiger
run.

11 second conclusion is that the order of magnitude of the
increase'in the workforce that should,result from the age-70
policy (a 5-percent increase) found in other studies VAS
confirmed here and found to apply even when viewed over a long '

period of time.

Third, the total elimination of retirement would have
a similar impact (a 5-percent increase) on he male workforce
when compared to the labor force participation expected under
the age-70 policy. Taken together, the 1978 Amendments and
further Congressional action to eliminate mandatory retirement
would add 412,300 men age 60-70 to the labor force. Thus,
elimination of mandatory retirement, while helpful to
employment aspirations in thousands of individval cases, would'
be expected to have a marginal impact on the overall labor
force that is no greater than the impact of setting the agb at
70 vs. 65.

Finally, targeted pension adjustments such as an Increase in
the rate of benefit accruals for delayed retirement can be
expected-to increase older workers' labor force participation,
but other reforms, such as an across-the-board cut in Social

" Security benefits, should not a priori be assumed to stimulate
a delay in retiremeiLt simply by virtue of constituting a
reduction in available retirement income.

81-662 0 - 81 - 3

4

7.1
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PART IV

IMPACT OF THE EXEMPTIEXECUTIVE PROVISION
IN THE 1978 ADEA AMENDMENTS

Summary

Two years after the 1978 ADEA Amendments became effective, a
survey of the pegponnel officers.of nearly 3,000 firms and an
in-depth case stay of 50 of the firms revealed a great deal of
indecision and confusion surrounding firms' use of the
authority left them by Congress to exempt executives from the

% increased, mandatory retirement age. Although 0 percent of all
personnel officers indicated that their firms either were using
the exemption or were planning to apply it wi in a year,.
nearly 30 percent said their firms' executi4es ust retire
before reaching age 70. About a fifth of tip 1 ger sample and
a third of the case study firms had not made final decisions
about whether to apply the exemption,

1
Larger firms and those engaged '\n manufacturing were more
likely'to use the exemption' than other firms. Seventy-five
percent of the executives eligible for, exemption work for firms
already using it, ano personnel officers expected only a
3-percent increase in the numbers of eligibles over the,next 5
years. .

The main reason given by nearly half of the case study
respondents for using the exemption was the neeo to assure
promotional opportunities for younger workers; cost savings
were also frequently cited.

Although the majority of firms (60 percent of the case study
. sample and 80 percent of the larger sample) were not using the

exemption at the time of the survey, case study responses
indicate that executive retirement age was not an is?ue for
these firms. The firms either had no older executives, their
executives were retiring by age 65, or there was no policy
encouraging retirement at a specific age.

...'

Approximately half the non-exemption case-study firms expected
their policy to continue, and the remainder had made no final.

\4

decision. Future adoption of the exemption by these firms will
depend on the retirement behavior of theex cutives
themselves. The recent performance of the n tional economy and
the high inflation rate were expected to ham more effect on
executive retirement decisions than increases in the mandatory
retirement age.
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In general, the, effect of the exemption has been to permit a
partial retention of the old retirement age policy for thosefirms that have the organizational

capability to administer a
complex policy (the larger firms) and that have the least
'growth in executive positions (the manufacturing firms) andthus the greatest pressure'for turnover in jobs. Large firms
and the manufacturing sector have traditionally been mdre ,
likely to apply mandatory retirement and pension incentives to

\ their older employees as a part of personnel policy. '
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PART V -

A
EFFECTS OF THE TENURED FACULTY EXEMPTION

It THE 1978 ADEA AMENDMENTS

Sumlar

This section of the report examines the impact on higher
education of the exemption for tenured gollege faculty members.,from the mandatory retirement age provisions of the1978
Amendments to_the Age Discrimination in Employment ct..

The major questiOns given attention are: (1) What are the
origins and impact of longstanding mandatory retirement age,policies in higher education? (2), What are the attitudes offaculty members and administrators to retirement and to
alternative pqlicies with respect tothe age of mandatory
retirement (including the current exemption and itsexp+vation)? (3) What are the likely direct effects of,
different policies on mandatory retirement age (including theexemption and the expiration)? and (4) What are the likely
adaptations by the,higher education' sector to the direct
effects of these policy changes?

.

In attempting to answer these questions, several approachbs arefollowed, including examining existing knowledge and data,
analyzing tpe results of two specially designedsurveys----developed for this study, several modtls of institutional and
faculty behavior, and simulations of effects over the nexto
several decades of continuing the exemption versus allowing it-to expire in-1985.

1. Problems and Prospects Facing Higher Education

The impact of zf,mandatory retirement age change will depend
in part on the adjustments lade institutions and their
faculty members to other problems;facing higher education
during the-next decade. Thus, it is important that these
other issues are understand and considered when the likely
effects of a change in the mandatory retirement age areexamined.

fl
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ta. Enrollment Changes in the 1980s. The projections for
the 19808 give a mixed picture, with some experts
predicting declines in enrollments while others

.foresee)increases. Much of the variation hinges on
the growth of what are called non-traditional
students, since the potential for enrollment growth
from the traditional-college age population is likited
,because of declines in birth rates during-the late

the 1970s. The rising demand for higher
education by persons beyond the age of typical college
students and for contfnuing education and training
could, if strong enough, offset the drop in demand
from the college age population. The net result is
not

1!
et clear, however, and this accounts for the

\gre t uncertainty about the impact of enrollment
changes on the demand for faculty members in the 1980s.

The im4rt of prospective enrollment declines should
be clear. In an,era of growth it will be easier to
accomodate the expiration of the mandatory retirement
age exemption because institutions might not need to
significantly reduce their rate of hiring of new young
faculty members. If no enrollment growth is likely,
this will force more substantial reductions in new .
hires until a new stable pattern of retirements
emerges in response to the end of the exemption. If
enrollments actually decline significantly, layoffs of
already-employed faculty may be required to accomodate-- --
these declines. Whatever happens, certain types of
instituti.ons, namely the tour-year liberal\arts
collegs, will continue to be heavily dependent on the
tradidtional college student population for their
enrollments. Hence, they are most likely to be - -
adversely affectea by enrollment declines. .

.
, t

b. Aging of Faculty Members. The aging of faculty
members is almost inevitable, given, the extensive
hiring of new faculty members to staff the enormous
expansion of higher education in the 1960s, the slower

-growth of the early 1970s, and thg minimal growth
projected for the. 1980s. - -

c. Financial Constraints. The tigl financial
situation for higher education--bot for private
institutions dependent on private donations and
endowments and tr the larger public sector
institutions di ctly affected by tax changes and
spending cuts--will reduce its ability to adapt to
changes of any kind, including changes in the age of
mandatory retirement.

0
0
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d. The Impact of Inflation. The inflation rate is almost
certain to affict faculty decisions about retirement
because the real salaries of faculty members have
declined by 15-20 percent over the paSt decade and
this reduction is reflected in reduced pension
benefits.

e. Health and Expected Retired Life of Faculty Members.
Faculty are a longer-lived and healthier group than is
the general population. The death rates and
expectation of life of older faculty members are
considerably lower ano higher, repspectively, than forthe general population. Thus, faculty members' are
much more able to dontinue working Myond age-65*than
is the case for other workers.

f. Trends Toward Earlier Retirement by Faculty Members.
Despite forces that would seem to cause faculty
member,p to delay retirement, there is evidence that
faculty members are progressively earlierages. This may be due to in eased pension benefits
as well as the trend toward earlier retirement in therest of the population.

2. Background-Information.
czz=z7--

a. Evolution of Mandatory Retirement and Pension Practices

The 0voltttion-of-mandator/-retirement in higher education
is closely connected to the history of peniion plans. The
discussion focuses on the evolution of seated public
retirement and TIAA-CREF plans that cover over 90 percent
of-all faculty in the national faculty survey.

The developmept of pensions and associated mandatory
retirement age policies in higher education reflects the
public-private division of this sector. Public
institutions covered by State pension plans have
historically had a later mandatory retirement age than haveprivate institutions.

b. The Meaning and Evolution of Academic Tenure

The development of academic tenure was based on the desire
of academic institut s to protect the academic freedom offaulty members, i. heir ability in their teaching todeal, with controvers issues without fear of losing theirjobl. Thus, the costs imposed on higher education by
tenure rules have been accepted as necessary to achieve

'

another outcome, namely academic freedom.
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Changes in State Legislation Since the Passage of the
ADEA

Changes sinoe 1976 in State legislation covering mandatory
retirement age are 8etailed. Most changes have raised the
State minimum mandatory retirement age to conform with the
Federal -law, with many States including a faculty
exemption. Unless States move to amend their laws further,
the expiration of the ADEA faculty exemption will have an
immediate impact on the legality of mandatory retirement
provisions within the great majority-of States. In all but
a few States, Federal law must be considered the binding
constraint on anoinstitution4s ability to adjust their
mandatory retirement age policies.

d. Attitudes of Administrators and Faculty Members

,Prior information on the attitudes of administrators and
faculty members toward the exemption is rather limited. A,

1979 study by the American Council on Education indicated
strong oppostlon to uncapping the age or manoasory
retirement as well as considerable concern (bout shifting
'to age 70 after expiration of the exemption for tenured
faculty members. Halt the institutions said they _planned
to make use,of the exemption; most of the remainder could
not do so because they already operated with a mandatory
retirement age of 70. Two-thirds of the institutions
indicated they would favor making the exemption a permanent
one, with the strongest support for this position coming_
from the private institutions-. Tenured faculty members
aged 50 and above, as shown by our current survey, were-
strong in their opposition to continuation of the exemption
with 70 percent favoring the lapse of the exemption. A

somewhat smaller majority of 60 percent favored complete
uncapping of the age of mandatory retirement.

4. Results From Survey of Educational Institutions

a. Mandatory Retiremivnt Provisions Prior to ADEA
Amendments. Prior to the 19Th ADEA Amendments, 79
percent of responding institutions had some age of
Mandatory retirement. Almost 70 percent of these

o institutions set this age at 65; and 19 percent had a
mandatory retirement age of 70 or over. Another 6.
percent had an age of 66-69 and 5 percent did not
specify their mandatory retirement age. The
public- private division is clear with only 41 percent
of public universities setting an age of 65 compared
to 70 percent of private universities. At that time,
about half of all full-time faculty members were
employed in institutions with a mandatory, retirement
age of 65.
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b. Chatkes Prompted by AREA Amendments. Aleost'15.0
percent of responding institutions have eTate some
change in their mandatory retirement age since anuary1, 1976. These changes took place primarily a ng
public institutions. Only 27 percent of all p ivate
institutions with a mandatory retirement age Blow 70made changes as contrastea to 55 percent of similar
institutions.

c. Mariatory Retiremept Provisions in 1980. As a result
of these changes only 3b percent of public
institutions had a mandatory retirement age of 65 at
the time of the survey compared to 61 percent prior to
1978. The percentages for"the private sector are 57
and 78 percent, respectively. At the time of the
survey.one-third of all full.4ime faculty members were
employed in institutions with a mandatory retirement
age of 65. Half were covered by age 70 manaatory
retirement age while 13 percent were not subject to

mandatory retirement. The percent subject to a
mandatory retirement age below AgeTO'had fallen from
69 to 15 percent since the passage of'the ADEA
Amendments. While the percentage ogfacia-Iter-ffa
subject to a mandatory retirement age has doubled,
only a small friction (13 percent) remain in
institutions without mandatory retirement provisions.

(
.40

Thus, although the expiration of the exemption ila% be
-important for particular types of institutions, it wil
affect only about a third of all full-timelfacoatymembers. However, raising the age of mandatory
retirement above 70 or its elimination altogether will
force an alteration in policies covering most or
higher education-87 percent of faculty members and 76percent of instit4tions.

- ' e
d. Compulsory versus Mandatory Retirement. Most

institutions allow extensions of employment beyond the
stated mandatory retirement age at the discretion of
the administration. While not granted tt3 all faculty
members, such extensions provide flexibility to
faculty members and their institutions. Only 4
percent of all institutions report that retirement is
compulsory at age 65. Of the 34 percent of
institutions with a pandatory retirement age of 65,
lesq, than 10 percent also have compulsbry retirementat that age.

i

40
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Age Distribution of Faculty. Most striking is the
broad Similarity in the age distribution of faculty
age 45 and over across different types of
institutions. While no'partioular type of insitituion
is uniformly confronted by a particularly old or young
faculty, a f±,Anstitutions within each group will be
faced with the possibility of adjusting to the changed
retirement plans of a large proportion of their
faculty members--those now approaching normal
retirement age. Thus, targeting policy on a
particular type of educational institution defined by
size, control or type, swill not alleviate the ,

dffficurties faced by those institutions with an older
.1.

age. structuee.

f. 'The. Effect of a Mandatory Retirement Age on. the
,Probablility of Retiring. axamSne for each
institution the probability f a cohort of faculty
aged 60 retiring prior to re Ching their 66th birthday.

0

Retirement probabilities do not differ using the 1980
mandatory retirement age in the public sector, but
they do differ in the private group.. However, if the
pre-1978 mandatory retirement age is considered,
probabilities of retirement are 10 percentage points
higher with a 65 mandatory retirement age than with an
older mandatory retirement age in both public and
private institutions. 'Mere is no correlation between
probability of retiring and a current mandatory
retirement age of 65. However, the combination of a
mandatory retirement age and employment extension
policies result in a higher probability of retirement.

Substituting for the current mandatory retirement age
the institution's mandatory retirement use prior to
1976 resulted in a significant and positive effect on
retirement probabilities (Persons facing an age 65
Mandatory retirement limit were more likely to leave
employment than thope not facing this constraint). We
conclude that'retiriement plans were made by faculty

_ members retiring in 1979 based on the mandatory
retirement age in effect at the time these plans were
finalized. A change in the mandatory retirement age
just: prior to their .expected retirement date failed to
change the plans of most !amity members. Thus while
the current often higher mandatory:retirement age has
41ttle effect, the presence of a Mandatory retirement

. age was a significant factor in the retirement A

planning of recent retirees, suggesting thht the

0
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current mandatory retirement age will affect the retirement
plans of feculty members now making'retirement preparations.
In conclusion, the findings suggest chat mandatory retirement
policies limiting the ability of faculty members to continue
Working past some age eind directly influence retirement plans.

5. Preliminary Results from the Survey of University Facult
embers

a. Attitudes Toward the Exemption and to Mandatory
Retirement Age

The attitudes of faculty members, referred to earlier, are
of key importance in making any decision about continuing
the present exemption for tenured faculty members to the
minimum mandatory retirement age of 70. Accordingly, we
attempted'to ascertain the extent to which faculty members
favor continuation of the age 65 exemption., Overall, 70
percent of all faculty respondents indicated that they
"oppose" or "strongly oppose" continuation of the exemption.

We also asked faculty about their attitudes toward removing
altogether the minimum mandatory retirement age. For the
entire sample, 60 percent of all respondents "favor" or c,
"strongly favor" complete elimination of mandatory
retirement ages for faculty members.

In contrast, we find that about one fifth of all faculty
members "favor" or "strongly favor" continuation of the age
sixty-five exemption and almost a quarter of all'faculty
°members oppose elimination of the mandatory retiremedsyge.

b. Expected Age of Retirement

About 90 percent of all respondents provided an expectea
age of retirement. Ten percent have no idea as to when
they will'iretire and 5 percent say they will'ilever retire.
Only two percent expect to retire before age 60,'24 percent
plan to leave by age 62, and another 5 percent expect to
retire oefore age 65. Then there is a big increase, with
26 percent expecting to retire at age 65, 5 percent in the
next two years, and another 35 percent from age 68-70.
About three percent plan to retire after age 71.

/49.
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c. Changes in the Expected Age of Retirement

Almost 30 percent of the respondents indicated that they
had changed their expected age of retirement over the past
several years. Of this total 66 percent delayed-their
retirement age, 29 percent accelerated their expected
retirement age, and 5 percent changed it only marginally.
Among those who now expect to retire at ages 66-67, for
example, most pushed back their expected age from 65. This
change may represent a response to the shift in the age of
mandatory retirement. Among those now expecting to retire
at age 65, over half earlier planned to retire before age
65. Among those who now plan to retire at age 68-70,
two-thirds had earlier planned to retire at age 65.,

d. Response to Inflation

At the time of our survey the inflation rate was 12 -15
percent annually, having risen progressively over the past
decade. We wanted to know whether higher rates of
inflation would cause respondents to accelerate or delay
their expected age of retirement.

We,first asked whether continuation of the current
inflation rate of 12-15 percent would cause them to delay
retirement. One-third of the respondents indicated they
"strongly agree" that tney would delay retirement if these
rates continued. Another one-third indicated they agreed
with the statement. Only 15 percent voiced disagreement,
while the remaining 21 percent indicated uncertainty. This
distribution of responses suggests that there is
substantial uncertainty about inflation and ghat it will do
to the -well -being of faculty members.

We alsa asked whether a reduction ih the inflation rate to
the 7 -10 -percent range might auee people to retire
earlier. Only 17 percent of.the respondents agreed or
strongly agreed with this.statement. Fifty percent
disagreed and 32 percent were uncertain. In short, a
reduction in the inflation rate much below current levels
seems unlikely,to,produce.much change in retirement ages.

In summary., inflation has already affected the attitudes of
faculty members about their expected age of retirement. A
majority, it appears, are likely to delay retirement so as
-to minimize the rate at which the real value of their
retirement benefits Will decline.

4.tv
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FART VI.

CONTINUED EXISTENCE OF MANDATORY RETIREMENT
RULES, CONSEQUENCES.OF MANDATORY RETIREMENT RULES

ON B OLDER WORKERS,
'ESTIMATES OF RESPONSE BY OLDER WORKERS TO
CHANGE IN THE MANDATORY fEIIREMENT AGE

:

14 1. Development-of Mandatory Retirement Policies

Employer mandatory 'retirement rules and employer pensions have
historically been closely related. Prior to the widespread '
adoption of formal pension plans during the.1940's, both
pensions and mandatory retirement rules were rare. As the
Social Security'program developed in the late 1930's, policies
to encourage retirement arose, This led to the development'of
both compulsory retirement rules and pension plans to help
facilitate retirement. One of the clearly understood purposes
of Social Security when it,was enacted in 1935 $446 to encourage
workers to leave the labor Torce by providing an economic base
for retirement. Thus, the Social Security system has
significantly affected retirement age by providing an economic
base for retirement and establishing retirement as an
appropriateoand expected occurrence in old age.

The sharp increase in private pension plans in the 1940's
occurred primarilyvto encourage and speed up retirement by
executives. However, partially aided by unions' collective
bargaining agreements, this pension coverage gradually spread
to of employees: It became. general practice to structure
private pensions as supplementary to social security and the
Social Security minimum age for receipt of retirement benefits
became the actuarial basis of the private plans, The effect
of collective bargaining on the presence of mandatory ,,
retirement provisions in pension plans has followed no obvious
trend. A Department of Leber study in 1957-58 found tilt
one-half of the 100 collective bargaining agreements on pension
plans included compulsory retirement provisions.' However,
other studies have found no significant effect of unionization
on the presence of mandatory retirement provisions in pension
plans.

(.7
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2. Mandatory Retirement Rules and Non-Neutral Pension Plans

Mandatory retiremenl-rules are only one method of ensuring that
a worker leaves a job at a given age. The lifting of such
rules, while protecting the worker!s night to continulA, at the
same job at olden ages, will not Allure thatile/she will
actually do so because, in addition to forced retirement rules,
non - neutral pension plans have been widely used to induce job
exit.

Pension plans can and do exert economic pressure on individuals
to leave ti job and leave the labor force. Of course, the very
existence of a pension which can be taken at a given age will
provide workers with the option of leaving their job and
accepting benefits at that age. Few would object to this
impact of pension plans on work. In fact, it is"this aspect of
pensions and of Social Security--ensuring a margin of income
replacement for those who retire--which has long won support.
Thus, generous, pension plans kill eliminate to some degree the
"need" for mandatory retirement rules. But pension plans have
been designed to induce retirement with even greater certainty.
Most pensions decrease in lifetime value when postponed and
therefore put economic pressure on workers to quit their jobs
and accept a pension. Employers can affect theage of
retirement by tilting pension benefits to ensure that the
optimal tdme for acceptance of benefits occurs at the age_they
desire employees to separate from the firm.

It is likely that such non-neutral pension plans have at least
as much to do with inducing retirement as mandatory retirement
rules.

.3. Incidence of Mandatory Retirement Rules Prior to the 1978
ADEA Amendments

Prior to 1978, mandatory-retirement rules varied in their
incidence-across industries. Although on average, 44 percent
of workers aged 58 to 61 in 19 9 were in jobs with mandatory
retirement rules,-most were co entrated in communications,
petroleum. refineries, federal ver,nment, instruments, and
transportation, where four work s in, five were subject to
mandatoryretirement rules. Th lowest incidence of workers in
industries with mandatory retirement rules Were in sprvtre

5

industries, sales and apparel where one worker in five was
subject to such rules. Industries with the highest incidence
of mandatory retirement rules had the highest degree of private
pension coverage and coverage by Social Security. Mandatory
rettreaa
imigherwage industries with white aollarworkers. In addition,
those industries in which physical demand requirements are
important tended not to have mandatory retirement rules.

t)
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A. The Consequences of Mandatory Retirement on Older Worker
LaborForce Participation

This section peesents an analysis of he labor market effects .

on older workers of raising the mandatory retirement age
limit. Two tyees of analysis are reported: (a) an examination
of the effects of raisin 'he mandatory 'retirement age, e
availability of pension eenefits and other variables on the
retirement decisons of workers who were subject to the former
mandatory retirement. age of 65; and (b) a review of estimates
of overall labor supply effects of raising the mandatory
retirement age based on the above analysis and other major
estimates.

a. Major Conclusions of Labor Supply Research

Our study has found that the prior existence of age-65
mandatory retirement rules had a significant impact on the

\ likelihood that workers reaching that age would withdraw from
the labor force. For example, men aged 62-64 who were wage or
salary workers in 1973 had their probability of continuing to
Work at any job over a two-year period diminished by about 28
percentage points due to facing an age-65 mandatory retirement
rule. Women age 58-61 were estimated tq have a decline in
their probability of continued work of about 8 percentage
points associated with the prospects of the.future imposition
of mandatory retirement by their employers.

Had the 1978 ADEA Amendments bedtme effective during the period
analyzed in' this study (1973-1975), the result of raising the
mandatory retirement age from 65 to 70 would have been that at
most,200,000 older workers would t4ve been working in 1975
instead of retired. Such a result is, of course, of great
signifipanpe to" individual workers approaching age 65 who want
to continue working and are unlikely to have much opportunity
at that age to move to other jobs. This increase is less
important in that it represents a measurable increment to the
total number of such workers; for example, this maximum figyre
C240,000) implies a 3- percent increase for men aged 64-66 in
1975. However, viewed in the context of the national economy,
this change in labor supply would be a miniscule increase in
the tlkal workforce (less than two-tenths of one percent).

Ibis study also estimates- the relative importance of Social
Security and pension benefit entitlements to the retirement
decision, both in terms of the current year tradeoff (loss of a
year's wagei vs. loss of retirement benefits) and the wea}th
effect (the present asset value of a lifetime pf future
berten-ts)--. The current trade-off of benefits vs. wages was ;

found. to be especially important reflecting the fact that
Social Security and the bulk of pension plans are designed to
encourage retirement.

.1-
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Since mandatory retirement provisions are closely tied to
private pensions, this rSsearch indicates that the incentives
inherent in pension plans are more important determinants of
behavior (people do respond to these incentives) and therefore
that the eventual impact of changes in mandatory retirement
legislation depends critically on how pension characteristics
change. ;f,employers cannot dismiss employees at age 65 on the
basis of age but are permitted to'structure fringe bnefits to
make it very expensive for workers to continue working beyond a
this point, changes in mandatory retirement rules will have
only a Modest aggregate,impact. On the other hand, if
employers were to remove these Financial discentives to work,
the impact of the ADEA Amendments will be more pronounced.

b. Other Estimates o the Responses of Older Workers to the
Change inaMandatory tirement Age

(1). Economic Studies

The Department of ;abor Estimate. Some of the earliest and
most freghently oited estimates of the number of older
workers projected to remain on their jobs in response to
the change in mandatory retirement age were made by the
U. S. Department of Labor.' The Department estimated that
between 150,000 to 200,000 workers aged 65 to 69 were not -
in the 1976 labor force because of enforced mandatory
retirement,. The smaller estimate was based on'Current
Population Survey (CPS) data relating to persons who want
jobs but are not in the labor Force. The larger estimate
was based on responses of mandatory retirees surveyed as
part of the Social Security,AdtininstPation's Survey of
Newly Entitled Beneficiaries (SNEB). Both estimates
attempted to identify three groups of workaa dissatisfied
with mandatory retirement provisions: (1) workers out of
the labor force who say they would work in the absence of
mandatory retirement; (2) workers unemployed because of
mandatory retirement proVisions; and (3) workers working
part time rather than full time because of mandatory
retirement' provisions. Once these workers were iclantified,
estimates were made of the number that would continue to
work if`the mandatory retirement age were changed from 65
to 70.

0.
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Halpern's Estimate. Halpern (1978) suggests that theshort- an4wiling run effects of raising the mandatoryretirement dge may be quite different.
Her estimate of theshort-pin effect is based on data from the National.Longit'ud'inal (Parnes) Survey and SNEB and assumes that thestructure of the Social Security program will not change.Using the 1971 interview

data from th Parnes Survey, sheo estimales_that about 8 percent of the aple (men aged 49 to59 in 1966) would
be forged to retire

rlier than theydesired under a mandatory retirement ag of 65. Data fromthe 1969 SNEB
indicate that_9_percent of the sample weremandatorily retired and would have continued to work in theabsende of a mandatory

retirement age. Data from the 1968SHED, originally analyzed by Schulz
(.1976), indicate that 5percent of the sample was retired

'unwillingly, was able towork and unable to find a new job.
Taking these estimatestogether, Halpern projects out six years beyond the changein mandatory retirement age (1984).and

predicts that thelabor force May have an additional
375.000 older workers asa result of the change.

Since her estimate assumes thateveryone who wants to work past the old mandatoryretirement age of 65 will continue to work until forced toretire at 'age 70, it is overstated. Taking theoverestlron 'problem into account, Halpern suggests a'more, r tic estimate would be around 200,000 additionalworkers, which is consistent
with the Department of Laborestimate.'

Clark, Barker add Cantrell's Estimate. Clark, Barker andcalltrell (1979) use three estimation
procedures to predicthe increase in labor force participation

due to the change Ain mandatory retirement age. Results of all threeprocedures are approximately the same. the removal ofmandatory retirement is prbjected to increase the laborforce peticipation of
the-age-64-dohort by 5 to 6percentage points.

.

Wertheimer and Zedlewski's Estimate. In a study for theAdministration on 4ging and further.refined under thisstudy, Werthartef and Zedlewski analyzed the impact ofmandatory retirement bn the labor market behavior of menand single women in the 1969-197,5 waves of the Social
Securitq'Administration Retirement History Survey.

This study found that
mandatory retirement had significantnegative effects on the labor supply of

older workers, evenwhen controlling for other strong retirement
incentives.The most significant impact of mandatory

retirement was onthe probability
of participating in the labor force.

ro.
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65-year-olds, the average reduction estimated for the three
observation periods was 20 percentage points. For
66-69-year-olds, the average reduction found was smaller
(13 percentage points for the 66 -67- year -olds and 11
percentage points for the 68-69-year-olds). This studj,
also found that mandatory retirement at age 65 had a
negative_errect on the._ abor_supply of-62-64-year olds.
This anticipatory effect reduced their participation rate
by'about 9 percentage points.

These results were used to make'<projection of the impact
or raising the mandatory retirement age to 70. It was
estimated that in 1%85 there will be approximately_250,QQa
more workers aged 62-69 as a result of the change In the
law. This represents an 8-percent increase in the number
of workers aged 65-69 and about a 3-percent increase in the
number of workeri aged 62-64. The authors also point out
that while these increases are significant for the older
population, they result in very small changes in the labor
force as a whole.

Thus, the-results of this study are generally in-agreement
with those presented earlier. (Note: An adaitional
long+run analysis of labor force participation between 1980.
and 2000. has recently been Completed by Hendricks-Urbad
Institute. This analysis indicates similar results to
other estimates.

The various studies combined present evidence that
mandatory retirement age policies have significant'effects
on the labor force participation of the older population.

Althoughipese estimates of additional older workers
represent a substantial increase in the number of older
workers in the labor force, they represent a very small
portion of the entire labor force. In addition, these
estimates are made using labor rorce participation rates
derived from the behavior of older workers in theyate

--1960's and early-1970's. 'These workers were MWRI
decisions in response to environmental constraipts both
physical and social, which will be different_fon-a aceeding
cohorts of older workers. Thus, for example, cont nued
high rates of inaatipd'eroding the financial seaur ty of
individuals may influence large numbers of older wo kers to
continue working. On the other hand, if firms change
incentives to favor early retirement even more than
presently,.the projected increase in the number of older
workers in the labor force may never materialize or may be
smaller than estimated. Due to these uncertainties the

--long=rUn-impact or the lag is difficult-to predict.

.t.
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(2) 1 dust.ry Stiudies

A number of rpcent studies have a -essed the attitudes of
the business community and wor rs toward the change in
mandatory retirement age. T se: studies are useful in that
they provide insights into e attitudes and behavior of

,those directly affected by the change in mandatory
'Yytirement age: employer aid employees. The pertinent
results of them studies are s mmarized below.

arris Survey. In 1978 Johnson and Higgins, Inc.
commissioned" Louis Harris and Associates to Conduct a study
of American attitudes toward nsions and retirement. The
sample included 1,330 full-ti employees and 369 retired
people as well as 212 company spondents. The respondents
for the companies were selecte by the chief executive
officer of each company.

The outlook of current older workers is affected by pension
coverage, with those covered having the most positive
outlook toward retirement. However, over 50 percent of the
workers expressed a desire to continue to work instead of
retiring: 19 percenrt wanted to Bork full-time; 24 percent,
part-time; and 8 percent wanted to retire from their
primary job and change jobs to work with a different
employer.

Of those worker; already retired;a412_major concerti was
inflation. Fifty-three percent or-FUEtrees wanted to work;,
about half of this group preferred full-time work. An
earlier 1974 Harris survey found that 45 percnt of elderly'
retirees "had not looked forwardto stopping work. "

1

Regarding mandatory retirement;, respondents were asked
whether -they agreed with the statements "Nobody should be
forced to retire because of age, if he wants to continue
working and is still able to do a good job." Eighty-eight
percent of the current employees agreed wlth this state-
ment, as did 67 percent of tilip bUsiness leaders. In a
Similar 1974 survey, 86 perdWnt'of the general public age
18 and over felt this way.

Spencer St y. In 1979, Charles/D. Spencer and Associates,
Inc., sury 00 employers to estimate the impact of thb
change in manda ory retirement agei. The number of employesi°
aged 65 or older working inothe,100 sampled companies in

',2 Deeember.,l978 wda,-)0.18 percent 01 total employment in theSe
compAbies: AS of June 1978, sixZmontbs after the change in
manditlry Vntirtmant age tit;aM law, the umber of workers

reent---of-tottl-
employme

.
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When asked to estimate the near-term impact of the
amendments, 39 company respondents agreed that a few more
employees will work longer and retire between ages 65 and
7U; however, the majority of employers expected no
significant change in retirement patterns. Twenty-two
percent of the respondents qualified their response by
saying that continued inflation could change anticipatdd
re-tirement-trends- -

Hewitt Study. In November 1979, Hewitt Associates surveyed
900 members of The Compensation Exchange, a nationwide
organization representing a cross-section of business and
industry. Responses were received from 582 companies. The
section of the survey dealing with benefit issues and the
Age Discrtmination in Employment Act are discussed here.

Of the 582 responding companies, 429 reported on the number
of workers who continued to work past age 65. It was
reported that, on average. 45 percent of the workers
reaching age 65 continue0 tq work. Since employers were
noy asked how this compare° with the pre-1979 work
behavior, a measure of the change associated with the 1978
ADEA Amendments cannot be computed. Employers also were
not asked how long past age 65 those who continued-to work
did so.

The survey asked companies with defined benefit pension
plans whether they provided ror some benefit increases for
employees working past age 65. A majority, 52 percent of
the companies, were providing no benefit increases. In
addition, 47 percent of the companies reduced group life,
insurance benefits at age 65. In terms of health benefits,
no clear pattern had emerged.

Copperman Study. Copperman, Montgomery and Keast (1979)
condu6ted a study of the private business community in
order to determine the preliminary impact,of the ADEA
amendMents.

rt4

1TYSt-rriliB-11%-t-had-a-MAndatory retirement age prior to the
legislation plan-to maintain a mandatory retirement age
limit at 70. Size of firm is a key variable in A number of
findings. Larger firms were more likely to report that
they would change their personnel policies and more
rigorously apply performance approaches than small firms.
In general, larger employers anticipated a greater impact
of the. ADEA than do smaller ones. However, the majority of
employers (58 percent) expect no changes in responsqlto the
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Amendments. It is anticipated that any effect which does
result will be dispersed throughout the economy. Firms
with no prior mandatory retiredent age envision less impact
than do firms which had such a policy. According to 80
percent of the respondents, continued inflation would lead
to an extension of the worklife of older workers.

In summarizing these studies, it is appropriate to employ
the terms "tentative and preliminary" since the data were
collected either. immediately prior to or immediately after
the time that the Amendments became law. Thus, results
either reflect an anticipatory guess dF a preliminary
appraisal since it was too early for the pattern of worker
and employer responses to have materialized. In general,
surveyed employers expect little change in the average
retirement age due to the change in mandatory retirement- -age. On-the other hand, the surveys seem to reveal a
desire on the part of employees to continue working.

Thus far, most employers are not reporting any major shifts
in early retirement patterns. While those having a former
mandatory retirement age of 65 have raised this age to 70
(majority of cases) or eliminated it entirely, they have
not altered the normal eligibility age for receipt if
pension' benefits - usually'65. While some employees a..e
remaining beyond age 65 unoer the new mandatory retirement
age policies, the vast majoritypoatinue to retire early.
No clear treno of later retirement is currently discernible.

5')
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Preface.'

Thstoervasiveness and harmful elects of mandatory retirement
practices have been of increasing concern,to the Congress over
the past twenty yearS. As a result of increasing information
on the extent and consequences of mandatory retirement
policies, Congress enacted the Age Discrimination in Employment
Act in 1967 and subsequent Amendments in 1974 and 1978.

Since early Congressional consideration of age discrimination
in connection with the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Congress
has enacted and subsequently strengthened laws prohibiting
unreasonable employment discrimination on the basis of age.
(The ADEA Amendments of 1978 represent the most recent
extension of protection against age discrimination in
employment.) At the time the Admendments were being
considered, the Congress was particularly concerned about the
effectiveness of the law in protecting the employment rights of
older workers, the consequences of an increased mandatory
retirement age on labor force participation-by older and
younger workers and employer response to the law. In addition,"
the Congress expressed the need. for further and more
comprehensive information as to the feasibility or further
modification of the mandtory retirement age. For these
reasons, and before considering additional pr6tective
legislation, the Congress required that the Secretary of Labor
conduct a comprehensive'.4*dy of the effects of the 1978.
Amendments to the ADEA and provide both an interim and final
report on the results of the.study.

In response td this reqUirement the Department of Labor
initiated in 1979 an extensive series of studies designed to
produceinformation on the current and-Probable future
consequences of the 1918 ADEA Amendments. Research frhdings
frog many of t,hesp studies are now available and are summarized
in this interim 'report. These findings include information on
the labor force participation effects of mandatory retirement,
response of current workers and employers MP the increased
mandatory retirement age, long term projections of consequences
of alternative mandatory retiretent age policies andthe
effects of_ the ADEA exemptions for tenured facalty employed at
institution; of higher eduCation and bona fide executives.
Additional information on older worker characteristics and
personnel and compensation policies which encourage the
employment of older workers will be includeein the final
report on the ADEA.Studies in January, 1982. This interim °'
report is designed to present the most important research
findings relevant to the major areas of Congressional cancer
the effects of raising the upper age limit in the ADEA to
the feaaibility.of extending or eliminating the upper age
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limitation for private sector and nonfederal public sector
employment and the effects of the exemptions permitting age
65-69 mandatory retirement for tenured faculty members'at
institutions of higher edUcation and certain executive
employees. The report is descriptive in nature and does not
include recommendations. Appropriate recommendations will,
however, be included in the final report now under preparation.

In reviewing the extensive research findings'frem our studies,
the Department of Labor is concerned with both the impact of
mandatory retirement on the individual and administrative and
financial consequences of the ADEA legislation for employers.
In addition, the DepartmEnt recognizes that mandatory
retirement policies are an important factor influencing the
retirement decisipn, but that this decision,is also
simultaneously affected by public and private pension polities
and employer personnel policies. Study findings therefore not
only reflect the consequences of mandatory retirement policies
alone but more importantly, examine such consequences in the.
context of the major factors which affect retirement behavior
izbthe°United States.

I. 'Introduction

"It cannot be disputed that they (older workers) constitute
a class subject to repeated and arbitrary discridination in
employment. While depriving any...employee of his job is a
significant deprivation, it is.particularly burdensome when
the person deprived is an Older citizen. Once terminated,
the elderly cannot readily,find alternative employment.
The lack of work is not only economically damaging but
emotionally and phy'ically draining. Deprived of his
status inithe community.and of the opportunity for
meaningful'activity, fearful of becoming dependent on
others fon ... support and lonely in ... new found
isolation, the involuntarily retired person is susceptibl.e
to physicat and emotional ailments, as a direct consequence,
of his enforced idleness. Ample clinical evidence supports
the conolusion that mandatory retirement poses a direct
threat to the health and life expectancy of the retired
person." (Juetice Thurgopd Marshall)

.0
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The Age Discrimination in Employment ',et was enacted by
Congress in order to eliminate arbitrary age discrimination in
employment, promote the employment of older persons based on
their ability rather than age, and to help employers and
workers to meet problems arising from the impact,of age o
employment. The Act was originally passed in response to a
report by the Secretary of Labor in 1965 which documented the
existence of widespread age-discrimination in employment and
recommended speeifio legislation to.eliminate such
diaorimination.1

The original Act (1967) included a reqUireisent that the
Secretary of Labor'undertake a study of institutional and other
arrangements giving rise to involuntary retirement and report
findings with any appropriate legislative recommendations tothe Congrese.2 Additional research requirements were
included in the Amendments of 1978 which required an
examination of the effects of raising the upper age limit under
the Act to 70, an assessment of the feasibility of raising or
eliminating tllie mandatory age altogether and an examination of
exemptions contained in the Act. as amended.3

~Beginning in 1968 and continuing through 1978, the Secretary,
submitted an Annual Report to Congress covering Departmental
activities,under the Act as required by law."

1

The Older American Workers Age Discrimination in
Employment, Report of the Seoretavy of Labor to thINCongress
under Sectiqn 715 of the Civil Rikhts Act of 1964,-U. S.
Department, cif Labor, June 1965.

2
° Age Discrimination in'Employment Act or 1967, Public Law 90

' 202, Section 5.
,

3
Age Discrimination in Employment Act Amendments of 1978, ,Public Law 95 - 256, Section 6.

4

AgeDiscrimination'in Employment Act of 1967, Public Law 90- 202, Section 13. In 1979, the ual Employment Opportunity
Commission assumed responsibility for enforcement of the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act. Under Reorganization Plan
No. 1 of 1978 whioh authorized this transfer, the Department of
Labor continues to be responsible for research (including
studying the effects of the 1978 ADEA Amendments) and for
educational and informational activities relating to expanding
'employmeRst opportunities for older workers.

f A
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As they wereavaiable, research findings pertaining to
involuntary retirement from various ongoing studies were
incorporated within these annual reports. These findings
continued to indicate the existence and utilization of
compulsory retirement policies and practices by employers with
detrimental disoriminetory effects on older employees.

In the eleven year period during which the Department had
responsibility for enforcement of the Act, it was successful in
substantially reducing the occurrence of various prohibited
employment practices, providing information on the provisions
of the Act to employers and employees throughout the nation
covered by the Act, and in developing an efficient and
effective enforcement program for compliance to the provisions
of the law.

ADEA Amendmentp of 1978

The Age Discrimination-in Employment Act Amendments of,1978
represented a substantial modification of the protective
provisions of the original Act, by,extending the upper age
limit of protection under the Act to age 70 for most private
sector and nonfede1.al public employees, prohibiting mandatory
retirement covered workers under employee benefit plans'and
extending age discrimination protection without an upper age
limit to almost all Federal employees. These provisions were
enacted based upon evidence presented to Congress indicating
the widespread continuing use of mandatory retirement rules
(covering approximately half of the private non-agricultural
workforce) accompanied by continued substantial age
disoriminatton in employment. In addition, when considering
the Amendments,- Congress became aware of widespriad public
opposition to mandatory retirement and received substantial
scientific evidence refuting a variety of prevalent negative
beliefs about thephysical, psychological and intfllectual
capacities of older workers, Moreover, the Congress was also
concerned that mandatory retirement policies and age
discrimination in employment were significantly influencing the
trend toward earlier retirement, and that with an expanding
older population having longer life expectancy, severe strains
would be placed on the financial solvency of public and private-
pension programs. Finally, continuing inflation was resulting
in eroding the value of fixed retirement benefits and because
of limited employment opportunities, older persons were unable
to supplement declining real incomes. These and a variety of
other 9Dnsiderations resulted in enactment.of the ADEA
Amendments of 1978. (It is important to point out that in
enacting additional protection against age discrimination in
employment, the Congress continued provisions in.the law which
permit employers to: (1) observe the bona fide occupational
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qualifioation exception; (2) observg the terms of a bona fide
seniority system or any bona fide employee benefit plan except
that'no seniority system or employee benefit plan shall require
or permit the involuntary retirement of any individual because
of age; and (3) discharge or otherwise diicipline an individual
for good cause.)

In enacting the new provisions, the ongresa was conoerned
about several potential oonsequences of an increased mandatory
retirement age. The major areas of uncertainty included:
(1) the possibility of an adverse` impact on employment
opportunities for younger and,minority employees caused by
large scale retention of employment of workers after age 651
(2) potential administratiVe burdens on employers related to
performance assessments; and (3) possible cost implioations for
pension plans and (4) possible difficulties for universities
and for major corporations in adjusting to, the upper age limit
of 70. In additiontiwhen considering the leeslation, the
Congress discussedh alternative of completely eliminating
the.mandatory re remen age but decided that further
information o he consequences of such a policy was needed in
order to ider this alternative. 4)/

Research Required by 1978 ADEA,Amendments

The 1978.amendments required that the Secretary of Labor
conductan extensive study of the consequencs of the new
coverage provisibns of the law including: (a) an examination of
the effects of raisidg the upper age limit to 70; (b) a ° .

== determina tion- of-the-feasIbtlity-ef-furtber-wttending-or---
eliminating the age-70 limitson coverage for the private sector
and nonfederal public employment; (c) an examination of the
effects of the exemptions for tenured faculty.and certain
policymaking executives. In meeting this requirement the
Department of Labor, first reviewed Congressional hearings,
debates and reports and noted that they consistently referred
to the lack of empirical infomration available on mandatory
retirement Upon which legislative policy decisions could be
based. A continuing need was cited for comprehensive research
to more completely respond to Congreisional conoert) with both .

institutional factors leading to involuntary retirement and the
response of employees and employers to the 1978 Amendments.
The Department also reviewed the existing information available
which could be used to analyze the mandatory retirement, issue
and'concluded that tfhis information co 'uld not saisfy
Congressional concerns since it waS neither nor
timely.
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.The Department therefore concluded that a major research
program was neoessary to properly respond to the requirements
:specified in the law and provide Congress with more
comprehensive information than that available in the past. It
therefore initiated an extensive series of studies designed.to
provide the needed information for both the interim and'final
reports required by Congress. These studies are as follows:

1. The Effects of Raising the Age Limit for or Mandatory
Retirement in the Age Discrimination in Employment Act
(existence of mandatory retirement age limits, direct
effects of age limits on older workers, effects of
mandatory retirement limits and pension rules on the
retirement decision, long run analysis of adjustments
to the change in mandatory retirement age, indirect
effects of,the mandatory retirement age limits on
younger workers, effects of the executive exemption
provision) or

2. The National Survey of Employee and Employer Response
foADEA Amendments (characteristics of employees,
knowledge of ADEAT retirement plans, knowledge of
employer policiesi demographic data; employer
personnel policies, retirement policies, responses to
ADEA, pension and fringe benefit policies)

144 Study..of the Effects of the ADEA on Tenured Faculty
(mandatory retirement-policies in higher education,
national survey of university retirement and pension

_and_faculty_retinement_plans.,_university and
faculty response to ADEA, effects of mandatory
retirement policies, long run adaptations to change in
mandatory retirement age)

4. Characteristics of Current Older Wbrkers (older
persons in the labor force, occupationseindustries,
demographic characteristics, types of employment)

Review of the Bona Fide Occupational Qualification
Provision in the ADEA (analytical review 'of
legislative history of BFOQ provision, major
litigation and areas requiring further clarification)

6. Employment Opportunities for Older Woikers (review of
recent. developments in employer personnel and
compensation policies for older workers, current
barriers to empicyment, recommendations for improving
employment opportunities) ,

1
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47. Analysis of mployer Personnel, Frieg Benefit and
Rage Policies Related to Retirement ( revalance of
retirement inbentives, consistency in employer ,

retirement polipies, perception of policies by
employees, effects of policies on retirement age)

48. Potential Effects of Inflation on Retirement Age
'(current evidence regarding effects of inflation on
retirement decision, futuM consequences off employee
behavior)

. ,

(lite be intitiated FY 1981)

The studies undertaken by the Department of Lailbr in reponse to
the research requirements of the 1978 Amendments to the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act represent the most

.

comprehensive approach to date in examining the current and
potential future effects of the legislation on employees and,
employers. In conducting the stOdies, the Deparment has
examined: the historical basis for mandatory retirement= past ,
effects of the former mandatory retirement age limit; the
:current and probable future effects On labor force participation
Of a mandatory retirement agq of 7Orthe indirect, effects of
this age limit on younger workers including minority employees;
the current and probable future response of employees aod
employers to the age 70 criterion; the consequences of the
exemptions now contained in the law; and the long term effects
,of alternative mandatory retirement policies. The research '
findingstin these areas respone'directly to Congressional
concern with the impact of the ADEA Amendments o3 -1978.

r-

Ie contacting these extensive studies, the Department is also
retponding to the consistently expressed- mandate by Congress to
more thoroughlrexamine and document the overall consequences
'of mandatory retirement age limits for older workers. Such an
examination requires a basic understanding of the historical
origins of age discrimination in employment and current and
probable future retirement patte06 of American workers. The
continuing existence of age discrimination in employment is
clearly a function of the discriminatory attitudes and
practices of the past which continue to operate in the present
despite protective legislation and considerable _modificatitin in
retirement policies, practices and behavior.

Early History of Age Discrimination in Employment

:The emergence of age discrimination in employment can be traoed
to the plate. 1800'e in the United States. Mere is some

%Se
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evidence La...Indicate that even at this time, negative beliefs
about the capicities and productivity of the aged were already
eon in the nation and Abet these ideas continued to gain in
strength despite the fact that older persons often controlled
AmA managed major industrie8.5 There is also reason to
believe that the development bf retirement as a social pattern
in industry, served to enhance and legitimize employment
discrimination practices despite early evidence that older
workers were capable, conscientious and productive employees.6

Prier to about 1920, age discrimination in employment was
justified primarily on the basis of the belief that "modern
technology" reqUired substantial,Wa-ical strength, agility and
endurance which was generally beyond the capacity of older
workers. Thus, the requirements of industrial technology and
efficiency were seen as causing the employment problems of the
older worker, and justifying early discharge from employment. ,

These early beliefs in the physical limitations of older
workers led to substantial age discriminition in hiring which
was still continuing almost unabated prior to the passage of
the Age Discrimination in Employment Aot in 1,967.

,Despite the gradual publication in the 1930'a of 'industrial
studies, that demonstrated the advantages of older workers in
terms of productivity, reliability and physical capacities, age
discrimination persisted and grew largely because personnel
managers and other corporate ofriaals remained unoonvknced of
the viability of older workers. 1 Thus, rigid age limit in

hiring and restrict-ive physical examinations continued to be
utilized to limit the number of older workers in the labor
fords

5
Achenbaum, W. A., Old Age .in the New Land: The American

Experience Since 1790, Johns-Hopkins Univeli:y Press,
Baltimore: 1970. 11% .4,1_

. .

6
.

Graebnerp.W., A History or Retiremett, Tale University
,Press, -New Haven: 1980._

7 V
___

i

Workers Over 401_ A Subie by the National-Association of
Manufacturers to Determine t e Status of Workers 40 and Over,
National Association of Harm acturers, New York: 1938

61
.7 it
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These oonditione led to early studies of age discrimination,
most of whioh conoluded that the teohnological environment
oombined with pensions, group ineuranoe and workmene
oompenaation, uere reaponsible for the continuation of
disoriminatory praotices. Nevertheleas, gradually and
imperoeptibly, a shift in beliefs about age discrimination
000urred, with negative stereotypes about older.workers
beooming the dominant ,reason tor the continuation of
disoriminatory employment praoticee.

Retirement as an institution gradually emerged in a society
where age discrimination was already widely practiced. While
age diaorimination did not diminish in intensity, retirement
:served as a convenient methbd for employers to arrange the work
force so that younger workers were predominant and td reduce
the demand for employment by older workers. Retirement
policies, acoompanied by continuing discrimination in
employment based on age, became a consistent and significant
social pattern which resulted in substantial reduotions in
labor force participation by older persons.

Demographic: and Retirement Trends C.

In evaIdating the effects of age discrimination in employment
laws and regulations it is essentiarto recognize that the
behavior of both older employees and their employers is
:significantly influenced by changing demographic and economic)
ciroumstandts and by current, governmental and private sector

t retirement policies.

The general aging of the population is now a very well known
fact and impileiltinns-ef,this trend_for retirement policy and
pension systems areyTiceiving widespread national attention.
It 13 possible that the combination of ohanging demographic
circumstanotse and current eoonomic conditions will result in
major modifioations in current retirement and pension policies
which led Citthe early retirement trend and consequentially
significantly restrioted labor force participation by older
workers. Changes in national retirement-pplioies could
substantially alter present retirement patterns and
ooncurrently lead to a reduction in age discrimination in
employment.

*

Two trends whioh have developed over'the oat twenty-five years
ai,e of the greateit eigni.ficanoe in conneotion with older
worker labor force partiCipation. The first of these is the
gradual aging of the population and workforce, and the second,
the deolining labor force partio ation of older workers.

:J
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1. Population Aging

Uhder intermediate demographic assumptions, the number
of persons ag 65 and over will grow from-25 million
(11 percent of the total population) in 1980 to 32
million (13 percent of the population) in the year
2000 and to more than 55 million (22 percent of the
population) by the year 2030.- Today, 31 percent of
the people in this country are 45 years old or over
(up frOm 28 percent in 1950) -- this figure will
increase to 39 percent by the year 2050. Contributing
to population aging is the gradual increase in life
expectancy at older ages. Medical advances in the
futursocould result in additional increases which
would lead to higher proportions of older persons in
the population.

These population trends may result in A gradual aging
of the labor force in the years ahead. If labor force
particpation by older workers had been increasing
consistently with population growth, the current
serious pension financing problems would have been
Significantly reduced.

2. Declining Labor Force Participation

While our overall population continues to age,'
dramatic changes in the labor force participation of
older workers have taken plaqe pver the past
twenty-five years. Particularly significant are
declinea_ln labor force partiolgatioltIYAMMAA&O
55-64 and 65 and over. Overall, the labor force
participation rate of men 55 and over fell from 65
percent in 1955 to 46 percent in 1980. Along men
65-69 years of age, 57 percent were still-in the labor
force in 1955 -- in 1980 only 28.5 percent were .

employed. For all men aged 65 and over, labor force
participation has continued to decline at an
accelerated rate since 1970. At that time about 27
percent were employed whereas only 19.1 percent were
in the labor force in .1980. There has also been a
modest decline in participation by workers 45-54 years
of age. Department of Labor projections indicate that
if present retirement and pension policies continue;
labor force participation by older persons will
continue to decline in the future.

Labor Department projections indicate that this rate will
continuo to decline through the year 200.0.__

P3
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The retirement decision of today,ia influenced by a
complex set of rules and practiCes which have
institutionalized age 65 retirement and resulted in a
majority of workers retiring before that age.
Mandatory retirement policies and rules are but one
factor Ofluencint the retirement decision'and
therefore muat be considered simultaneously with other
factors. ,Currently both public and private pension
systems provide substantial incentives for early
retirement and'retirement at the age of 65. The major
public retirement income program - social security -
has established eligibility ages of 65 for fulL an 62
for reduged benefits and utilizes an earnings test
provision which reduces benef is to retirees after
reaching an earnings limit. I addition, most private
pension plans prohibit annuitan om returning to
permanent part-time or full-tim employment without
temporary loss of all or part or their pension
benefita. Early retirement options have continued to
proliferate in both the public and private sectors
often accompanied by substantial pension inducements.
All of these policies generally result in encouraging'
complete retirement by older workers at or before age
65. Thus, before age 62 early retirement provisions
of employer pension plans often make benefits
available to employees; between age 62 and 65 social
security eligibility, and the associated retirement
test provide additional financial 2nOentivea to retire
fully or work part-time; age 65, the normal retirement
age under social security and most private pension
plans, presents additional incentives to accept

-exists beyond this age for further employment and
associated increased pension benefits un r present
arrangements) and finally at a 70, mend tory
retirement is now imposed by a large numb r of
employers.

In summary, the consequences pf these policies have
significantly reduced labor force participation by
older workers. The decline in participation which has
been continuing for decades and whi h waakparticularly

; rapid duripg,the early 1970'has en slowing
recently, but it has not stopped. For men aged 55 to,
64 the labor force participatio rate trend has
continued slowly. downward over e past five year's
declining. to 73.5 perdent in 1 O. For,men 65 and

1

81-662 - 81 - 5
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over, the trend, aftei rapidly for many years,
to stabilize during 1976-1979 but receded further 4
1980 to a new low of 19.3 pe;cent. For older women,
labor'force participation rites have been ;stable inw
recent years --Age 55-64 - 41 percent, age 65 and
over* 8 percent. A particularly significant
development is the rapid decline in labor force
particpation of black males aged 55-64 over the peat
two years to the point where in 1980 their
participation was a full 10 percentage points below
their white male counterparts, Thus, the decline in
labor force participation among older workeh has
abated but not stopped. For men aged 55 and over the
downward trend in participation which began prior to
1950 is continuing; for women the trend seeps .to, be
leveling off and the rate of decrease has sOwed,
considerably." Department of Labor projectitO,
indicate a continuation or these trends4hrobett the
year 1995. However, for workers aged 6Pand ,Ovet,
there is a possibility (depending upon e6ono c

conditions) that labor force participattonlm
constant or decrease only modestly' in response to
continuing inflation and the increase in. the mand tory
retirement age under the ADEA.

It is generally agreed that the increasingly earli r
availability of liberalized social security (inclu, ing
disability) and private pension benefits and a
continuation of compulsory r tirement practices hi
led to the development and i tensification of the ;

trend of lower laboth force p rticipation at older
ages. A continuation of thi trend into the next
etertuvy will have two major naequencest (a--a
substantially increased reti went financial, support;
.burden for aPSmaller workforce; and (b) even fewer
opportunities for older persons to remain employed
because of institutionalized early retirement
practices and pension programs.

There are several reasons for concern about the
continuing decline in labor force participation by
older persona: First, the future economic position of
an older person may be endangered by early labor forbe
withdrawal since longer periods of retirement are, now
anticipated under conditions of sustained. inflation;
second, earlier retirements increase the financial
stress on both social security and private pen
plans; third, shortages of sk1115d,labor could deVeloC
in cettain.industries as could general labor

t
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shortages, anti fourth, it appears that older person's
preferences for parttime eaploymint are inbreaaing
but that labor demand i3 not auffioient to satisfy

'their ourrent employment needa. For these reasons,
the potential for reversing the decline In labor force
participation and raising or eliminating the mandatory
retirement age have become major public policy isaues.

e The Age Disorimination.in Employment Act (ADEA) as
amende is designed to prohibit arbitrary
dido mination in employment.based on age and promote
emp yment opportunity for older workers. At present
they objectives must be accomplished in an
envir nment characterized by increasing early
retir ent An response to ourrent public and private
pensio rcoles. While mandatory retirement prior to
age 70 is now prohibited, few inoentivea exist for
older employees to remain on the job, since after age
65, foregone social security benefita are generally
not recoverable and continued pension accruals are not

-- assured. Thus, while compulsory retirement pelletal+
cannot be imposed prior to age 70, many if not most
,employers implicitly and explicitly anticipate-that
few workera will oontinue employment at older ages and
therefore provide few alternatives or incentives to
encourage mach employment. The persistence of this
pattern, coupled with the substantial early retirement
incentives in ourrent pension aystema, may place
limits on the rapid achievement of the goals of the
Age Diaorimination in Employment Aot unless more
ineentivea are provided for employment of older
workers and the need for retaining a mandatory
retirement age larroexamined-.--

Estimated Number of Employees Within Scope of the ADEA

An estimated 73 minion workers of all ages are employed by
employers who have 20'or more employees and are, therefore,
covered by the ADEA. The exact, number of these 73 million
workers who are in the 40 to 70 year old age group protected by
the Aot is net known. However, labor force data ahow that of
the 104,720 million persons 1 ybars of age and older who were
in the civilian labor force in Septembero1980, 39 percent were
40to f0 yeara of age (Table 1). Applying this proportion to
the estimated 73 million persons employed by covered employers
yields an estimate of 28 million persona covered by the ADEA,
or 7 out of every 10 peraonts aged'40 to 70 in the civilian
labor force. -
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In addition to the original coverage of the 1967 Act, the above
estimates include the Federal, State and local government
employees and employees of employers of 20 or more employees
added by the 1974 amendments. The 19? amen ants increased
coverage by raising the Act's upper ag o era limitation
from 65 to 70 innon-Federal employment a nating the
ypper e 70 coverage limitation in Federal sec r °average.
The Fed !lector change became effective Septe er 30, 1978.
New privet ector and State and local government overage
became effect e on January 1, 1979. However, cart in bona
fide executives, high policymakere, and tenured colt e faculty
personnel aged 65 through 69 are exempt from the prohibition
against compdlaory retirement effective January 1, 1979. Table
1 shows that in September 1980, 1,217 million or .02 percent of
the civilian labAW-throe were pentane 70 years of age and Over;
1,801 million were 65-69 years of age. Current population-
projections 'Of persons 16 years of age and older indicate a
relative increase in the proportion of persons in the 40 to
under 65 year age group in the next two decades -- from 33
percent in 1980 to 39 percent in 2000; the actual number of
persons in this age group will increase by over 24,457 million
(Table 2). Those 65 to 69 years of age, while expected to
regain stable as a proportion of the population, are expected

' to increase in number by 492 thousand between 1980 and-the year
2000. The labor foroe participation rate of persons in the 54
nd under 65 year age group was 57.4 perdOiht in 1979, but is

Trojected in the high growth assumption to rise to 57.5 in 1985
and 57.8 in 1990 (Table 3). The number of persona in the labor
force in the 54 and under 65 age group is expected to increase
py only 83 thousand from 1979 to 1990. The labor force
partioipatioiFiti of persona 65 of age and over in the high
growth assumption of the total labor foroe is expected to
decline from 14.1 in 1979 to 13.8 in 1985 and 13.7 percent in
1990; in the 65-69 Year-age group, labor foroe participation is
projected to remain stable aE 21.4 peroent from 1980 to 1990:-

f
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Table 1. Amber and percent of peribns in the .

civilian labor force 16 years of
age and over, by specified age

group, September 1960'

Age Group NuMber. s

(in thousands)
Percent

- Total 104.720 loo.00%

Under 40 years 63,593 61.00

40 and under 70 years ' 39,908 38.00

65 to 69 years 1,801 .02,

70 years and over 1,217, .024.
(?

Iv
Rotes Details may not.athrti totals because of rounding.

Source: U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employment'and Earnings, October
1980.
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Table 2. Estimated distribution of the population of the United States
16 years of age and ove nby specified age group,

1980 to 20,00,
1.111.a.

(Numbts in, Thousands)

Age Group s 1980 1990 2000Number. : Percent : Number : Percent Number : Percent
Total

.6 and under 25
years

.

15 apd under 40
years

10 and under 65
.years

.

:5 years and over_''

65 to 69 years
TO to 74 years

75to. 79 years
80 to 84 years

85 years and over

168,335 100

22

30

33

15

5
4

3
2

L
.

4185,082

4'

100 .

°

204,408

'

100.

37,619

50,205

..
55, 584

24,927

8,700
6,793

4,324
2,816

2,294
.

31,493

60,347

63,418

29,824

10,022
7,782.

5,501
.. ' 3,639

2;881

17

33

34

16

5
4

3
2

2

37,660

54,885

80-041

31,822

9',192
8,244

'6,394
4,236

3,756

18

. 27

39

16

14

14

3
2

2

.oureer U. S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, Series P -25, No. 704, "Projections of thePopulation of the United States: 1977 to 2050," Series 1,,July, 1977, pp. 29, 31, 36, 37, 40,. 4 50, and 60.
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Table 3 Civilian labor force and labor force participation rates,
by specified age group, actual-1979 and projected

high growth assumption 1985 and 1990

Civilian labor force
Age group : Actual

: . 1979

Total 102,908

6 and under 25 years 4,280

5 and under 54.years
1 63,336

5 and undee'65 years 11,719

5 and over 2,573

Labor force artici ation rate
:Projected high growth : Actua Q,.: Projected igh growth
: 1985 : 1990 : -1979 : 1985 1 1990

118,252 128,123

25,108 23,916

77,636 88,873

12,205 11,752

3,303 3,582

63.7 68.4 71.1

69.9 75.3 79.4

78.3

57.4

14:1

84.6 88.0

57.5 57.8

13.8 13.7

ote: Projections in-this table are not directlyomparable to those in Table 2.

ource: U. S. Department 6f Labor, Btireau of,Labor Statistics, The 1995 Labor Force; A First Look
Draft), October 1980.
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II. ,/Research Findings

6 0

4

Section 6 of the ADEA Amendments of 1978 specifically requires:
(a) an expilnatiogLof the effects of raising the mandatory
retirement age to9foi (b) a determination of the feasibility of
raising further or eliminating this limitation) and (c) an
examination of the effects of the exemptions in the Act for tenured
faculty at institu ions of higher education and for certain
executive employees.

The studio undertaken by the Department provide information
directly relevant to these areas of concern. To the degree
possible; the,prelininary research findings presented here are
organized in response to the specified research requirements.
However, an assessment of the overall current and future
consequences of the ADEA Amendments requires an integrated
consideration of findings from different mapr research areas and an
evaluation of the overall effects of the new lax through combining
significant research results. It is therefore particularly
important to understand the reasons for the existence of mandatory
retirement policies and the effects of the former mandatory
retirement age of 65 as well as the current consequences of the new
age 76 limit, as a basis for developing further recommendations
concerning the mandatory retirement age. Our findings permit such
an overall consideration of the past, present and probable future
consequences of mandatory retirement.

The findings will be organized as follows:

Part I.

Part II.

Part III.

Part IV.

Part V.

Part VI.

t

Effects of the 1978 ADEA Amendments on Employee
Retirement Plans and Employer Personnel and Pension
Policies

Effects of Mandatory Retirement on Younger Workers

Long Term Effects of Mandatory Retirement Policy
Options

Impact of the Exempt Executive Provision in the 1978
ADEA Amendments

Effects of the Tenured Faculty Exemption in the 1978
,

ADEA Amendments.

Continued Existence of Mandatory Retirement Rules,
Consequences of -Mandatory Retirement Rules on Labor
Force Participation by Qlder Workers, Estimates of
Response by Older Workers to change in the Mandatory
9ietirement Age.

7 1
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The research findings presented in this interim report are derivedfrom the studies being conducted by the Department of Labor. All ofthe studies are now nearing completion and therefore these findingscan be viewed with confidence. 'In some instances however, the finalresults from our studies may modify the current findings. Suchmodifications, substantial additional detailed information from thestudies, and the Department's
recommendations, will be presented inthe Final Report to Congress on the Age Discrimination in Employment

Act Studies in January 1982.
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''PART I

EFFECTS OF THE 1978 ADEA AMENDMENTS
ON EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT PLANS Ate EMPLOYER

PERSONNEL AND PENSION POLICIES
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Part I

144.

EFFECTS OF THE 1978 ADEA AMENDMENTS ON EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT
PLANS AND EMPLOYER PERSONNEL AND PENSION POLICIES

Summary

ana ys s has exam ned nine major areas:

What factors influence an employee's planned age of retirement?

How do employees' retirement plans change'when an age-65
retirement policy is extended to age 70 or lifted altogether?

nowledge about their own firm's
retirement policies, ehe federal ADEA Amendments, and (where
applicable) state mandatory retirement laws?

How have firms modified their mandatory retirement policies,in
response to the ADEA Amendments?

Why are mandatory retirement policies important to firms?

What was the pre-Amendthent pattern of retirement behavior? And
what retirement incentives were offered at the time of the
survey?

How have firms modified their benefit, personnel, and other
retirement pollcies.in response to the ADEA Amendments? What
modifications are contemplated in the future?

bo firms believe that employees will delay their retirement
plans because of the ADEA Amendments? And what, if any,
policies will firms change to countetact this trend?

What do employers believe the impact would be, should a large
number of older workers postpone retirement to age 70? And
what, if any, policies firms would change in that event?,

What follows is an overview of findings. In reviewing these the`
reader should be aware that the national survey of employees and
employers was not a general survey of the workforce,, but focused on
those workers and employees who were most likely to be influenced by
the 1978 ADEA Amendments. This.meant, for example, excluding
federal workers, excluding persons who worked for firms with less
than twenty employees, and restricting the sample to persons age
4o-69.
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The Function of-Mandatory Retirement

To understand .the impact of the 1978 ADEA Amendments, it is
'necessary to understand the role or mandatory retirement itself.
Our analysis centers on two, interrelated ideas: a "backstop" model
to explain some firms' use of mandatory retirement, and a "target
incomes model to explain employees' retirement plans.

A discudaion of the backstop model begins with the observation that
mandatory retirement is far frog universal. We estimate that in the
mid-1970's, abOut 60 percent of persons surveyed had faced some
mandatory retirement age. By the time of the survey itself (early
1980), 51 percent of the sample faced a mandatory retirement age of70 or more while 45 percent faced no mandatory retirement agewhatsoever. This suggests that the-function of mandatory retirementcan be inferred, in part, bycomparing firms that used the device. and firm that did not.

The likelihood that a firm would use mandatory retirement policy was
strongly and positively related to the firm's size. When firms wereasked their reasons for dsing mandatory retirement, all firms, but
partieularly large firms, put greatest emphasis on assuring
promotional opportunities for younger workers. The promotion

*Unproductive
was stronger than the oft-cited rationale of retiring*Unproductive workers.

Together, these findings suggest a picture of a large, mature,
slowly growing firm that prefers to keep employees for an entire -.
career and uses-promotional ladders to retain its labor force. Inthe absence of rapid firm growth, promotion involves movement intoalready existing slots. Mandatory retirement is one policy whichhelps assure that slots will come open at predictable intervals.

At the same time, a firm using mandatory retirement also uses.other
devices to achieve this end. Firms try to reduce retirement ages by
establishing relatively early ages of pension entitlement, and byoffering a variety of incentives (e4., continuation of health
insurance) to retire even before "norial" retirement age. Employerswho retained retirement age limits were significantly more likely toalso offer incentives to encourage early retirement than other
employers. Taken together, these.financial incentives were quiteeffective. Among employees covered by a mandatory retirement rule, A
43 percent were in occupations where employees retired by age 61,
63 percent by age 62, and 79 percent by age 64. In this context
mandatory retirement serves as a "backstop" to force out tElke
employees who did not respond to primarily financial incentrlies.

1
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Financial incentive were generally effective because most employees
form their retirement plans thr6ugh-a--"target income" model. In
this model, an employee wants to retire as early as he can, subject
to the condition that he will have an adequate retirement income.
Thus, retirement decisions are heavily influenced by the age of
pension entitlement, the age of social security entitlement, as well,
as the behavior of peers. But while this'model holds for many
persons (Tarticularly men), it does not hold for all persons. If
the firm wants to assure a predictable rate of job openings,
mandatory retirement can be used to increase retirement rates. .

For example, we apply a target income model to men who believe they
face mandatory retirement at age 65 and show that about 4 percent
say they plan to retire after age 65. But were these same men faced
with a retirement age of 70 or above, we estimate that 24' percent
would want to retire after age 65 (though most would retire by age
68).

In summary, mandatory retirement rules ale not used by all firms,
and where they are used few workers are rectly affected. 'But a
significant majority of workers/in large irms are subject to an age
limit, primarily to "assure" tptlines o promotion will remain
open.

The Short-Run Impact of the ADEA Amendments

In assessingothe impact of the ADEA Amendments, it is useful to
separate the shortAwun and long-run effects. In the short run, the
amendments had their most direct impact on the behavior of firms --
particularly firms' mandatory retirement pol.icies -- and a much
smaller impact on the plans of employees. In the long run,, this
balance may be reversed.

Fifty-three percedt of employees sampled, in the surtey worked for
firms that had changed their retirement policies "in the last few
yeari". In almost all cases, (82 percent) these changes have arisen
in whole or in part from the ADEA Amendments. Most of these recent
changes attributed to the Admendments involved moving from one
mandatory retirement age to a higher one, while relatively few
changes involved abandoning a mandatory retirement age altogether.
This reaction suggests that by the late 1970's, most employers who
retained mandatory retirement policies did so by conscious choice.
When these employers were forced to,liberalize their retirement
policies, they did the minimum amount necessary to be in compliance
with the law to as to reduce the policy's effectiveness as little as
possible.

4
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The Amendments' short-run impact on other aspects of firm behavior.
Was relatively weak. For example, it has often been asserted, that a
relaxation of mandatory retirement age would result in a more
widespread use of performance evaluations as an alternative way of
removing people from jobs. The survey suggests, to the contrary,
that the incidence of performance evaluations was already highest in
firms that have mandatory retirement rules, those with such rules
aware no more likely to have stricter evaluations in the. future.
Thus, 'the two policies serve as complements, rather than
substitutes, for each of er. _

It was also anticipated at firms would discontinueTension
accruals for workers over age 65. However, only 6 percent o?
employees currently permitted to continue accruals have employers
who would suggest such a move.

Although at least half the short -run changers had been made by the
time of the survey, the results suggest that nearly all the employer
response has been, and will be, in the direction of providing more
encouragement for employees to retire by liberalizing existing
benefits, adding types of benefits, and shifting costs more toyard
the company. A maximum of 15 to 20 percent of surveyed older
workers either have been, or soon may be, affected by employer
policy changes. Most of the future benefit liberalizations being
considered were in response to factors other than ADEA.

The ADEA Amendments' short-run impact'on employee retirement plans
was very weak, a conclusion that arises form several pieces of
data. First, only 15 percent of the survey respondents could
correctly identify the amendments' barring of mandatory retirement
before age 70, while only 8 percent of the-respondents in Maine,
California and New'Jeraey could identify the parallel laws that
existed in their states. By itself, this data means little since .
the ADEA Amendments might be affecting persons indixfttly through
changes in firm policy. But in practice only 11 percent of the
sample report having made a recent change in'their etirement plansfor any reason. About one-third of these actually decreased-their
retirement age and only one-tenth of these'increased their
retirement 'age explicftly because of the ADEA Amendments.

Finally, the survey contained an "experiment" to see whether people'
would change their planned retirement age upon being informed of the
ADEA Amehdmental details.""Xh thieweriment, about 8 percent of
the respondents did increase their retiremsat_age from 65 or less to06 or more. But an equal proportiotpof the sample decreased their
retirement age. And a person's increase or decrease in planned
retirement age had nothing to do with whether the person thought he
faced mandatory retirement hat 65, mandatory retirement at 70, or no.
mandatory retirement whatsdever. 'In fact,.the biggest change in
retirement plans stimulated by the experiment was an increase from

S
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age 62 to 65, a change anticipated as most likely by personnel
officers. (About three-quarters of all respondents in the
experiment left their retirement age Abhanged).

These data are consistent with the idea that most people have
devoted at least some prior thought to retirement and their plans
are based on their conceptions of their employers' policies. While
these plans may change in the long run, they will not be-changed
immediately by being informed of the new age 70 mandatory retirement
provision.

In summary, the ADEA Amendments had a significant impact on
increasing the mandatory retirement age of some firms, but it had a
relatively small impact on other aspects of firm behavior, and it
had only a very limited impact on employees' retirement plans.

The Long-Run Impact of the ADEA 'Amendments

In the long rune the impact of the ADEA Amendments on employee plans
may be somewhat larger and this, in turn, may induce employers to
change their policies. Our analysis of the retirement plans of men
showed significant differences between men who believed they were.
covered by ap age-65 retirement rule and men who faced a retirement
at 70 or above. On average, the second group retired two years
later than the first with one quarter of the cohort wanting to
retire at age 66 or age 67. Over time, as all men became aware that
they can work to age 70, we would expect retirement dates to be
delayed. (We do not expect this to happen for married women since
their retirement decisions appear to be planned Jointly with their
husbands and those women are, on average, two years younger than
their husbands).

For the present, most employers expect little change in employee
retirement behavior, either because that behavior is governed by
continuing financial incentives, or by normative expectations'
(rather than mandatory retirement rules). But should retirement
ages increase, the most common employer response will be to increase
retirement incentives.

A significant m4nority of employers, most likely those with the
strongest interest in controlling retirements, appear willing to pay
for their preference with better retirement benefits. This apparent
willingness to bear higher labor costs may, however, be based on the
belief that the marginal'cost will not be great, since relatively
few employees will delay retirement in the wake of higher or no age
limits.

The picture could change dramatically should other major changes in
federal retirement policy occur, such as liaising the social security

lEx
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retirement age from 65 to 68. It is not at all clear whether
employers interested in controlling retirements will accept the
resulting older retirement ages, or will assume the cost of
replicin& all or part of .the lost social security benefits with
supplemental payments.

(Notes The research data utilized Dor evaluating pie effects of
the ADEA Amendments of 1978 on employees and employers are
derived from the,National Survey of Employee and Employer
Response to the 1978 ADEA Amendments. This survey included
6100 randomly selected employees aged 40-69 covered by the

.

Age Discrimination in Employment Act and 5800 employers
identified by these individuals.. The employee sample is
representative of the universe of employees subjipt to the
ADEA. Due to the fact that persons working-forgfirms with
fewer than 20 employees, in hazardous occupations or
federal employees, were excluded from the sample (and are
not covered by the ADEA) the employer sample is weighted
toward larger firms filth some overrepresentation of
manufacturing, profeSsional services and transportation
industries. Employees were interviewd by telephone;
employers received separate mail questionnaires-in the
areas of personnel and pension policies.)

Analysis of the survey is divided into two parts. The first part
examines the impact of raising the mandatory retirement age on
employees' planked retirement ages. This is done in the context of
a more general model in which an employee's planned retirement.age
depends on his income, his-pension coverage, his social security
coverage, and other factors as well as any. mandatory retirement age
he may face.

The second part of the analysis examines the impact of raising the
!mandatory retirementiage on the behavior of firms. This question
ylas several specific dimensions. To what extent are firms in
compliance with the amendments? How many firms changed their
pension and benefit policies i response to the amendments? To what
extent do.firms eipectigirker 4ehay.or to change as a result of the
amendments% And how wffr firms respond if worker behavior. does
change?

Detailed overviews of major findings are presented.'

Analysis of Employee Retirement Plans

In this section, we analyze the survey data to measure the impact of
the 1978 ADEA Amendmentson employee retirement plans. We do this
in two ways. The first involve simulations based on regression
analyses of the survey data. The second involves, analysis of an
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"experiment"
\

n the data itself. These analyses are explained more c
fully below.

Note that we do not propose to analyze the data through direct
tabulations -- which actually count how many people want to retire
before age 65. Such' tabulations are misleading because people tend
to delay their planned retirement age as they row older.-

For example, the regression analyses for men, show that one
additional year of age causes a men to increase his planned
retirementgage by about three months. The survey isample contains
men ages 4D and older. To analyze the impact of the ADEA
Amendments, we need to look not at their current retirement plans,
but at our estimates of their retirement plans when they reach age
59. The regression-based simulation is designed to make these
estimates. .c,

'

The experiment, referred to above, arises in the following way. At
the beginning of the survey, employees are asked about the age at
which they'expect to retire. Later, employees are informed about 1
the ADEA Amendments and the fact that they cannot be forced to
retire before age 70. They are then asked to give their retirement
age a' second time, taking the ADEA Amendments into account. The
comparison of the initial estimate and the reestimate,,after hearing
about ADEA, creates an "experiment" to measure the Amendmplits,
impact.

Principal findings are summarized as follows:

- Men who believe they face an age-65 retirement policy plan
to retire, on average, at age 62. Had the s4pe men faced a
retirement policy of age-70 or above, we estimate that they

'would have planned to retire, on average; at age 64.

When men are faced with an age-65 retirem nt policy, we
estimate that by the time they reach 9, about 4
percent of the cohort will want to r at age 66 or
higher. Had the same men faced a r tirement policy of

. age-70 or above, about 24 percent of the cohort would.,have
wanted 'Ito retire at age 66 or 4igher though most ce these
would have retired by age 68.

- Th¢¢e¢ survey data on single women is too unstable to give
° reliable inferences of the impao6 of an age-65 retirement
on eir behavior.

O.
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When.married women arNaded with` an age-65 retirement
poll*, we estimate that by the time they reach age 59.
about 1 percent will want to retire at age 66 or higher..
Had these same women been'faced with a retirement policy of
age-70 qr aboves about 5 percent would have wantd to retire
at age 64 or higher C' This relatively small impact a ses
in part from the fact that women key their retirement

*decisions to the decisions of their husbands and women are,
.on average, about- tyteyears younger than their husbands.
' This means most couples will retircatan age that will not
rbribg the wife into contact with a 65-year old limit.

- Id practice, 10-15 percent of all sample respondents knew
4 91.the existence of a federal law which.moved the mandatory

Fetirement age from 65 to 70. In Maine, California, and4
New Jerseyewbout 8 percent knew of the existence of state
laws which changed mandatory retirement ages.

Employee; were much more aware Of the mandatory or expected
retirement ages in their firms. in firms that had had no
recent Change in retirement age policy, 57 percent of men
and 48 percent of women coryectly,identified the firm's
retixemeet age (or the absence oS any retirement age) while
10-15 percent of bbth groups did not know their firm's
policy and 20 percent of both groups identified a policy
that was to restrictive. In firms that had made a recent
policy change (within the last year), about 35 percentof
.aen and 26 percent of women could correctly identify their
firm's policy while about 10 percent of both groups
identified a policy that as too restrictive.

When sample respo ndents were informed of_the 1978 ADEA
Amendments, only about 8 percent chose to change their
retirement age from 65 or less to 66 or more. An eq&11
number chose to reduce their planned age of retirement
while about three-quarters of all respond6nts left their
planged retirement age unchanged. We believe this limited ,
result indigated that retirement plans are not something
people will quickly change in an interview format. Over
time, we expect restiltsto, be somewhat larger, particularly
for men, as described above.

The remainder of this Review is divided into five sections: Sectionr reviemg employees' responses to two questions on their planned age
of retiRment; Section 2 reviews employees' knowledge of their
firm's retirement age policies; Section 3 estimates the determinants
or an employee's plangtd age of retirement and constructs simple
simulatioderto investigate the impact of mandatory-ret-i-remerrti
Section 4 examines changes in gpployee retirement plans when they

e
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4

oV the .1978 ADEA Amendments; Section 5 contains a bile!'

as.

1. An Employee's, Planned Retirement Age

Throughout this section we are concerned with explaining, the'
determinants of an employee's planned age of retirement: Fbrtithis
reason) we begin with a description of the retirement age variable
itself.

Table 1 contains data for men, stratified by age, op the amount of
_thoUghtthey have given to retirement and whether they anticipate or
guess their retirement age. The data show that'between 75and 80
peeoent of all workers have gives at least some thought to
retirement, a proportion which does not vary much by age. The
proportion of men who have settled on an (anticipated) 'i etirement
age varies slightly more with age, increasing from 59 percent for

o men ender 50 to 68 percent for men over 50.

Our analysis of these responses rained sauea: the meaning ef
retirement, and differences in guessed and anticipatqd responses.
We address the meaning of retirement first: E3.01, the question in
the employee questidnnaire that begiqs theretirement age section,
-refers to "how old you expect to be when you retire-- either ,from
where you now work or fromsa future Job." At the same time, .,
question E3.20 asks:

. /

. Table 2 below contains the distribut f respo
qUestion for men ages 54 or less, cross=ta d by

this
sed or,

o

anticipated retirement age. The data show that most men regardless
of retirement plans, .expect to keep working to some exten of r
their 19retiremept." This indicates that most respon nts
interpreted retirement to mean leatiing a "main Job" pension
'acoeptancerather than a stopping of work. As proceed to
analyze the determinants of a person's "retirement" age, this
meaning of'retirement should be kept in mind. 1 c

A

E3: ?0 0° As of now, o you expect that you will stop
working com letely when you reach:Tetirement age
or not?

2. Employee Perception; of Retirement Policies and Retirement Law
..

,In thib section, we examine an employee's knowle a of ,, I retirement policies and retirement law. We are erestedin
three apecifio items:

%.4.1
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Table 1. Distribution of Anticipated and Guessed Retirement
Ages by Amount of Thought Given to Retirement
for New*

(A) Ages 39 -SO Devoted at Least Some Devoted Little or
(N 1284) Thought to Retirement No Thought toRetirement

Anticipated

a.
Retirement

591

171
24:

Guessed at
o Retirement

t
Total 1001

(1) Ages 51-60
(N 16381

Anticipatid
Retirement

Guessed at
Retirement

Devoted at Least Some
Thought to Retirement Devoted Little or

No Thought to Retirement

681

141 18%

(C) Ages >60
(N ...406) Devoted at Least Some

Thought to Retirement
i

Anticipated
Retirement

Guessed at
Retirement

Total 1001

Devoted Little or
No Thought to Retirement

68% J
121

'

201 '

.Total 1001

83
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What does the employee know about the retirement age in his
own firm?
What does the employee know about the 1978 ADEA Amendments?
What does the employee know about age discrimination laws
in his own state? (This question, was asked only for
residents of New Jersey,.California, and. Maine)...

A priori, we assume that the employee's knowledge is most
accurate oil the policies of his firm. This implies that the
ADEA Amendments work (if khey work at all) indirectly by
affecting employer policy which then influences employees. The
tabulations presented in this section support this umption.

rIlt
The data in Table 3 show that about 10 percent of men nd 17
percent of women do not know whether their employer has an
expected (or mandatory) retirement age, while 27 percent of men
and 22 percent of women indicate a retirement age of 65 or
less. The remaining three-fifths of the sample indicate their
firm has a retirement age for their occupation of 66 or more
(concentrated at 70) or no retirement age whatsoever.

In Section 3 we examine the extent to which these percetpions
influence employee retirement plans. For the present, we
acknowledge that they may have some influence and this leads us

' 1 to ask how accurate the perceptions are. To begin to answer
this question, we cross-tabulate employee responses with the
responses of the personnel office in the employee's firm. A
priori,,we believe that policy changes take time to filter town
to employees--particularly younger employees--and so we would
expect the accuracy of employee knowledge about retirement
policy to depend on whether or not the change was recent.

Table 4 compares the employee's response,.and the personnel
offiSer's response to the existence of a mandatory retirement
policy. Included in thd table is the percent of employees who

.

correctly identified their employer's policy. The data show
that 60-65 percent of men and 50-55 percent of women correctly
identify the existence (or non-existence) of a mandatory
retirement policy in their firm. This percentage is slightly
lower in firms that have made a recent policy change, but, the
differences between firms that have and have not made a recent
change is not sharp. For example,-one mistake of importance to
this study is an employee's perception that his firm has.a
mandatory retirement age when, in fact, it does not. Where
firms have made nO recent policy change, about 18 percent of men
and women make this mistake. In firms that have made a recent
policy change, only 9 percent of women and men make this
mistake. (The reason for this surprising outcome emerges in
Table 5.) Firms that have made a recent policy change are
typically firms that had a mandatory retirement age of 65 and, q
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Epployercepti of Pion netsry c.recement Age

Employer Mandatory
or Expected Retire-.
"lent Age Number of Responses*

Men Women , C

0-55 ''13 7
..)

56-61 34 8

62 . 59 48

63-65 834. 0 405

66-70 719 335

> 70 / 21 7

No Retirement Age ' 1486 991

Don't Know 335 373

Total 3502 2174

9

*Excludes missing data.
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4Table 4. 74r. 1411r4s*** ?oil** versus tsploret

o )nrcsyttoe of Tiro s Policy
.

P

A. Yirs's That laws not Wads Policy Change Main Irsst Tear

71rs's Policy

- 'No Mandatory latirenent

Mandato:7 Retirement

I 112a

Percent Correct 652

tnp1cone's Tsresptions
Etta tmpatts4 Work as
to to Wag as
'stir* tacit* Oas Can

Caret
Eno*

160 32 ag3 34

213 32 o 77 20

1. firm's That lave Made Policy Maass Within Last Year

Tire's Policy
Po Mandatory ilMitalkent

aeadatexy teritelsaft5

It 854

riscest Correct 622

Anolorm'e taro:palms
May* Expected Work as
to . co long as Don't
'stirs Ditirs Oas Can racer

61 10 57 7

it! 30 112 62

Emma

A. Tim That lass lot hide Policy Otani* Within Last Tear

t 24vhoyss's ?arta:miens
lave txpicted Work as
co to tang is .--Don't
larire Satire One Can tack

to Mandatory tatiresant

Mandatory lath set

1. 713'

Poscsat Correct 372

101 30 217 12
146 10 74 37

3. 71r's list gave Gads Polley Change Withfa Last Thar

lePlerpte's'Pettestioes
lave Expected Hock as

o
firn's Pelle, is t. Lou as Don't

!tests* ea*
le Moniatery letireseet

teadeterp :attiroust

1.417
tize.sat Carnet 301

Lbws Can Es..
33 t 31 1:1

147 24 I. 111 44
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.7&

Summary of Accuracy of Employee Perception!
of Firms' Retirement...Policy

A. Men

'P

Correctly States Mandatory
Retirement Age

Correctly States rite Absence '

of Mandatory Retirement Policy r
. ,

Gives a Mandatory Retirement
,Age That Is Too Lov

Gives a Mandatory or Exfected
, Retirement Age When No Mandatory

Retirement Exists

Don't Ka Firm't Policies

rAll Othe

3. Women

Firms With
No Recent
Policy Change

Firms With
A Recent
Policy' change

14Z 272

432 7Z

17Z 472

. 192 a 8Z

92 .
82

72 232

' 1092 1002

N 1128 N 858

Correctly States Mandatory
Retirement Age 04122

Corfectly States the Absence
of Mandatory Retirement Policy 362

Gives a Mandatory Retirement
Age That Is Too Lou

Gives a Mandatory or Expecte4
Retirement Age When to Mandatory
Retirement Exists

Don't Know Firm's Policies..

All Other

8%

.182

16%

19%

O
72

23%

102.

14%

10% 272

1002 1002

N 793 N 447

8 3

90.

0<y
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in response to the AEA Amendments, increased it. but did 'not
abandon :In these firms, most employees know that there is

' a mandatory retirement age (Table 4) but relatively fara
numbers of employees believe that the age is lower. than if
actually is.(Table 5).

Ta ble 5 expands on Table 4 by examining data on mandator
retirement ages as, well as the existence of a mandatory a
retirement policies or se. Here, the impact of recent employer
policy changes is more evident. In firms that have made no
change in retirement policy, 57"percent of men and 48 percent of
women accurately described their firm's policies, correctly

:identifyinWeither the retirement age or the. absence of any
retirement age. Conversely, 26 percent of both men and women
perceived policies that were too restrictive.' Either they
identified a mandatory (or expected) retirement policy Zre
none existed, or they identified a retirement age that too
low.

Where a firm mate a recent policy change, overall employee
accuracy declined. The proporation of employees Oho correctly
identified their firm's retirement age (or the absence of a
retirement age) dropped from 57 percent to 34 percent for men,,,
and'from 48 percent to 26 percent for women. Conversely, the

t.proportion of the sample erring by identifying the poli9y as too
restrictive rose, from 26 percent to 35 percent for men and f m
26 percent to 33 percent for women. (Note also that among finis
with recent changes, about one-quarter of both men and women
thought their firm's retirement ages were higher than they .om
actually were. These observtions are grouped under All Other).

Table 6 recomputcs Table- 5 for workers over 55. A riori, we
would expect older workers yd be more familiar wiVh emp oyer
retirement policies, but the proportions in Table 5 (all
workers) and'Table 6 (older workers) are quite,similar.

(
To summarize the data in Table 5 and 6, we assume that over
time, employees become more familiar with recent policy changes
and the accuracy of their descriptions reaches the accuracy in
the rest of the sample. Given this assumption, the survey data
inaicate that about three-fifths of all men and one-half of all

',women have an "Accurate picture of their firm's retirement age
(or the absence of that age)while one quarter of both men and
women believe their firm's retirement age is more restrictive
than it is.

At the 'opening.of this section, we argued that employees should
have better knowledge of their firm's policies than of relevant
federal and state law.' We now investigate this pr6position
directly. At the time of the survey, three.states--New Jersey,
California, and Maine- -had laws prohibiting an age 65 mandatory
retirement.

e
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Tibla
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Summary of Accoracz of Employee Jevenablis
of Fire's Retirement Policy foi Varian 55+

±e

4

0'

a

1 I . ...
...1
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i I : : , I IVA With y Firs %it'll ..

- 7 , . Ao Re Cal= ' .11.111440O

Policy Ch1O24"
. .. 4
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-1.011.Cy_ Change
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%Watt= 411t IA* : . .132 .0. X342. 1..,,, 4 ,
Catve4ti,,,,Stetes the Absence ,

OP Mandatory Retirement Policy 472 r.-.-

!.4 e._.1v4. a WasdatorT4Retirement
Age That Lea° Lov 4 .12 172.

10

. ' Cages a Mandatory or Zspected. .

Retimient Age When No Sandatoty
Retiriment Inisii 42 s. --

Don't Know Firm's Policies 102 82

6411 COWL 102 36Z

1002 1002

8. WomA-

Correctly Stat.'. Mandatory

It 513 , N 4- 251

Retirement Age
4

142 442

Correctly States the Absence
of Maitdatory Retirement Policy 432

Claes a Mandatory Retirement
Aga That Is Too LOW A 12 232

Wives a Mandatogy.or Expected
Retirement Age spin So Mandatory
Retirement Exists 172

Don't Ism Firm's Policies 132 112

421 Other' 122 222

10021002

I 367 I 126

14
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As shown in Table 7, knowledge about the existence of state laws
. ,.. in New Jersey, California and Maine is limited. Among survey
a respondents who lived in those states, only 5 pe14ovnt6f men and

6 pescent of women said laws existed'which precluded a firm's
forcing retirement before age 70. Eighty-eight percent of men
and 84 percent of women said they either did not know about suoh
a law or that no such law existed.a.;

Knowledge about federal'laws was somewhat higher, with 15
percent of men and 9 percent of women knowing that federal law
prohibited a firm from forcing retirement before agh 70. (Table
8) Here,.too, however, there was much incorrect information,
with 71 percent of men and 82 percent of women saying that
either they. did not know-of such a law or that now such law
existed. Spitlar tabulations restricted to workers '55 and older
show simila results.

We opened this section with the' proposition that employees were,
far better informed about firm policies than about state or
federal law. The tabulations indicate the proposition is
correct, and also showed that significant numbers of employees
do not know, or are misinformed about actual firm policies.
Nonetheless, when we turn to estimating the determinants of
employees' retirement'plans, it is more reasonable to link these
plans.to employees' perceptions of firm policies, rather than to
firm policies themselves.

Estimating the Impact of Mandatory Retirement Rules

In this section, we utilie survey data to estimate the impact
of mandatory retirement rules on individual retirement plans.
The sample is divided into two groupt:

(A) Pesons who say they face an expected or mandatory
-- reretirement age of 65 or less.

(B) Persons who say they face an expected or-mandatory
retirement age of 70 or more (including no mandatory
retirement).

We use each,group to estimate a separate model of the
determinants'af a person's planned retirement age where these
determinants include the person's demographic characteristics,
his financial circdmstances, and certain characeristics of his
firm's pension plans. We assume that when.this model is
estimated for.persone in Group A, its coefficients embody the;
impact of facing a retirement age of 65 or less. When the model
is 'estimated for persons in Group B, its coefficients embody the

0

.1
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Table 7. .

Knowledge of State Axe Discrimination
Laws Acing Residents of New Jersey,
California and Maine'

23.26 To the best of your knowledge, does the state in which
you work have a law about employers making their workers retire
by a certain age?

E3.27 (if yes to 23.26) According to the state law, what is
the earliest age at which you can be made to retire? )

(combined responses to both questions)

Women.

No Law or Don't
Know About Lew 802 042

Yes, There is
A Law

Don't Know, Age 42 12

Age < 70 ,32 ''...412L....

Agi 700 Mi. 52 62

1002 1002

'to

4
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Table B.

83.
ro

Knowledge of Federal Age Disgriminatioa
Laws Among All Sample Respondents

E3.28 Aid to the best ofvour knowledge,(does the federal

- .

government have a law about employers making their workRrs
retire by a.certain age? '

'
A

.

E3 30 (if yes to $3.29) According ;o that federal law,
at is the earliest age at which you can be made to retire?

(combined responses to bothAuestions)

Don't Jnow .

-.

4...,.10AC.,.7 '^
..

Yes, There is
1 1

,-) ..A taw

Don't Know Specific
' Age

...

.
Age 65 or Less

Age 70'

More Than 70

Men

". 282

%.43%

"' .. ,
'.

' 5%

Ea

15%

12

,.

Mr .

.

.

i

---

Vomen
s

.1

41%

412

72

9%

.,
..'

1002 1002
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impact of facing a retirement age of 70 or more,. We then ,use 6

the two estimated models to estimate two, separate,
.

distributions of retirement ages for the same people. A
comparison of these two distributions gives the impact mf2111:,
age-65 retirement rule. We hypothesize a simple "target income44*
model in which many men want to retire in their early sixty's,
subject to the constraint that they have an adequate income at
retirement. If the model is correct, and if most men $,n the
sample'have adequate sources of retirement income, even a
mandatory retirement age of 65 will not pose a bindin&
constraint in many cases.

To test this model we begin with independent variables
describing the ivid al's demographic characteristibs, his
financial cir stanc s, and certain gttributes of his pension
coverage. D ograp c characteristics include the individual's
age, educat n, the presence of a,child who'is less than 12,

4
tenure on t e current job, and a variable denoting persogs who
are profess onal, technical or sales !white collar) workel.
Financial ircumstance variables include the level of retirement,

froIncome f all sources which the person expects to receive,
variabl& dentifying.people who are,'reasonably.confident that '

'their ret remeht income will provide a comfortabfeliving, a .

variable identifying people who expect to recgive social
security, and a variable identifying peogle'who own their own
home. Tk description of th6 person's-peTsion situation is

'based on set of six, mutually exclusive (0,1) variables to
descrIbe the following situations:

- No pension . A..

.".
- Unsure of pension coverage .and/or entitlement age

- 'Covered by a pension and full benefits at 60

r Covered by a pension psi fuIl benefttt.at 61-62

- 'Covered by a pension and, dull benefits at 63-65

Covered by a pension and'fullgnefits at 66 or more.

Regressions explaining planned retirement age for mqn appear in
Table 9. The sample of men is divided into two groups: those,
wha_say_thPir firm has_a_mandatory_or_expected retirement age of

. 65 or/less (column A) and those who say their firm has a
retieltment age of 70 or more (column B). In most respects, the
two regressions are similarasupport the target income model
sketched above. In what follows we discuss those, results that
are statistically significant.

.

94
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The.coefficient on expected incomeis between -.3 and -.4 which
means that each extra $2,000 of expected retirement income
causes a reduction in planned retirement age of about one
month. The coefficient on the comfort provided by this income
ilea between -.5 and -1.0. This means that persons who are
reasonably confident that their retirement income will prolrede
them with a comfortable living will retire six months to o e
year earlier than other people who donit have this expectation.
The coefficient on expected social security receipt lies between
3.0 and 4.0, and this means that person§ whol,expect to receive
social security will Rostpone their retirement by three to four
years, all otheripthingsconstant. This postponement is
consistent with an idea of target income model in which men
would like to retire quite early but will keep working until
°they can retire with social security.

Similarly, persons covered by a pension which proillides full
benefits at age 60 retire between two and two-and-one-helf years
before workerS who receive full pension benefits at age 65.

Certain demographic variables have similar impact across both
equations as well. In each equation, one additional year of
tenure on the job (holding age'constant) reduces planned
retirement age by a little more than a month, a relationship
which may reflect the role of years of service in determining
the level of pension benefits.° Being a professional,
technical, or sales workers causes ppstponement of retirement by
about a ye Certain other variables (e.g., having'a ehild
under 12) e significant in' one equatidn but not the other.

What difference does a mandatory retirement rule of age 65 or
less have qn planning a retirement age?

k
In this methodology, we assume that the estimated coefficients
of the Group A regression in Table 9 embody the behavior of
persons faced with an agt165 retirement, while the estimated
coefficients of the GrourB regression embody the behavior of
persons faced with a retirement age of Tp-e.P-above. By applying .

the Group B coefficients to persons in Proup A, we can estimate
what their retirement_ plans would pav been had they not been
faced withretirement age of ilarly, by applying Group A
coefficients to perapns in Group B, can estimate what their
retirement plans would have been had they been faced with a
retirement age of 65. By'comparing these counter-factual
dis,tributions with the actual distributions, we1can estimate the
impact of mandator'y retirement.

8 -

ie investigated a number of other explanations of the significance
of job tenure without success.

JU

#0°
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Table 10 contains the distribution of retirement ages for the
413 men who said they faced a retirement age of 65 or less.
Column A'of the table contains estimates of the men's planned
retirement ages when the men themselves reach age 59. The
estimates assume that the men continue to face an age-65
retirement. Column B of the table contains estimates of the
same men's retirement plans at age 59, assuming they faced a
retirement age of 70 or above (including no mandatory
retirement).

The differences in the two distributions are significant. The
estimates in Column A show that aging the sample to age 59
(while retaining an age-65 retirement policy) increases their
planned retirement age by about 2 years. But only 4 percent
have planned retirement ages- 66 or more. By contrast, Column B
shows the plans of the same men assuming they face a retirement
age of 70 or above, and here, 22 percent of the men plan to
retire at ages 66-69 (with most retiring at 66 or 67).

_
.

These results are consistent with the target income model
postulated above. For most men, the combination of the desire
to retire at an early age, coupled with current pension and
social security entitlement ages mean they will want to retire
at 65 or less. An age-65 retir ent rule does not influence

ill
their behavior. But for a sig ficant minority of men (e.g.,
20%), an age-65 rule does lima behavior and their retirement
decision would be postponed by) one or two years if the rule Mere
relaxed.

,
.

.

Table 11 performs similar calculations for men who actually
faced a retirement age of 70 or above. 'Similar differences.
emerge. Column B of Table 11 shows the estimated distribution
of planned retirement` ages when the men are "aged" to age 59.
We estimate that 24 percent of the men will plan to retire at
age 66 or above (with most retiring at age 66 or 67). Column A
of Table 10 reestimates planned retirement ages assuming these
same men faced retirement at age 65. Here, only 4 percent of
the men have planned retirement ages above 65.

.4. 4

To better understand the results, note that in Table 10, the
retirement plans of persons in Column B are about 2.2 years
higher (on average) than the retirement plans in Column A.
Recall that these two columns represent the retirement plans of
the same people (with the same independentwariablei) estimated

'using two different regression equations. Thus, the 2.2 year '
postponement of r tirement plans comps from differences in

4Z

behavior induced y facing an age-65 retirement, rather than
from any differh chi in pension coverage, occupation, or other
independent vari ble

,

C
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PART I

Table 10.

88

Simulated Retirement Plans of
Men Who Face 65-Year Retirement,
Rule (Hen in Group A in Table 11-14) ."

.e.

Aged Distribution
of Actual Responses

_(Assuming Men Are
Al Age 59, Rather
'Than True Age)*

Reestimatt4
Distribution
(Assuming Hen'
Were Facing
Retirement.
Age of 70 or
Above, Rather
Thr.7.. 65 or Less

<.59 8.4,
\I 1.6

I 59 8.2 2.2

60 11.1 '0' 4.8

61 15.7 3.4

62 21.8 12.1

63 15.5 .1510

'64 10.2 19.1

65 5.1 16.5

66 2.9 14.5

67 6.8

68 3.L

69 .7

1". no% 100%

Kean 61.6 Years

*Based on Group A Regression in Table /1-14.
**Based on Group II Regression in fable 11-14.

93

63:8 Years
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PART I

Table 11.

89

Simulated Retirement Plans of ten
Who Face Retirement Rule at 70
or Above len in Group 3 in Table II-14)

5'f

< 59

< 59

60

61

62

63

64

65

,66

67

68

69

A J.
Reestimated Aged Distri-
Distributions button of

' Assuming Men Actual Responses
Were Facing (Assuming Men
Retirment Age Are All Age
of 65 or Lass 59 lather
Rather than \ Than True
70 or Above * Age) *t

Mean

9.9

8.8

) 11.9

o a 14.6

17.0

16.3

11.0

6.7

3.5

.3

1002

61.7 Years

1.0

2.0

'5.4

6.7

11:3

13.7

17.3

19.1

12.6

8.5

'2.4

1002

63.9 Tears

. -

*Rased on Group A Regression in Table 11-141
**Based on Gioup B Regression'in Table 11-14.
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0

The magnitude o the differences can be seen by cOmpAring the -

*estimated plans of perion's wh6 actually faced such a rule
(Table 10, Column A) with person's who actually did not face
such a rule (Table 11, Column B) and aga , ehe second 'group
wants to retire about 2.3 years later an the first,

In sunnier , the pe eption of an age-65,retirement rule reduces
the aver 'plan d age of retirement by about, 2.2'years ant
decreases,t ber of men expecting to retire after age 65 by
about 80 pekent. ' .

.= F-4---

Because these results are retirement plans, rather than actual
-retirement behavior, they should be treated with .caution.'
Nonetheless, it should be noted that they are broadly consistent
with the results of other parts of the study which were, based on
actual, pre-ADEA behavior. Ip one set of estimates based on the
Retirement H 4ory Survey, we examined the retirement behavior L
of workers aged 62-64 in 1973 who were faced withmandatory 1,
retirement. The findings show" that over the next two years, 81
percent'of this group had actually retired while ey estimate
that about 60 percent of the group would have rei d had the,
jgroup not faced mandatbrysetirement. When we expiine similar ,

'"statistics from Table 10 we find that among workerSaged 62-64
who face_pn age 65 retirement, 71pendent will retire over the
neXt two tears, while 45 percent would retire if they did not
face mandatory retirement. In both cases, facing :An age-65 '

retirement inc ases the number of retirements.among the

1by About 20-25 ercentage points,. 4 ,

To this point., we have argued that differences in C4up A . and "

Group B retirement plans come from facing (or not Taping) an
age-65 retirement. B%fore leaving these results, itlis worth
examining a few of the details of this relationship. In
particular, our model contains two potential incenties toi
retirement at a young age: a variable describing fu /1 pension
entitlement at age 60, and p variable desdribing the presence of
early retirement provisions. As shown in Table 9, the impact of
8oth.variables is larger when. the individual is faced with 4r1
age-65 retirement age (Group A) than when he is not lroup 8).
In the GrouprA equation, pension entitlement at age 6 reduces
retirement age by about 2.6 years compared to 2.1 '.year's for
Group B. Similarly, early retirement provisions in the pension
plan cause retirement ages to be reduced by one year in the ,

Group A equation, but have'ho impact, in Group B. These rqsults
indicate that a mandatory retirement age affects,not only

.

retirement at that age, but incentives in the years leading,up
to that age as well.

For example, all of thb men in Group A say they facean age-4,
retirement, but by law, this is illegal.

44. 4

1
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I

In determining the retirement plans for single women, we must
conclude that estimates of the plans of sinEle women
are too statistically unstable to rovide a basis for measuring
the impact of mandatory retiremen rules. . .

Estimates for Married Women

In the case of working married women, we found we could improve
pup model's predictive power if we included variables describing
the retirement situations of their husbands. Three additional
variables were examined:

A variable describing whether the husband was in poor
health.

bb

A variable measuring the woman SS estimate of the
number of years between the date of the interview and
the husband's retirement date.

A variable describing whether the husband was covered
by a pension.

The important feature of the estimate for married women is their
early retirement age. When we estimate the plans these women -
will make at age 59, the large majority say they want to retire
before age 65 whether or not they face an age-65 retirement
rule. When the age-65 retirement rule is lifted the proportion
of women who desire to work after 65 increase,from about two
percent of the sample to five percent of the sample. While this
change is sharp in proportionate terms,'it does not have a great,/
impact on the labor force per se.

. .The limited impact of age-65 retirement' upon women's behavior in
part reflects the desire of a woman to retire when her husband
does, together with the fact that women in the sample are, on
average 2 years younger than their husbands. Women in the
sample average 48.7 years in age hile their spouses average
50.5. Even with the 1Lfting of ma atorr,retiremebt, our
estimates show that most men will h ve rehired by age 66 or 67
and simultaneous retirement by wiv gill 4of involve hitting an
age-65 limit.

4. Determinants of Changes in Retirement Plans

To this point, we have been discussing a model by which the 1978
ADEA Amendments influence 'retirement decisions indirectly
through fiAl retirement policies. In this section, we examine
more direct. impacts of the ADEA Amendments on individual

A

P'
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decisions. Data in the survey permit such examinations in two
ways. The survey establishes whether or not a person has
changed his planned age of retirement in recent years. If .the
person has made a change, the survey asks for the reason behind
the change. The ADEA Amendments are coded separately as one
possible reason for the change. The small number of people who
know about the ADEA Amendments to begin with suggests the number
reporting adjusted retirement plans in response to the ADEA
Amendments should be quite small.

The second examination of direct ADEA impacts involves the
results of an "experiment" conducted in the survey itself. Inthe survey questions test the respondent's knowledge about
federal ane (if apAlicable) state retirement law. Question
E3.31 reads:

E3.31 Actually, as of January of this year, there is a 4111,
federal law which says most workers cannot be
made eo,etire against their wishp before they
are 70. Also, state laws in California, New
Jersey, and Maine say that no one can be made to
retire against their wishes because of their age,t
even if they are over 70. Of course, people who
want to retire can do so at any age,
and if they are eligible, dollect Social
Security--or any other pension for which they are
eligible. Taking all this into account, if you
had to make up your mind today as to what age you
will retire, at which age would that be?

The difference between a person's original retirement Age and
this re-estimated retirement age can be looked at as all crude
experiment to'measure the ADEA Amendment's impact. The
remainder of this section will be divided into three parts. In
the first, we will tabulate the ADEA-induced changes in
retirement age which occurred prior to the survey, the first
source of data cited above. In the second part ofsthis section,
we will tabulate the results. of the ADEA "experiment" describedabove. _In the third part, wesummahme unsuccessful attempts to
alyze the experiement using regression and logit analysis. We

conclude from these at.tempts that there is no systematic pattern
to persons who reestimated their retirement age.

-ADEA-17ced Adjustments Made Prior to the Suriey

As suggested Ait the beginning of this section, the number of
persons who sa they changed their retirement plans directly
response to th EA Amendments is very small. Table 12
contains a summ of thi§ ineormation.

we'

sl
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'
Table 12... Responses of Persons Who Changed

*Their Retirement Age.in the Last
"Tao or Three /ears" Ten and
Women Grouped Together

E3.11 Why Did You Lo.werlour'llanned Retirement Age?
Change in Mandatory Retirement Lew? 13'
Other ' . 157
Not Applicable Or Missing '55673

E3.12. Why Did You Increase Your Plinned
Ratiremeit Ago? .

Change in Mandatory Retirement taw? 13
Other 311
Not Applicable or Miing 5413

E3.13 Why Did You Decide to tire After All?
. Change in Mandatory Retirement Lay? --

Other , . 18
Not Applille or Kissing.' ' 5719 .

E3.07 Did You irecide Not to Retire
c. I

44

. .After All?.

Change in Mandatory Retirement taw? 3
Other .105
Not Applicable or Missing ',. s- 5829

F. I
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To put Table 12 into perspective; btgin with the fact that the ,

survey contains 5,737 responses, of which 1,12 did not give any
anticipated,or guessed retirement age. Ot the 5,625 persons who
did give an intitial retirement age, 620 (or 11 percent) report

' having made a recent change in their retirementplans. Of this
number, 29 report having made their changes in retirement plans
in response- to the ADEA,Amendments. This number is divided
about equally between people who postponed their retirement (16
persons) and those who lowered their retirement age (13). The .

total figure of 29 persons represents one-half of one percent of
the initial 5,'625 persons.

In summarizing these-figures, we should recognize that the
survey was conducted' about a year after the ADEA Amendments took
effect, a short time in which to gain recognition. 'Moreover,
the'direct impact of the Amendments as measured in this question
remains less 'likely than an ndirect impact working through
employee perceptiens of company policies. Nonetheless, the data
in the survey ihdicAe that the short-run, direct impact of the
ADEA Amendments upon individual belpvior Was almost nonexistent.

Tabulati'ons from the Survey "Experiment"
...

We turn next to the results pf 'the survey "experiment" described
above--i.e., the way in which employees' estimated retirement

- ages changed when they were informed of the AREA Amendments and
corresponding state laws.
A pfiori, we expect that knowledge of the ADEA Amendments would,

'

If anything, cause a person to postpone eicpected age of
'retirement,-in particular, to increase 1t to a level above age
65. In prac,O,de, the.pattern of'dhange.is more complicated. As
shown in Table 13, about 6 percent of men and 9 percent of women
do postpone their retirement from anage younger than 65 to an
age over 65. But roughly equal proportion% of men (7 percent)
and women (8 percent) decrease their retirement age in the
reestithation. MoreoveF711115roportibn of both men and women
who increase then- retirement age to something over 65 bears no

41' relationship to their previous perceptions of their firm's
retirement policies.

Among those who did chSnge their retirement age, Vle most
frequent adjustment Vas from age 62 to age 65, a Oange
tabulated under "Other Increases" in the table. As shown, in
the table, this kind of change was most rrtquent among persons
who originally thotght their firm had a retirement age of 65 or .

less. In practice, however, about 90 percent of these persons
thought their firm had a retirement age of exactly 65, and so
moving their retirement plans frdm 621up tohaVe
little to do with mandatory retirement regulations per se.

ti

1.
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PART I

Table 13. Changes in etirement Age When ADEA Informationi

Total

1002

1002

1002

ti

86C

67(

135.

Detrained
A) Hen Retirement
Perceptions of Firn Policy Axe

Changes in Retirement Age

Other
Increases

Same
Retirement

Age

Increased
From Below
65 to

Above 65

'Perceived < 65

Perceived > 66

Perceived No Retirement Age

82 742 52 132

62 832 62 52

72 792 62 82

Changes in Retirement Axe

Increased
Decreased Same From Below

D) Single Women Retirement,
Perceptions of Firm Policy Axe

Retirement

ARe
65 to

Above 65
Other

Increases Total N

perceived 1.65 72 702 92 '142 1002 164

Perceived > 66 72 ' 762 82 92 1002 138

Perceived No Retirement Age 102 712 112 8% 1002 391

Changes in Retirement Age

Increased
Decreased Same From BelowC) Harried Women Retirement Retirement 65 to OtherPerceptions of Um Policy Axe Axe Above 65 Intreases Total N

Perceived < 65--
692 9% 142 1002 254

Perceived > 66 772 72 92 1002 175

Perceived No Retirement Age 102 712 102 92 1002 473

1. Sample includes perions of all ages. Excludes persons who did not know
about firm retirement policy:

va ,
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Rather, we, speculate the increase was triggered by questions
concprning the tge or pension entitlement, social security
receipt, and other matters, though detailed tabulations have not
been able to prove this assumption One way or the.other.

In summary', the results of the "experiment" indicate that
knowledge of the ADEA Amendments and other factors caused about
6 percent of sample men and 9 percentat-sample women to
increase their retirement age from something under 65 to
lomething over 65. The emphasis on other factors is important,
however, sigoe the proportion of persons making such adjustments
was independent ofr whether the person had originally thought his
firm had a retirement age of 65, 70, or thought his firm had no
retirement age at all.

Exploratory Regression Models

the data suggested perceptions of mandatory reOrement had
little'impact on how a person changed his retirement age when
infonmdd about the 1978 ADEA Amendments. To test this idea more

, fully, we ran a series of linear probability models and,
multinomial logit models to see whether better predictions of
changes in retirement ages'could be obtained when demographic
variables, pension variables and retirement age variables were
all controlled as well. In general, the models were ineffectual..

Whell all other factors are held constant, the fact that a person
thought his firm had an age-65 retirement increases the

Kpebbability that he will reestimate his retirement age above 65
by about .03-.04. In both cases, the coefficients that produced
this effect are weakly statistically significant, but the effect
itself is quite small. More generally, neither the linear
probability model nor the logit model did aelpod job of
explaining which people reestimated their r irement plans and
which didn't.

The failure of the models should not obscure the basic patterns
in the data. First, between 70 and 80 percent of all groups in
the sample kept the same retiremer.lt age, even when informed of
the ADEA Amendments. This shouldnot be surprising. By their
own description, most of,the persons in the sample had devoted
at least some thought to retirement and were unlikely to make
radical changes on the basis of an interviewer's questions.

Over time, their reactions may change. The regression results
in section 3'suggest persons will be revising their pAns upward
while they will become more aware that their.firm does not
require retirement at age 65. The simulations in section 3
suggestothat together these results will cause them to extend
their retirement date by one or two years. This process,

- 1`"
1

,
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however, takes time. It would show up in the survey only if
large numbers oflrespondents felt heavily constrained by an 4
age-65 retirement rule at the time of the ifiterview. Since
thes6 respondents are typically aged 45-0, that situation is
unlikely and this accounts for the experiment's relatively weak
result.

51% Conclusions

In this part of the analysis, we have examined the impact of
age-65 retirement rules upon employee retirement decisions. In
reality, such rules were made illegal by the 1978 ADEA
Amendments but our estimation was still possible because 25
percent of the survey sample believed their firms had
retirement policy of age 65 or less.

We found that an age-65 retirement policy had a significant
impact on the retirement plans of men. In our sample, most men
followed a kind of "target income" model in which they retired
when they were able to accudulate an adequate retirement
income. For most men, this meant retiring before age 65. But a
significant minority (about 20$) wanted to continue working
'after 65 andfor men, mandatory retirement acted as a kind of
"backstop" to pension and other financial incentives. In
particular, an age-65 retirement policy reduced the average
,planned retirement age frpm about 64 to 62, and it reduced by 20
percent the number of persons who said they wanted to retire
after 65. Impacts for other groups were harder to measure.
Results for single women were too unstable to draw firm
conclusions. Results for married women showed little impact,
largely because these women keyed their retirement decisions to
the retirement of their husbands since husbands were about two
years older than their wives, these,joint retirements_typically
occurred before the wife turned 65.

When persons were informed about the 1978 ADEA Amendments, about
8 percent changed their planned retirement age from-eomething
under 65 to something over 65 while 1p equal number decreased
their retirement age in one wayor adother.. Both the increases
and the decreases'had little to do with whether a persoh thought
his firm had a retirement age of 65, 70 or nd retirement age at
all, and the Changes were also uncorrelated with other
individual characteristics. ,c -

This result supported the idea that retirement plans depended on
the age of pension entitlement, the age of social security
entitlement.and Other financial variables. In this contest,
personls ans ar was unlikely to change in response to an
interviewer's questions.



Ana ysis of Employer Responses
to the 1978 ADEA Amendments

Summary

This section addresses the impact tf the 1978 ADEA Amendments on
employer retirement policy by analyzing theoemployee-based survey
data colls:.ted frRm older workers' personnel officers and pension
plan sponsors. Given the limited direct impact of the Amendments
(only 15 ,r2rcent of older workers had-heard about the Amendment and
less than 1 percent had consequently changed their retirement ',Tans)
and the relatively itrongereinfluence of financial variables on
employee retirement plans discussed previoysly, most of the near
term effects of the Amendments are likely to be felt indirectly
through employer policies. However, employers may have policy
agendas of their own which are not necessarily in concert with the
goals of federal policy. While most employers with mandatary
retirement rules would be required to raise their age limit to age
70 to minimally comply with federal law, and that is what 87 percent
of those changing policy due to the Amendments did, the considerable
opposition voiced by many business spokespersons during
consideration of the amendments suggested that they might, attempt to
mitigate the effects of a higher age limit by changing other
policies.

If employers wish to influence the retirement behavior of their
employees and, in fact, rationally construct personel management
policies and benefit incentives to achieve the desired result--and
it is not at all clear that they do--then employers' response to the
ADEA Amendments will be predicated on current employee retirement
behavior, their predictions of changes in retirement behavior, and
the impactiof that behavior on the firm.*

gmployees co-workers were boued to be retiring relatively early, on
average, particularly if they were subject to an age limit. Among
those subject to an age limit, 43 percent had persons in their
occupation retiring by age 61, 63 percent by age 62, a40 79 percent
by age 64, on average. Few changes were expected in that pattern .
over the near. term and only 7 percent of the older workers-subject o
an age limit were expected to have co-workers'retirine at ages older
than 65. The,relatively early retirements were in response to
substantial financial'incentives to early retirement offered by
their employers, including pension plans with young normal
retirement ages, payment of full accrued early retirement benefits,

The Department intends to initiate research to ascertain the
degree to which employer personnel and tepefit policies
systematically infltlence employee retirement behavior.

/'

ti
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and c-ntihuation of company -.paid insurance of
appeared to be little reason for employers to
in the short term. However, the question aro
believed lack of change in employ retireme
result of policy changes made prior to the sJ

LI

.r-
retirement. There

alter their policies
e concerning whether
behaviop was the

vey.

Several specific issues raised during hearipss on the Amendments
were addressed by the study. Spokespersons-for several large ,

companies contended that should large numbers of workers postpone
retirement, labor costs would rise dramatically if continued pension
acccruals and equal levels of health/welfare benefits must be
offered woekers, over age 65. The private sector representatives
asked for a judgement of whether employers would be required to
provide such benefits under the provisions of the Amendments in
conjunction with ERISA. The response was thatdiscontinuing pension
accruals at age 65, and/or providing lower; levels of health/welfare
benefits to older workers would not be in violatiOn of present ERISA
regulations or the ADEA Amendments. Consequently, firms could
adjust benefits by either liberalizing financial indentives to
retirement, or by reducing the marginal gain from continued work.

A number of policymakers have expressed concern that large numbers
of employers who currently permit continued pension accruals would
discontinue them subsequent to the passage of the ADEA Amendments..
The findings 'from this study suggest that the employers of very few
older workers (6 percent) would even recommend that the firm
consider such a move.

Another major area of concern to legislators during consideration of
the Amemdments.was the potential impact on formal performance
evaluations. It kap been argued that mandatory retirement rules
serve as a substi for effective perforMance evaluations, which
protects both employers and employees from the risks of declining
productivity that may occur with age.

44..,zf indeed mandatory. retirement rules did substitute for effective
perforthance evaluatietl, it was feared that increasing the age, or
eliminating mandatory retir ment, couldjead to stricter evaluations

ce

of performance at all ages with the unintended consequence that
more older employees would be dismissed before retirement. The
findings of this study suggest that formal performance evaluations,
rather than acting as'arsubstitute for a mandatory retirement
policy, more often operate in conjunction with one. Employees
subject to mandatory retirement and formal performance evaluations
were no more likely than those sbject only to performance
evaluations to have.to have evaluations made more stringent in the
near future.

A

The other major argument against raising, the age limit or
eliminating mandatoryiretirement was...that age limits were needed to

a

(
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assure jobs and Promotional opportunities for younger workers.
Employers of workers subject to an age limit did believe that
mandatory retirement' rules were more important in this regard than
as a simple way to remove unproductive older workers:

Although approximately 50 percent pf workers' employers believed the
cost of labor would increase if significant numbers of older workers
postponed retirement to age.70, the employers of workers subject to
an age limit were four times more likely to believe costs would
decrease as other employees. A surprising 21 percent in
Manufacturing subject to an age limit, and 34 percent in the largest
firms had employers believing costs would decrease.

It would appear that assuring promotional opportunities is an
overridihg crncern for sore employers. These employers are not only
willing to use mandatory retirement rules, but also relatietp,\
generous benefits to achieve that end.

Given the relatively young currant retirement ages, little
expectation that retirement ages will grange, substantial offerings
of incentives to early retirement, and policy changes already
accomplished, relatively fe0 older workers can expect additional
changes in their pension olf health and welfare benefits in the near
future. If persondel officers' anal plan sponsors' suggested
recommendations for change were implemented, existing benefice would
be liberalized, new types of health/welfare insurance coverage would
be provided, or costs would be shifted more toward the company.
However, less than half the recommendations for changing pension
benefits were actually under active consideration by the
organization, and fewer than 30 percent of the recommendations were
being considered as a result of ADEA. The short-term impact of ADEA
on employee benefits thus appears to be quite ltmited.

The following sections address employer responses in more detail,
beginning with n analysis of the impact cT mandatory retirement
policies in Section 1 and current retirement behavior, inducements
currently offered, the function of mandatory retirement rules and
anticipated employee response in Section.2. These sections form a
background against which recently accomplished and anticipated
policy changes are addressed in Section 3. Section 4 analyzes what
impact, there may be on the firm should large numbe40 of older
workers postpone retirement to age 70 and what employers might do in
that event. Section 5 presents a summary of findings and
conclusions..
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1. The Impact of ADEA on Mandatory Retirement Policies

By the time of the survey, more than 95 percent of the affected
older employees '..ere workieg for firms i compliance with the
provisions of ADEA. Table 14 shows that 51.4 percent of workers
were subject to a mandatory retirement age of 70or older, and
45.6 percent were not subject to mandatory retirement in 1980.
Only 3 spercent of employees were subject to a mandatory
retirement age below 70 at survey.time, end some of them were
likely in occupations exempt from the provisions of ADEA or
where age Is a bona fide occupational qualification. This
situation represents a change in policy for over 53.percent of

4 workers during the last few years.

The.great majority ot workers subject to a mandatory retirement
policy prior to enactment of the ADEA Amendments remained
subject to an age limit at the time of the survey. As table 15
shows, the 'preponderant rpspOnse was to raise the mandatory
retirement age to 70 rather thin eliminate mandatory retirement
(80 percent),although a substantial minority of older workers
sqb)ect to a nesepolicy (18.8 percent) may now work as long as
they, are able.

Personnel officers were asked why the firm's mandatory
retirement policy-was altered. When responses to this question
were tabulatdd, ADEA was found to have been responsible for
nearly all recent changes in mandatory retirement policy. The
figures in Table 16 show that the employers of 70 percent of
employees, subject tfo altered mandatory retirement policies cited
ADEA as the sole reason for the change, and an additional 12
percent said.ADEA was at least partly responsible. A total of
44 percent of all older workers were subject to new mandatory .

retirement policies at least partly due to ADEA.

When policy changes were cross tabulated, against the reasons
given forthe m st recent change, the ADEA amendments were found
to be at least partly responsible for 90 percent of the

_increased manda ory retirement ages and 63 percent of the
elimidations. Thirty-eight percent of all older workers were
subject to older age limits and 6.4 percent had their age limit
removed because of ADEA.

Nearly 12 percent or the workers subject to a new mandatory
retirement policy had mandatory retirement eliminated due to
ADEA. This would suggest that their employers either
anticipated future legislative action on mandatory retirement,
or felt thlt there was no difference between using age 70 and
not having mandatory retirement rules.

,

81-662 0 - 81 - 8
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Table 14:
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14.

Mandatory Retirement,Policies Older
Workers Were Subject to at the Time
of Survey

Mandatory Retirement Age
Number of Older
Workers Percent

Cumulative
Percentace

'

55

60

62

63

65

66

67

N--
68

69

70

71

,72.

75

No MRA

Don't Know

Total

4

1

C

1

10

1'

5

69

3

3

4

1593

4

4.

2

1423

11

3i24

'

4_

*

0.3

*

0.2

2.2

0.1

0.1

0.1

1 ,.

51.0

0.1

0.1

4,1

45.6

*

100%

(

*

.0.4

0.4

0.5

2.7

2.8

2.9

3.0

3.0

54.0

54.2

54.3

54.4

100%

100%

4
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Table 15. Current and Prior Mandatory Retirement
Policy for Employees Whose Employers
Recently Made a Change in Policy

il

a

Change in Policy
(Prior Current
NRA

to Number of.
Older Workers Percent

1

60 to .65

62. to 65

63 to '60

65 -, to 70
. '

66 to 70

67 to 70

6t to 65

68 to 70

70 to 65

No !IRA to 70
Not

to No NRA
Asked

Total

1,

,

1

1

1238 ,

6 .

31

41

58

2 J
27

316

.

0.1

0.1

0.1

73.6

0.3

1.8

0.1

3*,
3.5

.

0:1.

1.6

18.8

1682 100.0%

113
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Reasons dried By Workers' Employers'
for the Most Recent Change in
Mandatory Retirement Policy

Reaso Number of Older Workers Percent

oi
ADEA Only 1188 70.4

ADEA and Other 208 12.3

1

State Law Only 114 6.8

' Other 177 110.5 0

Total 16871
i

1002 Nir-

1. Numbers include employees whose firm's eliminated mandatdry
retirement prior to 1974.

ID

9
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Nearly half the older workers in the sample were not subject to
a new mandatory retirement policy, mainly because their
employer's policy was already in compliance with the ADEA
Amendments. Since elimination of mandatory retirement was the
goal of some framers of the Amendments, Table rr was prepare to
show whether the size of the emplbyer was associated with the
likelihood that employees would have mandatory retirement rules
rescinded.

The table shows that employees of the smallest firms were least
likely to have been subject to mandatory retirement before ADEA
(approximately 25 percent), and that incidence of coverage by
mandatory retirement rules increases with the size-of the
employer until nearly 91 percent of workers in the largest firms
had been covered by such rules. By 1980, only 21 percent of
employees of the smallest firms were subject to an age limit,
but the_proportion increased to 86 percent of those working Tor
the largest Firms. Workers previously subject to an age limit
in the largest firms were also the least likely to have the
rules recinded. The chances that other workers previously
.subject to mandatory retirement would have the rules eliminated
weee similar in magnitude regardless of the pize of the employer.

2. Anticipated Employee Responses, and the Function of
Wandatory.Retirement Rules

A riori"it is reasonable to assume that employers have not and
will not adjust their retirement policies in a vacuum. Rather,
rational responses will be made in the context of numerous
variables, including recent employee retirement behavior, the
current incentive structure influencing that behavior, employer
beliefs concerning the function of mandatory retirement, and
anticipated changes in employee retirement behavior. This
seeti6n discusses each of these topics in turn, providing a
backdrop for the subsequent sections dealing directly with
policy changes that may have already been made by survey time
and those under active consideration.

Recent Retirement Behavior

Information on co-workers' recent retirement behavior is
provided by responses to personnel qUestionnaire item P. 11
which asked* .

,

L.,
For your employees in the occupation(s) listed on the cover
of this booklet, linat was the estimated average age of
retirement in 1977 and 1978?

Ii
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Table 17.- Percent of Older Workers Whose Employer
Changed. Mandatory Retirement Policies,
By Firm Size

gee in
oyer's
tory

Ret cement
Policy

Fewer than
200

Dumber of Employees

304100-
49 999

100,000
And Over

200-
999

1,000-
4,999,

5,000-
29,999

(1) No MRA
Since,
1976 74.0 46.9 26.4 20.7 16.6 9.5

(2) Eliminated
MR Since 1976 3.3 6.3 12.1 10.8 14.1 4.5

(3) Retained or /
Adopted a

1

MRA1 21.4 44.9 60.2 67.4 69.3 86.1

Unknown 1.4 1.8 1.3 1.1 0.0 0.0
100%

Tglal 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
(646)

(599) (553) (610) (368) (537)

Likelihood i
Covered Worker
Would have MRA
Eliminated
C2i(2+3B 13.4 12.3 16.7 13.8 16.9 5.0

1.' Eighty percent of these firms raised tkeir MRA to age 70.

a

!" A
4

1
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The responses are shown in Table 18.

One third of the older workers had no co-workers retiring during
the two -year period. This is not surprising since more than 20
percent of-the older workers (646) were employed by firms with
fewer than 200 full-time-equivalent workers in al). op.capations.
Approximately thirty percent had co-workers recently retiring,
on the average, at Age 62 or earlier, and 10 percent'had
co-workers retiring before-reaching age 60.

When only those with at least one recently retiring co-worker
are considered, the results are-even more startling: Nearly 20
percent had co-workers retiring before age 60, and more than 55
percent retired, on average, by age 62. Fewer than 6 percent
had co-workers retiring at ages older than 65. These results
suggest a strong trend to relatively early retirement, or more
accurately pension acceptance.

Employees with no mandatory retirement were more than twice as
likely Oa have had no co-workers retire recently than other
.employees (50 percent versus 21 percept), and when co-workers
did tir were half as likely to retire below age 62 (21
perce t versus 3 percent) but twice as likely 'to retire at 65
or old r (41 percent versus 21 percent).

kr-

This out t

signific
resOW o

ome would suggest that mandatory retirement rules
nt.y affect employee retirement behavior. However, the
the overall research study indicate that other

%aria es, particularly financial variables had a much stronger'

\i

effect on etirebent behavior th4n mandatory retirement rules
.par se, T e next subsection indfrectly explores financial

'Variables hrough the retirement inducements currently offered
.0. older workers.

4

Existing Retirement Inducements

The data concerning inducements offered to employees at the time
of the survey indicate that the three most commonly offered were
continuation of insurance after retirement, retirement
counseling, and no reduction in retirement benefits. When
inducements offered by_employers with and without mandatory .

retirement were compared across industries, employees subject to
Van age limit were twice as likely to be offered continuation of
nsurance, counseling, and unreduced retlirement benefits, as
employees not subject to mandatory retirement. This finding is
consistent with'the hypothesis that some employers use mandatory
retirement:;as a backstop to catph those employees who de4no
respond to incentives by retiring before the age limit.

A
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Table 18. Percent of Older Workers with CO-workers

Recently Retiring at Various Ages in 1977
and 1978

CO-workers
Average
Retirement
Age '

1F

Hilmberof
Older
Workers.

As a
Percent of
All Older
Workers

As a
Percent of
Those With
Co-Workers Retiring.

40 to'59 330 10.3 18.6

60 to 61 305 9.5 17.1

62 345 11.0

63 to 64 310 9.9 . 17.4

65 385 12.3 21.7

66 and Over 104 3.3 5.8

None Retired 1065 34.0 100%

Don't may . 63
--

'2.0 (1779)

No Ralponse 218 '7.0

Total 3125 1002

IL

s.`

o
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1
Data on current provisions for postponed retirement were derived
from pension plan sponsor items which asked:

Does the pension or retirement plan listed on the cover of

this booklet currently include provisions for postponing

retirement (late retirement) ?,

Which of the following types of provisions for postponing

retirement are contained ip the current plan?

Same benefits as though retirement occurred at

age 65 or normal retirement age;

Employees continue to accrue benefits with no age

and/or service limitations;

`Employees continue to accrue benefits but with

age and/or service limitations;

s

Benefits are actuarially increased based on date

of commencemnt of retirement;

Other v.\
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It was found that z' ma of older workers (57 percent) could
increase their pension benefit by postponing pension acceptance
beyond the normal retirement age, largely through continued"
accruals. (Table 19) This finding is contrary to the commonly
held belief that continued acceual is relatively uhcommon. Most
participants in all types of plans could contl.nue accruals', at
least up to some age/service limit, and most participants in
pans other than the defined benefit type could,continue pension
acrruals indefinitely (or until mandatory retirement rules were
enforced).

The postponed retirement findings raise questions, such as why
employer.s bother to offer continued accruals when employees are
in general, retiring so early. Perhaps employers are ---
anticipating feaeral policy changes in this area, or perhaps
continued accrual is a way to appear non-discriminatory. It is
inexpensive because few people take advantage of it and
depending on,how the benefit is computed, increases may be very
modest.

Employers' BeliefslAbout Mandatory Retirement Rules

Since many employees subject to mandatory retirement are
currently offered substantial' inducements to retire early, and
most of their co-workers seem to be responding to the
encouragement by retirin relatively young ages, one becomes
curia"M-about why empl yers believe they need mantlatory
retirement rules.

The responses cross-tabIlated by size'of the firm, show that the
vast majority (78 pecent) of workers subject to mandatory
retirement worked for firms which bellievea the polity was
important for providing advancement opportunities. The larger
the firm, the more convinced the,personnel officers were that
mandatory retirement was important in this regard. The
employers Of 40 percent of .those working for-the largeit firms
felt the policy was very important A providing advancement
opportunitiles.

Our data also demonstrate that older workers' employers believe
that mandatory retirement is significantly less important as a
way to remove unproductive older workers, than.as a way of
providing advancement opportunities for younger vo;g1::;.

yNEvertheless, the employers of 52 percent of surve orkers
subject to mandatory retirement felt the age limit was important
for this purpose, while 48 percent felt it was uniMportant.

.1

4
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Percent of Older Workers With -

Provisions for Postponed
Retirement by Pension Plan Type,

Type of Pension Plan
Provision for
Postponed Retirement
in Employee's Plan

Defined
Benefit

Defined

Contribution Other
All Older

4 Workers

No Provision 14.6 28%1 13.4 15.6

Same Benefit as
Though Retirement
Occurred at Age 65
or Normal Retire-
ment Age 28.6 14.1 ' 0.0 26.6
Accrual Continues
With No Age/Service
Limits 27.3 50.0 85.4 30.9

Accrual Continues'but
With Age/Service Limits 23.7 3.4- 0.0 21.4

BenefiftActurfiilly
Increased 4 4.9 1.2 4.7

Other 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.8

Total 1002 1002 1002 1002
12333) (206) (82) (2621)
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\ ,:iik
'Tables 20 and 21 were °destructed to explore the relationship

between performahce evaluations and mandatory 'retirement. If
performance evaluations substitute for Mandatory retirement, ,

then employees not subject to an age limit would belxpected to
be more likely to have their performance For
employees in our sampl , this is not the case. Instead,
mandatory retirement an pearormance evaluations tend to occur
together, as dual eleme is '5f employer policy.

Perhaps employees working for firms with mandatory retirement
tad been seeject to less Strict evaluations which terminated
only the worst workers, wt. -the employer relying on mandatory
retirement to terminat e moderately unproductive. If so,
then employees in firms 141 mandatory ret rement could expect
performance evaluations to become stricter ince, for most, the
mandatory retirement age was,recently raise . The results from
Table 21- do not confirm this hypothesis, sari employees subject
to both performince evaluatiops and mandator retirement are no '
more likely than those subject to,performance evaluations alone
to have their work scrutinised more closely,iq the future.

.
.

t, Although inconclusive, these results tend to q estion, the
substitutability of mandatory retirement and pe formance
evaluations. Instead, both formal performance valuations and
man.atory retirement may be the- product of the same
antecedents. For_example, mature, rather large, tierarchially
structured organriations which prefer to promote 'From within and
to retain employees for long periods must not only develop
--e uitableyways of determining who shoullibe promoted, but also ,

`assure hat advancement opportunities will bikavailable when
people e ready. .

t ...

I

The re tively slow-growing na t' re of these mature
organi ations, coupled with low employee turnover, means that
openi s must be provided large y through retirements. Thils,,,°# 0

contr llin etirement behavior is of utmost importance to\the
---....-

maint pan?", f the entire structure.

Anticipated Change's in Employee Retirement Behavior
...

To the extent that employers wish to influence employee
retirement behavior, ulional response to the ADEA Amendments
will be predicated on ESFir belief that employees will change0
their behavior as a resilt of the Amendments. Findings from the
analysis of employee data already pretented show that the
Amendments have had a very limited effect,qn employees'
retirement plans.

1 22
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v,

Percent of Older Workers

Subject toFormal Performance
Evaluation by Mandatory Retire
ment Policy of Their Employer

Employee Subject to
Formal Performance
Evaluation

EmplOyer's MandatOry
Retirement Policy

NO MRA Has MRA

No 33.4 12.4

Yes 66.6 87.6

Total 1002 100%
(1376) (1687)

Percent Nonresponse 3.3 0.9

°

4

1 2;3
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Table 21 Percent of Older Workers.
Whose Employers Anticipate
More Strict Performance
Evaluations by Mandatory
Retirement Policy

Employer is Anticipating
More Strict Performance
Evaluations

Employer's Mandatory
Retirement Policy

Has )fRA No MRA

Yes

No

Don't Know
r't

Percent VonTresponse

38.9 37.8

60.8 62.0

0.3 0.2

100% 100%
(1306) (989)

11.6 2.0

124
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The results presented in Table 22 show that the majority (64
percent).of employees' personnel officers anticipate no change
in 'etirement behavior id the next few years. But when change
was expected, more than twice as many employees were expected to
work ,longer as were expected to retireAearlier.

When anticipated changes in retirement age were cross-tabulated
against the r cent average retirement age, it was found that the
employees whose co-workers retired earliest (before age 61) and
latest (after age'65) were the least likely to be expected to
change their recent retirement behavior. Employees whose
co-workers retire at age 61 or 62, on average, were most likely
to have their personnel officers expect gem to begin working
longer, followed by employees whose co-workers now retire at age
65. Those with co-workers retiring at age 65 were also seen as
the most likely group to decrease their retirement age, on
average.

The net effect of all factors influencing retirement behavior,
as seen by personnel officers, is an increase in the average
retirement age. However, half of those expected to delay
retirement are offset by workers expected to begin retiring
earlier. And most expected to delay retirement currently retire
well before 'eaching age 65. Therefore, relatively, few

employees are expected to continue working long enough, on
average, to be affected directly by the Amendmedts's higher age
limit.

Past experience and expectation of change in retirement behavior
are likely to be the relevant variables in the firms.'

o, if that policy is rationally- -constructed
to influence employee,retirement behavior. Given the relatively
early retirements in the recent past, and.the general
expectation that little will change; employers, in general, have
little reason to quickly alter their benefit structure in
response to the Amendments. However,isome firms may have
already dohe so, and their expectations of future employee
behavior may be made in light of recent changes.in incentives.
The next section addresges recent changes in employer policy and
those anticipated in. the near future.

3. Recent and Anticipated Policy Changes

Since the survey was to be fielded soon after the 19,78 ADEA
Amendments became effective, the instruments were designed
primarily to capture future changes in employer and plan sponsor
policy. Firms were not expected to alter policies, other than

r

1 0

4.0
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Table 22. Changes in Employees' Retirement Behavior
Anticipated by Their Personnel Officers

Personnel Officer's
Anticipated Change
IiiAverage
Retirement AMR

Number of
Older Workers

As a
Percent of Workers
Who's Personnel
Officer Responded

As a
Percent of Workers
With a Co-worker
Retiring Last Year

Increase 454 15.2 23.6

Decrease 211 7.1 11.0

Stay the Sena 1228 41.1 63.9

Don't Mow 28 ` 0.9 1.5

So Retirees in
the Employee's ,

Occupation Last
Tess 1065 35.7

0

No Response 139

Total% 3125 1002 1002

a .
(2986) (1921)

,/

Et

e
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their manaatary retirement age limit, very quickly. The °eta' /
was actually collectea approximately me /511% after the
effective sate of the Amenaments, ana, more importantly, at
year after the Amenaments were passea, ana nearly three years
after two essentially similar, versions were passea by the House
anaSenate. By 1977 it was clear to observers of Congress that
someADEA Amenoment woula be enactea, though the specific
aetails were yet to be agree° upon. The firms which followea
the actions of Congress hao approximately three years to
evaluate the anticipatea .impact of the impenaing legislation,
ana alter policies acorn's:tingly.' before the survey sate were
collectea.

Policy Changes Before the Survey

Our oats inoicate that the overwhelming majority of all olaer
workers (91 percent) hao experiencea no change in encouragement
to retire between Jinuary 1979 ano the time of the survey. Only
8 percent were subject to some change in employer policies.
Although the numbers were small, employees subject to manaatory
retirement were more likely (10 percent) to have experiencea
some °hedge in early retirement policy than employees not
subject of an age limit (6.7 percent). The aata show that
nearly all accomplishes changes were in the airection of
increases encouragement to retire before the normal retirement

Ja
ge.

Potential Changes in Employer Retirement Policy Due to ADEA

Subsequent to being askea what changes in policy towara
encouraging retirement has alreaoy occurrea since January 1979,
personnelafficers-were -astrearof-tWeir recommenoatlons
concerning future Changes in inoucements sue to the Amenaments.

The responses tabulates in Tabli 23 show that the great majority
of personnel officers woula recommeno no change in inaucements

' over the near term. However, if ana when recommenaea changes
are maoe, employees can overwhelming* expect to be offerea more

-liberal inoucements in the future. Employees subject to an age
limit are substantially more likely to be offerea liberalizea
inoucements than those who may work as long as they are able.
When accomplishes policy changes encouraging early retirement
were tabulates against recommenoations for liberalized
inoucements, the results in Table 24 show that an aooitional 7.6
percent of employees with no recent change in encouragement to
retire early may be offerea liberalizea inaucements in the
futui.e. In aaaition, half of those recently more strongly - -

encourageo to retire coula have those inaucements

81-662 0 - 81 - 9

7

10'1
A., 4

9
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Personnel Officers' Recommended
Changes in Inducements to Early
Retirement Because of ADEA, by
Mandatory Retirement Policy

Change
pnloyers Mandatory ReV.rement Policy
HAS MRA No MRA All Workers'

None 86.0 ' 90.4 88.0

More Liberal 13.2 18.3 11.1

L8.113 Liberal 0.8 1.1 0.9

Total 100% 1001 1001
(1671) 1333) (3004)

Percent Nonresoonse0 1.8 6.3 3.9 .

J
1

123'.

10
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Percent of Older Workers Whose Employers
Made%Policy Changes Directed Toward Encouraging,
Retirement Prior to the Survey, by Recommendations
That Inducements to Early Retirement Be Liberalized
in the Future

4:01Ait,

Accomplished Changes in Policies
Toward Encouraging Early
Retirement

Recommended Future Changes in_Induce-
ments to Earl .Retiremeit

Total

More
Liberal

Less
Liberal

No '.%*
Change

All Older Worksrst,

More Encouragement
than before January 1979 52.7 0.5 46.8 100%1

(3.7) (*) (3.3) (201)

Leas Entouragement than . 8.2 8.2 83.7 rum
Before January 1979 (0.1) (0.1) (1.4) (49)

No Change in Policy Since
January, 1979 7.6 0.8 91.7 100%

(6.9) (0.7) (83.7) (2632)

Older Workers Subject
to Mandatory Retirement:

More Encouragement 50.4 0.7 48.9 100%
than before.January 1979 (4.3) (0.1) (4.2) .(139)

Lass Encoutagement than 4.0 12.0 84.0 100%
Before January 1979 3 (0.1) (1.3) (0.2) ,(25)

No Change in Policy Since 9.0 0.6 90.4 100%
January 1979 (8.1) (0.5) (81.3) (1452)

Older Workers Not Subject
to Mandatory Retirement
Mold 'Encouragement 33.6\ 0.6 41.9' 100%
than bdIore January (2.8) (0.0) (2.1) (62)

Less Encouragement 12.5 4.2 83.3 100%
then before January 1979 (0.2) (0.1) (1.6) (24)

No Change in Policy Since 5d8 1.0 93.2 100%
January 1979 (5.4) (0:9) (86.9) (1180

1. Numbers in parenthesis are percentages of the total sample, or subsample.
An asterisk denotes less than half a percent.

./

J

1 ()
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liberalized still further. Using these data, approximately
fourteen percent of all older workers either have already
received 0.0 percent) or may receive in the 'future (6.9
percent) more encouragement to retire early. Only 2.4 percent
have received 41.7 percent), or may receive less

4 encouragement to retire early.
U

The proportion among workers_subject to an age limit is even
higher. Nearly seventeen percent have either already been more

-',strongly encouraged to re re early (8.6 percent), or may be so
in the future (8.1 percenTIgi. Only 2 percent of workers subject
to mandatory retirement either have already received less

. encouragement to retire early or may be offered less liberal
inducements in the future. These results suggest that an upper
bound on the number of affected employees subject to age limit
lies somewhere between 15 and 20 percent. N.

Similar calculations 'for employees not subject to an pge limit
suggest an upper bound of 10 percent already are (4.9 percent),
or will be (5.4 percent), more strongly encouraged to retire
early. Only 3 percent of this group has received less
encouragement, or may be offered less liNgral inducements, to
retire early. '

A particularly striking finding is that, contrary to,
expectation$L half of the potential policy changes were already
accomplished by the time of the survey. This important point -
should be kept in mind when potential chinges are addressed
later in this section.

There was some evidence presented above, concerning policy
changes already made by the time of the survey, which is
consistent with the hypothesis that employers are attempting to
counter anticipated increases in employee retirement age by 0
increasing incentives, both financial aed nonfinancial, to 7,

encourage early retirement. To explore this hypothesis further,
personnel officers' recommendations for changing inducements to
early retirement were cross-tabulated againqt their beliefs that
average retirement ages will change in the near future.

The results ran counter to expectations, for not only were more
liberal inducements recommended for 20 percent of the employees
expected to increase their retirement age, but for an equivalent
proportion (19.6 percent) of employees expected to retire
earlier than in the recent past.

While there is a ready explanation for wanting tomffer -
liberalized inducements to counter a Aselceived shift to later
retirements, the question arises as to why persInnel officers
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Percent of Older Workers Whose
Plan Sponsors Recommended Changes

in Individual Retirement Benefits
Due to ADEA

Pan Soonsoes_Eecommendetion for Chance e

Ratir
Bane it

Increase Decrease

No
Change/Not
Provided'

No
Response

2
Total.

Normal
Retirement 7.2 0.7 81.0 11.1 100%

Early
Retirement 4.7j 1.5 81.9 11.9 100%

Amount'of Cost
of Living Ad-
justments 11.3 1.0 .74.5 13.2 100%

4

Disibility a i
Retirement 6.5 2.3 78.8 12.4 100%

Death 4.4 0.3 82.6 12.7 100%

Supplemental- l..7-- * -82.3, 16.0 100%

Other 2.9 0.6 '83.8 , 12.7 100%

n (2.696) '

p

*Less than .05 percInt.
1. Although no change" and "not provided" were separate

responses on the questionnaire, several cross-tabulations showed that
many plans not providing the benefit were coded "no change" and the
categories were collapsed.

2. It is knomm.t4st 99,of these observations have no pensiop
plan, and the cross-tabulations mentioned above showed that ford
COLAS and supplemental benefits most non-respondents either provided
no such benefit or dia not respond to the benefit question.

101
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expecting youngqr retirement ages would wish to encourage the
trend still further through liberalized inducements?

The most obvious possible explanation is that although
retirement age is perceived to be declining, it is not declining
fast enough, or to an age young enough to satisfy the employer
or the age may be expected to decline because inducements wil
be liberalized.

Another plausible interpretation is that employers develop ad
hoc policies on a piecemeal basis, responding to each change in
conditions separately without ever formulating an overall
retirement policy strategy or objective. Labor disputes are
settled, federal law and regulations are satisfied, and/or
benefits are adjusted to keep the firm competitive, but no one
pays attention to the oumulative impact on retirement behavior.
Attention to retirement behavior in this scenario is, instead,
likely to focus only on controlling Copts. Recognition of ADEA
may draw a reflexive response to libefalize benefits, even
though there is already a downward trend in age at retirement.

The Possible Impact of ADEA on'Specific Employee Benefits in the
Future

.

,

Given that relatively few older workers were expected to e :

postpone retirement, with still fewer expected.to continue
working past age 65, and that some adjustmektsto retirement
policies had already been made,one would expect there to be
relativelyfew adjustments to benefits packages ae a result of
ADEA. In general the results confirm this expectation.

The employee's pension plan sponsor was asked what chenges in
pension or retirement, plans were anticipated because of ADEA.
As seen in Table 25, few employees can expect to have their
retirement benefits changed due to ADEA, even if plan sponsors'
recommendations are implemented. The table does s clearly
that when changes were rehommendeqplan sponsors kilt much more
likely to recommend the organization consider Increases than
decreases in benefits. .,Increasing cost-of-living adjustments
was most frequently suggested, followed by increasing normal and
disability retirement benefits. Increasing'suppplemental,
death, and earl x retirement benefits were less likely to be
listed. Although decreases were seldom recommended, disability,

wand early retirement benefits were the most often considered for
this adjustment.

Pension plan sponsors, unlike personnel officers, were
specifically asked whether changes currently under consideration

a
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were the resuIC of ADEA. Table 26 shows that, although nearly
30 percent of all older workers may have their retirement
benefits changed, only 8 percent have plan sponsors considering
'changes in retirement benefits as a result of ADEA. Even among
employees likely to have benefits changed, fewer than 30 percent
of the changes are even partly the result pf hDEA. The great
majority (72 percent) of changes would have been made in any -

event according to plan sponsor

When recommended c anges were tabulated against the reason
changes were currently being considered, in general, fewer than
half the recommendations were even under active consideration.
Less than 30 perient of sponsors' recommendations were being
considered evennartly as a consequence of ADEA.

The case of ,coat-of-living adjustments is particularly
dramatic. Although 11 percent of employees would receive higher
cost-of-living adjustments if their plan sponsors'
recommendations were implemented, fewer than 4 percent actually
have the matter under consideration, and fewer than 1 percent
may receive them even partly as a consequence of ADEA. When one
remembers that these changes were not even necessarily planned,
but only under consideration, the impact of ADEA is likely to be
quite *all in tht immediate future.,

To the extent that sponsor recommendations can be taken as a
barometer of thinking about the future, tabulations of,these
recommendations by industry, firm size, and unionization reveal
a weak possibility that employees who either work for smaller
firms (]ess th6n 1,000 employees), provide services, or are
non-unionized may be mor-e-likely to have the plan provisions for
normal retirement benefits, bost-of-living adjustments or
disability benefits improved than other workers.

'Although personnel officers were not asked whether they might
change specific pension benefits, both personnel officers and
plansponsors were asked what changes in health and welfare
benefits were under consideration as a result of ADEA. The
findings clearly show that the great majority of older WO1Werst
employers and plan sponsors agreed that no changes in'health and
welfare benefits were under consideration.

When the multiple personnel and sponsor responses to
question weAe merged, the tendency to consider mostly
liberalization of benefits emerges more sharply. Nearly 7
percent of the changes-under-consideration by personnel officers
and 63 percent considered by plan sponsors are in the direction
of raising benefit levels, adding types of coverage and/or
shifting costs more to the company.
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Percent of Older Workers Whose
Plan Sponsors Recommended Changes
in Pension /Retirement Benefits by
the Reason for Planned Changes

Reason for Anticipated Changes

Benefit that
Worker's Sponsor
Recommended
for Change

At Least
Partly
Due to
ADEL

Change .

Would
Have Been
Made Anywey

Normal Retirement 15.0 36.0

early Retirement 16.8 30.5

. Cost-of Living

Adlustments 0.8 21.4

Supplemental . 29.8 17.0

Death 11.8 21.3

Disability
Retirement 18.5 10.9

Other 29.5 22.1

4.

Plan Na 9
Change or

No No
MBA Response Total

48.1 0.9 1002
(214)

52.1 0.6 1002
(167)

11P

0.0 1002

(332)I.
'--53.2 0.0 1002

(47)

66.1 0.8 1002

(127)

69.7 0.8 1002
(238)

48.8 0.0 1002

(95)

134:
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Very few employees have personnel officers considering cutting
back benefits, and still fewer have plan sponsors thinking Of

'

doing so. When workers might have health/welfare benefits
altered, they are more than twice lis likely to receive increased
benefit levels, additional types of coverage or a shifting of
costs more to the company, as a reduction in benefit levels,
elimination of types of coverage, or a shifting of costs more to
themselves.

4. What Employers Might Do Should Many Older Workers Postpone
Retirement to Age 70

IntthLRrevious sections it was noted that Rost of the older
4ofkeritrVeyed have seen co-w&kers recently retiring, on
average, before age 65, some substantially earlier) Few of
their employers, while anticipating some net increase in
retirement age in the near term,. appear to expect average
retirement ages to exceed 65. Contrary to recent experience and
employer expectations, substantial numbers of older workers
would have to postpone retirement for large numbers of average
retirement ages to reach 65, much less exceed it. Consequently
it might be difficult foremployers to imagine most older
employees working until age 65, and sheer conjecture to imagine
most working until age 70. Thus, results from this section are
more likely to reveal the direction of curfent thinking, than
form an accurate picture of. the future.

, Perceived Impact on the Firm Should Many Older Workers Postpone
Retirement

.

-From Table 27 it is clear that most of the employees'i personnel
officers believed there would be some impact on-the cost of

' labor (60 percent), or the number of vacant pcsitidns (51 -.-

percent), should a large number"of older workers postpone

/I/
retirement to age 70. While most of the personnel officers
believed impact on the cost of labor was in the direction of
increased costs should retirements be delayed (50 percent), a '

substantial minority believed costs would,decrease (11 percent) 6

While the arguments for the increased 'ost of older labor are
well known--higher costs for.life, disability, and health
insurance, and declining productivity--the arguments for
decreasing costs are less obvious. Workers over age 65 can cost
employers substaitially less if pension accruals are not
continued, and accrued benefits are not adjusted actuarially or
are adjusted by an amount that is less than- actuarially fair.

vJ
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Table 27.

a

Percent of Older Workers Whose Personnel Officers
Anticipate Effects on the Cost of Labor and the
Number of Vacancies Should Large Numbers of Workers
Postpona(Retirement Praa'Aie 65 to Age 70

-1
'41-

Type of
tici ated

Cost of

Labor
Number
of Vacancies

No Effect 35.0 44.4

Would'Increasa 49.7 NA

Wouldlleyase ,10.6 51.4

No Response/Don't Know 5.3 4.2

-----,

100% 100%
(3125) (3125)

ale
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,Pensions represent a significant proportion of the total cost of
labor. Further cost reductions can be realized by converting
health insurance into a supplement medicare, or by
discontinuing such coverage alCoge r. Disability insurance

- could also be discontinued when an employee reaches age 65.

The Amendments specifically perm?! employers to offer different
levels or types of benefits to o der workers in order,to control
costs. Such differentials were not deemed to be in violation of
the Amemdments, ERISA or other existing federal regulations.In
adslition, older workers Are mnre reliAnle_employees.-- Thatis -,
more likely to be punctual, an& have lower absenteeism rates.

When employer beliefs concerning the impact of large numbers of
workers postponing retirement are compared across firm size,
industrial sector and°mandatory retirement policies, some
interesting differences appear. .

As seen in Table 28, the personnel officers of employees subject
s.

to an age limit are Significantly more likely td-anticipate an
effect on the cost of labor (69 percent) than those of employees
subject to no age limit g54 percent). While the proportion
expecting costs,to increase is similar among the two groupse.(54
percent and 50 percent, respectively), employees subject to .

. ,

mandatory retirement rules were more than three times as likely
to work for employ rs expecting costs to decrease (16 percent)

Ias employees not s bject to such rules (4-17WEERY).

The employers of a surprising 21 percdrit of manufacturing
workers subject to "an age limit believe labor costs would
decline should large numbers of older workers postpone
retirement. One can only speculate at to this finding. Perhaps

°
1 hese employees are'less likely to be able to continue pension

ccruals, or have their accrued benefit increased should they
continue working beyon§ age 65. Alternatively, the stipposed
lower absenteeism of older workers maybe the explanation, since
in some manufacturing industries absenteeism is reported to be,
alarmingly high.

When responses are compared across size groups, a distinct trend
emerges. The larger the size of the firm, the more likely
employees are to have personnel officers believe there will be
an Impact on the cost of labor. Only 44 percent of employees' -

personnel officers in the smallest firms belieVe there will be
an impact, but in tfie largest firms 90 percent of the workers'
personnel officers expeCt an impact. Except for the smallest
and largest firms, there is little difference 'in theprop rtion
expecting costs to increase, but there is a difference the
proportion expecting costs to decrease. In general, t larger
the firm the employee works for, the more likely his/ r '.personnel officer is to anticipate a decline in the co t of
labor should al'significant number of workers postpone tirement.
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Table 28.
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Percent of Older Workers Whose Personnel Officers
Anticipate Effepts on the Cost of Labor Should
Lars. Numbers ce Workers Postpone Retirement to
Age 70 by Their Employer's Mandatory Retirement
Policy, Industrial.Sector and Site

Employer's Mandatory
Retirement Policy,
Industry and Site

Anticioatmd_Effecr Should_Large Numbers of Workrs,
Postpone Retirement

The Cost
of Labor

Increase

The Cost
The Cost of Labor
of tabor will
vill Remain No
Decrease the Same Response :focal

Mandatory Retirement
Policy and Industry

Employer has &IOU,:

Manufacturing 47.3 21.3 31.2 0.2 1002
Services 56.7 14.4 ,28.3 Q.6 1002
Other 64.2 2.1 33.7 0.0 1002 '

Subtotal 54.2 15.7 29.7 0.4 1002 (1669)

Employer Us no MRA:
Manufacturing 47.9 7.7 44.1 0.3 1002

' Services 51.2 3.3 45.4 0.1 1002
Other 49.2 0.8 50.0 0.0 1002
Subtotal - 49.9, 4.3 45.6 0.1 1002 (1338)

Number of Workers.

PT117!tl.

Fever than 200 40.7 3.8 55.6 0.0 100% (613)
200 - 999 56.8 2.1 41.0 0.2 1002 (576)

1,000 - 4,999 60.1 3.9 35.8 0.2 100% (536)
5,000 - 29,999 59.5 6.9 32.6 1.0 1002 (595)

30,000 - 99,999 60.6 11.1 28.1 0.3 100% (366)
100,000 and over 28.8 , 61.6 9.6 0.0 1002 (310)

0

.t.

dl LI

1

I
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If reducing or controlling the cost of labor is a major reason
for mandatory retirement rules, then one would expect employers.
with age limits to be more ltkely to expect increases than
employers without such rules. However, this was not the case.
In fact, employers with age limits were more likely to expect a
decrease than those without such limits. These findings are
cons stent with the earlier findihg that mandatory retirement
rules were less important as a way to remove unproductive older
workers than as a way to assure promotional opportunities.

The findings suggest that, at least for some employers, assuring
the retirement of cuaer wulkern-Ilrinrffirrerttreffifftnndb-tliat-
they are willing to pay for it In higher labor costs. This is
true because a believed decline in costs associated with delayed
retirements, means that employers are currently incurring higher
costs through encouraging earlier retirement. As suggested
earlier, assuring promotional opportunities may be the
overriding concern of these employers.

When anticipated effects on the number of vacancies are compared
across industrial sector, mandatbry retirement policy and firm
size, the results show clearly that employers of workers subject
to an age limit are more likely-.to,believe there will be an
impact on the number of vacancies should large numbers of older
workers postpone retirement to age 70. Among this group, it is
in the manufacturing industries that the pfoportion is the
highest (78 percent). Manufacturing employees subject to an age
limit were also the most likely to have employers believe a
decline in the cost of labor would occur. It is in this segment
of the economy that employers may be most willing to pay for
promotional opportunities through labor costs.

Employees of service firms suttject to an age limit were very
likely to have employers believe there would be an adverse
effect on the number of vacancies (73 percent), however, this
group was also themost likely to have employers expect the cost
of labor to increase (51 percent).

When responses are compared across firm size categories, a very
strong trend emerges. The larger the employer, the more likely
the number of vacancies is expected to be affected should many
older workers postpone retirement. The personnel officers of 83
percent of employees of the two largest pize categories expected
an 1mpaot, a-proportion similar -in- magnitude -to those -
anticipating some effect on the cost of labor. Clearly, it is
among the largest firms, and the manufacturing and service firms
with an age limit that most of the_impact is anticipated should
many older workers postpone retirement.
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Given these anticipated negative effpcts, the question of what
might employers and plan sponsors do, ins addressed in the nest
subsection.

Anticipated Changes in Benefits Should Many Older Workers
postpone Retirement

c Few employees can expect-to be met with any change in policy
should they postpone retirement; however, wheal, or if, changes

w, are made,,employees can expect their delaying retirement to be
met most often by an increase in early retirement benefits (17
ptcent), followed -by more-libqral -gradual retirement (10
percent) and better post-retirement health /wealth, benefits (9

0- percent). 'Relatively fewolder workers were employed by firms
that might discontinue pension contributions for workers over
age 65 (8 percent), or give youth priority in hiring (4 percent).

When multiple responses were merged it appears that the majority
of-older workers (65:2 percent) can expect their employers to
4cake no policy changes at all should they delay retirement in

gnificant numbers. Most of the thirty percent who may elicit
a policy response from their employer will be offered more
liberal inducements Co retire--if.recommendaions are
implementedr-a pattern consistent with earlier findings. It Am
clear that most older workers work for employers who would
prefer to use positive inducements to influence employee
retirement behavior rather then reduce the marginal gain from
c ntinued work. '"°.

'

Some notion of whether the recommendations were based on
experience, anticipation 1$f trendbo or were simply dreamed up
may be provided by Table 29. 'Employees with co-workers
expected to begin working longer were nearly twice as likely to
elicit recommended changes from their employers as those whose
retirement b havior is expected to remain the same. Employees
who'se co-workers are expected to retire earlier are nearly as
likely to elicit some recommendation for change, but the number
of multiple recommendations is smaller for this group.

_Employees expected to_C.optlruie_wor,king.1.onger-81.0 sigh; finantly
more likely to be met with every response, expect
disc ntinuation of pension contributions, than employees
expected to begin retiring'earlier.

A small, but significant minority!of older workers (7.6 percent)
worked for firms which might respond to their working longer by
disc...ntinuing pension contributions for workers over age 65,
sometimes in concert with increases in other benefits.

.

t ti
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Table 29.
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Percent of Older Uorkers Whose
Personnel Officers Recommend
Policy Changes Should a Large
NumNer.of Workers Postpone
Retirement by Anticipated
Changes in the Average
Retirement Age .

v.

Recommendation Increase

Anticipated Chinges in the
Average Retirement Age

Decrease
Remain
the Same

No Retiree's
in the Worker's
Occupation
Last Year

Recommendel Some
Change in Policy 48.2 41.4 29.3 25.2

Individual Changes:
Increase Early
Retirement Benefits' 31.1 23.6 15.6 11.4

Discontinue Pension
Contributions at
At Age 65 12.4 10.8 .0 6.7

Increase Post
Retirement Health
and Welfare

.
Benefits 19.2 8.9 7.8 6.3

Liberalize
Gradual
Retirement 18.2 11.3 10.0 8.0

Eire as Young
a Workforce
as Possible 6.1 3.4 3.4 3.3

(411) 203) (1195) (1028)
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5. Summary of Findings and Conclusion

On the assumption that most of the effects of the 1978 ADEA
Amendments will be felt through employer policies, rather than
on employees directly, this section reviewed employer response
to the ADEA Amendments.

Summary of Major Findings

In terms of the number of older workers 'affected, the greatest
impact was on employers' mandatory retirement rules. Forty-four
percent of the employees were subject to new mandatory
retirement policies as a result \of the Amendments, and an
additional 9 percent had policies changed for other reasons.
Thy great majority (87 percent) of the changes attributed to
ADEA involved retaining mandatory retirement with an older age
limit. Only 6.4 percent of all older workers had their age
limit removed as a result of ADEA. Nearly all employers
resp nded to the legal mandatory retirement age permitted by
the Amendments. Most of the employees experiencing no recent
ohs* in employer policy (72 percent) had been subject to no ,

age limit sin6e 1976, and nearly all of the remainder had been
subject to age limits of 70 or older prior to the Amendments.
Although the impact on employer's mandatory retirement policies
was found to be quite large, the corresponding impact.on other
retirement-related benefits and policies was found to be of a
much smallerorder of magnitude.

Between January 1, 1979' and the time of the survey, (early 1980)
nearly 10 percent of the workers' employers had altered their
policies toward encouraging retirement' before the normal
retirement'age, and 1? percent had.altered policies toward
encouraging retirement between the firms'normal and mandatory
retirement ages. Nearly all of the pre-survey changes were in
the direction of more encouragement to retire early (8.6
percent), ordafter becoming eligible for normal retirement (10.4
percent). Employees who remained subject to an age limit had
more often,receivcd greater encouragement to retire before
normal retirement age (9 percent) than those who were not
subject to mardatory retirement (5, percent)'.

When recently accomplished changes in policies toward
encouraging retirement were tabulated against personnel
officers' recommendations that their employers consider changing
inducements.to early retirement as a result of ADEA, the results
show that 17 percent of employees subject to an age limit have
been more trongly encouraged to retire early (8.6 percent), or
might be offered more liberal inducements in the future (8.1
percent). Only 2percent of these older workers have recently
received le encouragement to retire early, or might by offered
less liberalf/nducements in the future.
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Perhaps the most signifioant of the above findings is that at
least,half the potential impact orthe Amendments on employer
polioiektmil already been felt by the time the survey data were
(ollected.

Employers, especially those retaining an age limit, were
offering their workers substantial incentives to encourage
retirement before the normal retirement age, including full
aoorued early retirement*benefita, continuation of health; life

' and disability insuranoe after retirement, and retirement
counseling. Employees' co-workers (those working for the firm
in he-sane-octupattonl-had-heen respomdtag to the-ihdtcemenIO
by retiring at relatively early ages (55 percent of all
employees had co-workers retiring before age 62 and 72 percent
by age 64, on average). Co-workers subject to an age limit had
been retiring at substantially earlier ages than those not
subject to a limit (43 Percent by, age 61, 63 percent.by age 62
and 79 percent by age 64, on average).

a

Employers were asked whether the average retirement age was
expeoted to change in the next few years. Sixty-four percent
expected no change in the average retirement age for the
employees' oocupation. When ohange was expected, twice as many
were expeoted to delay retirement as retire earlier, but only 7
percent expected the average retirement age to exoeed 65.

Given the policy ohangeb already accomplished, the substantial
inducements to early retirement, the relatvely young retirement
ages, and the general anticipation that employees would not
change their recent retirement behavior, one would expect few
additional ohanges in pension or health and welfare benefits.
The finding!) nfirm this expectation and nearly all of the
reco atitcib-involved either increasing benefit amounts,

tv a of coverge_cr shifting owl more to the employer.add

Wh n plan sponsors' reoommendations were oompared to the reason
wh policy changes were being actively considered or planned,
A 4 was found to be responsible, eVen'in part, for very few of
t likely benefit adjustments in the near future. Host of the
r oommended ohanges were not under active consideration, and

4)most of the ohangeS that might aotually be made were due to *

other faotora, and would have been implemented in the absenoe of
the.Amendments.

Consequently, the impaot of ADEA on employee's retirement
benefits in the near future is expected to be quite limited.
The effect of ADEA is overshadowed by a general trend,toward
more generptis benefits tiroduced by other faotors.

C

81-662 0 - Si - 10 1,
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When employers and plan sponsors were asked what policy.change,
they might recommend their organization consider should a large
number of older workers postpone retirement to age 70, the
response was again overwhelmingly in the direction of providing
more generous benefits. While it was feared that employers
would discontinue pension accruals for workers over age 65 in
response to the Amendments, the results did not confirm this
expectation. Only 6 percent of workers permitted to continue
accruals beyond the normal retirement .age had employers who
would recommend the. alternative be taken under advisement.

Despite the inducements offered to encourage early retirement,
the relatively young retirement ages and the anticipation that
very few employees would postpone retirement beyond age 65, the
employers retaining their age limits believed that mandatory
retirement rules were important. However, these employers
believed age limits were more important as a way to assure
promotional bppoftunities than as a simple way to remove
unproductive older workers. The larger the firm the relatively
more important providing opportunities for younger workers
became.

Two other findings were consistent with the reldtive
unimportance of in'removing unproductive older
workers. The firs wa that employees subject to an age limit
were also more likely to be subject to formal performance
evaluation, but they were no more likely to have the eyaluations
bedome more strict in the near future. These results suggest
that age limits did not actprimarily as a substitute for formal

'performauce evaluations.

The second set of findings which were consistent with-the idea
that providing promotional opportunities is more important to
employers than removing unproductive older workers, concerned
the ahticipated.impaet of a large number of older workers
postponing retirement to age 70. The personnel officers of
workers subject to an age limit were twice as likely to exppct_
an impact on the number of vacancies, and the larger the firm
the more unanimous the response. Employers-with andwithout-age
kimits were equally likely to believe the cost of labor would
increase; but employers of those ,subject to an age limit were
four times as likely to believe the cost of labor would
decrease. A surprising 21 percent of manufacturing workers
subject to mandatory retirement, and 311 percent working for the
largest firms (over 30,000 employees) has employers believing
labor Costs would decrease should many older workers postpone
retirement. Since these were'also the firms most likely to
retain an age limit and offer considerable inducements to early

1 4 /
(:41r
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retirement, assuring promotional opportunities would appear to
take precedence over controlling labor costs or retiring
unpoductive workers for these employers.

Conclusions

The major short-term impact of the 1978 ADEA Amendments was to
force employers to raise their mandatory retirement age limits.
There has been.relatively little change in other retirement
related policies, and there will probably be little in the near
future due to ADEA .

being.-made-km-response-too ntr actors. 'Bather than attempting to mitigate the potentialeffect of the Amendments, most employers appeared to be waiting,
to see whether, and howl employees' retirement behavior will
change before they alter poIticies.

Higher age limits represent only one variable influencing
retirement decisions. Under the "target-income" model of
retirement behavior, most employees are predisposed to retire,
or more accurately, accept a pension, at relatively young ages.
The major factor influencing the timing of retirement is
affordability. The decision concerning whether the employee can
afford to retire may be based on maximizing lifetime pension
wealth, the extent to which the employee can maintain his/her
pre-retirement standard of living immediately after retirement,
or the adequacy pf retirement benefits throughout the period ofretirement. Consequently, the level and kinds of retirement
benefits offered by the employer, as well as rates of inflation
anticipated in the future, influence the retirement decision.

Employers interested in controlling retirements appeared to be
willing, to bear the costs of maintaining the pre-Amendment
status quo by providing more generous retirement benefits. Themarginal cost of doing sa,may not be that great, since few,
workers were expected aloontinue working beyond age 65.

Although the findings of this analysis do not provide condlusive
proof, there is enough consistent evidence to support a general
picture of the firms most likely to be willing to counter
inceasing retirement ages by providing stronger incentives. Thefirms are likely to be large, mature, hierarchically structured,
bureaucratic organizations experiencing relatively slow or nogrowth. They promote from within and prefer to retain employees
for an entire career, either because' effective employees must
acquire a substpntial amount of firm-specific human capital, or
because the practice is consistent with the firms' management
philosophies.

f
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For an employee to remain long with the firm he/she must
allowed to progress up the corporate ladder. Promotion
opportunities in a relatively closed organization ar rovided
largely through the retirement or death of older kers. The
retirement of a single highly placed individua can result in
many promotional opportunities as the effect rickles downward
through the corporate structure.

Assuring thati'etirements, and thus oppo unities, occur
predictably is of utmost importance to the successful operation
of-suoh-a-system-of-personnel-management Evan_ in the ahse.nce of
other forces, the internal dynamics of the relatively closed
hierarchical structure makes assuring fetirements more important
tl.an minimizing labor costs. These systems so foster a belief
among employees that after a long career wit the company, older
workers should retire to give someone else a ance.

When one introduces the pressu res of new tech oAogy, --
obsolescence of human capital and reduced aemand for labor --
facilitating retirement becomes even more imperative, since the
choice may t..en be between an older worker retiring with partial
compensation, and a younger worker's keeping hid job. In that
event, the socially preferable alternative has been to retire
the older worker.

Barring any major change in economic factors or federal
retirement policies in the short term, these firms will continue
to encourage their employees to retire relatively early.
However, the ADEA Amendments and other contemplated changesoin
federal retirement policy are directed toward delming,problems
resulting form a situation that will not beacute for"some 30
years--the shift in the age structure of the Unitpd States'
population. If the social security retirement age is raised to
68, or other incentives provided to encourage later retirement
are enacted, substantial upward shifts in retirement ages are
likely to result.

If retirement £ges increase precipitously, tremendous pressure
would be geniratid in the relaViiely closed personnel management
structure.descrited above. Employers might be ,faced with the
choice of making major structural changes in their system of
personnel management, or spending large sums of money to pay
.retiring workers supplemental benefits until they are old enough
totrialify for social securTry benefits.

If retirement ages increa e slowly, the oRtcome is more
Akeiy to be determiped by other factors such as /,,,he rate of
growth in -the economy, and therunemplOYme4 rate. The total
'long-teem/impact of the,Amendmfints on,erhployee behavior and
employer policies 11 likely be determined largely py changes
in other federal r tgreAlent policies andartut economic.

performanoe.
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PART II.

EFFECTS OF MANDATORY RETIREMENT
ON YOUNGER WORKERS
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Summary

From a macroeconomic perspective, the likely change in older
Workers' labor supply is not of great consequence for the
economy or the workforce as a whole. Thus, the fear of some
that the mandatory retirement age of 70 will seriously affect
job opportuhities for youngee workers is generally unfounded.
However, it is possible that particularly vulnerable groups of
workers in particular industries could experience fewer jobs or

.....____promotional opportunities.

An analysis of census survey data was undertaken to assess the
maximum immediate impact on younger workers resulting from any
direct competition for jobs held by age-64 workers who might
elect to remain in the labor force past 65 due to the increase
in the ihndatory retirement age. The possible job competition
was assessed for youth, women and black workers who hold
full -time, full-year jobs at wage levels comparable to the
older workers. The logic behind the analysis was that any
short-term effect on these groups will result from a
substantial number of older workers who hold jobs comparable to
these other workers continuing to work longer than they would
have in the 41bseqce of the change in. mandatory retirement age.

The immediate effect of the 1978 Amendments on younger, female,
and minority workers based on estimates of the direct effect on

.older workers was found to be small. The estimated additional

. number of comparable age-65 workers are potential competition
for less than one quarter of one-percent of all lull-time
workers ages 16-24; less than one half of one percent of all
full-time black workers ages 16-59; and around one tenth of one
percent of all full-time females workers ages 16-59.

In all three comp:11118°ns (ycalui-(5-Z:kers, black workers, and
women workers) wittiNelder workers, the wage-comparable younger
workers were concentrated in manufacturing, professional
services, and wholesale and retail trade, while the
wage-comparable workers expected to work past age 65 were
concentrated in man facturing, professional services, and
public adminstration. When these wage-comparable workers were. N
compared, the potent' al for significant job slot competition
within specifid indu tries did not materialize. The general °

_ patteriiwan_that app rent _high_levals of-potentiel-oompet-i-tion
within certain indus ries tended to result, on closer scrutiny,
from potential competition between workers in only a few-
particular occupation e. The greatest potential for job slot
competition was not io oceupatfons with the greatest number of
wage-comparable younger workers but in the occupations with the
highest ratio of wage comparable older to younger workers, such
as: craft workers fo all younger workers; managers,
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craft workers and laborers for younger black workers; and
transportation operatives, laborers and craft workers for
younger female workers. However, the magnitude of the
competition is still very small, representing no more than four
percent of the pool of comparable younger workers in any
occupation.

The focus of this analysis was full-time workers; however, some
insight can be given to the impact of the change in mandatory
retirement age on part-time workers. Although the data show
re l'atevetyrarge-litnetre're or younger and-older workers in-
part-time employement, no additionalcompetition is anticipated
to resuAt from the change in mandatory retirement age since
most pant-time jobs were not subject to mandatory retirement
rules. Indeed, to the extent that workers who stay in
full-time work past age 65 would have taken part-time jobs at
that age, competition for part-time work would be lessened by
the new mandatory retirement age.

As a result of this analysis, it would seem that such labor
market concerns as youth unemployment and affirmative action
are not likely to be worsened by the change in mandatory
retirement age. Few older workers are projected to continue to
work past age 65, and those that are likely to continue to work
represent potential competition for a very small number of
younger, femalg and black workers.

POTENTIAL EFFECTS OF MANDATORY RETIREMENT
ON YOUNGER WORKERS

1. Introduction

-The primary target group for the 1978 ADEA Amendments
raising the mandatory retirement age from 65 to 70 consists
of those workers approaching 65 who were in jobs with a
mandatory retirement age. To the extent that workers who
would have retired at the madnatory retirement age continue
to work, the change in manditory retirement age had a
direct effect on their labor force participation.

In an economy with a limited number of jobs ata given
point in time, a job heYd by one worker is not available to

_another-workers. Thus, to he older-wtkrkefa
remain in jobs as the result'of the ohange in mandatory
retirement age, there will be an indirect effect on the
employment and promotional prospects of other workers who
would have replaced them.

If the older worker is part of a job hierarchy, his/her iliAr

choosing to continue in the job may affect the promotione
workers in subordinate job positions.

I
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On the other hand, if the older worker is in,a
nonhierarchial secondary job where a variety of other
workers possessing comparable human capital may substitute
for him/her directly, his/her ohoosing to oontinue in the
job may affect job-slot availability for other worke;p4

The magnitude of such, effects on younger workers depends 44,
on: (1)thAlleize of the impact''on older workers (i.e., the
number-4 older workers who do not retire as a result of
the change in mandatory retirement age); (2) the kinds of
jobs older workers have; and (3) the characteristics of
older workers likely to continue to work as the result of
the change in mandatory retirement agq. Since we,know that
workers with different characteristics are not equally '

likely to retire, we anticipate the indirect effect on
younger workers to be selective as well. Thus, even ;hough
in the aggregate the number of older workers who choose to._
continue to work may be small% the differential natu ?e of

.

the effect could be significant for some sectors of the
labor force.

There are groups of younger Workers whose unique labor
force characteristics make them a locus of special concern
when' considering the indirect effect of the change in
mandatory retirement age on new entrants, re-entrants, and
late entrants into the labor force and on promotional
prospects for tb,ose already, in the labor force. Minority,
women and young workers fare poorly compared with white
middle-age males on all measure of labor f e status.,
Consequently,.there is sensitivity to any po cy which"
might contribute t further detertoration of he economic
position of these vulnerable gran:

Currently, young workers, partioularly minority young
workers, are of specie; interest because bf their high
unemployment rate. Thus, to the extent that older workers
who choose not to retire hold jobs that young workers could
.hold, there is conoern that the youth unemployment rate may rbe exacerbated by the change in mandatory retirement age.

. .
.

The effect on women and minorities is of interest,since it
has been argued that oontinued labor foroe partioipa4ion of

---oldar-workera-may-piseitent-new -triraa-and-TrUNta-te
affirmative action and the goals of equal employment for
women and minorities. One argument'in favor of mandatory
retirement suggests that women and minorities will be the
ones that have to wait for jObs if older workers 'continue
to fill job alota (Givens, 1978). Sinoe women and
minorities are also represented in the older worker
population, membem,of these groups may, of oourse, both

15o
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benefit directly and suffer indirectly as a consequence of
the change in mandatory retirement age. Thus, older women
and minority workers may elect to work longer and thereby .

contribute to a reduction in job slots fo,ounger women
and minority workers.

Among 'the arguments advanced in support of mandatory
5 retirement is that it establishes an age.kat which most

workers are expected to leave their jobs, thereby,creating
openings for younger, less senior workers. If the job field
by an older worker is part of a job hierarchy, a series of
job openings will,be created when the job is vacated, with
each worker moving up a level and a young worker hired to
fill a position at the lowest level. Thus, it is argued,
if older workers delay retirement there are two potential
'negative consequences for other workers: promotions are
retarded, and younger workers are not hired.

If the job is not part of a hierarchy. and has the
characteristics attributed to jobs in the secondary labor
market, a younger worker can substitute directly for an
.older Worker who retires. Thus, whenan older worker
chooses to continue working in a secondary lob, youdger
workers qualified for the job may be affected directly.

However, since most secondary jobs are not subject to
mandatory retirement, the change in manTifory retirement
age should not adversely a?fect most secondary job
openings. In 'the past, older workers forced to retire from
primary jobs have often taWiliaecondary jobs where they
directly competed with minorities, women and youth. Thus,
to the extent that older workers stay in primarySoVaas a
result of the change in mandatory retirement age, their
direct competition /for jobs with younger workers in the
secondarytabormarketmarhereeueed.

The possibility of fewer promotions and job openings for
younger workers are not the only, concerns of those who
oppose raising the manoatory retirement ogee Another
involves employers' ability to meet affirmative action
goals. Firms are required by law to hire qualified

. minorities and women in order to increase their
representation in the labor force. If older workers remain
on the job and positions do not become vacant, all hiring
including hiring of minorities and women will be retarded.

Although the expressed concerns for yoUnger workers,iwomen
and minorities raise important issues o4wsocial policy,
they are widely regarded by economists.as being based on
several questionable assumptions:

p
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That the number of jobs in the economy is fixed;

That a position which becomes vacant is always
filled;

That women and minorities can successfully
compete Tor most of the jobs that become vacant r-%)
When an older worker retires;

That a significant n6ber of older workers will
continue to work in response to the change in
mandatory retirement age.

In the short run, whether or not younger workers , women
and minorities are affected by the change in the mandatory
retirement age depends on the extent to which they compete
tor the same jobs and on the number of older workers who -

acclially remain on the job.

Mandatory retirement rules establish upper boundaries only
on the age at winch individuals in covered jobs most
retire. Individuals in non-covered jobs may work as long
asi.it is mutually benefibial to them and their employers.,

2: Previous Studies of the Impact of Older Workers' Labor
Supply on Younger, Female and Minority Workers

A. Attitudinal Studies

Effect on hiring. Copperman Montgomery and Keast (1979)
studied the impact of the ADEA Amendments on youth, Omen
und-siiior-it-kes-w-i-th-the-follow-ing-working-hyisothe

Tile legislation will not have a significant adverse
impact on the_Joboportunities of youthi_women and
minorities. While mandatory retirement may constitute
one source of"job openings, the effects of economic
growth," diversification, technological changes, and
normal JO turnover (including voluntary retirement)
will overwhelm the contributions to overall job

. availability in the economy. Structural labor market,
problems, however, may occur in certain areas such"as
declining industries with aging workforces.

Copperman et. al. expected any impact on young, minority
and female workers to differ according to characteristics
of the firm and its labor force. Industrial
classification, geographical location, and size of the
firm, along with the age structure and occupational
distribution of, employees were predicted to influence

1 t
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employers' assessment of the potential impact of the change
in mandatory retirement age. In testing the relationship
between firms' characteristics and anticipated impact of
the Ahendments, Copperman et. al found that regardless of
business type, employers did not anticipate that the
Amendments would affect job opportunities for youth,
minorities or women. Employer's in manufacturing, retail
trade and service industries were the most adamant in their
belief that the Amendments would not affect these groups.
Size of firm was found to be, related toemployers'
perceptions of the impact of the Amendments, The larger
the firm, the more likely employers were to view the
amendments as a source of reduced opportunities for youth,
women and minorities.

Copperman et. al. were also interested in exploring whether
anyone thought the change in mandatory retirement age would
increase job opportunities for older women and older
min ties. They found that as the proportion of older
workers in a firm increased; respondents believed the
Amendments would increase job opportunities for older
minorities and older "When.

Affirmative Action. Regarding the issue of equal
employaent opportunity goals, most respondents in a
Conference Board study (Meyer, 1978) expect little change
as a result of the Amendhents. There are at least two

h
scenarios which predict no change in affirmative action
iring. One is predicated on the assumption of no chang

in job opportunities resulting from the change in mandatory
retirement age. Thus, affirmative action hiring will
continue as before the Amendments. The second scenario is
predicated on the-priority of affirmative action, hiring in
the presence of reduced job opportunities. The implicatiod
of this scenario is that affirmative action hiring will
continue in the presence of reduced job opportunities.,
Thus, if the number of job slots is reduced because of the
changein mandatory retirement age, women and minorities
will still be hired in an attempt to meet the goals of
affirmative action, i. e. to obey the law. The second
scenario is consistent with the notion that the affirmative
action policies for firms occur outside normal hiring and
promotional channels.

Promotional Prospects. Both the Johnson and Higgins
(Harris, 1979) and the Conference Board (Meyer, 1978)
studies addressed the impact of the amendmenta on
promotional prospects for younger workers. In the Johnson
and Higgins sample, more business leaders (46 percent), than
current employees (34 percent) thought' that older people

.1L,%tif)
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should be forced to retire to open jobs for younger
workers. Business managers in the Conferenpe Board study
anticipated little or no impaot on promotional
opportUnities for younger corkers, mainly beoause they
anticipated minimum impact on. retirement in general.
Retirements are considered only one vehiole for job slots
to beoome available.. Employees leave fobs for reasons
other than retirement, and new jobs are orelted when an
industry is growing.

Of the executives who thought that the Amendments might
reduce promotional opportunities, the estimates were from
10 to 15 percent fewer job opportunities to less than
one-third of a percent reduction.in job opportunities. .,

In general, these attitudinal studies trovide no
information regarding the underlying processes which will
produoe the anticipated changes. They simply present an
informed opinion of what wilkhappen. Although the sampled
individuals are *nowledgeablel\and to that'extent the
information provided useful, they do not provide
information leadingot5 the identifioation of the important
factors which an*Teployer weighs in making decisions about
retirement policy.

B. Case Studies

As part of a case study -of 50,firms' retirement policies
oonducted by the Department respondents were asked: "Do
you expect increasing the mandatory retirement age from 65
to 70 will affect the Komotional opportunities of younger

esponded-to-the-nttett
it would have no effeot on promotional opportunities, and
22 said it would have an effect on these opportunities.

,

However, 18 of the 22 positive.responSes were qualified.
Twd respon4Ants suggested that expansion would outweigh any
impact of *BEA, and one respondent said that inflation vas
the key -- without inflation, ADEA would have no effect. The
remaining 15 respondents qualified their responses with
variations of: *Yea, there will be an impaot, but it will

'-be too small to create a major problem."

Respondents were. also asked whether the Amendments will
have an indireot impaot on the firm's ability to employ
women and minorities. Of those wbo responded to this
questione 10 said it Wouldivive no effeot, and 14 said it
would have ,an effeot. ar those who responded that it would
have at effect, 8 indicated that the effeot would be slight.

15:
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C. Economic Studies

7 Cantrell and Clark (1979) recently completed a comprehen-
sive effort to estimate the impact of the change in
mandatory retirement age on promotional prospect* of

-younger workers. They assumed an unchanging age structure
and a zero rate of growth, then calculated the,average rate

,

of upward movement in the labor forte. A person's rank in
the employment hierarchy was equated,to the ratio of 4
persons older to persons younger than the individual.
Using age-specific mortality rates and labor force parti-
cipation rates of U.S. males in 1970, Cantrell and Clark
estimated the average age at which individuals will reach
various ranks in the employment hierarchy.

To estimate the impact of the change in Mandatory
retirement age on promotions, Cantrell and Clark increased
the over-65 labor farce participation by 4 and then by 10.
percent, the-estimates of Increased labor forceopartibipa-
tion resulting from the change in mandatory retirement age.
Increasing the labor force participation rates created only
minor delaye'in the age of attaining any rank, with older,
more senior workers, experiencing the greatest delay. To
6alculate the maximum possible impact of mandatory retire-
ment rupees, Cantrel and Clark assumed that all retirements
at 65 are to mandatory retirement rules.. Under this
assumption; jBreatest delay at thehj hest rank would be
half a yeartwh a at the lower ranks individual promotions
would be retarded by 5 to 10 weeks.

The Cantrell-Clark model views the labor force as
hoiogeneous, with all workers of a given age having the,
same Ocibability of being hired and promoted as any oth r
worker. Inaddition, it assumes that rates of hirin nd
promotion are the same from one industry to another and
final, that age is perfectly cdtrelated with seniority
and seniority is an. adequate indicator of relative
productivity. The results reflect average promotional
prospects throughout the economy. Recognizing that the
/impact 'may pe significant for some employers, Cantrell and
Clark describe circumstances under which the impact of the
change in mandatory retirement age will be more severe than
suggested by the average delay in iirine. The factors
identified as affecting the promotion rates in a, firm arf
growth of the firm, hiring strategy, quit rate ate-
retirement rate.

4
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D. Labor,Substftutability °search

There are to basic mechanisms by which the age structure
of the labor foroe can change substantially. One is
through demographic shifts such as increased birth or
mortality rates; the'other is through greater labor force
participation of different age groups. An example of a
change,in the.age structure of the labor force caused by a
demographic shift is the huge increase in the number of ,

young workers entering the labor force in,the late 1960's
and 1970's as the post-World War II "babY boom" cohort
matured. An example of,a change in the age structure of
the labor force caused by greater. participation of a
particular age group would occur if older workers responded
in large numbers to the changes in the mandatory retirement
age by staying in, the labor foroe.

In either case, 'as the age structure of the labor force
changes, a focus of concern is the impact of the shift on
the employment status and wages of the workers themselves
as well as on other workers in the labor force. In terms
of employment status, the question of whether'the larger
number of additional workers will compete for jobs with
other workers of different ages becdmes salient. In terms
of wages, the issue of increased numbers of workers driving
down wages for the enlarged groupis raised.

Review of Research. The concern in,this study is the
paential for 4der workers, who choose to remain in the
labor force as a result of the change in mandatory
retirement age, to'substitute in the labor market for
younger workers. Previous studies relating to this issue
are critically reviewed by Hammermesh and Gran 41979).
They divide the known studies of labor-laborgebstitution
into the following categoriesi studies of the production
and non- productfon workers; 'studies of substitution by
education group; studies of substitution among age and sex
groups; and miscellaneous studies of sutistitution.

The third group of studies dealing with substitution among
age and sex groups is the most'relevant for this study.
?pour studies are,summarized. Unfortunately, the demand
modefs.estimated'in 'these 'four studies'makecthe mplioit

' assUmption that the impact of an increase t ize of
the labor force in a particular demographic ca ry is
felt by that demographic group and by other groups in the
form of a wage effect rather than an unemployment effect.
In other words, these studies posit that an increase in the
number of older worWers might lead to a drop in their wage
rate (and possibly the wage rate of other groups) but not
at( increase in the unemployment rate. In fact, in a world
of imperfect wage adjustments, one might expect both
unemployment and wages to be affected.

A
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The results imply that an increase in the number of men in
a particular age category had a stronger negative effedt on
the group's own wage rate than on the other groups' wage
rates. Thus, if there were a sizable increase in the
number of older workers, the main effect would be to
depress the wages of older workers relative to younger
workers.

If wages were not to adjust fully to the increase in the
labor force, one would expect that the resulting
unemployment effect would similarly be concentrated within
the older age group. Younger morkers would be relatively
unaffected.

Findings from the Case Studies. To find out whether
workers of different ages are direct substitutes for one
-another, the DOL case study firms were asked whether
workers aged 50-69 and workers aged 30-119 currently were
performing the same jobs. If they were, employers were
asked to identify the jobs that the different age groups
had in common. Employers were also asked whether
50-69-Year-old workers and-.18-29-year-workers applied !or
the same jobs and, if they did, whether both younger and
older applicants were hired to fill the jobs.

/,

Fourteen respondents indicated that all lobs, and 6
indicated that quite a few jobs, were held both by workers

' aged 30-49 and 50-69. This compares with 6 respondents
reporting that 18-29-year-old workers and 50-69-year-old
workers applied for, and actually were hired for, almost
all jobs within the firm. The industries represented by
these 6'employers are construction, finance, insurance and
real estate, manufacturing, mining, services, and 'wholesale
trade. Seven respondents indicated that 18-29-year-old
workers and 50-69-year-old workers apply for and receive
ontry jnbs-

The major difference between the response comparing two
age categories is that the 30-49-and 50-69-year-old wor ors
are more likely to be substitutes for one anotherlphan are
the 18-29-and 50-69-year-old workers. The latter group are
most likely to be substitutes only -for entryrlevel or

3. Analysis of'Direct Competition for Job Slots Between Older
and Younger Workers

A. Hypotheses and Expectations -

_ It is well known that workers often retire prior,to age.65,
the previews mandatory retirement age. Their propensity to
retire is related to their pension coverage which'in turn
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is closely related to firms' wage levels and the use of
mandatory retirement. The more highly paid jobs are more
likely to have pension coverage and be subject to mandatory
retirement provisions. Lower paying jobs are less likely
to have pension coverage and be subject to mandatory
retirement, especially in the case of secondary jobs. The
representation of'workers age 65, compared to workers ages
60-64, decreases in industrieS and occupations with high
rates of mandatory retirement; the opposite is true where
the incidence of mandatory retirement provisions is low.

In addition, there are older workers who are forced out of
primary jobs at the mandatory retirement age and who take
secondary or-part-time jobs in order to continue working.
To the extent that these workers elect to continue in their
primary jobs as a rdsult of the change in mandatory
retirement age, there will be reduced competition with
younger workers for secondary fobs.

There are a variety of potential competitor's for secondary
jobs, which require low levels of specific human capital
and training and, therefore, are easy to enter. In
addition, secondary jobs,have low wages, no job security,
no fringe benefits and no future advancements Competition
for these jobs comes primarily from young workers,
especially young black workers, women of all ages, and
older workers. Consequently, it is in these jobs that we
expect to find the greatest job overlap among older
Workers, women, minorities and youth. However,, it is
precisely workers in secondary jobs who are least likely to
be affected by any change in ndatory retirement
requirementa.

In this analysis the effect of the change in mandatory
retirement age on promotions and hiLingpfyoungerworkers
has not been estimat,nd. Promotion and hiring patterns are
firm-specific to a great extent. Since neither data at the
firm level nor a model of the firms' hiring and promotion
patterns :ere available, this process could not be
analyzed. In addition, promotions oocur over long time
periods and, although the pattern of promotions may be

- e
distorted somewhat by a rise in the mandatory retirement
age in the s.ort run, a variety of factors can mitigate any
adverse effects on a firm's promotional policies In the
long-run. Instead, the focus in this analysis is on the
potential for an immediate adverse effect on the job
situation of younger workers resulting om an increased
labor supply on the part of older worker due to the change
in mandatory retirement age.

81-662 0 - 81 - 11
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Due to the lack of 'an appropriate macroeconomic model,
there is no totally satisfactory way to measure the
potentrtimpact of the change in mandatory retirement age
on younger workers, .women and miqprities. .However, a
number of existing sources can be used to assess the
general nature and likely magnitude of the effect.

The sort -run effect will depend. primarily on the number of
older workers changing their retirement plans as a result,
of the change in mandatory retirement age. It will also
depend on Whether the workers who eleQt to continue to work
hold jobs that younger workers would move into if the older
workers retired.

.The long-run effect will depend on a variety of factors
whioh we c nnot accurately forecast at this time. Some of
these are macroeconomic such as the inflation rate- In
addition, firms may alter retirement incentives by changing
the structure of pension plans. Even attitudes regarding
the socially acceptable or desirable retirement age could
be affected in the long run, thereby contributing' to a
.hange in retirement behavior.

B. Plan for Job Slot Competition Analysis
...-

This analysis used March 1918 Current Population Survey
data to determine workers' occupation, industry, age, race,
sex and wages. For each group of interest--young workers,
minority workers, and female workers--a two-stage 4nalysis
was conaucted. First, the potential for these workers to
be in direct oompetition for jobs with older workers was
established. If substantial potential for job slot
competition was found, the magnitude of the potential
impact Was estimated in terms of job slots unavailable for
youngers= " uete
older workers' remaining in their jobs.

To assess the potential Poi' job slot comeptition, the age
distributions of workers in speCific occupations,
industries and occupations within industries were studied
in order to characterize them according to predominant age
distribution patterns. If they are young and growing, the
change in mandatory retirement age should have no
substantial impact on the number of available job slots.,
On the other hand, in an aging industry the impact could be
substantial.

After this general picture or the age structure of
industries and occupations was drawn, older and younger
workers were compared on the best available indicator of
human capital--annual wages for full-time, full-year
employment.

?

,
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For r000upations'within inAustries, the age distributions of
workers receiving similar Vases were compardd: It was
assumed that workers receiving similar wages in the same
occupation and industry are substitutes for each other and
therefore potentiarctimpetitors for the same jobs. To the
extant that /oung, minority and female workers were making

.

comparable wages in the Same occupations and industries as
older workers, they were judged to be Substitutes for these
older workers and potential competitors for the,,.same,jobs;

Workers age 64 were compared to other (younger, female and
minority) workers as the basis of the estimatio6
procedure. This procedure was based on the observation of
Burkhauser and Quinn (1980) that by far the greatest impact
on retirement of the age-65 mandatory retirement age was on
people reaching age 65. Therefore, it,as assume in this
analysis that the age 64 group will have the gr t st
responqe to the lifting of the mandatory retirement age.

To estimate the magnitude of the effect of the change in
mandatory retirement age on job opportunities for young,
minority and female workers, information on the incidence
of mandatory retirement provisions for particular
occupations within industries and on the labor Supply
response of older (age-64) workers to the change in
mandatory retirement age was applied. In situations where
there were older workers comparable to younger workers, the
known incidence of mandatory retirement provisionsion a
particular occupation within an industry was used to -

estimate the pool of potential additional comparable older
workers. These were workers who previously had been

----enblewt to age-6S-ee:Mt-61v retirement provisions. In
'order to estimate the number of workers in this pool who
might continue to work for one more year (i e. past age
65); the number-- in-the pool-was multipited- y-tge test
estimate of the number of workers expected to continue on
their present jobs. In this way, an upper bound was
estimated on the number of slots that wil not be
relinquished by elder workers as the res It of the change
in the mandatory retirement age. This estimate of the
impact of raising the mandatory retirem t age is for the
one-year period when workers reach age 65.

C. SumMarY Results of-the CPS Anal

Younger Workers. A maximum of 117 11-time/full-year'
. workers age-64 and previously subje mandatory
retirement provisions were judged h= e,jobs comparable
to workers ages 16-19 'end/or 20-24 in 1977. Of the 117,825
comparable ,64-year-old-workers, i is estimated that 14
percent (16,496) will continue wo king past age 65. These
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additional comparable older workers are potential
competitors for 0.43 percent of the comparable workers ages
16-19 and 20-24. They represent 0.24 percent of all
full-time workers ages 167,-aind 20-24.

The greatest number of'wawcomparable older workers are in,
manufacturing, professional services and public
administration. These three industries account for more
than tWo thirds ofthe comparable older workers. The
distribution for wage-comparable 16-19-year-old workers
shows the highest concentration in the wholesale and retail
trade industry, manufacturing, professional services and
finance. For .the wage-comparable 20-24-yea old workers,
the highest concentration is in professions services and
manufacturing, followed by the wholesale an retail trade
industry and finance.

Thus, it appears that, for both groups of younger workers,
manufacturing and professional services.are the industries
most vulnerable to any direct job slot competition
resulting from the change in mandatory retirement age.
Although retail and wholesale trade have large numbers of
Wage-comparable younger workers, there are relatively few
wage-comparable older workers in these industries to serve
as a potential source of competition for younger workers.
In a- like manner, although 'the finance industry accounts .
for over 10 percent of both the, 16-19-and the
20-24-year-old wage-comparable workers, it account's for
less than 6 percent of the wage-comparable older workers.

Table 1 summarizes the degree of potential job slot
competition between wage-comparable younger workers and
older workers in the same occupations and,industries.
Column one is the percent of wage-comparable younger

-wor44-erta-repr-ea-n-te-cl-by-the-autaber-ot oomparablo-ag0-64-
workers subject to mandatory retirement. This column
represents the maximum amount of competition should all
age-64 workers subject to mandatory retirement provisions
choose to remain on their jobs. It also represents a
maximum for another reason. In this compariso, of younger
and older workers, it is implicitly assumed th t
wage-comparable 64-year-old workers compete on y with
wage-comparable workers ages 16-24. Clearly t at is not
the case, since there are wage-comparable worke s in other
age groups also in a position to compete wit o er workers
should they choose to remain on their jobs.

I
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Table 1. Percent of Younger Workers in Possible Job Slot Competition
with 64-Year-014 Workers Subject to:kaniatorp latixement
and Additional 65-Year-Old Workers %spatted to Work in

the Absence of Mandatory Istirement

e Farceur of gage
Industry Cmsparable 16-16-year Old.morkers

and Potentially in Competition with:

4

Additional 65-year-old
Workers as a

Percent of all !outlier

V0221211.112110Induert7
Occultation Workers4' Workers Age 63

agr., 2
FLA. 0.12 (105.977) 0.022 0.012 (174.000)

'Laborer 7.42 (2,130) 1.02
VA

Manager 02 (103,627) 02

Miming 21.52 (2,497) 3.02 0.12 (67.000)

Crafts 21.52 (2,497) 3.02

Construction 3.22 (63.113) 0.72 0.092 (349,000)

Manager. 22.02 (1.166) "3.12

Clerical 6.42 (12,269) 0.92

Craft 2.22 (20.460) 0.32

transport , 17.12 ( 3.226) 2.42
Operative

Laborer 3.92 (26.962) 0.32

Ograbl Goods
Manufacturing 4.32 (685.369) 0.62 0.32 (942,000)

CIrical ---21-c01-(12-0)10)-- 2792

Crafts 6.62 (92,464) 0.92

Mom-Transport Operative 3.02 (372.955) 0.42

Labour 9.22 (17.960) 1.32
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Table 1. (condoned)

"%4.......0
Portent St Wage

Additional 63- year -oldIndustry Comparable 16-24-year Old Vorksts Workers as aand Pecan:1411y In competition vitiu Percent of all YoungerWite In Markus &se 64 Workers kis 65 Corkers in the Industr

gon-Ourabla Coeds
Manufacturing 4.82.(313.039) . 0.72 0.72 (720,000)

Professional 22.02 (9,492) 3.12

' Clerical 3.92 (82,034) 0.82

Craft 7.22 (74,389) 1.02

SonTransport Operatives 2.02 (317,389) 0.32

Transport Operatives 1.82 (22,044) 2.32 -
taborer 14.72 (3,212) 2.02

Service Worker 63.62 (2.276) 492 ---

Transportagion and
Public Otter...Sas 6.92 (89,303) 1.02

Clarir.al 3.32 (33.311) 0.82

Craft 11
28.62 (8,179) 4.02

Transportation
__ _ _

Operative 3.22 (23,613) 0.42

Wholesale and !stall
?rad or lyv400l)

Managers 1.72 (104,783)

Sales 0.82 (218,030)

Clerical 0.72 (182,391)

0.22

0.12-

0.12

0.22 (358,000)

0,072 (1,733,000)
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Table 1. (cobalauad)

4

Percale of Wage Additional 6S-year-Old
Industry &separable 14-24--yeat Old Workers - Workers as a

and Potentially in Comoetition withr Percent of all Yams
Occupatloa Mortars ate 64 ' Morkera 4ee 63 Workers in the Industry

Wholesale and Retail
Trade continued

Craft

Nota-Transport Operatives

0.92 (33,128)

2.02 (38,227)

0.12

0.32

transport Operatives 2.02 (51,530) k 0.32

LI15)TOZa 2.01 (64,348) 0.32

Service Marius It 0.12 (212,192) 0.021

finesse . 1.72 (400.562) 0.21"
:'. 0.22 (373,000) . r

XICAllgers ./iCe ' 9.02 (15.919) 1.38

Salts 9.02 (9,038). :I:3Z
1

Clerical 1.22 (371,662) O. h

\. ,./ Service Workers 3.92 (3,703) 0.32
. .

Rosiness and Repair
Services 6.02 (33.388) 0.d2 0.12 (261.010)

Professional 37.82 (1,727) 3.32 .

Clerical 19,1631- -^-'a-

Craft

_LSI

r.72 (23.998) 0.72
. t

rT

ti 1

4
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Table I. (continued)

-

industry
sad

Occupation --4,

Percent of Rene 4

Comparable 16-24-year 01AI:creed
Potentially in Competition with:

Additional 63-yeaefald
. Corkers as a
Percent of all tounser
Workers in the Indus:14Corkers Aso S4 Carters5

Personal Services

Managers

9auseho1d WeCers

1.22 (16.336)

4.32 (4.236)

CI (12;100)

0.22

0.62

02

0.022 (165.000)

Recreation 19.82 (1.331) ''' 2.82
Services 19.82 (1,351) 2.82 0.22 (26.000)

Prilessional Services 2.92.(1443:129) 0.42 0.42 (1.133.000)
1 , °

Professional 3.92 (142.434) 0.32 .:

Oanager 11.32 (5.808) 1.62

C Clerical 0.32 (378,101) 0.062
.

e

Craft' 46.82 (1.791). 6.62
.

9.4aborer 11.22 (5.822) 9.132

:"
Service Corkers 4.32 (269.133) 0.62 '.

Peitic Adainiscradon 10.92 (121.309) 1.52 0.62 (193.000)

° Clerical .. 8.62 (1,16.866) 1.22

Craft 64.32 (4,443) 9,02

&ma 3.02 (3,792.496) 0.432 0.242(6.824,000)

A 3

1 '-' .7)
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The second column of Table 1 shows the degree of potential
job slot competition between wage-comparhble younger
workers and the estimate of the number of older workers
likely to continue in their jobs one more year. The final
column shows the percent of all younger workers in an

wage- comparable age-65 workers.

'Column two shows that, although there may be a degree of
pote tial competition for jobs in specific occupations
within industries, the degree of potential mpetition byy- industry in .get..eral is very low. The expec ion of
substantial competition in manufacturing does not
materialize, with a little over half of one percent of the
younger workers in roteetial job slot competition with
older workers. For professional services the potential
competition is even lower. Although the absolute number of
potentially competing older workers is higher in these two
industries, the large number of wage-comparable younger
workers in these industries tends te dwarf the competition
from the older workers. Since all of the wage-comparable
workers are potential competitors, the greatest competition
would be among younger workers rather than between younger
and older workers. This conclusion applies at the industry
'level; however, there may be differential factors by
o cupation which increase potential competition between
same - occupation' wage- comparable younger and older workers
within an industry.

The only industries where the degree of potential
competition is more than one percent are mining and
recreation. For both these industries, the wage-comparable
workers are' in one occupation and represent a small portion
f the total workers in the Industry.

The ational distribution of wage-comparable younger
workers a es 16-24 and older workers age 64 and subject,to
ma datory etirement can be summarized as follows: The
older wage- -.parable workers are mainly clerical workers,
operatives, cr t workers, professionals and service
workers. The dominant occupations of wage-comparable
16-19-year-old workers are clerical workers, service
workers, operatives and sales workers. For wage-comparable
20 -24- year -olds, -the dominant occupations are clerical
workers, operatives, professionals, and craft workers.
Since clerical workers dominate all three groups, it is in

--WS-occupation:that one would- expect the greatest direct,
competition for job slots: The second most vulnerable
group of younger workers appears to be operatives and, for
20-24-Aar-olds, craft workers and professionals.

10"ti,)
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4
Table 2 c94pares the percent of wage coarable workers
ages 16-2'4 in each occupation to comparable 64-year-ol,d
workers subject to mandatory retirement and the best
estimate of thejpumberpf workers that will work past ages
65. This tabLeshows Oat iwonly one occupation, craft
workers, is the incidence of overlap greater than one
percent. Forzall other occupations, the potential direct
competiton As with lesso.than one percent of the
wage-comparable younger workers. These wage-coMparable
young` raft workers with the greatest potential for job
slot competition with additional older workers are 20-24
years old and in the following industries: mining,
transportation and.public utilities, professional services,
and public administration.

Although clerical workers represent a full 25 percent of
the wage-comparable older workers and over 32 Percent of
the wage-comparable younger workers, the number o4
estimated additional wage-comparable older workers is only
0.34 percent of the total number of wage comparable .

clerical workers. The small percent results from the large
numbers ofUage-comparable younger workers. Almost 65
percent of all the full-time clerical workers ages 16 -24
have wages ,eomparable,to potentially competing older
workers. Thus, the relatively small potential competition
between younger and older 'workers, is a reflection of the
high potential competition among all younger clerical
workers.

Virtually all the potential competition betkeen workers age
64:and workers ages 16-24 is 14 jobs with salaries below
the median annual Wage in 1977. In fact, well over half of
the comparable 64-Year-old workers, all but 1 percent of
the comparable 16-19-year-old workers, and all but 4
percent of the comparable 20-24-year-old workers had
salaries below $14,000 per year in 1977.

Minority Group-Work-ers. This analysis of minority workers
is restricted to blacks due to limits on cell size for
other minorities in the CPS taitiations. Since the focus
is on the short-run impact of the 1978 ADEA Amendments on
minorities, the potential for a change in the labor supply
of older workers resulting from the change in mandatory
retirement age to affect job slot opportunities for all
minority workers regardless of age is analyzed. In this
analysis, all wormers age-64 are compared to black worker
-ages 16-19, 20-24, 25-34, and 35-59 in an attempt to
establish the potential for direct jobslot competition
between older workers and "younger" minority workers ages
16-59.

1t
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Table 2. Percent
of Younger Workers Ages 16-24 in Each Occupation

Comparable to 64 -Year -Old Workers Subject to

MandatorlOstirement end Comparable to
Estimated Additional 65 -Year -Old Workers

Percent of Younger Workers in Same Industry and Occupation

Percent of Wage Comparable
16-24 -Year -Old Workers

Percent of All
16-24 -Year -Old

Workers
Workers Additional Additional

OccuplaFion

"a 64
Workers Age 65 65 -year-Old Workers

Professional 4.52 (395,224) 0.62 0.42 (640,000)

Managers 3.42 (132,934) 0.482 0.145 (436,000)

Sails 1.02 (227,088) 0.132. 0.12 (347,000)

Clerical 2.4; (1,220,707) 0.342 0.22 (1,907,000)

Gratz 1.6; (251,349) 1.12 .0.32 (910,000)

Mon-Transport
Operatives 2.52 (728,511) 0.352 0.262 (986,000)

Transport
Operatives 6.22 (102,615) 0.872 0.33: (266,000)

laborers 4.62 (120,413) 0.642 0.182 (430,000)

Service Workers 2.72 (481,326) 0.382 0.252 (152,000)

8ousenold Workers 02 (12,100) 02 02 (12,300)

Tars WorAars 02 (103,827) 02 OZ (134,000)

-Total 3.12 (3.192,476) 0.432 0.242 (6,820,300)

I.
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A maximum of 131,909
workers age 64 and

previously subject to mandatory retirement provisions are

judged to have had jobs comparable to black workers ages

16-59 in 1977. Of these 131,909 comparable 64-year-old

workers, 14 percent (18,467) are likely to continue working

;fast age 65. These additional wage -comparable older

workers are potential competition for 0.66 percent of the

comparable.black workers ages 16-59, and repzesent 0.4

percent of all full-time black workers ages 16-59.

Table 3 summarizes the industrial distribution of the

wage-comparable black workers and all wage-comparable

64-year-ol1 workers subject to mandatory retirement

provisions. The concentration of wage-comparable older ,

workers is in manufacturing,
professional services and

public administration. The concentration for black workers

varies by age; however, in general, manufacturing,

professional services and wholesale and retail trade are

the inddstries where wage-comparable younger black workers

are located. Thus, it would appear that manufacturing and

professional services are the industries where the major

competition should occur between wage-comparable black

workers and.additional 65-year-old workers.

The indu try summaries
indicate that the following

industries have at least 1-percent overlap between younger

.black and additional 65-year-old workers: mining,_

construction, transportation and public utilities, finance,

business and repair services, and public administration.

Thus, the industries with the largest number of

wage-comparable older workers do not appear to have the

greatest potential for direct competition between younger

minority and additional 65-year-old workers: In essence,

the potential for competition between younger minority and

older workers is swam ed by the potential direct

younger workers, since the industries

st number of wage-comparable older workers

e industries with a significantly larger number

competition amon
with the gre
are al
of y

The
exte
for
in an
is a

IF,
wage-comparable, minority workers.

industry aggregates are misleading, however, to the

t that high levels of potent al job slot competition

industry reflect high levels of competition for jobs

ccupation within an industrye The mining industry

ase in point where the industry total of potential

job slot competition is the total for craft workers within

mining.

%.1

4
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Table 3. -Industrial Distribution of Wage-Comparable
Slack Workers Ages 16-59 and Comparable

Age-64 Workers.Subject to Mandatory Retirement

Indusrrr
Slack Workers Notts

16-19 20-24 25-34 35-59

4 , allidairs nr-, Fish. - 2.92 1.52, 2.02 02
- - 0.12 - 0.45

Construction - 0.42 1.12 2.22
Durable Goods - Manuf - 13.22 15.72 16.02 18.02
Som-burable Goods
Mamdaccuring 13,62 17.9% 17.62 12.02 16.82Trans. and Public

° Utilities .. - A.6 `-- -3.92 3.52 9.02Wholesale sad Retail

4
Trade 38.92 17.12 10.32 13.32 6.42/inane. 10.42 7.62 4.02 3.42 6.32
business Services 0.762 0.52 1.4%
Othet*Seraicts 12.42 1.42 1.22 3.72 0.22
Recreation - -
Professional Services 20.82 27.82 37.72 36.02 24.02
Public Administration 3.8% 7.32 7.02 8.02 14.72

Total 99.92 100.02 100.12 99.52 99.42
(N in thousands) (24). (321) (972) (149) (132)

Source: 1978 CPS

Simple: All full- tins/full -year workers.

t 3p

7i)
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Table 4 shows the occupational distribution of
wage-comparable younger black workers and age-64 workers
subject to mandatory retirement. The older workers are
largely clerical workers, craft workers, professionals,
service workers, and non-transportaion operatisees, service
workers, clerical workers, nnd-professionals. (The
relative frequency of these occupations varies with the age
of the - black workers.)

Table 5 summarizes the degree of potential competition
bet een comparable younger black workers and older workers
in each occupation. Thl three occupations with more than
1-percent overlap between comparable black workers and
additional age-65 workers are managers, craft workers, and
laborers. These three occupations do not have the greatest
number of wage-comparable older-to-younger workers, and
therdfore, the.greatest potential for job slot
competition. It is also the case that the major potential
for job slot competition -in- these-occupations -ise between
additional older workers and minority workers older than 24
since there are fewww-comparable workers below age-24 in
these occupations.

Women Workers. A maximum of 125,114 full-time full-year
workers age 64 and previously subject to mandatory
retirement had jobs comparable to-female workers ages 16-59
in 1977.

Of these 125,114 comparable 64-year-old workers, 14 percent
(17,515 workers) are likely to continue in their jobs past
age 65. These additional workers are potential competition
for 0.16'percent of the comparable female workers ages
16-59, or 0.11 percent of all full-time female workers ages
16-59.

J.

Table 6 shows the industrial distribution of
Wage-comparable female workers and all wage-comparable
64-year-old 'workers subject to mandatory retirement
provisions. The concentration of wage-comparable older
workers is in manufacturing, professional services, and
public administration. The concentration ofsfemale workers
is in professional services, manufacturing and wholesale
and etail trade.

For young female full-time workets ages 16-241-the
industries where wage-comparable add &tional 65-year-old
workers poteitially Compete with more than 1 percent of the
workers are anufactueing, transportation and public
utilities, finance, business and repair Services,'and
public administration.

C
k
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Table 4. Occupational Distribution of Wage-Comparable
Black Workers Ages 16 -59.and Wage-Comparable

Workers Age-64 Subject:to Mandatory Retirement

(Full-time Workers)

Occupation
Black Workers

All
Workers

16-19 20-24 25-34 35-59 64

Professional 5.1% 8.9% 18.6% 15.1% 15.3%
Manager 1.6% .2.32 2.3% 6.62
Sales Worker 4.7% 1.7% 1.6% 2.3%
Clerical Worker 42.5% 25.1% 22.5% 15 '0% 22.1%
Craft Worker 4.2% 5.6% 8. 16.1%
Non-Transportation

° /
Operative 13.6% 25.5% 26.4Z 20. 13.8%

Transportation
Operative 3.8% 3.6% 4. 4.8Z

Laborer -* 2.4% 2.3% 2.4% 4.0% .

Household Worker ' .12.52 - 0.6% 3.2%
Service Worker 26.32... 20.8% 14.8% 25.6% 14.9%
Farm Worker - 2.92 1.5% 2.1%

Total 100.0% -99.9% 99.8% 100.0% 99.9%
(N in thousands) (24) (321) (972) (1,488) (132/

Sc

Source: 1978 CPS
---

Sample: All fill-time/full-yea workers.

41

1 fr.;4 I._

0.
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.Table 5. Percent of Wage-Comparable Full-Time
Black Workers Ages 16-59 by

Occupation in Potential Competition.
with 64-Year-Old Workers Subject to
Mandatory WirellAt end Workers

Expected to Continue to Work Past Age 65
in the Absence of Mandatory Retirement

er

P cent of
16-59 ar-Old Blacks

with II s Comparable to:

Total
Number of

FullvTime

All Workers Additional Workers Black Workers

Occupation 43164 Age 65 Ages 16-59

PrOfessional 4.62 1436,288) 0.62 623,000

Managers 13.8% ( 62,739) 1.92 234,000

Sales 5.62 ( 54,176) 0.82 94,000

Clerical 5.52 (534,038) 0.82 832,008'

Craft 11.12 (190,964) 1.52 432,000

Non-Ttansportation
Operatives 2.8% (642,987) 0.4% $ 839,000

Transportation -
Operatives 5.82 (107,568) 0.82 119,080

Laborers 8.02 ( 66,177)<i, 1.12 322,000

Smcvite Workers 3.32 (598,153) 0.5%

Household Workers 02 ( 56,218) oz ,000

Farm'Workers OZ ( 55,265) A2 66,000

Source: 1978 CPS

Sample: All fulletDse/full -year woillms.

P

, C

I

ti

44.

4.
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Table 6. Indubtrial Distribution of Wage-Comparable Tamale
Workers Ages 16-24 and 25-59 Compared to Age-64 Workers

Subject tp Mandatory Retirement Provisions

Indust EL

Female
Workers All Workers

/624 25-59 64

A!r/.. for., 4 Fish. 0.42 '.0.72 0.52

Wining - - -

Construction 0.62 0.42 0.72.

1.0utable Goods S' 542 9.02 15.92

Non-Durable Goods, 10.92 12.92 17.92

Transportation and
Public Utilities 2.22 1.82 8.22

Wholesale and Retail
Trade 17.42 17.02 6.42

Finance' 16.52 7.42 7.52

Business Services 0.62 0.52 1.12

Other Services 1.22 1.42 0.22

**creation - 0.22

Prof. Services 40.72 . 43.62 25.82

Public Administration 4.52 5.82 15.52

99.92 100.52 99.92

Source: 1978 CPS

Sample: Full-time workers.

'
81-662 0,- 81 12 - o
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/

Within manufaoturing, theoocupations with the highest
percentage of wage - comparable. workers are labores in
durable goods manufacturing and transportation i'eratives

i;

in non-durable goads manufacturing. There are ery few
young female woekers in these occupations comp red to the

/number of oomparable older workers.

. As pointed out in 'the two previous analyses, the industry
distributions may be a reflectfqp of occupational
differences. Table 7 shows the occupational diStributIon
of wage-comparable female workers ages 16-5 compared to
wage-comparable older workers, and Table 8 stablishes the
potential competiti n between younger Wete and older
.workers in each occ patioh.

There are three oc uiSations with competi on potential
lOtater than 1 per ent: transportation peratives,
orers, and craf workers. T se'thre occupations

account for only 1.6 percent of he wag -comparable female
workers and only .8 percent of 11 fu -time female
workers who are i these occupa ions. Thus, they are
non-traditional o cupations for omen, and there are many
more older worker in these occupations to compete
potentially with he few younger Tema e workers in them.

Part-time Worker . T)le precediflg_d scussioti has concerned
competition for full-time jobs. Ta le 9 shows the age
distribution of Oart -time workers b' industry. In all
industries, the largest portion- of the part-time workforce
are workers younger than 24: Ther also are large numbers
of part-time workers in the 65+ c- egory. Since there is
.no measure comparable to fuill-tim wages with which to
equate these workers, it can only be speculated that older
and younger part -time workers co ld be competitors for
part-timetjobs. Since the numbe of part-time workers- -
older than 65 is .quite large, is suspected- that often
individuals subject to mandat retirement move into
part-time jobs after reaching t e mandatory retirement age.

Table 10 presents the age dist ibution by occupation for
paet-time workers. Again, th> e is a Substantial
contribution to part-time wor provided by the youngest and
oldest workers. When this t le is _compared tothe Age
distribution by occupation f r,fullIpme workers, the
contrast is striking. With he exception of household
service workers, where full ime workArs older than 65
constitute more than 15 percent of the labor force, there
are np occupationa,in which full-time older workers
constitute greater than 4 p rcent of the part-time workers"
in'all oocupations and alm st 20 phrcentsqn the managerial

,, category.

4'
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Table 7. 0ccupationfl tlLstribution of Wage-Comparable Female Workers
Ages 16-59 ad Wage-Comparable Workers Age-64

Sleet to Mandatory Retirement

(Full -Time Workers)
es O

Female Workers

1

till

All Workers
Occupation IL-a 25-.34 35-54 35-59 :b41;

Professional 14.1% 30.5% 20.1% 16.1% 19.4%

./Manager 2.1% 2.8% 3.8% 4.3% 11.6%
...-

Sales Worker 4:4Z. 2.3% '4.12 ' 5.22 2.4%
1

Clerical Worker 50.22 -38.32 35.2% 32.82 25.02

Craft Worker 0.52 0.92 1.42 1.32 7.62

Son Transport
Operative 12:12 13.62 17.72 21.2% 13.7%

Transport Operative 0.12
p

0.12 0.1% 02 2.32

Laborer 0.2% 0.42 0.52 0.12 4 3.32

Boultahrld Worker 0.62 0.62 1.02 0.62 02

Service Worker 45.32 10.12 15.72 17.62 14.22

Fars Workar 0.42 0.12 0.12 02 02

100.02 99.72 99.21 99.22 99.92

Source: 1978 CPS

Sample: Full -ties workers.f

ee

a

0 p

EL
'
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8,° Perceikt of Wage-Comparableqounger Women in Each
°Occupatioo in Potential Coipetition vith
64- Tear -Old Workers Subject to Mandatory '

Retirement and Workers,2xpected to'Continoe to

IC

2.14.15122

Professional

Managers

Sales

Clerical

Craft

oion-Tiinsportation
Operatives

o

1111111-4,4"."4

210

16-59-Pear-Old woman ' Total *umber
4 ° vith Wages Comparable to: of full-Time

. Workers Additional Women Workers
Lae 64 Workers Asa 65 age 16-59

1.02 (298,928)
10 .

4.02 C. 364.560)

0.72 ( 415,966)
,

0:72'(4,320,990)

7.92 -( 120.426)

1.02 (1,749,449)

27.72 (0 11.374)

e.82 ( 44.821)

1:22 (1,575,647)

02 ( 99,523)

02 ( 14,123)

Sample: 111 ful4itieme corkers.

I , . . , 0..*

" "; J

0.142

0.552

0.12

3,135,000

1,154.000

593,000

0.12 ' 6.647.000

1.t2 297.000

0.142 . 1,985,000

3.482 33.000

1.382 127.000

' 0.162 2,088,000

02 * 105,000

02 17.000

to
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Ag& Distr-TWAtion of Part-Time Workirs by Industry

or

In 16-19 120-24 2i-34 --35-54 55t -59 60-63 _EL 65+----

48., for.. fish, 48r1
Hitting 8.7

9.8
29.6

9.1
27.4

15.6
8.5

3.6
0

3.2
0

0.6
0

10.0
25.8

Q

Construction 26.4 18:5 20.3 ,21.1 , 2.4 3.3 1.2 6.7
Durable Goods 22.4 18.2 18.7 24.0 4)0 2.6 0.7 9.3
Nondurable Goods 28.4 11.9 20.3 '21.6 5.1 5.1 ' 0.3 7.3
Traasp. 4 Public
Utilitlei 1.3.2 18.8 23.6 31.1 6.5 1.6 0.3 5.0

Wholesale 4 Retail 42.8 '
fin.. torarance 6

18.7, 12.3

.

15.80. 3.0 2.5 0:3 4.7

Real Estate ' 15.6
business 4 Repair

13.5 19.2 26.5 6.5 4.0 0.5 14.1

Serwlpe 26.2 17.8 18.4 22.3 3.1 2.4 0.9 8.9
Private Household
b4 Other Serivces '32.0 86.8 12.3 21.7 6.3 1.i 13.2
Entertaimment 4
Recreation , ' 54.6 17.4 9.( 8.7 2.1 '-2.3 10.4 '4.6'
Professional Safe. 15.8 18.8 . 21.0 28.9 4.0 2.9 0.8 7,7

RRublic Admin. 19.0 13.3 13.2 30.0 7.6 4.5 1.3 11.1
.

° . .

Soares: 1978 CPS 4

Sample: Illackaad white part-time/part-year or -time /full -year vet

Note: tercenta3cs for each row add to 100 across colum

a
3

O

Mo.

el L

1 7j
4.

9,

a
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The situation is similar for younger workers ages 16-19, a
group making a significant ,contribution to part. -time work
but constituting a small percent of the full-time workers
in a given ctocupation. The 20-24-year-olds are different,
since they are well represented in both the full-time and
the part-time work force.

Conclusions from Job Slot Analysis

In all three comparisons (younger workers, minority
workers, and women workers) the wage-comparable younger
workers were concentrated in manufacturing, professional
services, and wholesale and retail trade, while the
additional wage-com arable older workers were concentrated
in manufacturing, pr f sional services, and public
administration. Sine young workers, black workers and
women workers in general are concentrated in professional
services, manufacturing and retail and wholesale trade, it
is not surprising to find the wage comparable workers in
these-industries.

When these wage-comparable workers were compared to the
additional olaer workers expected to result from the higher
mandatory retirement age, the potential for significant, job
slot competition within specific industries did not
materialize. The general pattern was that high levels of
potential competition within particular industries tended
to result from high levels of potential competition between
workers in only a few particular occupations.

The occupations where the potential for job slot
competition be"ween younger and additional older workers
seemed to be the greatest was craft workers for all younger
workers; managers, craft workers and laborers for younger

r black workers; and transportation operatives, laborers and
craft workers for younger female workers. In general, the
competition that exists is between younger workers in
o cupations that are not customary for their groups and '

additional older workers. Where there are large numbers of
yolinger workers in an occupation, the potential for job
slot competition among the young workers themselves dilutes
the impact of potential competition from additional older
workers. However, in occupations with relatively few
younger workers, any number of additional older workers
represents potential job slot competition. It should be
emphasized, however, that this potential competition
involves a-very small segment of the. total work force.
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Table 11 summarizes the estimates of the extent of direct .

competition for full-time jobs. The data show the small
effect the expected number of additional older workers will
have bn any one of the three groups studied. The extent of
the competition amounts to no more than two- thirds of one
percent of wage-comparable workers, in any of the.three
groups and to no more than four-tenths of one percent of
all full-time, full-year workers in any of the groups.
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Tablet 11.
&sari Date on latimated Additional

65-Zear-01dYorkers Comparable to Younger Workers, female Workers
and Black Workers le

Additional 65-
Additional 65- Tear-Old Worker:

Tesp-Old Workara as a Percent 04
Wage-Comparable

lomber.of Additional
Wage-Comparable

as a Percent of
Yale-Comparable

all Tull -Ties,

Full-SearTaunter Workers 65-Tear Old Workers Younger Workers Younger Worker!
Younger Workers

Ades 1 4 16,496
0.432 0.241

Female ricers

Ages 1 59 '17,515
0.162 0.112

1Mark Workers
Ages 16-59 11,467 0.662 0.402

Sourte: 1976 CPS

Semple: 'All full-Um/full-year workers.
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PART. III

LONG TERM EFFECTS
OF MANDATORY RETIREMENT
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Summary ,

Methodology. This report describes research On the long-1un
laboe-supply,effects of Ilternative'mandatory retirement A
policies. Estimates of changes in the labor force
participation of older workers were projetOd to the year 2000
for three policy options: (1) the old law (age-65 mandatory
retirement); (2) the current law (age-70 mandatory retirement);
and (3) a policy that prohibits employers'use of mandatory
retirement. In addition, the sensiti'ity of these estimates
were tested to. two possibi( changes in'retirement benefits:
(1) across-the-board reductions in social-security benefits;
and (2) larger benefits under employer-providqd pensioa when' .

retirement is delayed past the normal retirement age.

Estimated effects of changes in,labor force participation rates
are based on a retirement, decision model developed by Drs.
Richard Burkhauser and Joseph Quinn for uie by theDepartment
of Labor in estimating the eftecti of1mandatory retirement age
on employment. (See Section VI). This model was applied to
data for a sample of 60,000 persons from the 1913 Current
Population Survey and-matched Social Security Earnings
ilecords: The projections to the year 2000 involved use of
dynamic simulation techniques which take intoaccoune expected

%changes in dehographic and economic characteristics of
individuals as they age and compute entitlements to Social
Security and employer pension benefits. The Burkhauser/Quinn
retirement decision model- -which takes into account
individuals' SocialSecurity and pension :.ealth and mandatory
retirement constraints as well as age, .wageirate, health status
and other variables--was applied to estimate`the labor force
participation of persons between ages 60 and 70 for three
points in ti 1.1985, 1990, and 2000).

Effects of Inorease ih Mandatory Retirement Agee to 70. The
estimates indidate that labor force participation of older
men' shoule-rise as a result of the 1978 ADEA Amendments
raising the mandatory retirement age from 65 to 70. Slight
increases in the participation rate were forecast for older men 0
under age 65. For instance, in 20150 the rate for men age 62-64

The effects discussed in this Summary apply to older men.
Underlying problems with the data used .in the retirement
decision model for yomen preclude attributing the same degree
of credibility to the estimated effecti on 'women.

`V
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will oe 69.3 percent* under the neW law compared to 67.9
percent under the old 144 an increase of 2.1 percent. For,
those age 60-61Can even smaller effect was found--the
participation rate rises from 87.9 to 88.6 percerit in 2000.

The most significant impacts on older workers remaining in the
labor force were found for those age 65 and over. In all,three

T-- years (1985, 1990, 2000), men age 65-67 were estimates
experience a participation rate increase from about 33 percent
to about 40 ,percent, a rise of more than one fifth. For men '

age 68-70, a significant increase..was also found although the
pattern was not as uniform. In 1985, the participation rate is
estimated to rise from 17.6 to 22.0 percent, an increase of one
fourth. In 2000, however, the rise is only by about five,
percent, from 18.9 to 19.8 percent. This difference over time
eesulto fron the interaction of mandatory retirement polifsies
with trends in Social Security and pension wealth for thig age
group, with,the retirement benefit effects becoming stronger
than mandatory retirement for 66-70-year-olds".

The change fom age-65 to age-70 mandatory retirement will
result in 217,200 more older men being in the labor force in
2000. The bulk .of this increase is in the 65 to 67 age range.-

Effects of Eliminating Mandatory Retirement. As in th&pbli y
'changes descrioed above, moving from the current age-70
mandatory retirement policy to a situation in which mandatory
reWement is prohibited affects, bUt only modestly, older men
who are not yet at the mandatory age. For example, in 2000 the
labor force participation rate for men age 60r61 will rise from
88.6 to 89.3 percent, with elimination of mandatory retirement.
Fnr man .L .L

/Id

percent;, for men age 65-67, e rise is from 40.1 to 42.9
perrnt.

However, for the age bracket that includes age 70 (the
68-70-year-ola men), the participation rate rises sharply, from
220 to 27.8 percent in l985, a 26-percent increase, And from
19.8 to .23.9 percent in 2000, a 21- percent Increase.

Compared to the age-70 policy, elimination Of mandatory
retirement would result in 195,100 additional older men being
in the 'labor torce, in 2000. Almost half (90,300) are in the
68-70 age group. If added to the 217,200 estimated rise in the
labor force size caused by the increase in the mandatory
retirement age from 65 to 70, eliminating any mandatory
retirement age would induce 412,300 men to remain out

This rate is the proportion of men age 62-64 who had any
work experience during the year.

:7)
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of the labor force in 2000., This number constitutes about-0
percent of all male workers age 60-70 estimated for thatlean.

4.

Sensitivity. of Labor Supply Effects to Changes in Ret,tnement
Benefits. !..:Since Social Security and.employer pension. . I°

.entitlements see among the most importnnt,factors'An.the
retirement decisioni.lpe labor supply estimates associated with
different mandatory retirpmea.policies Are reAstimaeed under ..
three assumed changes in retirement benpfits: 'Cl) a 104ercent-Af. t.

, across-the-board reduction intgcial Security benefits; (2) a a ft

20-pecentSocial Security redubtiool and (3.). 4:1 increase Li . .
pension benefit.a.scrualt foi delafed"retirement'that;is Closer
to an ac-tuaHally fa.Ar accrual,n4balthan assumed in the I/ ... `N

_simulation model. TheApsen5i-tivIty tests reflect curpent
policy concerns regardinOpe4hded to contain social Securdtt
costs and4,tne desire to encodrage delayed retiemeMt4..,

1 NO. 1

The -esttmited effeats tT the4sociaLsecurity reductions on the
labor fordo participation raps of older ;en were surprisingly
smallin size and inconsistent indirectidb. ,The principal
conplusion of thiS analysis is that marginal changes in Social
Security entitlements hae quits different idpficatisms for
workers at different ages in termsof the financial
desirability to them, of continuing to work and accrue
additional Social Security coverage and earnings credits. The

estimates done in this study point to the need for more
analysis of the likely impacts of future social security
benefit changes An labor force participation and on the filcal
status of the Social Security Trust Funds.

/

The adjustment to employer pension benefits for delayed
retiremept that was analyzed assumet that all plans provided a
1 -percett rncrease in accrued benefits for each year worked
after the normal retirement age (or 5 percent for plans with
normal retirement ages younger than 65). this adju'stment is
more generous than, that assumed to exist currently in the
majority of plans. ,'

The more generous pension adjustment would serve to increase
labor force participation both under the age-70 mandatory
retirement policy and under eprohibd-t4on of'mandatory
retirement. It was estimated that, if pension plans were
revised to encourage Pater retirement the number.of men age
60-70 in the labor force in the year 2000 would- increase by
49,100 in the age-70 case, and,by 67,700 with no mandatory
retirement. .

k......,_

* I
Conc.usions. Several important conclusions may be draw from
these projections of the laborsupply effects of altern

:Livemandatory retirement policies. First,"the downwar4 tre d in
the labor force participation of older men tha,t has prevailed

,,

ti
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ifarNtwo decades should be reversed, at least temporarily, by
tht 1978 ADEA Amendments unless other economic forces-o4fseAt
ttte ffectseattributable to,the new age-70 mandatory retirement
OXicy. However, the long-term decline in older men's.labor
forge participation. should resume in the mid- to late- 1980's,
abappt other significant policy.change or economic. trends tHat
departe4harply from previous long-run experience. Elimination
of mandatory retirement would constitute such a policy change,
and in this case the projections found that older men's,labor
force participation would rise not only immediately after
enactment of such a policy but would also continue to rise
slightly over the longer run.

A secondconclusiorAs that the order of magnitude of the
&crease in the workforce that should result from the age-70
policy (a 5-percent increase) found in other_studies was
confirmed here and found to apply even when viewed over t long
period of time.

6

Third, the total elimination of mandatory retireg),ent would have
a similar impact (a.5-percent increase) on the male workforce
when compared to the labor force participation expected under
tHe age-70 policy. Taken together,-the 1978 Amenaments and

. further Congressional action to eliminate manaatory retirement
would-add 412,300 men age 60-70 to the labor force. Thus,
elimination, of mandatory ratirementi while helpful to
employment aspirations in thousanas of individual cases, would
be expected to have a margigal impact on the overall labor
force that is no greater than the.impact of setting the age at
70 vs. 65.

Finally, targeted pension adjustments such as an increase in
the rate of benefit accruals for delayed retirement can be
expected to increase older workers' labor force participation,
but unfocussed reforms (such as an across-the-board cut in
social security benefits) should not a priori be assumed to
stimulate a delay in retirement simply.by virtue of
constituting a reduction in available retirement income.

1. Methoaology

a. Overview

The long-run impacts of alternative mandatory retirement
policies reported here were developed using a.series of .

micro-level simulation models. The basic data base used as
input was the March 1973 Current Population Survey and'
Social Security Earnings Records (CPS-SER) Exact tatch
File. This data base, developed jOintly .by the Can4us
Bureau and the Social Security Administration is the

0
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March 1973 CPS Sample w ith the demqgraphio supplement
matched with the sample's Social Security records.
Included in the Social Security data on the tile are each
person's covered wages for each year since 1951 and each

, year's quarters of coverage since1937. Having Social
Security quarters and covered wage data was important for .

theproject. vAs shown in .the analysis performed by
.Burkhauser and Quinn (See Part IV) the amount of the,Social
Security benefit is an important-determinant-of the timing
of the retirement decision. Workers reaching retirement
age in 2000 will have Social Security benefits based on
earnings back to the mid=1950s.

For this project, a subsample of half the March 1973
CPS-SER was used. Thir sample was aged year-by-year from
1973 to the iear2000 using the Family Earnings History
(FEH model. This model updates a sample by determining
for e h year for each person in the sample whether the
person' basic demographic status will change and what
his /her labor force,activity and earnings will be. Basic
demograp is characteristics that are updated are age,,
marital tatuq, educational, attainment, diSability status,
number ofchildren for women,' and whether the person will
die. Lab r force characteristics updated are participation
in'the labor force, wage rate, hours worked, and hours
unemployed. Any or all of the chanacteristics of the
person updated can be saved as longitudinal variables and
added to the person's CPS-SER record. For this analysis,
simulated earnings for each year after 1,972 were saved de
each person's record to be able to calculate S dial
Security benefits in the year 2000 op any earlie ear.

The output file from the ikH model with each person's
.

chara4teristics for the year 2000 and earlier years was
used as input into a second Simulation model. The JOBS
model added to.each person's records job histories to 'match
thelaborforcehistoriesThese histories included number.
of jobs heldi the years the jobs were held, the industry of
the job, and whether the worker was covered by a private
pension plan on the jab. These data were needed to compute
employer pension benefits -- another majordetermfnant of- the,
timing of the retirement decision:

Using the data from the 1973 CPS-SERf& augmented by data
from the FEH and JOBS models, it was possible to put
together all of'the data required to simulate retirement
using the retirement decision model. Beginning at age 58,
potential Social Security and employer pension benefits
could be calculated foreach year. Social Security
benefits were computed using a special simulation routine
whidh computes retired worker; benefits as they, are a ually

81-662 0 - 81 - 13
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current Social Security law., A special set
was developed for imputing private. pension
ed on data on pension coverage and job tenure
1973 CPS -SEJ by the JbRS model'and earnings
added by the FEH model. Mandatory retirement
the worker's age 58 job were.eilso added to

ted 1973 CPS-SER. file. These were fmputed
ker and job characteristics added to the file
s'basedlibn findings fquo-D01. surveys.

of the retirement decision model was the last".
ating the longer-run impact of alternative
tirement policies: This simulation model was
eareh carried out by Burkhauser ano Quinn under
ask of this sable project. The retirement model
e age at which, persons in the labor force at
retire. 'Mks model adds to the basic data
e of retirement. Includeain the determinants
t is whether the worker is subject to mandatory

what' ate. It.-

44ata:q.4 clevelOpken aye sumLrized in
the discussion Ofigg fellbu,ftbe.r:ilrement

akis deicribed fir ,-.prior fihtwie of.iti
dmentssand basic behaiioraltfunctions Sizpuld
sequent discussion more meanipgful.

ent Decision Model_

ent decision model is based-on the research that
d Burkhauser and Joseph Quinn completed for the
They data from the Social Sedifrity

ion's Longitudinal Retirement History Survey
udy the determfnant-s-of the decisMil to retire.
us of their Work was the impact of mandatory
age limits on this decision. Other important
n their analysis were Social' Security and
nsion wealth and changes in these types of
retirement is delayed. This,research is
Part VI of this report. The remainder of this
cribes the Burkhauser/Quinniretirement decision
plemehted in a microanalytr imulatLon modeling

not subje&C to immediate mand tory_retirement,
ent decision model is a two-st e stochastic
del. n the first stage, a prob bility is
for whether a worker will change jobs ddring the
ulation year or stay on the same job.
er leaves his/her job, the second state in the
determines whether the worker will take a new

V
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A

Steps _in Development of Data Base for

Year 2000 Application of the Retirement Decision Model

/

. Base Year Data File

Match 73 CPS -SER Fsiact Match File with

S al Security Histories through 1972

.f Earningsand Eaings History Modellicatione

Data added: demographic ap4 labor force '

characteristics for each year 1973-2000..

1 .

Application of JOBS Model

Data added: jobs held, years each held,
industry of each job and private penlion
coverage ., . ...

. .

.
, ..

APpliCatiandICSOCIA1SACUBitridgdel,
- ..._.y t

Dati'added: sociar secUility retired ''
.

workers benefits,from age 58 to age 71

'Allit
_

Employer Pension Assignment,

Data added: normal retirement age, early
retirement age, immediately payable pen-
sion benefit for.each age 58-70

J,
Mandatory Retirement Provision Assignments

Data added: whether'worker subject to
mandatory retirement and mandatory re-
tirement age under age 65 and age 70
mandatory retirement statutes

1
Retirement-Decision Model

Data added: computation f social security

and employer pension wen and year and

age of retirement .

1 0 0
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job or leave the labor foroe.° A probability of iocepting a
aiw job is oomputs0 based on the worker's oharacter-
istios. If the worker'does not take a new job, heishe

'retires.' The year of retirement is recorded, all future
years of labor forte particigatien for the worker are
-recorded as'onot in-:,the labor toNSe," and the simulation

.for this person terminates. . ,, l

The following set of worker charaoteristics are used to
` .6ompute probabilitiesof ohanging jobs andof accepting a

newjobl,
)

Variable Name Definition

HLIM Disability status
MANRET" Mandatory retirement status
MSTAT Mdrital status
FULLPP Pull employer pension bedefit status
REDPP Reduced employer pension benefit status
&WEN Social seourity and full,employer

4pension benefit statue', v i ,

SSRBEN 4 Sooial security and reduced employer
- pension benefit status ,,fil;

SSBY2 Social security eligibility Statas
'1mm Wage ra

,CHGSSW Change in ocial Security wealth
if retirementis delayed

CHGPPW Change in employer pension wealth if ,
retirement is delayed ,,,

SSW Social Security wealth ._
RPW Employer pension wealth "

. ,

Because Burkhauser, and Quinn dia not, analyze reentry into
the labor foroe after ,initial retirement, no provision for
reentry is made in this model. Hence, all retirements are
permanent withdrawals from the la*or'force. Moreover,'
workers who were not in the lab'or forte at age 58 for
whatever reason are assumed never to reenter.

The basic outputs of the retirement model are: (1)
whelAer work were between ages 60 and 70 were
re red in the las year of simulation;* and.(2) the year
(and age) that the retirees withdrew from he labor foroe.
o. Development of Basic Data Base. lication of the
retirement model to future years req ed a sample
representation of the future poPilati n with the variables
used \by' the model known for each pers n in the sample.
The starting voint for developing sue a samplerfor the
years 1985, 1990 and 2000was a subs ple of the Maroh
1973 CPS.SER Exaot Matoh File. This file is an exaot
matoh of the Maroh 1973 Current Pop ation Survey (CPS)

1 1
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with Social Security summary earnings records (SER). The
eubsemple used for the projections included a subsample of
almost ,30,000 families (59,000 persons) from the total CPS
sample of almost 60,000 families.

4.1

The 1973 sample of 59,000 persons was updated year by year
using the Family and'Earnings History (FEH) model which
updates a sample by simulating mar by year the basic
demomphic and fabor force eve fge that affects a
real-lifesaMple of the population. For example, each,
year, each person in the saniPlIris assigned a probability
of dying based on age, race, sex, education, marital
status and, fOr women, parity. Whether the person is
actually assumed to die is then determined by comparing a
randop number drawn from a uniform distribution with the 4
Rerdon'i individual probability of dying. When a person
dies, the spouse has his/her marital status changed to
widowed, and any other necessary changes in the family are
made. As with other events simulated by the model,
probabilities of dying are adjusted over time to reflect
expected future trends in mortality.

The entire set of events updated by the FEH model is
listed in Table 1, along with the variables used in \determining the updated status each year. For the
non -labor force parts of he model, the variables selected
to determine the probability of major events occurring
were selected.almost olely because they are strongly
correlated-with*.these events. Thus, the individuk
modules are not behaviors' models in the usual sense.
Theyare intended merely to produce an accbrate
representation of the population in a,number df important
dimensions such as marital status by #.0ucation, age, race
and sex, families appropriately distr15uted by region with
the appriopriate number and ages of children, and a proper
distribution of education among adults. Hence, the
non-labor fbrce modules are generally simple and designed
so that their outputs can be easily, controlled by the

,researcher to match, for exampleo,projections of
fertility, marital status and other important demographic
trends. The labor force modules are more complidated.
These are more behavioral and ilave been based on extensive
original research. Careful attention is paid to the
variance of earnings over time, to the movements of women

-----fn-and out of the labor force, and to wage rate and hours
differentials:between demographic groups.

The output from the FEH model is an uRditted sample,,of the
population for any desired future, simulation year; Years
simulated for this stu7y wers 1985, 1990, and 2000. The
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TalilezI-. Determinants of Major Events Simulated by
the Family and Earnings History (FEH) Model

Event Simulated Determinants

Birth Marital status, age, race,
education, number of previous

live births.

Death Age, race, sex, education, marital
status, parity of women, current
simulated year.

Leaving home Age, race, sex, 'presence of own child

Marriage 'Age, race, sex, education,.whether
previously married, current simu-

lation year.

Divore# Length of marriage, current
simulation year.

Educational Advance

Interregional move

Age, race, sex, education of
head of family, number of grades

completed.

Age, sex, education, and marital
status of family head or single
individual,'durition of marriage,
'region and current SMSA size.

Disability Age, race, sex, education, marital
status, whether disabled in .

previous year.

Labor force participation AAN, race, sex, presence of
disability, whether partilipated
in previous yearomarital status
and presence of child under six

for women,

Hours of labor supplied

. .

Hours of unemployment

Wage rate

,

Age, race, sex, education, marital
status, presence of child under
six, expected wage, labor force
supply in previous year.

Age, race, sex, education, marital
status, presence of child under
six, unemployment in previous
year, aggregate unemployment rate.

Age, race, sex, education, marital
status, region, disability status,
wage in previous year.

4110'
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data record of each person includes the person's age,

race, sex, marital status, labor force status, disability
status, earnings, hours of work and unemployment, region

of residence, and several other charateristics in the

simulation. Attached to the person-record is also a
record of the person's labor force participation history,

earnings history, disability history and marital status

history. These longituainal variables are important
elements for developing the Social Security and employer
pension benefits thaNre needed as input into the

retirement decision model.

In order to carry out the final computation of Social

Security and pension wealth, for the retirement model, it

was necessary to simulate a job history to'go with a

worker's earnings history. The purpose of the job history

was to isolate periods of employment not covered by Social

Security to assure reliable calculations of Social
Security benefits and to identify the length of emplophent

spells with individual employees for computing employer

pension benefits.

Job histories are simulated using the

model processes the'labor force -partickpatidn and earninge

history of each person in an output file frouthe FEH
model and attaches to the record of each person a set of

job records for each job held through age 58. Each job

record records-the year the worker started the job, the

year heAhe.left the job, the industry for the job, and
whether the worker was covered by a single-employer
pension plan, a multi - employer pension plan or was not

covered. A new job record is created- each time a person'

enters or leaves the labor force and each time the person

is simulated to have a job change'while in%the labor

force. A maximum of one job.chatge is simulated for any

given simulation year.

d. Social Security Benefits and Wealth. The outpbt

file created by the FEH model and augmented by the JOBS

model is the input filelfor a special, programxiesigned to

compute Social Security retired worker benefits. For the

labor'force particip-ition history, earnings history, and

job record, the Social Security'simulator constructs a

Social Security--covered earnings histbry for each worker

wbo was between the age of 58 and 70 in the projection
year--1985, 1990,'or 2000 in the case of this analysis.

Tills covered earnings history excludes: (1) earnings in

the non-covered federal, state and local employment; and

(2) earnings above the Social Security taxable maximum for

each year. The final coverage earnings history is

wage-indexed using weights, appropriate to the year the

worker turned age O.

c.
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On the basis of the worker's covered earnings history, a"
Social Security benefit is computed for each worker for
each age beginning at age 58 and continuing through age 70
(or the age in the projection year if younger). The
benefit computed' at each age assumes the worker stops
Norking entirely at the current ag-e and does not resume
work at some later age..

The gkenefit at each age is reraded on the worker's output
record. If the worker is not'yet age 62, the benefit the
worker would be eligible eo receive at age 62 if not
working is recorded. If the worker is age-eligible (62 or
older), th6, amount of the immediate benefit if the worker
stopped working is recorded.

41. At each ate, quarters of coverage are checked to make sure
that the apprbpriate quarters' requirements are
fulfilled. If the worker fails the \covered quarters

.requirement,'a zero, benefit is recordbd to the age. Also
recorded on each worker's record is the amount of Social.

--, Security taxes the worker would pay if he/she continued to
work ddring the current year. These tax amounts are used
in the Social Security, wealth computation.

,

e. Employer Pensions and Wealth. onial security
benefits and wealth were computed us only data
generated by the sfuluAted nedels' and tal statistics

P data on survival rates. Assignments of employer pension
amounts rely on data from several sources.

Basic employer pension coverage was derived from the JOBS
model. Only the job held at age 58 is relevant for use in
the retirement decision model. This is largely because
ebanges iepension wealth are primarily derived from
increases in benefits payable from the cur=rent employer's
pension pled. Vested benefits which become payable at a
specified age may affect a worker's deciSion to retire,
for they increase pension wealth at that time. However,
we were not able to take account of vested benefits from
previous jobs in the analysis. Hence, the coefficients
are based'only on pension wealth derived from the current
employer.

Workers assigned pension coverge-by the JOBS model on the
jobs they held at age 58 are assigned employer pension
benefits in several stages. First, coveredprivate sector
workers are assigneeate attd years of service requirements
for normal retirement under the employer's pension plan.

.
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Next, they are assigned age and service requirements f6r
early employer pension benefits. Then, the n0mal and
early requirements are compared with the worker's tenure
on his/her current job to determine the age he/she would, -
be eligible for a normal retirement benefit and the age at
which he/she could fi t be eligible to receive an early
benefit.. Fi ally, regression procedure is used to
determine t amou of the normal retirement benefit, and
reduction fa are used to reduce the normal benefit
for early acceptance.'

When the worker reaches normal retirement age, he/she is
given the full, Unreduced benefit. The benefit is never
increased thereafter. The stream .of potential private
pepsion benefits is used to compute employer pension
weUlth and changes in employer pension wealth needed as
inputs into the retirement decision model.

f. Mandatory Retirement Provisions. In the retirement
decision model, an important determinant of when a worker
will retire is the presence of a mandatory retirement
requirement. Special tabulations of the DOL survey data
were used to de elop procedures for assigning mandatory
retirement prov ions to workers inthe simulation.. Two
separate mandato retirement ages wereassitgneed to each
worker - -a pre-1978 mandatory retirement age, and a
post-1978 mandatory retirement age.

To assign's pre-1978 mandatory retirement age, it %As
first necessary to determine, whether the worker was

,,subject to mandatory retirement on hia/her.age-58 job. An
analysis of tabulations from the DOL surveys indicated
that sex was not strongly correlates with whether a worker
was subject to mandatory retirement. However, pension
coverage and industry were strangdetermin4nts. Table'2
ghats the7probability.of being subject tq/mandatory
retirement by employer pension coverage and industry of
employment. r

---,-Workers subject to mandatory retirement are assigned'a7
mandatory retirement age based on whether they are cofered
by an employer pension Over 90 per-bent of workers

'subject to mandatory retirement prior to the 1918 ADEA
Amendments were subject to an ag9,7.65 requirement.

Tabulations of the.DOt survey data showecithat the most
important deterhinant of whether a worker was subject to
mandatory retirement after the passage if the 1978 ATJEA
Amendments was whether---the-workers-had-been--subleet-,tti
mandatory retirement before the pasagge of the

19,6
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riculture,
Forestry
and Fisheries

ng and Construction!

(2Transportation2

Table 2., Probability ofBeing'Subjeit to Mandatory
Retirement Prior to the 1979 ADEA Amendments,
by Industry and Pension CoVbrage

nufacturing

Utilities and Communication,

Tra:de

Finance, Real-Estate
and Idiurance

.Services '
.0'r.

Private Pension Coverage

Not Covered Covered

.128 .328

.128 .328

.369 .709

.444 .790

.444 .790

.200 :52r"...

.517 .786

.231 .467

Agriculture, forestry', fish ries and mining and construction were combined.
2. Transportation, 'utilities an communication were combined.

-- SOURCE: Special tabulations of D0Z survey data.

I
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amendments. Table 3 shows the proportion of workers who
were subject to mandatory retirement in early 1980 by
whether their employees had a mandatory retirement age in
1977. The proportions are shown separately by pension
coverage status and sex. Robghly 12 to 15 percent of
workers with employers who had a mandatory retirement age
prior to the 1978 ADEA Amendments were not subject to
mandatory retirement in early 1980. In response to the
amendments raising the minimum permissible mandatory
retirement age to 70, the employers of these workers
Simply dropped a mandatory retirement altogether. Since
the passage of the 1978 ADEA Amendments, a few employers-
who did not previous* have a mandatory retirement age
instituted one. In general this was unusual. However,
3.3 percent of the women covered' by pension plans who were
with employers with no mandatory retirement age in 1977
were subject to mandatory retirement in 1980. This could
indicate the beginning-of a slight trend for employers who
hire large numbers of women; .

The Proportions in Table 3 were used in the simulation to
determine the procedure of manda ry retirement
requirements under current law. 11 workers currently

.

subject to mandatory retirement w, re assigned a mandatory
retirement age of 70. Less than one percent of the
workers in the DOL survey were covered by mandatory .

retirement provisions witha'later age.

g. Wage Rates. In estimating the six sets of equations
that are the heart.of the retirement decision model,
workers' actual wage rates were not used. Instead,
expected wage rates were calculated from wage rate
regressions for workers age 58-61. The wage rates used in
the'retirement decision model were imputed usin4,the same
procedures.

Uh
. \

e wage rate imputation equations were estimated
separately for blue collar and white collar workers. *
Moreover, a more detailed breakdown of occupation's is used
within the broader blue collar/white collir dichotomy.
The JOBS model, which produces the workers' job histories,
includes an Vhter-industry mobility model. However, It
does not include a model of occupational mobility. Hence,,.
a set of proces had to be developed to assign
occupations' to kers at age 58.

Once occupation is assigned, it is possible with data from
other, parts of the simulation to compute the imputes wage
rate per hour at age 58. For each cycle through the-__
retirement decision model, the wage rate is updated f
.

r
fi

N1f+

198
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Table 3. Proportion of Workers Subject to Mandatory
Retirement After the 1978 ADEA Amendments
by Pre-Amendmeht Status,' Se: and Private
Pension Coveisse.

Whether Subject to ,

Mandatory le irement in 1977'

Sex of Worker and Private
Pension Coverage , Yes No

. .

Not Covered By a Private Pension
Male .890 .009
!wale .861 .006

Covered By a Private Pension

I Male .
.867 .008

Yowls .821' .033

1. Numbers is,cells are the proportiooe-of wo rs subject to mandatory
retiremenE in early 1980 after the 1978 ADEA Am *Wants became effective.

SMOG: Special tabulations of DoL survey data.
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changes in agexan4 tenure. Whenworkers are simulated to
take on new jobs.in the retirement decision model, thewage rate imputation procedure is repeated, with tenure
*reset to zero and then updated from this new base.

2. Research Findings.

a. Descriptions of Policy Experiments. The data bases.and the retkrement decision model described were used to
estimate.older workers' labor force participation
under three alternative mandatory retirement policies.

The first policy was a continuation of the law'in effect
prior to passage of the 1976 ADEA amendments. Under hislaw, workers could be required to leave their jobs at age65 at the earliest. ,(The distribution of mandatory .

retirement provisions actually faced by private sector
workers under pre-1978 law'is described in detail in.PartI). Prior to the 1978 ADEA 'amendments, 56 percent ofprivate sector Yorkers over age 40 wereAeubject to
mandatory retirement. Of these workers ,90 percent were .subject to age-65 mandatory retirement. An additional 6
,pereent were suject to mandatory retirement at ages 66 for69. Finally, 4 percent were subject to mandatory
retirement at age 70.- The simulations assume this
distribution would not have changed greatly between nowand the year 2000 without a change in the law.

The second mandatory retirement. policy simulated is thecurtent,law. this law specifies 70 as the earliest
mandatory retirement age butfor a few exceptions. Ofpriyate sector workers 40 or older to early 1980, 47
percent were subject to mandatory retirement. With rareexceptions the mandatdry retirement age for these workerswas 70. The simulations assume there will,be no change inthe percent of workers subject to mandatory retirement or'in the age requirements between now and the year 2000
without legislation to raise the, legal minimum age.

The third mandatory retirement policy simulated assumes
mandatory retrrementslas eliminated effective January 1980.

A
A fourth set of simulations were also run as tart of this s.research. These simulations attempted to estimate the'impact on older workers' labor force participation of notonly raising or eliminating the mandatory retirement agebut also of,requiring employers to offer fair increases. in
retirement benefits to employees who continue to work
after fulfilling the age and service requiremants for
normal retirement. 'Currently, many pension-plans do not

4
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v..

permit any benefit increases after a worker is eligible
for normal retirement. According to the DOL plan sponsor

SIhs

survey, 25 to 40(percent o workers ate covered by, plane
that permit no benefitvinc ases to workers eligible for
normal retirement. Of the a ost 60 percent of workers in
plans that explicitly permit benefit increases, more than
a third can recelS.e only limited benefit increases after
normal retirement eligibility. Many of the plans which do
not explicitly restrict further benefit accruals after
normal retirement eligibility do so implicitly. Many
plans place maximums on years of creditable ,service, have
maximum benefit limits, and place other restrictions on
benefits, especially those paid to long-service or .

high-wage employees.*

The fourth simulation assumed that all provisions which
retrict benefit accruals after normal retirement
eligibility would be prohibited by law. Furthermore, the
simulation assumed employers would be required to give
near actuarially fair increases in benefits to worker who
were eligible for normal retirement benefits but continued
to work. "Near actuarially fair" was defined as a
10-percent increase in the benefit for each year
retirement was postponed between age 65 and 70.* For
workers who were eligible for normal retirement before age
65, the simulation assumed a 5-percent increase in
benefits for each year retirement was postponed.

b. Basic Findings for Men.

1. .Labor Supply Effects of Mandatory Retirement Policy.
Options

The initial cross-section sample of 60,000 persons in 1973
yielded samples in he 60-70 age brackets for 19851990,
and 2000 that range from 2,292 to 2,541 for men and 2,995
to 3,207 for women. The retirement behavior of these
samples, was estimated under each of the mandatory

Further research would be necessary to evaluate these
requirements.

9
-Th6, 10-percent figure is a crude approximation of wh t

plans eould reasonably be expected to do. For males at ge
65, a truly fair increase based on mortality rates
slightlylower than the current rates would he about 16 or 17,
percent per year between ages 65 and 70. For females, the
'fair increase between 65 and 70 would be roughly 12 to 13
percent a year.
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retirement statutes described above and the results tor
5ach of the' simulation years tabulated. Labor force
articipants,and nonparticipants were tabulated separately
for men and women in the age groups 60-61, 62-64, 65-67
and 68-70. The resulting labor force participation rates
are shown in Table 44 for the years 1985, 1990 and 2000 for
each age group and under each alternative mandatory
retirement policy. .sir

e____Raising the mandatory retirement age increases the labor
force 'ptirticipation rates in all age groups between 60

in70. This is true both in the near future (1985Y and in
the longer run (2000). Among workers 60-64, raising the
mandabory retirement age to 70 increases the labol force
participation only Slightly, however. As expected, the
increase in participation rates is largest for workers
between i65 and 67. Hence; raising the mandatory
retirement age from 65 to 70 increases the labor force
parkicipation rate by nearly 7 percentage points in the
year 2000, which represents an increase of 20 percent in
the number of 65-67-har-old male workers.

Increases in the labor fOrce participation rate of workers
under age 65 and over 67 are very much smaller than for
the 65-67-year-olds. For, 60761-year-olds in the year
2000,the predicted participation increase.sA5y only 7
tenths of' a percentage point. For 62-64-year-olds, the
increase is 1.4 percentage points. These' increases do not I

result directly because of the increase in mandatory
retirement age. Rather, they are the indirect result of
the percent of workers subject to manfttory retirement at
all after the 197_8 ADEA amendments. S shown in Table 3,
the number of workers subject to mandatory retirement is
expected to fall by about 10 percent because of the 1978
Amendents. Furthermore,' as shown by other DOI. ,resear01,_
the probability of a worker's leaving his current job
sometime between age 60 and t53 is higher if the worker is
subject to mandatory retirement. Moreover, the
-irobability of his getting a new job, ratEer than retiring
f he leaves his job, is lower if the worker is subject to

' mandatory retirement. Thus, after controlling for
employer pensions, Social Security and other factors,
workers Subject to mandatory retirement are more likely to
leave the workforce in their early 60'.e. By reducing the
percent of workers subject to mandatory retiremet, a few,

v, additional' workers are predicted to: (1) stay on their ,

'current jobs a year or two longer; anp (2) finiistew jobs
if they leave their current jobs.

ao

OR

202
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Table O. Labor Force Participation Rates of
Older lien Under Alternative Mandatory
Retirement Policies, 1985-2000

O

Year
Age

9S222

Minimum Mandatory Retirement Age
65 70 None Allowed

1985
1

60-61 84.6 85.3 86.5
. 62-64 69.5 69.7 69.9

65-67 33.1 41.0 41.L
68-70 17.6 22.0 27.8

1990. 60.61
2

84.9 85.2 86.0
62-64 68.2 69.5 71.8
65-67

2
32.9 40.4 42.2

68-70 18.6 19.4 23.9 t
2 0003 60-61 87.9 88.\ 89.3

"62-64 67.9 69.3 70.6
65-67 33.4 40.1 42.9
68-70 18.9 19.8 I 23.9

0)
/ * \,.

r

,/

1. Two outlying' estimates were eliminated. Based on five replications.
2. Age 60-61 estimates based on four selected rune. Age 65 rate for

68-70 based on first' seven simulations.
3. Based on seven replications. No juagmental selections.

-j

11
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For workers betwe 6 d 70, the effect of raising the
mandatory-retiremen agefrom 65 to 70 was also very
small, although more than twice as large in percentage
terms than the impact on worRers under 65. The labor
force participation rate, among these corkers rose by 9
tenths of a percentage point.. For this group this
increase r presents almost a 5-pereen1 increase in labor'
force part cipation. This increase fs in part the result

Nor more wo kers having survived in the workforce to age 68
because th y were no longer subject to mandatory
retirement at age 65 or were no longer subject to 3 -
mandatory etirement

As shown in Column 3 of Table 4, eliminating mandatory
retirement altogether results in still further increases
in labor force participation rates among older men. In
moving from age-70 mandatory retirement to no mandatory
retirement, the greatest increase in labor force
participation is among' men 68 to 70. In the year 2000,
the increase from 1.9.8 percent to 23.9 percent
participation is a 21- percent increase In the number.of
men in this age group who are working. The primary reason
for this increase is the difference between the behavior
of men over 65 when they. leave' their current jobs.
According to our job transition results, whether a worker
takes a new job if he leaves his current employer is
strongly dependent on whether the worker is subject to
mandatory retirement. Older men,of all ages are less
likely to seek other jobs if they were covered by '

mandatory retirement on the jobs they'just left. This
effect is especially strong for men who leave jobs After
age 65. Also, the probability that's work6r will lieave
his current job is very high after age, 65. According to
the results, 47 percent of male workers 65 or older can be
expected to leave their jobs sometime during the next two
years. In the year 2000 With age-70 mandatory retirement,
34 percent of these workers are predicted to seek and find
new jobs. With the eliminatiel of mandatory retirement,
39 percent of workers over 65 who, leave their jobs' are
expected to seek and find new jobs. This resultslin a
15-percent increase In the-probability that workers who
leave their jobs will continue to work in ether jobs for
at least one more year. r r-

.The increases in labor force participation-rhtes or
workers 61141are smaller than those-tor-worke5s etween-
68 ad *.' However, the increase in the absolute umber of '

pen 65- 7 in the labor force would actually be
larger roughly 200,000 vs. 100,000 for den 68-7C. As

81-662 0 - 81 - 14
204

!
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with the oldest age groups shown in Table 4, the-increase
in labor force participation of the younger groups is
accounted for primarily by the differences in behavior
between men subject and not'subject to mandatory
retirement at some time but not immediately.

Before discussing differences in the impact of alternative
s"-Th mandatory retirement policies, some of the trends in Table

.4 need explanation.

Although .whether a workers gets a new job if he leaves his
employermployer was a ,very dominant factor in explaining

responses to alternative mandatory retirement policies,
whether workers leave their current jobs is the most
important factor in determining the trends over time in
Table 4 with an age-'65 mandatory.retirement policy. Table
5 shows the major factors in the model which influence a
workers's decision to leave his current job, the direction
of the impact of each variable for each age group, and the
time trend bf each variable for each age group.

Workers 58 to 61 who are deciding whether to leave their
current, jobs during the forthcoming year are less inclined
to leave their jobs if they have substantial amounts of
Social Security and pension wealth and can expect
significant increases in such wealth by remaining with
their current employers. They will also be less likely to
leave their current jobs the higher their expected wage
rates over the forthcoming year. Between 1985 and 2000,
all of these factors experienced positive growth And,
hence, reduced the probability that workers 58-61 would
leave current employment. 1

The 62-64-year-olds in Table 4.fL1 partly in the first
and partly in the second retirement decision age groups in
Table 5. For workers 62 to 64,eSeercial Security and
employer pension wealth have just the opposite effect they
have on the yo nger age groups - -the greater the pension
wealth, the gr ter the probability the worker will leave
his current job As both Social Security and pension

t wealth increase during the simulation, the proportion of
workers in this age group who left their current jobs also
increased.. On balance, the trends in Social Security and
employer pension wealth and the change in Social Security

A wealth 5iminated, and the labor force participation rates'
of 62-64-year-olds fell somewhat between/1985 and 2000.

0
The 65-67-year-olds in Table 4 fell partly in the second
retirement decision age group in Table 5 and partly in the
third age gr.:oup. The direction of the effect and,chwegesf

--;
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Table 5. Sumnary of Trends in Mador Determinants
of Leaving the Current Job by Age of
Male Worker, 1985-2000

impact on Trends in
Probability Variable
of Leaving between

Atte Grout Variable Current Job 1985 and 2000

58-61 'Social Security Wealth negative ."-ilt:eased
Employer Pension Wealth negative ine3mased
Change in Social Security Wealth negative increased
Change. in Employer Pension Wealth negative increased
Eligibility for Employer Pension positive increased
Imputed Wage Rats negative increased

62-64 Social Security Wealth positive increased
Empl er Pension Wealth positive increased

-- Change in Social Security Wealth negative decreased
Change in Employer Pension Wealth negative ,Ancreased

NC
Eligibility fon Employer Pension positive ' decreased
Imputed Wage Rate : negative :, increased

65-67 Social Security Wealth positive decreased
Employer Pension Wealth negative -increased
Change in Social Secirity Wealth negative decreased

. Change in Employer Pension Wealth negative decreased
Eligibility for Employer Pension 1 positive no change
Imputed Wage Rate negative no change

tg
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between 1985 and 200G in the values of the major variables
affecting leaving the current job were discussed above for
62-64-year-olds except for employer pension wealth. For
workers over 65, larger amounts of employer pension wealth
reduce the probability Of leaving the current job. There
is no obvious explanation for the direction of this
effect. If there will be a large pension increase from
staying on the job an additional year, the worker is more
likely to remdin than.otherwisb. On the other hand, if
the worker is eligible for an immediate benefit, he is
more likely to leave.

Since the trends in all of the pension wealth and change
in. wealth variables were in the direction of reducing the
probability of workers over 65 leaving their current jobs
during the next year, between 1985 and 2000 the labor
force participation of, the 68-70-year-olds increased.

Table 6 summarizes older: workers' labor force responses in
the year 2000.ffue to changing the mandatory retirement age
from; (1) 65 to 70; and (2) from 70 to elimination of
mandatory retirement. The responses are percentage
increases in the labor force participation rates of the
age groups.

Because.of the recent change in the mandatory retirement
age from.65 to 70, we can expect increased labor force
participation among all ages of workers between 60 and
70. The largest increase will be among workers 65 to 67.
Their labor force participation will increase 20 percent.

. The labor force participation rates of the other age .

groups of older men will increase much less.

Moving from the current age-70 mandatory retirbment policy
to elimination of mandatory retirment will increase labor
force participation rates even more. As shown In the last
column of Table 6, the additional response of 60-64 year
olds will be as large as the response of these workers to
the change from age 65 to 70 mandatory retirement. The
response of 65-6/ year olds to elimination of mandatory
retirement will not be as great as their response to
changing the mandatory retirement age from 65 to 70;
however, it will still be substantial._ The labor force
participation rate of the group will rise by an additional
7 percent.

The largest long-run labor force response to eliminating
mandatory retirement would be among workers 68 to 70. In
the absende of other offsetting changes, the labor force
participation rate of this group would LIreaSe by about
21 perceht.

G.
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.Table 6. Pereentige Increases in Male Labor Force
Participation Rates in the Year 2000
Resulting from Alternative Mandatory
Retirement Policies

AgliCroup

60-61

62-64

4-`65 -67

68-70 44

1

Percentage Increase in Male'taboi Force
Participation Rates in 2000 for Change
in Mandatory Retirement Age:

From Age
65 to 70

From Age 70 to
No Mandatory Retirement

0.8 0.8

2.0 1.9

20.0 7.0

4.8 20:7

2O8

./
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Clearly, in tfie absence of other offsetting change, the
change enacted in 1978 will increase the labor force

' participation of older workers significantly. Elimination
of mandatory retirement gould result in further increases
of a lesser but still significant magnitude. The next
section shows estimates of the actual number 'of older
workers under alternative mandatory retirement pg..],icies.

2. 'Adjusting Labor Force Participation to DOL Projections

During the simulations which created the basic data sets
for 'the analysis, no trend was imposed on,iabor force
participation rates. To the contrary, these rates were
maintained at their/1985' levels in order to more easily
isolate the impacts of the major retirement decision
variables in the model.

Labor force participation, rate projections are usually
projections of monthly average rates. The simulation
models, hoirever, 'produce rates based on 4ork experience
during the year. Thus, in order to compare the simulated
rates with rates projected by'the Department of Labor, the.
DOL average monthly rates were converted to annual work
experience rates. The resultidg labor force participation
rates and the projected number of male workers in each age
group are shown in columns one and two of Table 7 under an
age-65 mandatory retirement policy.

The third bolumn in Table.7 shows the number of additional
older males who are predicted to continue working at the
turn of the century because of the change in the mandatory
retirement age to 70. In ell, 217,000 more men between
age 60 and 70 can be expected to be in the workforce as a
result of the recent 1978 ADEA Amendments. This
represents a total increase in labor force participation
of this group of a little over 5 percept. Well over half
of the total increase will be among 65-67 yeaf olds, those
who would have been most directly affected by age-65
mandatory retirement.

According to the predictions of the retirement model, a
substantial additional increase of 195,000 male workers
could result if mandatory retirement were eliminated
entirely. These, workers would repretent a 4.5 percent

'increase in the'age 60170 male workforce above its
expected level with age-70 mandatory, retirement.

2'09
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Table 7. Number of Older Males inthe Labor Force
in the Year 2000 Under Alternative
Mandatory Retiiement Policies

Increase in Workforce for
Mandatory Retirement

Age 65 Mandatory Retirement Policy Change from:
Adjusted Total Age 65 Age 70 tc
Participation Male to No Mandatory

Age Racal Workforce Age 70 Retirement
(Percent) (000) (000)' (000)

60-61. 70.3 1491 12.4 12.2
62-64 54.3 1458 30.0 27.9

65-67 30.7 772 155.5 64.7

68-70 17.4 417 19.3 90.3

Total 4138 217.2 195.1

1

1. Rates from Table 19 adjusted,to be consistent with DoL projections.
Si. text.

r

O
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The largest single impact of eliminating mandatory
retirement altogether would be among 68- to
70-year-olds--an e.stimated additional 90,000 of these
workers would remain in the labor force. As pointed out
earlier, this result would occur priniarily as a sresult of
workers over 65 adopting the behavior of workers currently
not subject to mandatory retirement. These workers are
far more likely when they leave their pre-retirement jobs
to seek new employment, presumably with more flexible
hours, a less demanding workload, or both. Very little of
the impact of removing age-70 mandatory retirement would
be the reAit of workers no lodger bumping up against the
mandatory retirement age. Of the almost 40 percent of
workers expected to be suoject to mandatory retirement at
the turn of the century under current law, fewer than 10
perpent will be actually forced to leave their jobs .

because of mandatory retirement. However, these overall
results indicate that mandatoryrretirement ages affect
employee behavior through a complex process which results
in earlier departure from employment and lack of
re-employment after leaving the current job. Further
research will be required to,explain how mandatory
retirement rules operate to produce these consequences.

3. Sensitivity of Labor Force Participation to Changes in
Social.Security

Social Security wealth and changes in Social Security
wealth are major determinants of the decision to retire.
The simulation results presented thus far have assumed

r current Social Security law would be unchanged between now
and thi tUrn-of the century. This section examines the
sensitivity of the mole labor force participation rates to
change'in Social Security benefits under current (age 70)
mandatory retirement policy and under a policy which
elinlinates mandatory retirement.

Two simple changes Social Security benefits were made for
the sensitivity analysis. The first was an
across -the -beard reduction in benutite Of 10 pepent. The
second was a 26-percent across-the-board reduction. 'The
reftlting 10bor force participation rates for males
between 60 and 70 are shown in Table 8. The first column *

of labor force participation rates (those under current
Social Security law), are from Table 4 These and all
other rates in Table 8 are adjusted to be consistent with
labor force trends projected by the Department%of Labor.
The second and third columns of rate in Table 8 are for
10-percent and -20- percent cuts in Social Security
benefits, respectively.

686
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Table 8. Impact of Across-thee-Board Cuts in Social Security
Benefits on Male Labor Force Participation Rates
in the Year 20001

Male Labor Force Participation Rates

Age-70 Mandatory Retirement
Current Social 10-Percent Social 20-Percent Social

Aae Croup Security Law Security Cut Security Cut

10-61
62-64
65-67
'68-70

701
55.4

3

18.2

71.5
55.7

37.4
19.4

70.4
55.6
33.4

18.9

AteGrzou

Elimination of Mandatory Retirement
Current Social 10-Percent Social
Security Law Security Cut

20-Percent Social.
Security tut

60-61 71.4 71.4 70.3
62-64 56.5 55.2 58.1
65-67 39.5

'
35.5 39.2

68-70 22.0 21.7 21.3

1. Simulated labor force participation rates have been adjusted to be
consistent with BoL projected rates.

1
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Under the current age-70 mandatory retirement poliby,
reducing Social Security benefits 10 percent would
slightly increase the labor force participation rate of
each age group of 60 to 70 year old men. The largest
income would be for men 65 to 67. If mandatory retirement
were el inated, as shown in the bottom hair of Table 8,
the resu would be the opposite. A-10 percent reduction
in Social ecurity would reduce the labor force
participa on of 60 to 70 year old men. The largest ,

decrease ould be for men 65 to 67. Reducing Social
Security enefits 20 percent would produce mixed results
uhder both current mandatory retirement...policy and
elimination of mandatory retirement. The participation
with age groups would rise in some groups ana fall in
others.

The reasons for the results in Table 8 are not Obvious.
They illustrate the complexity of the interaction of the

,factors that influehce the timing of retirement. They
also indirectly illustrate a very fundamental point of the
41,44,A1 dynamics of labor fierce participation' rates among

de workers.

The timing of retirement, defined'here as total withdrawal
from the labor Rprce, is a two-part decision. The first
decision is whether to leave the current job. The second
is whether to seek other more suitable employment or to
leave the labor force. Although the two decisions'are
itsflue.nced by the same set of factors, these factors have
very different impacts on the decision to leave the
current job and seek a new job versus the decision to
retire completely. Furthermore, a particular factor, may
influence different ate groups differently. Further
analysis to explain these, results is in progress.

4. Effects of AdAsting Pension Benefit Acoruals After Normal
Retirement Eligibility

There is currently considerable confusion and a lack of -
solid analysis of how employer pension plans.treat the
accrual of benefits after a worker fulfills all
requirements for normal (unretuced) retirement. In the
analysis of the Retirethent History Survey it was assumed
that benefits of all workers were frozen at.pe point of
normal retirement eligibility. EXcept for government
workers, this assumption was also Used in the simulations
reported earlier.

%
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4q the time the simulations were run, it,was known that'
not all workers' benefits were froien aflItormal retirement
eligibility. In particular, the defined contribution
plans, which cover roughly 20 percent of covered Workers,
must permit increases in benefits if\they continue to
collect contributions. Moreover, data from the DOL
Surveys indLgated that benefit accruals are permitted by

'-,many defined benefit (noncontributory) plans as,Welll

Table 9 showsthe distribution of workers covered by
various types of late,retirement provision. All types of
plans are included. Almost 27 percent Of covered workers
in the D0L Survey seem_ in plans tna-t offer no increases in
benefits- after normal retirement eligibility. An
additional ZZ perenet were covered by plans that have age
and/or service limits on the accOial of benefits. It is
not known how many workers in the survey could reach these ,

limits by or before normal retirement eligib' ty. We do
know that service limitations can be very r
some cases as low as 20 years.

In all, 36 percent of workers virre clearly covered by
plans where benefits continue 46 accrut withoutolimit
after normal retirement eligibility.. In a minority of
these cases (about 14 percent), the'accrual is on some
actuarial basis. In most cases, however, the accrual is
based on the rules for all vorkers'oOvered by the plan.

In short, it is certain that about 36 percent of covered
workers continue to accrue benefits without limit andthat
as many as 22 percent more may receive benefit increases
if they do not exceed age or service limits. 'Epr about 16
percent of workers, whe benefits continue Co accrue
after normal retirement eli bility is unknown..

Table presents results frog a simulation which gave all
covered workers new actuarial enefit increases for
postponing retirement. These crease were'5 percent of
the normal beneelit for each'yea of postpdbement if normal
retirement eligibility occurred efgreage 65 and 10
percebt per year of postponement for normal retirement at
or, after age 65. Currently, using to assumed 6-percent
iterest rate, an aeutarially fair increase in benefits. for
postponing retirement one year would be 16-17'pei-cent,for
men' between age 65 and 70.1rFor t..omen, the fair increase
would be around 12 percent for each retirement' was .

. postponed between 65 and 70. The ower unisex rate of 111
tpercent was selected because of eipeeted incceneases-in
longevity'over the next 20 years and-because pension plans
tend to be conservative in their actuarial assumptions.

..,
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'Table 9. Treatment of Benefit Accruals to
Workers Who Postpone Retirement
Put Normal Eligibility

Plan's Late Retirement Provision Percent of Covered Workers'

No provision in plan for
late retirement

No benefit accruals after
normal retirement eligibility

Continued benefit accruals
subject to age and/or
service limitations

Benefits actuarially in-
creased based on data at
start of retirement

Benefits continue to accrue
with no age or service limits

Total

Number of workers

15.6

26.8

21.6 *s.

4.8

31.2

100.0

2,602

1. Based on tabulations of DA survey data. In 18 cases (0.7 percent),
plan sponsors responded "other." These cases are not included in the table.
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'fable 10. Effect of Requiring Upward Adjustments in
Employer Pension Benefits After the Normal
Retirement Age on Male'Labor Force partici-

' pation6in the Year 2000

.

Croup

Labor Force Participation (in percent) tb:1
No adjustment .
in benefit

Near actua of
adjustme 2

(

60-61

62-64

65-67

68-70

60-61

62-64

65-67 _19.5
68-7Z)

,

70.9

55.4

36.9

18.2

71:4

56.5

22.0

55.4

37.3

20.9

70.6

58.5

40.1

22.6

e in,size

rkforce
')

-25.4

0.0

9.8

64.7

-18.3 '

55.4

15.5

15.1

1. Itbor force ilrticipation rates are aljusted to reflect Del projected treads.
2. Workers eligiblejor normal benefits before age 6S had their benefits increased

5 percent foreachyear iitilresent vas delayed.
Workers eligible_for_norma) junefits_ax_igi 63 of literniad
percent for tacit year retirement was

delayed..

h.
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Und2 the current age-70 mandatory retirement policy, male
labor force participation rates at the turn of the century
would of be much affected by increases in employer
_pension bdbefits for delayed retirement of the magnitude
simulated. In all, only 50,000 more men age 60-70 would
be working. This is a 1-percent increase in labor force
participation-for this group.

For men age 60 and 61, the labor force participatioh
would fall slightly. Some of these men become eligible e
for unreduced benefits as early as age 55, and others
become eligible in their late 50s' By age 60 or 61, their
benefits may have increased byas much as 15 percent. If
some of these workers had been inclined to retire
previoUsly,,they gill be even more inclined to do so with
higher benefits.

Udder current mandatory retirement policy, the effect of
5-percent yeaTtincreases in normal benefits on the labor
force particip ion of 62 to 64 year olds is neutral. On
the one hand, benefit levels are higher. On the other,
the expected change 4n the benefit has gone from 0 to +5
percent. Some workers are more inclined tO stay on during
this initial period when Social Security benefits are also
rising fairly rapidly (about 6.7 percent). Others,
espbcially those subject ko mandatory retiremet, respond
more strongly to the increited level of the benefit and
retire somewhat earlier.

For workers 65 and older, the net effect of the 10-percent
yearly,increase in the normal retirement benefit is.to
increase labor force participation by about 15 percent.
Under current mandatory retirement policy, this is the
only a6. group with a strong response to the 10-percent
increases in delayed normal retirement benefits. By this
age, virtually'all of those covered by mandatory'
retireftnt were out of the labor fOrce. Therefore, few
workers were affected by the additional push out of the
workforce of mandatory retirement.

In the absence of mandatory retirement, the increase in,
labor force particpation from offering increases in
employer, pension benefits after normal retirement would be
somewhat stronger than under age-70 mandatory retirement.
Without mandatory retirement, about 68,000 additional men .
age 60-70 are estimated to be in the workforce. This is a
1.5 percent increase in the workforce as opposed to the 1
percent obsermed_unclPr current age-70 mandatory retirement.

10.
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addition to prviding a larger boot in labor force
participdtion under a policy of no mandatory retirement,
new actuarial increases also enccuraged workers age 62-64
to stay in the workforce an addtitional yeat-or two. This
was not so with age 70 mandatory retirement. Thus, in the
absence of mandatory retirement, more of the older workers
in the labor force would be in their mid- rather than late
60s. it

5. Impact of Mandatory Retirement on Female Labor Force
Participation

The equations on tirement behavior for women were
estimated using a s mple of unmarried, women who were
be ween the ages of 58 and 63 in 1969. These women were

erviewed at two-year intervals through 1975 as part of
t e SocialSecurity Administration's Retirement History
Survey. It was uncertain how well these.equati-ons would\
reflect the retirement behaVior of all women. Prelithinary
simulations indicated the results were a podr
representation for older women. Therefore., the extensive
analysis performed for older men was not repeated for
women.

.1
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SUMMARY

Effects of Exempting Executive Personnel from the Higher
Mandatory Retirement Age. Two years after the 1978 ADEA
Amendments became effective, a DOL survey of the personnej
officers of nearly 3,000 firma and an in-depth case study
of 50 of the firms revealed a great deal of indecision ana\
oo6fusion surrounding firms' use of the authority left them
by.Congress to exempt executives from the increased
mandatory retirement age. Although 20 percent of all
personnel officers'indicated'that their firms either were
using the exemption or were planning to apply it within a
year, nearly 30 pertent said their firms' executives must
retire before reaching age 70. About a fifth of the larger
sample and a thirdVof the case study firms had not made
final decisions about.whether to apply the exemption.

Firms were slightly less likely to mandatorily retire
executives than other employees. However, firms that applymandator retirement to other employees were, significantly
more likey to require executives to retire than were firms
with no mandatory retirement age (72 percent versus 11

N4,percent); nearly two-thiras of the firms requiring
executives to retire did so at ages below 70.

Larger firms and those engaged in manufacturing were more
likely to use.the exemption than other firms. Thus, the
majorimpact of, the exemption has already been felt.
Seventy-five percent of the executives eligible for
exemption work for firms. already using it, and personnel

' officers expected only.a 3-percent increase in the numbers
of eligibles over the next 5 years.

The main reason given by nearly half of the case study
respondents for using the exemption was the need to assure
promotional opportunities for younger workers; cost savings
were also frequently cited.

Although the majority of firms (60 percent of the case
study sample and 80 percent of the larger sample) had not
availed themselves of the exemption at the time of the
survey, case study responses indicate that executive
retirement age was not an issue for them. The firms either
had no older executives, their executives were retiring by
age 65 anyway, or there was no pone}, encouraging retire-ment at a specific age.

Approximately half the non-exemption case study firms
expected their policy to continue, and the remainder had
made no final decision. Future adoptiOn of the exemption

cl
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by these firms will depend one retirement behavior of
the executives themselves. The recent performance of the
national economy and the high inflation rate were expected
to have more effecton executive retirement decisions that
'increases in the mandatory retirement age.

In general, the effect of .the exemption has been to permit
a partial retention of the old retirement age policy for
those firms that have the organizational capability to
administer'a complex policy (the larger firms) and that
have the least growth in executive positions (the manufac-
turing ,firms) and thus the greatest pressure for turnover_
in those jobs: Large firms and the manufacturing sector
have traditionally been more likely to apply mandatory
retirement and pension incentives to their older employees
as a part of personnel policy.

IMPACT OF THE EXEMPTION OF FIRM EXECUTIVES FROM
THE HIGHER MANDATORY RETIREMENT AGE

A. Legislative History of the Executive Exemption

The 1978 Age Discrimination in Employment Act Amendments
(ADEA) permanently and categorically explude from its
provisions only one class of private sector workers--
executives and high-level policymakers with pension
entitlements greater than $27,000 yearly. This exemption
grew out of concerns voiced by spokespersons for the
business community. While the private sector registered
strong reservations about the potential effects of the ADEA
amendments-generally, particularly dire consequences were
predicted should employes not be permitted to force
executives to retire at ages 65. To allay these fears, the
Senate Human Resources Committee voted to exempt certaih
highly compensated executives from the ADEA.

The executive exemption was hotly debated on the Senate
floor. The pros and cons surrounding retention of the
executive exemptiob in the bill are reconstructed below:

Removing,iess Productive Personnel:

Pro:

The exemption is needed to
prevent executive suites
from being cluttered with

. unproductive and incom-
petent personnel.

221
, , 4

Con:

The exemption is unnecessary.
The Act permits the removal of
non-productive employees. Com-
petency, not age, should deter-
mine job performance capability
regardless,of the category of work
involved.
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Removing Less Productive Personnel; (continued)
.

Pro:

It is very aiffioult'to
evaluate the performance
of a top executive com-
pared to other workers.
The exemption spares

r employers the burden of
making competency evalua-
tions. Since objective
performance criteria
are almot impossible to
establish for this group,
it is customary to permit
unproductive older execu-
tives to remain until age
65. If executives could
not be retired until age
70, the energy, vigor,
ingenuity and freshness of
American business would
be sapped, since most
people start flagging at
age 65 if not before.

The exemption saves face
for executives coasting
into retirement, sparing
them the embarassment and
stigma of a competency-
base forced retirement

Mandatory retirement is a
fair, uniform retirement
pol'icy. The exemption
would provide much needed
flexibility to business.
Since nothing in the ex-
emption requires that
executives be retired at
age 65, those performing
extraordinarily valuable
service would most likely
remain on the job.

1,

Con:

While the'practice of permitting
unproductive executives to coast
into retirement might be aggra-
vated by extending the Act's
coverage to age 70, it is the
practice itself which requires
examination. Traditional staf-
fing policies should not be used
as an excuse. Employers must
make the tough decisions on com-
petency they want to avoid. The
exemption is merely a conven-
ience for those unwilling to
face the shortcomings of their.
own ingrained praetices. It has
nothing to do with the-ability
to perform.

It is not fair to save the face
of the few incompetents who
might wish to remain beyond, age
65 at the expgnse of the many
pWorming satisfactorily.

No evidence has been provided
that age is a bona fide indica-
tor of job performance for high-
level executives. Since the
Act provides an exception where
age is actually a factor in an
individual's ability to perform
a:job, the exemption is
unnecessary.

e
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Promotional Opportunities

Pros

An automatic reWement
.. age of 65 for top-level

management personnel is
recognized and widely used
as an effective and proven
way to achieve the regular
and predictable turnover
on which corporations de-
pend to assure constant
replenishment of new ideas
and perspectives at the
top-most decision-making-
levels. Without the
ability to force the re-
tirement of executives at
age 65, employers could
not assure executive level
promotional opportunities
for younger workers.

A logjam in executive re-
tirements would cause good,
wlented people to leave
in the absence of pro-
motional. opportunities.

__Upward mobility of women
and minority group members
moving through middle
management will be stalled,

1
unle s there are top spots
and ncillary promotions
available to them.

The exemption provides a
real benefit to busibess

' while applying to a very
small group who will
suffer no real economic
hardship.

223

Cons

Compulsory retirement is not
necessary to keep lines of pro-
gression open. Corporations
have successfully used other
management techniques such as
limiting ears of service in a
position, increasing pension
benefits for early retirees,
and counseling employees to
achieve desired levels of
turnover. Executives are no
more likely to stay pglist age
65 than other workers.

The argument that younger
workers' ambitions should be a
factor may be unlawful. A federal
court specifically rejected as
illegal the argument that per-
sonnel practices affecting
older workers could be based on a
policy of enhancing the status
of younger ones. The exemption
is discriminatory, arbirtrary and
unjust. It sets the bad precedent
of a categorical exemption to a
civil rights law. It amounts to
class discrimination against
persons with pensions above an
arbitrary level.

The problems raised with execu-
tives' remaining in their jobs
exist in other occupitions as
well. Why should arguments un-
successfully made against rais-
ing the age cap in the Act for
other workers result 19 an
exemption for executivisst
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X ed

In tpe House-Senate conference, agreement was reached on a
modified version of the executive exemption. In response
to concern that low-level managers, supervisors, or blue

.

collar workers could be mandatorily retired at age 65 under
the Senate amendment, the minimum retirement income was
raised to an unindexed $27,000 per year, and the exempt
group wad more explicitly defined as "bona fide_executives"
or occupants of "high policymaking position's" for at least
two years before he/she may be considered exempt., was added
to prevent employers from using executives' promotions to
circumvent the law.

'

The elimination of cost-of-living adjustments to the retire-
ment income floor is somewhat problematic in light of
evidence that considerable effort was expended to define
the exempt population precisely and narrowly. Increasing
salaries and related retirement incomes could greatly
expand the exempt population over time which might alter
the original intent of the provision.

B. Industry Studies of Employer Response to Exemptions

Soon after the 1978 Amendments became law in April 1978,
The Conference Board elicited comments from its four
personnel management council members on the expected impact
and industry-response-to-the law. In-their report, -the
executive exemption was mentioned only once. Many of their
respondents Ore reportea as considering the executive
exemption to be "a key factor_in keeping pr:omotion lines
open." A posslible bonus was also foreseen in a ripple-down

.

effect,' where second -level managers near age 65 and
relu4rept to adjust to new bodness would also plan for
retirkpient at or before age 65, since their bosses must
retire'by then. The Conference Bdard study made no attempt
to ascertain how widely the exemption might be used.

In November-December 1979Nwitt Associates surveyed 900
members of its Compensation Exchange. The published

'results (Hewitt Associates, 1980) revealed that, of the 575
companies responding, 26 percent were using the executive
exemption, 55 percent were not using it,.and 19 percent
were undecided. Their data (Table 1) also show that, among
manufacturing companies, use of the exemption is siggrifi-
cantly related to corporation size, with large corporations
more likely to compel executive retirement at age 65(44
.percent) than'small ones (9 percent). Conversely, small
companies were more likely than latge companies to not use
the exemption (79 vs. 39 percent).v The Hewitt report
speculated that the lower incidence of use of the exemption
among smaller companies and the degree of uncertainty may
change as corporations havemore time to evaluate their
positions.

224
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Use of the #xecutive Exemption Under ADEA
Is the Hewitt Study

tuvoriiitscprunts
ALL NM. 43.5

5 4100..s *mud ltewours $1.111fon) mUl/F041URDe /4480fACURING SURVEY,

7 1100 5100 Alga Eon AX ICS CCO411/4115 CIWAXIES

Use tseeettea 22 42 t2
LIS 44.23 75.al

Si \49
t7.11 25.51

Dee't Use S Si 77 54 212 107 319Iaosetles 75.41 59.21 31.11 57.01 52.71 SS.SS

A

12 31 24 40 107
11.11 13.86 17.10 18.01 19.71 ICAS

. r

Totals 0 lb: 130 144 372 '2133 S7S
300.Ot 143.40 200.02 loco 103.40 100.01

Source: Iltmeitt. "Hot Topics in Employee Renefits," January 1900.
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C. Summary Analysis of Department of Labor Data

Case studies of 50 firms were conducteA in order to analyze
firms' use of the executive exemption. Related questiods
were asked of these firms in questionnaires administered to
personnel departments and pension plan sponsors for a
larger sample of firms. A summary analysis of the case
studies and the data from the larger sample is presented
here.

In the larger sample *nearly 3,600 firms, 20 percent iere
using the executive exemption or plannbd to use it within a
year. Sixty percent were not using it and did not plan to
use it. The remaining firms were undecided regarding
future plans. Large firms and manufacturing firms were
more likely than others to use the exemption.

The,50 case studies revealed that firms using We exemption
gave as their reasons, assurance of promotional
opportaities(about half cited this reason) and cost
savings (cited by a fourth of theseNfirms). Primary
reasons for not using the exemption Ore that: existing
retirement incentives resulted in early retirement; no
eligible executives were near age 65; and the exemption
affected so fewpeopleitwashot_wortmini-strative
burden.

The net result of the exemption thus far appears to be
-that, forthosecase study ft' th-ErEalirnaridat-6Fy
retirement policy, the possibility of keeping the age below
70 for some employees was ah attractive one selected by 44
percent of such firms. These firms are those most able to
adopt complex personnel policies (the large firms)' and
these with an older workforce and less growth in positions
(the manufacturing firms). On the other hand, of the firms
not applying mandatory retirement to its general employees,
very few (8 percent) chose to retire executives before age
70.

1. The Case Study Analysis

- A surprising finding from the case study analysis is that,
two years after passage of the ADEA amendments, about half
of the 50 firms in the case studies were either uncertain
of the implications of the executive exeription, illinformed

its specifics, undecided whether to use it, or in the
pro ess of deciding. Many respondents were largely

' igno nt of the exemption and its implications and, con
sequen ly, gave confusing and sometimes contradictory
answers to questions. The problems of how the exemption

c.
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would be applied and the covered group defined had been
addressed and resolved by relatively few firms, mainly
those with very large labor forces (more than 40,000
workers).

\Firms undecided about the exemption appeared to take one of
\two approaches while their policy is being oeveloped:
(1) the prior mandatory retirement age of 65 was continued
for executives without formal adoption of he°exemption; or
(2) the age was officially raised to 70 for ,the eligible
executives.

Due to the confusion, the prop ion of firms officially
adopting the exemption could not pinpointed, but it is
probably about 40 percent of the 5 firm sample. The very

rge firms (those employing 40,000 r more) and the manu-
fa uring firms were more likely to se the exemption than
the smaller firms or the non-manufacturing firms.

When firms using the exemption were asked what factors
promoted its use, nearly half cited assuring' promotional
opportunities, and one quarter mentioned cost savings.
,Firms also wished to use the exemptfop as a way to remove
selected executives or simply to continue traditional
retirement poiicy.

The majority of the firms did not use the exemption at the
time of the study, and they gavepredominantly -pragmatic
reasons for this decision: existing retirement incentives
were producing satisfactory,results; no eligible executives
were near age 65; the exemption would affect too few people
to justify'the administrative burden. Fewer than one-third
of these firms cited a corporate philosophy of permitting
or encouraging work past age 65 or the need to maintain
equitable treatment of all employees as reasons for not
adopting the exemption.

For most of the case study firms not now-using the
exemption, executive retirement age had not beoome a matter
of importance, but should promotion lines becbme blocked,
upper levels stagbate, or eiecutIve retirement decisions
run counter to the firm's wishes, the exemption would.be
used by most firms that now.find it unnecessary. Fewer
than 30 percent of the 5Q case study firms had made a
definite decision against use of the exemption.

It apPears that the executive exemption is not an issue in
many case study firms because their executives currently

r,retire by age 65. Retirement by age 65 is nearly as firmly
entrenched among non-exemption firms as among firmi using
the exemption. It appears that between 70 and 80 percent

p
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of the eligible executives in the case study sample firms
were exempt.' These estimates are very sensitive to the
sample characteristies, however. If one,extretely large
firm using the exemption is removed, the proportion of
eligible executives that was exempt_drops below 65 percent.

Regardlessof what the precise figures may be, the fact
remains that the majority of.executives forking for lar
firms with a mandatory retirement pokicy are sub ect to
mandatory retirement age of 65, and more .executives are
likely to join their ranks iVhe law remains unchanged:
If executives from firms indi ating that the exemption -

could possibly be used in the future are added to those
already subject to the exemption as many as 85 percent of
these executives wo.uld be forced to retire at age 65.

Although the failure to index the $27,000 pension limit was
expected to contribute'to any increase in the number of
executives eligible for the exemption, the case study firms
do not expect the increase to be substantial over the next
two to five years. The case study firms using the
exemption.expect a total. of 87 more exempt executives by,
1985, an increase of only 3 percent. OnXy one of these,
firms gave the uninaexed dollar limit as'the only reason
for the expected increase; increasing numbers of executive
positions was an equally important factor. in this
projection.

2. . Analysis of the Larger Sample

The results of the analysit of responses to the personnel
items aaministered to the larger sample of firms presented
in Table 2 are in general, consistent with Hewitt's
findings and the-case sbudy analysis. Twenty percent of
the nearly 3,000 respOnding firms in the sample were using
the exemption-dr planned to apply it4witten a. year, 60
percent were not using it and had no plans to use it, and
19 percent were undecided.- Large firms (:those employing
6,000 or more workers) and manufacturing firms were more
likely tp ub the exemption than smaller non-manufacturing
firms. The somewhat lower incidence of use found. in the
DOL sampp is likely to be due to the'inelusion of more
non- manbfacturing firms than Hewitt's sample, and more
small firms than the case study sample.

Evidence of the confusion found in the case study analysis
was also_present in the larger sample. 'Four percent of the
firms not using the exemptions nonetheless required their
executives to retire at an age below 70 years as did 15
percent of undecided firms.

228.
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When the firips'-nandatory retirement policies for
executives and other occupation groups were compared, Table
3 shobis that executives are slightly less likely to be
subject to mandatory-re-tirement than other occupation
groups. Nearly 30 percent of the firms having a mandatory
retirement age for other employees had none for their
executives. Only 11 percedt of the firms had a mandatory.

T

retir ent age for executives but non0yor other
,emplo ees. However, when firms did require their
execu Ives to retire at some age, that age was post often
below 70 years.

Since large firms were more likely to avail them elves of
the exemption, most eligible executives in the sample firths
were already exempt from the 197b ADEA Amendments. Seventy-
five percent of the 75,556 executives were either already
subject to the exemption or would 6e-within a year, a
finding which suppos,te the case study results.

The findings from the larger sample also. confirm that
employers do not expect a significant increase in the
number of executives eligible for exemption. Responding
firms expect that an additignal 2,310 executives will meet
the exemption criteria in aye years, increase of-amly 3
percent. .

-....._
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Comparison of Firms' Executive Mandatory Retirement
Policy to that for Other Occupations

. 40

Required
Executive
Retirement
Aga

Mandatory Retirement Policy for
Sbrveyed Employees' Occupation'

Firms with:

MRA No MRA All Firm;

MRA Below 70 43.6% 8.5% 27.2%

MRA 70 and over 28.5 2.7 16.4

No MRA 27:9 88.8 56.4

Column
Total 100% 100%

(1576) (1388).

All Firms 53.12 46.9% 100%
(2964)

a
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Summary

. This section of the report examines the impact on higher
education of the expiration of the exemption for tenured
college faculty members from the mandatory retirement age

provisioni of the 1978 Amendments to the Age Discrimination in .

Employment Act of 1967 (P4 95-256). uw0

The major questions given attention in this study are: (1)
What are the origins and impact of longstanding mandatory
retirement age policies in higher education? (2) What are the
attitudes of faculty members and administrators to retirement
alid to alternative policips with respect to the age of
mandatory retirement ( including the current exemption and its
expiration)? (3) What are the likely direct (first-round)

0effects of different policies on mandator retirement age
(including the exemption and the expirati n "and (4) What are
the likely adaptations by the higher edu tin sector to the
direct effects of these policy changes?

In attempting to answer these questions, several approaches are,
followed= including examining existing knowledge and data, the
results of two specially designed surveys developed for this
study, several models of institutional and faculty behavior,
and simulations of effects over the next several decades of
continuing the exemption versus allowing it to expire in 1982.

1. Problems and Prospects Facing Higher Education

The impact of a mandatory retirement age change,will depend
in part on the adjustments made by institutitons and their
faculty membes to other problems facing higher education
during the nextdecade. Thus, it is important that these
other issues are understood and considered when the likely
effects of a change in the mandatory retirement age are
examined.

a. Emerging Problems in the 1980s

(1) Enrollment Changes in the 1980s. The
projections for the 19b0s give a mixed picture, wi
some experts predicting deolines in enrollments while
others foresee increases. Mudh of the variation
hinges on the growth of what are :failed
non-traditional students, sinoe the potential for
enrollment growth from the traditional college age

-.population is limited because of declines in birth
during the-late 1960s and the 1970s. The rising
-demand for-higher education by persons beyond the age
of typical college students and for continuing

a
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. education and training could, if strong enough, offset
the drop in demand from the college age population.
The net result'is not yet clear, however, and this
accounts for the great uncertainty about the impact of
enrollment changes on therlemand for faculty members
in the 19808.

The import.4of prospective enrollment declines should
be clear. In an era of growth it will be easier to
accomodate the expiration of the mandatory retirement
age exemption because institutions might not need to
significantly reduce their rate of hiring of new young
faculty members. Lf no enrollment growth is likely,
this will force more suostantial reductions in new
hires until a new stable pattern orretirements
emerges in response to the demise of the exemption. ,

If enrollments actually decline significantly, layoffs
of already..employpd faculty may be required to
accomodate these delines. whatever happens, certain
types of institutions, namely the four-year liberal
arts colleges, will continue to be heavily dependent
on the traditional college student population for
their enrollments. Hence, they are most likely to be
adversely affected.

(2) Aging'of Faculty Members. The aging of faculty
members is almost inevitable, given the extensive
hiring of new faculty members to staff the enormous
expansion of higher education in the 1960s, the slower
growth of the early 1970s, and the minimal growth
projected for the 1980s. The impact of this aging is
less clear. WithOut doubt, if the exemption is
allowed to lapse and the mandatory retirement age
rises in affected institutions from 65 to 70, over
time an increasingly,larger propdrtion of faculty-
members will have the opportunity to continue teaching.
past 65.

(3). 'Financial Constraints. The tightened financial
situation for higher education-tboth for private
institutions dependent on private donations and endow-
ments and for the larger public sector directly
affected by tax changes and spendidg cuts--will reduce
its ability to adapt to changes of any kind, including
changes in the age of mandatory retirement. Given
that professors nearing retirement are generally paid
about twice the salaries of newly entering faulty

is members, the decision of any substantial number of
faculty members to continue teaching until age 70 will
raise the costs of total compensation. Efforts to
stimulate the early retirement of faculty members will

23 .
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4,

be made more difficult, because of the inability of
institutions to find, resources to provide early
retirement inducethents.

(4). The Impact of Inflation. The inflation rate is
almost certain to affect faculty decisions about
retirement because the real salaries of faculty
members have declined by 15-20 percent over the past
decade.

b. Health and Expected Retired Life of Faculty Members

Faculty', are a longer-lived and healthier group than is
the general population. Theself-reported health
status of faculty members is betteze than is indicated
by responses to survey health questions on surveys of
the general population. The death/rates,and expecta-
tion of life of older faculty members a considerably

an fo the general
he de th rates are
gene al population;
to 4 percent
much more able to

n is the case for

lower and higher, respectively,
population. From age 60 onwards
only about half as high as for th
the expectation of life is from 2
longer. Thus, faculty members ar
continue working beyond age 655 th
other workers.

Trends Toward Earlier Retirement by Faculty Members

Despite forces that would seem to ause faculty
members to delay retirement, there is evidence that
faculty members are retiring at pro ressively'earlier
ages. To the ektent that faculty me begs have been
retiring earlier, this may be due to increased pension
benefits as well as the trend toward arlier
retirement in therest of the gbpulati n. Whether the
effects of inflation and smaller Soeia Security .

increases in the future will reverse th effedt of
past increases An pension benefits ip an important .

question on which evidence should begin o emerge very
shortly.

d. Major Assumptions About the Impact of Lift nig the MRA
Exemption

(1). Impact of Continuance of Faculty to Later'
Retirement Age

, a). Compensation costs of colleges will rise.

b) Colleges and universities will he more
limited in their ability to hire new faculty
members.
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c) Greater difficulties will be encountered in
meeting the godls-of affirmative action.

d) Tenure granting policies and tendre itself
will come under closer scrutiny»

fr

e) Pressures will mount to find ways of dealing
with faculty members whose performance is
impaired by age.

'f) Efforts willintensify to devise programs to
stimulate the earlier retirement of faculty
members.

(2) Duration of Impact

a) The duration-of the impact of a change in
MkA will be fairly short lived.

(3). Distribution of Impact

a)' The distribution of the impact will vary
among different kinds of colleges and
universities depending on differences in.age
structure and current mandatory retirement

.01.age.

b) Whatever the age structure, small colleges
willgface a more difficult adjustment to a
change hi mandatory retirement age.

c) The effect will differ for different Faculty
groups, based'on such characteristics as
sex, productivity, and institutional
location Wy,

2. Background

This section des e& the evolution of mandatary
retirement and ten ,practices in higher education. An
understanding of thetrationa.le and variatton among
institutions is ne4ssary in evaluating,the Wact on
higher education tchange tit the minimum alltiped age of
mandatory retireme t. 1

,

a. Evolution of4landatory Betirememtl&nd Pension
Practices r .

the evolution of mandatory retireme9t- in higher education
is closely connected to the histo6roTinension plans. Our

f
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discussion focuses on the evolution of slate public
retirement and TIAA-CREF plans that cover over 90 percent
of-all faculty in the national faculty survey.

The development of pedirons and associated mandatory
retirement age policies in higher education reflects the
public-private division of this sector. Public
institutions covered by state pension plans have
historically had a later mandatory retirement age than have
private This division conditioned the
inability of igher education to agree on a united policy
in reacting to the 1978 ADEA amendments. This division has
also meant.that an important group of institutions has
adhered more closely to state public policies than to
guidelines of the American Association of University
Professors on mandatory retirement age. However, a
proposed elimination of mandatory retirement age may result
in a different response. While State and private
institutions have not agreed to a specific mandatory;
retirement ana extension policies, most i stitutionehave a-_

.mandatory retirement age.
.

b. The Meaning and Evolution of Academi Tenure

The development of'academic tenure was based on the desire.
of academic institutions to protect the academic freedom of
faculty members, i.e., their abil in their teaching to
deal with controversial issues wit ut fear of losing their
jobs. Thus, the costs imposed on h her.education by
tenure rules have been accepted as n ssary to achieve
another outcome, namely academic free

ct Changes in State Legislation Since the Phssage of theADEA

Changes since 1978 in State legislation cove ing mandatory
reti'reme'nt age are detailed.' Most changes 112 e_raised_the
State minimum mandatoryretIfeEificage to con rm with the

,federal law, with many States inclaiing a facu
exemption. Unless States move to anycndtheir lds further,
the expiration op the ADEA faculty exemption wil'-have an
immediate impact on the legality of mandatory ret ,ement
provisions within the great majority of states. In all but
a few States, Federal, law must be considered the bin ing
constraint on an institition's ability.to adjust thei

' mandatory retirement age policies.

,
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,d. Attitudes of Administrators and Faculty Members

Information on the attitudes of administrators and faculty
members toward the exemption is rather limited. A 1979
study by the Amterican Council on Education indicated strong
opposition to uncapping the age of mandatory retirement as
well as considerable concern about shifting to age 70 after
expiration of the exemption for tenured faculty members.

.
Half the institutions said they planned to make use of the
exemption; most of the remainder could not do so because
they already operated with a mandatory retirement age of
70. Two-thirds of the institutions indicated they would
rivor malting the exemptiob a permanent one, with the
strongest support for this position coming from the private
institutions. Tenured faculty members age 50 and above, as
shown by our survey, were strong in their opposition to
continuation of the exemption with 70 percent favoring the
lapse of the exemption. A somewhat smaller majority of 60

,percent favored complete uncapping of the age of mandatory
\retirement. Whether younger faculty members would agree
with these sentiments is not known.

3. Results From Institutional Survey

a. Definition of Retirement ,

. -

We define retirement'as that age at which a person shifts
from a regular job at a particular institution. In looking
at retirement policies, normal, early, mandatory and
compulsory retirement age are examined.

b. The Institutional Setting

(1) Tenure. Although the definition of tenure
remains to be clearly defined by federal regulations
covering the ADEA amendments, limiting the exemption
to institutions with well-defined tenure systems would
not exclude a large nuthber of institutions. In our
sample almost 92 percent of currently employed
full-time faculty members aged 45 and above are
employed in schools with tenure systems. Two-year
institutions are least likely to have tenure systems.

r (2) Mandatory Retirement. We examined mandatory ,

retirement ages at our responding institutions both
prior tbthe passage of the 1978 ADEA and at the time
of our survey (1980).
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a) Mandatory Retirement Provisions Prior to ADEA
Amendments. Prior to the 1976 ADEA Amendments 794 percent of responding institutions had some age of
mandatary retirement. Almost 70 percent of these
institutions set this age at 653 and 19 percent had a
mandatory retirement age of 70 or over. Another 6
percent had an age,of 66-69 and 5 percent did not
specify their mandatory retirement age. The
public-private division is clear with only 41 percent
of public Universities setting an age of 65 compared
to 70 percent of private universities. At that time,
about half of all full-time faculty members were
employed in institutions with a mandatory retirement
age of 65.

b) Changes Prompted by ADEA Amendlnts. Almost 30'
percent of responding institutions have ma some
chailge in Mieir mandatory retirement age sin e January
1, 1978. ThestA changes took place lace prim rily
among public institutions. Thirty -eight perce t made
some change as contrasted to only 18 percent of
private institutions. Only 27 percent of all private
institutions with a mandatory retirement age below 70
made,changes as contrasted tio, 55 percent of similar
public institutions.

c) Mandatory Retirement Provsi1ons in 1980. As a
result of these changes only 36 percent of public
institutions had a mandatory retirement age of 65 at
the time of the survey compared to 61 percent-prior to
1 The percentages for the private sector are 57nd 7 percent, respectively. Atjthe time of the (I,

survey one-third of all full -time faculty members were
employed in institutions with a mandatory retirement
age of 65. Half were covered by age 70 mandatory
retirement age while 13 percent were not subject to
mandatory retirement. The percent subject to a
mandatory retirement'age below age 70 had fallen from
69 to 35 percent since the passage of the ADEA
Amendments.. While the percentage of faculty not
subject to a mandatory retirement age has doubled,
only a small fraction (13 percent) remain in
institutions without mandatory retirement provisionsid

Thus, although the expiration of the exemption may,be
important' for particular types of1;!4natitutions,
will affect only abott a third ott141. full-time
faculty members. However, raisinethe age of
mandatory retirement above 70 or its elimination ,.
altogether will force an alteration in policies
covert most of higher education--87 percent of
facu members and 76 percent of institutions.
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.(3) Compulsory versus Mandatory Retirement: Most
institutions allow extensions of employment beyond the
stated mandatory retirement age at the discretion of
the administration. While not granted to all faculty
members, such.extensions provide flexibility to
faculty members and their institutions. Only 4
percent of all institutions report that retirement is
compulsory at age 65. Of the 34 percent of
institutions with a mandatory retirement age of 65,
less than 10 percent also have compulsory retirement
.at that age.

Age Distribution of Faculty. Most striking is
the broad similarity in the age distribution of
faculty age 45 and over across differebt types of
institutions. Within each type, however, there is
some variation in the percentage of faculty within
five years of normal retirement age. Thus, while no
particular type of institution is uniformly confronted
by a particularly old or young faculty, a few

'institutions within each group will be faces with the
possibility of adjusting to the changed retirement
plans of a large proportion of their faculty
members--t se now approaching normal retirement age.
Thus, far e ing policy on a particular type of
education institution defined by size, control or
type, will not alleviate the difficulties faced by
those institutions with an older age structure.

(5) Projected Student Enrollments. Over the next
few years, institutions in our sample predict neither
sharp declines or sharp increases in student
enrollments. The fact that-private universities are
most pessimistic in their enrollment projections may,
be important in predicting their responses to proposed,
changes in mandatory retirement age legislation.

c. Retirement Benefits and Their Impact, on Retirement

' (1) eneral Characteristics'.. Almost 95 percent of
full- me faculty members are employed in institutions
with e her a TIAA-CREF or State plan. For this
reason the focus is on these two types of plans.

(2) Annuity Value of Pension Benefits. We calculate
benefits from each type of plan based on a standard
earnings history for full- professors who started work
at age 32. There is a -considerable variation across
State plans in the benefit for which such a person
would be eligible; at age 65, with a mean value of
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418,824. An additional year of work would inceease
this annual benefit by an average of 11 percent.
However, an additional year of work would mean a
decline in the present value of expected future
benefits (discounted at 10%) by 2 percent. Despite
thesdifferent method of calculating TIAA benefits, the
means and changes in annuity values are remarkably
similar for a person with this standard earnings
history working in a TIAA subscribingtinstitution.

(3) Inflation and Retirement Benefits. The effect of
pre- and post-retirement inflation on the real value
of retirement benefits is discussed. Many State plans
allow some kind of post-retirement benefit adjustments
although the maximum adjustments of between two to
five percentages points-are far below current
inflation rates. The advantages ofocontinued work as
a hedge against inflation are discussed, with examples
given. Later retirement-shortens the period over
which retirement benefits are received, reduces thh
risk of real declines, and increases the initial
behefit amount. Compounded, post-retirement inflation
adjustments reduce the real loss in benefits of early
retirement. Without such adjustments, prospective
retirees can anticipate significant gains in real
benefits if retirement is delayed.

d. Early Retirement Incentives

Few institutions responding to our survey offer early
retirement incentives in lump-sum form or which are not
integral-parbe-off bilir-precen retirement,, plan. A large
percentage indicate that they have an early retirement
program that is part of the pension plan, although upon
closer examination most proved to be optional tax deferred
annuities. We conclude that few institutions offer
programs targeted specifically on early retirees. Tax
deferred annuities may be seen as early retirement
incentives because administrators are aware of the
importance of benefit amounts in determining retirement
timing. However, such annqiti.of are not'uniquely targetedon early retirees.

Reductions in workload prior to normal retirement are
offered by a large percentage of institutions, although
those with an age 70 mATLAtory_rgairectent_age_cre_mor=
likely than those with a 65 mandatory retirement age to
allow faculty to mirk reduced hours. This suggests that
institutions with a higher mandatory retirement age have
adapted in part by offering .the reduced work load option.

241 -
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e. The Effect of a Mandatory Retirement Age on /the
Probability_of Retiring

We examine for each institution the proba
of faculty aged 60 retiring prior to
birthday. The sample was reduced be
were unable to report data on facu
faculty members in the relevant a
data art for only one year and s
term trends.

r

ity of a cohort
ching their 66th

use some institutions
y #ge or reported no-

e grVups. Moreover, the
may not represent long

Retirement probabilities do not differ
mandatory retirement age in the public
differ in the private group. Howev ,

mandatory retirement age is consider
retirement are 10 percentage points
mandatory retirement Age than with at older mandatory
retirement age in both public and private institutions.
There is no correlation between probability cf retiring and
a current mandatory retirement age of 65. However, the
correlation between the probability of retiring and a
variable which attempts to capture the relationship between
a mandatory retirement age ind employment extension
policies is significant.

using the 1980
sector, but they do
if the pre-1978
probabilities of

her with a 65

Consistent with the findings of other studies, we found
that the change in present value or the change in annual
annuity amount (highly porrelateo variables whose separate
effects cannot be distinguished) hail a-si'gni'ficant effect
while the absolute values of these variables did not.

Two alterations in the-regression, however, casts some_
doubt an the Conclusion that tie mandatory retirement age
is not important. When interaction terms that capture the
interaction 'between mandatory retirement age and extension
policies are included, the simple mandalory retirement age
variable as well as the'interactionterms seem to have a
significaA influence. This indicates.that a variable for
the formal mandatory retirement age alone does not capture
the effect on retirement.of policies that limit the ability
of workers to continylp work.

We substituted forlOthscurrent mandatory retirement age tie
institution's "tandittli° retirement age prior to 1978. This
variable has A significant anc,positive' d'ffect on
retirement probabilitifle:.(Perspnsotacing an age 65

.manoatory retirethent limit were more lkkely to leave
employment Vhata,ose Rot facinOtpi constraint). We
conclude that repirdmegE plans4were ape by, faculty members
retiring in 19794Raeed on the mandatory retirement age in
effect at the time these plans were finalized. A ohange in
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mandatory retirement just prior to their expected
retirement date failed to change the plans of most facility
members. Thus, while the current often higher mandatory
retirement age has little effect, the presence of a'
mandator retirement a:e was a ai nificant factor in

rams Teeti-augges ng a the
current mandatory retirement age will affect the retirement
plans of faculty members now making retirement preparations.
In,conclusion, our finoingsouggest that mandatory
retirement policies limiting the ability of faculty members
to continue working past some age and directly influences'
retirement plans.

4. Preliminary Faculty Survey Results
411.

a. Attitudes Toward the Exemption and to Mandatory
Retirement Age

The attitudes of faculty members, referred to earlier, are
of key importance in making Any.decision about continuing
the present exemption for tenured faculty members to the
minimum mandatory retirement age of 70. Accordingly, we
attempted to ascertain the extent to which faculty members
favor continuation of the age 65 exemption. Overall) 70
percent of all faculty respondents indicated that they
"oppose" or "strongly oppose" continuation of the
exem tion. The responses did not-differ substantially by
type two-yqar, four-year, university) or control (private,
public) of inst441114on.

We also asked faculty about their attitudes toward removing
altogether the minimum mandatory retirement age. For-the
entire sample, 60 percent of all respondents "favor or
"strongly favor" complete elimination of mandatory
retirementtages for faoulty members. Faculty members at

two-fear-institutions were most supportive of.uncapping;
faculty meithers at universities were least supportive of
eliminating the mandatory retirement age.

In contrast we find that about one fifth of all faculty
members "favor" or "strongly favor" continuation ofthe age',
sixty -five exemption, but there is no evidence of
differences among faculty members at different types of
institutions. With respect to elimination of the mandatory
retirement age, we find that almost 0 quarter of all
faculty members opposs_thts_ change, with faculty member'
from universities registering the strongest opposition.

24
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b. Expected Age of Retirement

About 90 percent of all respondents provided an expected
age of retirement. Ten percent have no idea as to when

' they will retire and 5 percent say they will never retire.
Only two percent expect to retire before age 60, 21 percent
plan to leave by age 62, and another 5 percent expect to
retire before age 65. Then there is a big increase, with
the 26 perpent, expecting to retire at age 65, 5 percent in
the next two years, and another 35 percent from age 68-70.
Abobt three percent plan to retire after age 71. The
several critical ages come at 62 when eligibility for so,

Sscial Security first occurs, at 65 which is the normal age
of retirement, and at Sge 70 which is the present mandatory
retirement age for many faculty members.

c. Changes in the Expected Age of Retirement

Almost 30 percent of the respondents indicated that they
had changed their expected age of retirement over the past
several years. Of this total 66 percent delayed their
retirement age, 29 percent accelerated their expected
retirement age, and 5 percent changed it only marginally.
Among those who now expect to retire at ages 66-67, for
example, most of them pushed back their expected%age from
65. This change may represent a response to the shift in
the age of mandatory retirement. Among those now expecting
to retire at age 65, over half earliver plahned to retire
before age 65. Among those who now plan to retire at age
68-70, two-thirds had earlier planned to retire at age 65.

Based on these re1176--ilis difficult to attribute to
passage of the ADEA Amendments the changes in expected
retirement ages. It is possible that. many people change
their age ofretirement over any several year period;
there is no simple method for isolating the separate
influence of the legal mandatory retirement age live.

Likely Responses to Early Retirement Inducements

The first question asked about the likqlihood that faculty
members would retire earlier if their Pension benefits yere
not seduced because they retire early. Typically, there, is
some reduction in pension benefits for those who retire
before the normal retirement age, thereby acting as a
disincentive to retire early. One quarter, of all
respondents indi ated they would certainly retire earlier
if there were n penalty attached tot this choice. Ahother
30 percent said hey would "possibly" retire earlier were
there no penalt es. Thus, almost 60 percent of.the
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respondents indicated that this kind of inducement could
cause them to retire earlier. However, forty-two percent
indicated they would not retire earlier even with such an
inducement. With increasing age we observe a sharp decline
in interest,

The second question was whether individuals might retire
earlier if their pension benefits were adjusted upward for
changes in the cost of living even though the recipient
would surfer from the reduction resulting from early
retirement. Just over 20 percept of the respondents said
they would retire earlier were such an option available to
them. Over 34 percent said they might possibly accept this
option and the remainder were not interested or not sure.
These results are quite similar to those for the previous
question and suggest again that early retirement
inducements could perhaps produce substantial responses on
the part of faculty members.

Response to Inflation

The extent of recent inflation and its devastating impact
on people with fixed incomes prompted us to inquire how
people tholight they would react to different rates of
inflation. At the time of our survey the inflation rate
hovered at the 12-15 percent rate, having risen
progressively over ehe past decade. So we wanted to know
whether higher rates of inflation would cause respondents
to accelerate or delay their expected age of retirement.

We first asked whether continuation of the current rate of
12-15 percent would cause them to delay retirement.
One-third of the respondents indicated they "strongly
agree" that they would delay retirement if these rates
continued. Another one-third indicated they agreed with
the statement. Only 15 percent voiced disagreement, while
the remaining 21 percent indicated uncertainty, This
distribution of responses suggests that there is
substantial uncertainty about inflation and what it will do
to the well-being of faculty members.

We also asked whether a reduction in the inflation rate to ,

the 7-10 percent range might cause people to retire
earlier. Only 17 .percent of the respondents agreed ior
strongly agreed with this statement. Fifty percent.
disagreed and 32 percent were uncertain._ In short,,
reduction in the inflation rate much beloI4 current
seems-unlikely to-prOdidde much change. --.1
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The Congressional debate on the legislation, and especially the
singling out of faculty memberS_ftr_this temporary exemption,
raised a number of questions that guided the structuring of
this study. Four major ptestions are given major attention;,

What are the origins and impact of longstanding
mandatOry retirement age policies in higher educ
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What are,the attitudes of faculty members and
administrators to retirement and to alternative
policies with respect to the agesof mandatory
retirement?

-''. What are the likely direct (first-round) effects of
different policies on- mandatory retirement age?

What are the likely adaptations by thetigher
educatiod sector to the direct effects of these policy
changes?

a

Approaching the Task

Several approaches are.followed in attempting to answer these
questiond. First, we draw upon existing knowledge and data
available in the general literature, special studies undertaken
by higher education organizations, reports produced by
individual educational institutions, and discussions with a
variety of individuals in higher education. Second, we utilite
the results of two specially designed surveys to obtain
information from matched national samples of colleges and
universities and of faculty members. Third, we attempt to
develop and test several models of institutional and faculty
behavior that highlight therole of key variables influencing
decisions about the retirement policies of institutions and the
retirement plans of individual faculty members.* Fourth, we
utilize thesq and other resul0,to simulate the effectsover
the n&Xt several decades of continuing the exemption versus
allowing it to expire in1982e Finally, we present the
results of case studies for a limited number of institutions,
drawing on additional quantitative and qualitative information
that illuitrate the variety of experiences and adaptations
among institutions and faculty members.*

The Evolving Context of the. Study

On-going research indicated that the effects of a one-time
change such as an upward shift of five years An the minimum
retirement-age, has an initial impact which gradually subsides
with time. In other words, the duration of any significant
adjustment effects is fairly short. Moreover, adaptations and
afjustments by professors and institutions will further reduce
the strength and duration of these effects. Second, Itbecame
apparent that the prOportion of all college faculty members
expected to be affected by the legislation was less than had
been thought. Not only was the mandatory retirement age
already set at age 70 in many institutions but the exemption

* To be included in final report
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appears to have been interpreted as not applying to college
faculty members working under a contracts system rather than
under a tenure system. And finally, many States moved
rapidlyto change the Minimum age of mandatory retirement to age
70 for all employees including tenured faculty members Since
employees in these States cannot take advantage of the
exemption, the proportion of tenured faculty members who ill
be affected by the expiration of the exemption in 1982 ha
steadily declined.

At the same time of assessing the impact of changes in the
mandatory retirement age in the higher ecucation sector may be
more difficult than undertaking a similar analysis for other
sectors of the economy. Many forces affect higher education,
and uncertainties about, the direction ana strength of these
forces .greates major difficulties for 'the decade of the 1980s.
Depending on the outcomes of these uncertain forces, their
effects probably will swamp the impact of changes in the
mandatory ret4rement age. Therefore, it is useful to describe
'the context Within which the effects of this legislation will
have to be observed during the 1980s.

One of the most obvious uncertainties concerns future
enrollment levels. The numerous projections of enrollments for
the decade of the 1980s give a mixed picture, with some experts
projecting decllnes of as high as 50 percent and others
indicating the possibilities for continued incelibses despite
the declining size of thi typical college-age group, age
18-22. The impact of these differences on faculty hiring and
faculty size are quite obvious--there will be fewer openings
for new faculty members, with the result that the faculties at
most institutions will become older and the prospects for
adjustments will be reduced.

A second uncertainty concerns the financial situation of
institutions of higher education in the 1980s, resulting from
continuing tight budgets for public institutions, resistance to
tuition. increases, and greater difficulties in obtaining gift
income. This means that institutions will have less .

flexibility in designing'programs to stimulate earlier
retirement of faculty members.

Still another and related uncertainty stems from sharp
increases in some of the costs faced by higher education, among
them energy costs, mandated increases in Social Security
contributions; etc. The cumulative effects of these changes ,

witl contribute to the financial crisis, making it more
difficult to hire new faculty members, to retain older faculty
members, and to finance programs to stimulate earlier
retirement.
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Finally, the combination of deteriorating faculty salaries
which fell by almost:20 percent in real terms during the 1970s
and of continuing inflation, will cause some faculty members to
defer retirement while inducing others to seek more
remunerative employment in other sectors of the economy. The
net effect of these two opposing forces is difficult to predict
but in either case the effect's on the future of higher
education will be serious.

These uncertainties create seeral difficulties in evaluation
researoh of the kind we are doing. Most important, they make
it difficult to pinpoint the impact of the change in the age of
mandatory retirement because different combinations of these
uncertainties will interact differently with the policy
change. As a oonsequence, the projected effects of a change in
the mandatory retirement age as reflected in simulations,
depend critically on bhe assumptions made about these
uncertainties. In addition, the magnitudes of these
uncertainties are likely in the aggregate to dominate the
effects of the mandatory\retirement change.

Section 24 PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS FACING HIGHER EDUCATION

In this section we outline the economic context within which
higher education must adapt to a change in mandatory retirement
age. A required change in the mandatory retirement age is just
one of several critical problems with which higher education
must Beal during the next decades. The impact of a mandatory
retirement age change will depend in part on the adjustments
institutions and their faculty members made to these other
problems. Thus, it is important that these other issue are
understood, and considered when the likely effects of a change
in the mandatory retirement age are examined.

1,

A. Emerging Problems in the 1980s

Despite the existence of mandatory and normal r tirement
ages, a, system of retirement benefits, and the i stitution
of tenure, it is apparent that higher eduction w ll be
subject to x/number of unique and serious strains during
the 1980s. These are likely to make its adjustment to the
lapsing of the current exemption more difficult than would°
otherwise be the case. This section attempts to outline
some of those strains. k °

(1) Probable Enrollment Changes in the 1980s and Beyond

The yattern of past and projected enrollment changes has
been the subject of muoh public discussion and concern.
Though many observers believe that enrollments,have already

a
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begun to decline, this is clearly not the case. In fact,
enrollments during the 1970s increased by about.25
percent. Enrollments increased in every sector of higher

'education, with the largest percentage increases occuring
at the two-year colleges.

The prospects for the 1980s and thep19906 are less certain,
and less optimistic. The numerous projections for the
1980s give a mixed picture. Some experts project
enrollment declines of.as high as 50 percent. The majority
of experts predict modest overall increases in egrollments
of less than 10 percent for the decade`-. The Department of
Education predicts little.or no change over the--decade. .

Other experts are far more optimistic and they forecast
continued vigorous growth in enrollments in the 1990s, as
new clientele groupslare tapped.

The projections f r t e,year 2000 are_ similarly varied. Of
course, the far er into the future one attempts to project
enrollments e,larger will be the impact of particular
assumptiogrembodied in the forecasts. The range of
possibilities reflected by the projections is very large.

These disparities hinge critically on the growth of whit
are called non - traditional students -- those who fall
outside the 18-21 age range, of typical undergraduate
students. yhether nontraditional enrollments will cofttinue
to grow gives rise to a substantial part of the differences
among the various projections.

The potential Tor enrollment growth from the traditional
college age population is limtted, due to prospective
reductions'ii the size of the typical college-age
population. The sharp reduction in births that began in
the mid-1960s will bring delayed reductions in the size of
the 18-year-old population from which the typioal freshman
comes. Whereas the number of 18 year-olds. was 4.2 million
in 1980, that number will drop to about 3:4-million in 1990
and to a low hovering at about 3.2 million'through the
mid-1.990A% After that, the nbmber will depend upon future
birth rates. Mubh depends upon what fraction of each
cohort graduates from high school and then continues on to
and

teompletea college. Whether and by how much the
expected smaller cohorts of the late 1980s and-early 1990s,
resulting from the smaller cohorts of young people.
available for immediate employment then, will affect
college attendance rates is not clear.

The likelihood that larger proportions of nontraditional
students will enroll is also uncertln. No doubt recent
increases in enrollments among these students reflect, in

.2 5 0
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part'the desire of many women to either complete their
education or acquire additional training that will permit
them to enter the labor force and acquire satisfactory
employmen.t. The increase in, demand from older students
also reflects the need for continuing training and
retraining on the part of a labor force living in a'period
of technological and other changes that continually affect
the nature and composition of the'demand for labor.

Despite the uncertainties, it is prudent to work with the
official Department of Education projections that show
little-or no change in higher education enrollments for the
1980s.

Whatever hkPlpens'to the overall pattern of enrollmeht
change, certain types of institutions, namely the selective
but also the less selective,,4-year liberal arts colleges,
will continue to be heavily dependent on theetraditional
college student population for their enrollments. Such
institutions may very well face enrollment declines,
especially if they are located away from large population
centers: In the absence of changes, it seems apparent that
many OT\them will suffer enrollmeht declines as the
competitiopjor traditional students intensifies over the
next decadAAChis will.force drastic reductions in the

.. rate at whfa/11.40ew faculty are hired and may even require
14yoffs.

The import of prospective enrollment declines should be
clear. __Im_an,...ers_nt_gnawtht_whether strong or slight, it
will be easier to accomodate the expiration of the
mandatory retirement age exemption because institutions can
adjust their rate of hiring of new_young faculty.members.
If no enrollment growth is likely, this will force more
substantial reductions in new hires until a new stable ,
pattprn of retirements emerges. Finally, if enrollment
actually decline, the demand for new faculty will have to
drop drastically; indeed,*some layoffs of already-employed
faculty may be required to accomodate these enrollment
declines.' ,

(2) Aging of Faculty Members

The aging of faculty members is inevitable, giveh the
teexnsive hiring of new facultyomembers to staff the

enormous expansion of higher edUcation in the 1960s, the
slower growth of the early 1970s, and they minimal growth
projected for the 1980s. Ihe4impapt of this aging is less
clear. Obviously, larger proportions of faculty members
are older. It is unclear however' whether larger
proporti ns of th m will decide to retire early or to
continue achin 'until they are "forced" to retire.
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Changes in the a e distribution of faCulty members can be
shown with the help of data from various surveys. The
median age of faculty members fell from 43 in 1962-63 to
about 40 in 1968-69, rising to 43 by 1972-73, and then
holding at about, that level in 1975 and 1977. Another view
of the distribution is provided 1:1 the percentage of
faculty members over age 55. The percentage over age 55
-fell from 16 in 1962-63 to 14 percent in 1968-69, rising
again to 16 per,cent by 1972-73. Comparable data for more
recent years are not available but those data that are
available sugest little change over the 1975-1977 period.

,
How does all of this bear on the mandatory retirement
exemption? If the exemption Xapses and the mandatory
retirement age rises from 65 to 70, over time Increasingly
larger proportions of faculty members will have the
opportunity to continue teaching. The larger the
propOrtion of older faculty members, the -more difficult
will be the adjustment.

3. Tight Financial, Situation

ThroughOut most of the 1970s the resources available to
support higher education have been relatively more limited
than they were in the 1960s. Moreover, the prospects for
the 1980s look no better as the pressures to restrain the
groWth of government expenditures expand and"take effect.
Because the public higher. education budget is such a
substantial portion of most State budgets, it offers a
convenient target for,restricting or cutting. Recent sharp
increases in the cost of fuel and supplies place further
financial linitations on most institutions. The growth of
regulations and the need to implement mandated changes
further strain tight budgets. And fin ply, the
difficulties of raising other funds tohsupport higher
education, including theraising, of tuition, hardly need
elaboration.

The tightened financial situation for higher education
obviously will reduce its ability to adapt to changes of
any kind, and in particular to' changes in the age of
mandatoty retirement. Given that professors nearing
retirement are generally paid about twice the salaries of

,semly entering faculty members, the decision by any
substantial dumber of faculty members to continue teaching

`until' age 70, or beyond if that is permitted, will .raise
the costs of total compensation. Thus., there is*,a direct
;Ink between the overall financial situation and the
ability of the institutions to cope with potential adverse
effects resulting from the chjange in the age of mandatory
retirement.
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4. The Impact of Inflation

The future of higher education is also clouded by
uncertainties about the prospective rate of inflation.
While the unprecedented price level increases of the late
197Os and early 1980s may be coming under more effective
control, it seems unlikely that the inflation rate will
drop substantially in the near future-,The inflation rate'
is almost certain to affect faculty decisions about
retirement.

There are two reasons for this. First, the real salaries
of faculty members after adjustment fvf"the effects of
inflation have declined by between 15 and 20 percent over
the past decade. This contrasts with the experience of
most occupational groups which either maintained their real
income or registered slight gains. The declining real
incomeloositioh of faculty members means that they have
been able to save less, will Have fewer resources available
to supplement their ratirement benefits and as,a result
will want to continue,worxing as long as they can so as to
begin their retirement in a more advantaged situation.

The prospects for any substantial betterment in the real
income position of faculty members in the 1980s also is
quite unlikely. One reason is that higher education as 4,

whole will face strineent-budgets and therefore will be
unable to offer substantial salary increases to faculty
members. To the extent that the real income position of
_faculty members further deteriorates, their incentives to
continue teaching will increase.

Closely related is the decline in the real value of
retirement benefits expected by many faculty ilgers. For
faculty members who belong to TIAA-CREF (most them are
in private institutions), the return on investments in the
late 1960s ans 1970s was less than had beensanticipated.
This has led to some erosion in retirement benefits
relativ.1 to 'those for people )n other nonacademic sectors,.
For most. faculty members in the public sector retirement
benefits have also been adversely affected because of
falling real salaries to which retirement benefsits are
tied. Even in the most favbrable case, the incentives not
to retire are strong. Faculty members retiring in 1980
will, because of real salary declines, receive pension
henetits almost .20 percent less than other occupational
groups, most of whose Salary increases kept up with the
cost of living. For p faculty member who Oetired with full
benefits in 1975, however, the real value of these benefits
would have declined by almost 40 percent by 1980, only five
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years later. This is based on an average 8.7 percent
annual inflation rate. H#C1 the inflation rate been higher,
the. real decline would have been even greater. Declines of
this kind are likely to cause faculty members to want to
continue teaching in hopes of building up their retirement
benefits to acceptable levels. The perceptions of
continued future inflation are also expected to affect
retirement plans. Inasmuch as retirement benefits are
usually fixed in value at the time of retirement, future
inflation reduces the seal value of these benefits. There
is no effective way to deal with this problem except to
continue teaching as long as possible, in -hopes of
minimizing reductions in real living standards 'after
retirement.

It appears, then, that the impact of inflation on salaries
and retirement benefits has been substantial, is likely to
continue at about the same pace, and will in all
probability lead to a deferral of_the age of retirement for
faculty members. Any raising of the minimum mandatory age,
therefore, is likely to permit and encourage a potentially
substantial numberAof faculty members to continue teaching.

B. Health and Expected Retired Life of FacUlty Members

Faculty members are a 1 ng-lived group. The reasons for
the -greater longevity o faculty memberS, relative to the
general population may n t be well understood, but the
lesser physicallOands of the job,'low accident rates,
better knowledge about health maintenance, and morb ample
financial resources to-provide health care all contribute
to extend the lives of.faculty members well beyond that of
the averkge person. This means that faculty members as a
group have the potential to continue working longer than
most other occupational groups. Good health alone would
seem to cause the proportion of faculty members opting to
continue teaching into their advancing years to greatly
exceed that for the majority of occupational groups.

TwO kinds of evidence are indicative:of the health of
college faculty membgrs.

First, self-reported asses ents of the health of faculty
members indicate that they e relatively healthy group.
One study indicates that 89 rcent of faculty members age,
61 and over describe their health as "excellent" or
"good.". Among those aged 55-60, 90 percent describe their
health in similar fashion. If we equate those in the
general population who reported their health status 4s
"worse" with faculty members who reported their health
status as "fair" or "poor,". then clearly faculty members

0
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are much healthier than the general population. Second, the
death rate of older faculty members as well as the
expectation of llfe,of older faculty members are
considerably lower and higher, respeotively, than for the
general population. From age 60 ofiwards.the death rates
are only about one-half as high as for the general
population. The expectation of life is from 25 to 40
percent longer over these same age groups. Thus a faculty
member retiring at 60 can expect to live for 21 years,
compared to the 16 years for males in the general
population. At age 70 factuly members can expect to live
over 14 years as compared to less than 11 for the rest of
the population. 4

This. evidence implies that faculty members are much more
able to continue thenteaching and other professional work
than is true of other workers.

C. Trend Toward Earlier Retirement by Faculty Members

Despite forces that would seem to cause faoul1y members to
delay retirement, there seems to be widepsrea agreement
that faculty members have been retiring earlier each year.
This trend tower° earner retirement is a general
phenomenon that has characterized the male work force over
the past several decades. It is generally believed that
the improvement of pension programs, the expansion of
Social Security and its options for early (pre-age 65)
benefits, along with a desire to engage in other kinds of
nonwork activities after retirement, have all contributed
to this change. Much the same appears to be true for
faculty members.

The evidence on the extent to which faculty members are
retiring earlier is not airtight. The most comprehensive
evidence comes from TIAA-CREF which compiles data each year
on the starting ages for its immediate annuity contracts
from its members. These data indicate that in 1967 less
than 16 percent of its contracts oegan below-age 65., By
1976 that percentage had increased to just over 32
percent. The most recent data for 1979 show a further rise
to 39 .percept, reflecting an accelerating trend upward.
Unfortunately, the,TIAA-CREF data include not only faculty
members but also other staff and still other individuals
who earlier worked in higher education and are now drawipg
benefits. Though some of these annuitants might be staff
members of colleges and universities, officials in private
nonprofit foundations, and ao on, the vast majority will be
faculty members. This means that the data are at least
roughly indicative of the trend towaid early retirement.
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This trend taw,ard earlier retirement of college and
university faculty members had been'expeCted to continue
into the foreseeable future at least as of several years
ago. Now, however,' there is much less certainty about
these-projected trends. Some of the reasons for these .

uncertainties are taken up in subsequent sections of this
report.

D. Hypotheses AbOut the Impact of Lifting the Mandatory
Retirement Exemption

What are our expectations about the'impact of permitting
faculty members to retire at later ages than is no4
possible?. To what'extent will raising the minimum
mandatory, reti 'rement age from 65 teqs0 cause individuals at
to continueto teach? What propor ion of them are likely
to continue beyond the age at which they might otherwise
have expected to 'retire? What are the consequences of a
resulting widespread delay in the' -age of retirement?

We list here a'number of different hypotheses about the
effects of raising the mandatory retirement age from 65 to
TO. This list is not necessarily exhaustive. Rather it is
repsonsive to the concerns expressed in the debate about
thia-legialation--te-Gongree

o-
We divide this list into three parts. The first concerns
the impact on the continuance of vfaCulty beyond the former
age of retirement. The second explores the duration of
this impact, that is, the number of years fiver wfiich this
impact will be felt. The third section looks at the
distribution of this impact across differen kinds of
colleges and universities and across differ nt kinds of
faculty members.

1. Impact on, Continuance of Faculty to Later R tirement Age

Compensation costs of colleges would rise. This will occur
because typically faculty members approaching retirement
age (age 5) receive salaries that are roughly double those

tib
of newly red faculty members. The amount of increase in
compensati costs will depend on the proportion of the
faculty who opt to continue beyond the age at which they
would otherwise retire and on the average length of their
extension. This increase world put pressures on
institutions to seek out other methods of adjustment,
including reducing the size of the faculty through
attrition, changing the student-faculty ratio, altering the
program mix, and raising more revenue.

2
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Colleges and universities will be more limited in their
ability to hire young, newly-trained PhDs. To the extent
that substantial numbers of faculty members remain rather
than retire, the opportunities for bringing-4n new fa ty
members are diminishe40 The long range consequences of

, this are important if for no other reason than that the
produce future imbalances in the age structure of faculties.

Greater difficulties would be encountered in meeting theme,

goals of affirmative action. The more limited number of
new jositions will make it more difficult to hire
ad tionalowomen and members of minority groups. To the
extent that large proportiOne df-the atailable slots are
allocated for the hiring of women and Members of minority
groups, this will prove detrtmental to men and to-majority
,groups, who traditionally haVe suplied the bulk of future
PhD recipients. In either case, some highly qualified new
PhDs who are not in these favored groups will be passed .

over in the hiring process.,

Tenure granting policies and tenure itself will come under
closer scrutiny. As older faculty members opt to continue
teaching, the average duration of time during which
individuals hold tenure could increase by up to five
years. When combined with the reduction in the number of
new hires, there would eventually be a permanent increase
in "tenure density," the proportion of the faculty
protected by tenure. This means tat insititutions will
have less flexibility in adjusting faculty size downward if
subStantial enrollment declines occur. This- will require
institutions to rethink their tenure policy, forcing them

rto be more 'selective in deciding who is to be granted
tenure so as p) hold down their tenure density.

Pressures will mount to find ways of dealing with faculty
members whose performance is impaired' by age. To make
assessments in an even-handed way, it may be necessary to
.gstablish an evaluation system that requires eveluatinethe
performance of all faculty members. This will entail costs
in time and effort on the part of institutions and their
faculty members, since faculty. members will have to be
involved in these evaluation procedures.

Efforts will intensify to devise programs te.stimulate the .004
earlier retirement of faculty members and to target these
policies on those faculty embers whose performance levels
show the greatest declin with advancing age. The need for .

'such programs has alrea been felt at many colleges and
universities, including hose with relatively early'
mandatory retirement ages of 65. This development is

0
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prompted by a concern with rising tenure densities and the
need for more new younger faculty members in'aln age when
knowledge is rapidly expanding and changing. Since such
programs are not costless, institutions will have to divert
some of their limited resources to enhancing their
effectiveness through early retirement programs.

2. Duration of 'Rea

The duration of the impact of a change in the age of
mandatory retirement will be fairly short-lived. If, for
example, there is a change in the age of manditory
retirement from 65 to 70, and if substantial numbers of
faculty decide to continue teaching unti1 age 70, then
total budgetary 1osts will rise. This occurs because older
faculty members typically receive salaries that are about
twice those of new young PhDs who otherwise would be
hired. As each new cohort of faculty members reaches age
65 and opts to continue, costs will continue increasing
steadily. This'will continue for five years when the first
cohort that could extend reaches age 70 and must retire.
After that there will be no further increases in
compensation costs because of this one-time change. At the
same time additional numbers of younger people can now be
hired to replace the older faculty members who are
retiring. Thus, the transitional period will have ended
and no further changes will result from the change in the
mandatory retirement age by itself. It is important to
indicate clearly that these are one-time effects and will
not lead to an ever escalating rise in compensation costs.
Of course, anything that changes the age structure of the
faculty will have subsequent long-run effects.

).
3. Distribution of Impact

Distribution of the itpact of a change in the age of
mandatory retirement will vary among different kinds of
colleges and universities and also among different kinds of
faculty members" For example, colleges-which have
relatively young f-culty will experience almost no effect,
whereas long - established colleges that experienced rapid
growth, say immediately after World War II, will probably
be more Severely affected. It is also worth noting that
many colleges and universities have long had mandatory
retirement ages of 70 and hence are not subject to the
effects of the change. Moreover, a number of institutions
have changed their age of mandatory retirement.since,,or in
anticipation oC, the 1978 amendments. Whatever the age
structui;e, smailer colleges will be -'ore hard pressed to
adjust than will larger institutions. The problem arises
because small colleges have small departments-of perhaps
two to fpur faculty members. To the extent that pne person
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fivecontinues teaching fOr another five years, that
department's opportunities to acquire new faculty will be
much more greatly limited than were one more individual to
continue teaching in a

s.

larger department.

There will also be differeqtial effects for different kinds
of faculty. Women and minority facult members will be
almost immune to this change simply because there are so
few of them and even fewer of them are in the affected age
group of 65 to 70. ThoS,e faculty whose performance 1s high
and who want to. continue' will obviously now be able to do
so. Those faculty membe s whose performa ce is weak

6:
and

who may really want to r tire will no long r be forced out
but must now make a conse ous decision to etire at some .

age before 70. - 1

\
To sum up, the distributid of the impact o the change in
the age of Mandatory retir melt from 65 to 70 1 vary
considerably across instit tions and among differe inds
of faculty members. This kes it difficult to generalize
about the effect of the ch nge. It also suggests that
some institutions and facul y members may be considerably
hurt by this change while o hers may be virtually
unaffected, at least in the "hort run. All of this makes
the analysis more difficult ecause whatever general trends
and patterns are found, ther are bound to be exceptionS
that will have to be dealt wi h in special ways.

Section 3 Background to Surve Research

A. Evolution of Mandatory Re irement and Pension Practices

The evolution of mandatory ret rement in higher education
is closely connected to the hi tory of pension plans. ,This
discussion focuses on the two t pes of pension,planl,
namely State public plans and T AA.CREF, that cover over 90
percent of all faculty in our s rvey.

t. .

A major step in pension coverage of college teachers was
made with the creation in 1905 o .the Carnegie Foundation
for the Advancement of Teaching CFAT), endowed with an
intital grant of 10 millibn dolla s from Andrew Carnegie.

' This provided the basis for an en irely new system of
professorial pensions. Initial c verage of CFAT pensions
was limited to selected private i stitutions. Petitions
for membership from state universi ies and land grant
colleges were turned aside, markin ,perhaps the beginning
of the separate coverage of state :rid private institutions

--by different types of plans. The oundation did reverse
itself in 1908 and made provisions pr state universities
tobe considered for membership on -.case by base basis.
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In the first year, 1909, Cive state tax supported
institutions were admitted to membership wbile three more
wen', allbwed In the'following year. But after they
addission of the University of Virginien CFAT '

clbsed its doors to state institutions.

During the decades of the 1920s and.the 1930s, state
,legislators began to.seriously to face up to providing old
.age security for school teacherd and college professors.

;- Between 1923 and 1933, twenty,state legislatures enacted
pension laws of one kind gr another. While some of these
were later invalidated through Obernatorial veto or state
actions by 1932 approximately 100,000 edgcators were
receiving old age security°.

In 1918 the Carnegie Foadation for the Advancement of
Teaching launched the Teachers Insurance and Annuity
Association, a retirement funa based'on strict insurance
principrbs offering,a contractual joint contributory plan
to member, institutions. Private institutions joined TIAA
in overwhelming numbers. in States where the legislature
was sloteitci act in esbablishing a pension plan,just for
public shcool teahers a numberof public colleges and
universities elected to join the Teachers Insurance and
Annuity Association.

Ittszvement-tovarAretm-te-clt-age-peasIbn
attractiveness of participation in the Tfk
added force by the decision of dongress no
under the original Social Security, Act of
local employees or the employees of "relig
educational, or scientific institutions."
on coverage vat maintained for some years;
were not permitted tojoin Social Security
public collegs and universities not until

ayatadi-an-d-tbe
A-CRE, was given
t to /Include
1935 State OT
ious,
This restriction.°
private colleges
until 1951 and
1954.

By 1950 the early phase of faculty retirement plans was
drawing/to a close. In a 1948 survey by TIAA it was
repq'rted that 85 percent of college and university teachers
were'covered by a retirement plan of some sort. Only15'
percent were in institutions with no plan or from which no
information was forthcoming regarding rItirement. Of all
teachers, 46 percent were in institution scovered by TIAA,
'22 percent were covered by publicly administered plans and
16 percent werp covered by a variety of agency life
insurance plans, self-funded plans, ,religious plans, and so
forth.

In the absenoe of a pensign plan, forced retirement was
unthinkable since few professors had savings or private:

' annuities i4egaTte.tortheir retirement needs.. Forced
,
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retirement would have meant penury and destitution for
many. Consequently in the absence of a pension system,
$tate lawmakers 4n public higher educational institutions
as well as their private counterparts frequently allowed
faculty members to serve indefinitely.

.

.

oo
The establishment of pension funds covering both public and
private college professors was accompanied by regulations
at many institutions requiring the retirement of faculty ht
-particular ages. A 1936 survey focusing mainly on state
funded institutions shows that by that date a mandatory
retirement age was a customary part of these plans although
there was some variation across plans in the mandatdry
retirement age and in extension policies.

The acceptability of a mandatory retirement age in both
pudlic and,,..privote institutions is indicated by a 1950
joint statement made by NtALe American Association of 1

University Professors (*ATP) and the Association of
American Colleges (AAC) entitled "Academic Retirement and
Related Subjects". The Committee came down emphatically on
the side of setting a mandatory retirement age.
Recommending that

.

.

...

" the retirement age be fixed, that exceptions'...

rarely if ever made to prolong service beyond this
fixed age, and that exceptions requiring earlier
retirement should be on recommendation of a committee

' of faculty and admigistration...if there is a fixed -

..retirement age it should be between 65 and 70c

inclusive. The committee believes that...65 is too
° early* for a compulsory retirement age but it should

not be later than O."
. .

Elaboratingtbn 4he p t, the autho s admitted that ease bt
addlnistratIon had entered into the/ committee's thinking;
howqver, they insisted that the essential rationale was not
'administrative convenience but justice, and fairness to the
retiring professor.

.

It is of oossiderable interest that the joint committee
gave its assent to a range.of.ages, 65 to 70, within which
the "fipd age" ways to be set. In so &Ting it reflected an
uncertainty that had prevailed for some years regrading the
"best" age. Pres %dent Alexander G. Reuthven remarked that
lit is now recognised" that the period-of service "should
end. somewhere *between age sixty-five and °seventy." As '

noted above, there had been a tendency for the early State
pension systems and the early institutions joining TIAA to
adopt. 70 as the maximum age limit. However, as the pension
movement expanded in the°19.40s and 1950s to include

ft)
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non-research-oriented institutions that were predominantly
committed to teaching, and where heavy teaching loads were
the norm, the pendulum swung somewhat toward the lower, age
65, standard. In response to varying pressures, the trend
over the years flowed back and forth within this five year
range. Some institutions selected age 70 as their
mandator, age and found it workable, others -set no
mandatory age whatever, and still others (actually the
majority; set a mandatory age between 65 and 68. This lack
of complete consensus probably seemeciflof little moment at
the time., but it appears to have con coned higher
education's response in 1977 when the ADEA amendments were

, 'under discussion. At the time the question ardse, higher.
education had,to confront the difficulty that no '

substantiel,agreement existed, or had ever existed, within
higher education ads to the "most appropriate" mandatory
retirement age.. .

Despite the strong statement by the American Association of
University Professors-American Association of Colleges
(AAUP-AAC) advocating ,a fixed retirement age, large numbers
of institutions continued to disregard this
recommendation. In 1969 TIAA published the results of a
purvey of college and university retirement systems similar
to the one discussed above conducted two decades earlier.
It reveal that whereas T86 of the surveyed infrtitutjPns
stated an ge of retirement with extensions OCSservice
permitted, only 98 set a fixed.retirement age with no
exceptions. Fully 62 percent of all institutions. -by far
the largest category--fixed 65 as the normal retirement age
with extensions of service allowed to some specified

. maximum usually 70.

A, few years after the 1950 joint statement, the official
osition on the desirability of a fixed retirement age

w hout exception was revised. In 196b the chairman of the
AA Committee on Academic Freeaom pointed out in a report
for e committee, that forced retirement at an inflexible
preset e might not always be congruent with professors'
best int rests. A year later (1969) a shift In doctrine
was made official aswa joint committee of AAUP and AAC,
similar in its composition to the 1950 committees,
discussed earlier,, issued a report in which the fixed age.
and flexible age systems were both referred to as being
acceptable and neither was termed as intrinsically
superior. The committse insisted, however, that decisions
regarding the year to year extensions under,a flexible
arrangement "should be made upon recommendation of faculty

*and administration" and not by the administration acting
alone. Also it was reaffirmed that in no case should
retirement occur after the attainment of age 70.
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Thus, the reevaluation by the higher education community
resulted in the,-greater acceptance of a discretionary
retirement me bet een 65' and 70, but it included the-sr
reaffirmat/bn that* mandatory retirement age no later than
age 70 is desirable.

The dev,e1Opment of pensions, and associated mandatory
retirement policies in higher education reflects the
pUblic-private division of this sector. Public
institutioo covered by State pension plans have
historically had a later mandatory retirement age than have

, private institutions. This division limited the ability of
higher education to agree on a united policy in reacting to
the 1978 ADEA amendments. This division has also meant
that of important group of institutions has adhered more
closely to State public policies than to AAUP guidelines.

B. The Meaning and Evolution of Academic Tenure

'Nothing in this act whall be construed to prohibit

compulsory retirement of any employee who has attained

EI:years of age but not 70 years of age,- and who is

serving under a contract of unlimited tenure (or

similar arrangement providing for unlimited tenure) at

an institution of higher education as defined by
section 1201(a) of the Higher'Education Act of 1965.

--Section 12(d) of the PL 95-256,
the ADEA Amendmentsof 1978

The absence of expressed CongressiOnal understanding of
tenure wa largeli made up for later in the process of
issuance of administrative regulations pursuant to the
statute. In preparing the regulations, issued November
1979, the responsible enforcement agency, the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), consulted with
the American Association of University Professors (AAUP), a
group with expertise in this field. The definition of
tenure, Consists largely of direct quotations from relevant
sections of the AAUP/AAC 1940 "Statement of Principles on
Academic Freedom and Tenure." In so doing, the regulations
dispense with the adjective "unlimfted" as a qualifying
term, and instead talk of "tenure plan," "tenure
a4Pangements;" or simply "tenure." The regulationi
evidence an understanding of the great diversity of tenure
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plans in effect at various institutions. Rather than allow
an institutik to claim automatic exemption under the Act
simply becaue of a nominal adherence to a "tenure" system,
the regulations stipulate that "the burden is on the one
seeking to invoke the exemption to show that every element
has been clearly and unmistakably met" (Federal Register,
44:226 (November 21, 1979), para. 1625.11, sec.b). At a
later point the same'issue is dealt with in more detail:

...a tenure arrangement will not be deemed inadequate
solely because it fails to meej these (AAUP- approveo)
standards in every respect. For example, a tenure
plan will not be deemed inadequate solely because it
includes a probationary period somewhat longer than
seven years. Of course, the greater the deviation
from the standards of the 1940 Statement of
Principles, the less likely it is that the employee in
question will be deemed subject to "unlimited tenure"
within the meaning of the exemption. Whether or not a
tenure arrangement is adequate to sat sfy the
requirement of the exemption must be on the
basis of the facts of each case (ibid., sec (e)(d),
emphasis added).

In sum, the regulations achieve sophistication,with respect
to the complexity of tenure.

The proportion of faculty members with tenure is of
interest, for it sets a limit on the extent to which the
exemption applies. Highly comprehensive data covering all
categories of institutions'(university, four-year
institutional units, two-year units, "tenure" as sell as
"nontenure") are available from the National Center for
Educational Statistics (NCES), a Federal agency. In its
most recent study, NCES reports that out Of a total of
roughly 396,000 full-time faculty members in 1978-79,
222,000 or 56.0 percent were tenured, the proportion of
tenured having climbed from the 1974-75 figure of 53.6

'percent (NCES prepublication data from HEGIS, "Salaries,
Tenure and Fringe Benefits of Full-Time Institutional
Faculty, 1,78-79," National Center for Educational s

Statistics.)

C. Changes in State Legislation Since the Passage of:the AADEA

The effect of the expiration dfothe tenut3ed faculty
provided by the 1978 Amendments to the Age Discrimination
in Employment Act (ADEA) and of subsiquent legislative
action that may be taken by the U. B. Congress concerning
the mandatory retirement of tenured faculty members will be
determined in part by whether broader laws, preempting
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federal law, have been passed by the'verious states.1
This section examines state statutes, as of January 1,
1980, pertaining to the mandatory retirement of tenured
faculty members in institutions of higher education. In
most states faculty members are not specified in labor
codes restricting the ability of employers to retire
employees on the basis of age alone. In a few, however,.
includibg California where mandatory retirement at any age
is outlawed for all other employees, the retirement of
tenured faculty members is permitted at certain ages. Our
focus is on how changes in Federal law have and will change
the legal constraints institutions face in setting
mandatory retirement policies pertaining to tenured faculty
members.e

The passage of the 1978 Amendments to the ADEA placed
additional constraints on the ability of higher education
institutions'to set mandatory retirement policies for their
tenured faculty in States that up to the effective date of
the act (1) had no legislation barring age,discrimination
in the discharge ef employebs, (2) required mandatory .°

retirement prior to age 65 for tenured faculty members, (3)
had legislation on mandatory retirement that covered only
private or public employees, or (4) had a bona fide
occupational exemption (BFOE) retirement plan permitting
retiring employees on the basis of age. Institutions in
states in which the pre-1978 upper age limit was less than
70 would also find their legal ability to set a mandatory
retiremeht age for other employees altered by the ADEA04
However, the discussion here deals only with the legal
constraints on mandatory retirement policies of tenured
faculty members.

We can fbr the most part ignore the second and fourth
prints above. Prior to 1978 virtually all institutions of
higher education had a mandatory retirement age set at 65
or older. And although the 1967 ADEA permitted mandatory .

retirement at an age earlier than 65 in order "to observe
the terms of a bona fide seniority system or pension or
insurance plan,"5 we know that few institutions of higher
eduoation took advantage of this exception. This means
that we are largely concerned with whether the ADEA
Amendments preempted then. relev'ant` State codes, the
subsequent adjustments in-State statutes, and the effect of
possible future changes in Federal law against age
discrimination on the legal ability of institutions of
higher education to freely set a mandatory retirement age
for their tenured faculty membei.s.

81-662 0 - 81 - 18
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Effect of 1978 ADEA Amendments

Prior to 1978, all States. specifying an upper age limit for
the age group over which personnel decisions on the basis
of age were restricted, had set this maximum at an age no
greater than 65. In states where no upper age' was given to
the protected age group, all but two (Alaska and Montana)
permitted mandatory retirement of tenured faculty in higher
education under a general BFRP (bona fide retirement plan)
exemption'or under a specific exemption to higher
edubation. Thus whether or not an institution was in a
state with legislation restricting age-based retirement
decisions prior to 1970, in all but two states,it wag legal
under both federal (the 1967 ADEA) and state statutes to
have an age-based mandatory retirement policy at age 65 or
'older.

To sum up, the ADEA AmendmerNs markedly changed the minimum
conditions under which employers in virtually all states
could 'set a mandatory retirement age for employees.
Academic institutions of higher education were given a
temporary reprieve in that mandatory retirement of faculty
-between ages 65 and 70 would continue to be permitted under
the IDEA Amendments until July 1, 1982. After this date
tenured faculty could not beandatorily retired for reason
of age alone prior to age 70. By raising the maximum age
for the protected age group to 70 and by'eliminating the
bona fide retirement plan exemption of the 1967 ADEA, the
ADEA Amendments assured that most state laws in effect in
1978 would be preempted by the Federal amendments. -,,During
the next two years (1978 and 1979) 18 states adopted or
amended ,statutes, in most cases bringing them into',
conformity with the ADEA Amendments. These changes at
the state level determined the ability of.institutions
within the state to take advantage of the ADEA Amendments'
tenured faculty exemption, to maintain age 70 Mandatory
retirement now and upon the expiration of the exemption,
and to determine the impact of possible future changes in
Federal law (e.g., the uncapping of the age limit) on the
legality of mandatory retirement policies for tenured
faculty within individual,states.

Post-1978 Amendments at the State Level
. ,

Of the 13 states that prior to 1978 had no upper age limit
on age discrimination, but allowed the mandatory retirement
age as part of a bona fide retirement planlo six adopted
no amendments in state statues during the next two years
(Florida, HgWaii, Maryland, Michigan, Nevada, New Mexico).
In these states mandatory retirement of tenured faculty
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members could continue beyond 65 under the temporary
federal exemption and the State bona fide retirement plan lip
ememption (BFRPE). After July 1, 1982, a mandatory
retirement age of 70 for tenured faculty would be allowed
under the state BFRPE, and the Federal capped age group.
Among the seven states that altered State legislation, only
Maine specifically banned mandatory retirement at any age
for all employees.

The remaining states in this group those with
pre-1978 BFRPE exemptions but no upper age limit and who ,

changed their statues) adopted changes that would both
permit institutions of higher education to take advantage
of the temporary faculty exemption of the ADEA Amendments
and cause future changes in the Federally protects age
group to directly affect the ability of institutions within
these states to establish minimum mandatory retirement ages
for tenured faculty members.

'.Thus, in this first group of 13 states the ability of,
higher education institutions to establish mandatory
rttirement policies would be controlled by the ADEA
Aifiendmenteand by future amendments at the Federal level in
those 6 states that did not specifically alter their prior
BFRPE.

In the second group Of states, those 9 states with an age
limit less than 65 prior to 1978, 17 the same pattern
occurs--very few adopted changes that both preempted the
1978 ADEA Amendments and assured that future admendments in
the ADEAwould not affect the legal environment facing
higher education. This distinctipn falls only on Utah
which raised its protected group from 40-65 to all persons
,40 or.older. Four states (Kenbucky, Colorado, West

-Virginia and Georgia)10 adopted no changes, thus having
their state laws preempted by the brCader ADEA' Amendments.
New Hampshire specifically prohibited mandatory retirement,
but allowed an exemption for non-profit, private
educational associations. The amendment to Rhode Island's
Fair Employment Act to include age discrimination specified
a 40-70 protected. age group but included a BFRP exemption.
In Ohio and South Dakota, the latter protecting public
employees only, the protected age group was raised to 7D-A
for all employees, preempting the ADEA faculty exemption,
but allowing room for Federal influence if the protected
age group, were broadened at the Federal lever. Thus, in
this grolip only Utah adopted legislation that excludes the
exercise of the ADEA faculty exemption by educational
institutions, while insulating these institutions from the .

effect of the expiration of the exemption and of future
changes in the. upper age limit of the ADEA protected age
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group. Ohio and South Dakota moved to raise the state
minimum allowed age of mandatory retirement to 70, negating
the effect of the ADEA tenured faculty exemption, but
allowing mandatory retirement policies of 70, legal under
State law, to be altered by future changes at the Federal
level. The other six states adopted changes that permit
insitutions within these states to take advantage of the
faeUltyaxemption., This may cause the expiration of the
exemption to affect retirement policies of tenured faculty
members and will mean that future changes in the Federally
protected age group will alter the minimum standards that
institutions of higher education in these states would have
to meet.

Finally, in the third group of states, those with both a
BFRPE and a capped age limitof 65 or less, most states did
not amend pre-197h legislation. The three that did
(Delaware, Indiana, Nebraska) make changes id not preempt
the 1978 ADEA Amendments0.tenured faculty e mption.

)17

Delaware raised its maximum age to 0 but co tinned its
BFRP exemption, as did Nebraska. ndiana sp eifieally
exempteu compulsory retirement below 70 when it extended
protection against other forms of age disc nation tq
persons between 65 and 70. In Wisconsin an e Outive order
disallowed mandatory retirement, below 70 for p lie
employees. Thus, in all of these states, with the
exception ofpublie employees in Wisconsin, the 1978 ADEA
Amendments control the legal limits of mandatory retirement
policies set by instititutions of higher education for
tenured faculty mempers.

Conclusion 31.

This brieereview of.state laws dealing with the allowed
limits on mandatory retirement policies of tenued faculty
Members prior to 1978 and changes in 1978 and 1979,
demonstrates-that at the.time of passage the 1978 ADEA
Amendments were broader than the laws against age
discrimination in m st`states. Subsequent change resulted
in many State stat es conforming, to Federal standards' in
that the Mandatory r tirement of tenured faculty vas
permitted as early as age 65 either through a continuing
BFRPE at the state level or a specific exemption for higher
education.19

In short, unless States move to. amend their laws, the
expiraton of the faculty exemptioh and any future changes

s in the age group protected by federal'law will have an
immediate impact on the legality of mandatory retirement '

provisions for tenured faculty within the t majority of
states. This is not, to imply that all in tit tions dill be

.
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so affected, since many institutions, though .earlier
m sdatury retirerreht 11 permitted by law, set no or higher: .
Ages of mandatory retirement. Whether or not institutisns
currently set a mandatory retirement age between 65 and 70
or not, in all .but a few States, Federal law must be
considered the binding constraint on an institution's
ability to adjust manaatory retirement policies in their

ft: adaptation to changed economic policies.
.

.

D. Attitudes of Administrators and Faculty Members

Perhaps the most usefu report of institutional .

(administrators') at tudes comes from the studies by the
American Council on Education's Policy A alysis Service

1S

(PAS). (See Results of the PAS Followup urvey on
Mandatory Retirement, February 16, 1979. Their surveys
indicate strong opposition to a complete uncapping of the
age of mandatory retirement, with 44 percent of
institutions opposed, another 25 percent not opposed but
favoring a permanent exemption for tenured faculty members
and still another 25 percent not opposed but concerned
about the implications of uncapping for colleges and
universities. Opposition to complete uncapping was
strongest in the private sector, especially among
universities and four-year colleges. Within the public
sector, opposition was concentrated among the universites.
Almost half the institutions reported plans to make use of
the temporary exemption for tenured faculty memebers; many
of those who reported they would not use the exemption
indicated that they were prohibited from doing so, they
already had a mandatory retirement age of 70, or the
exemption did not apply because they did not have a tenure
system.

I

Our survey is the only. one we know of that asked faculty
members for their views on mandatory retirement age
legislation. When asked whether they favored a
continuation of the present exemption for tenured faculty
members, slfghtly more -than 70 percent of the respondents
indicated opposition; 20 percent favored continuation of
the exemption, with anaber 8 pAncent uncertain. The-
support for_104.islation_mthet_wouldcompletelyeltm1natc
the mandatory retirement age was,y5somewhat less strong.
Slightly less than 60 percent of the respondents said they
"favored" or "strongly favored" complet ation of

. mandatory retirement agdlp Twenty-six ercent ere
"opposed" or "strongly opposed;" with 14 pert t uncertain.

There was some diversity of opinion scong respondents from
different types of colleges. Whereas 70 percent at faculty
members at two-year colleges favored complete elimination

4
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of mandatory retirement age, this,figure_dropped to 60
Percent for faculty at 4-year colleges and to 55 percent
for faculty. members at universities. There were no
appreciable differences between respondents from public and
private institutions.

Attempting to draw any conclusions from these two studies
is hazardous. But several tendencies seem to emerge. With
respect to the exemption many institutions are not affeaa
by it. ,For those institutions where it can apply,,most
intend to use it unti1.1982 The implication is that
institutions using the eiemption would prefer to have it be
made permanent. Faculty members, many of whom are not
subject to the exemption, strongly favor its termination in
1982. The responses to the prospect of legislation that
would completely uncap. mandatory retirement age are less
favorable.

Roughly two- thirds 'of the institutions would oppose
uncapping and seek to have the present exemption made
permanent, with the strongest-support for this position
coming from, private sector institutioins, especially
universities and four.4year schools, and from public
universities. Just over a majoity of faculty members
favor complete elimination of the mandatory retirement age
with the sentiment for this position most strong among
two-year college faculty members ano least strong among
faculty members at universities.

Section 4. Results from Survey of Educational Institutions

Introduction

This section of the report highlights some of the key
findings from the analysis of the institutional survey
data. We concentrate attention on how the mandatory
retirement age and changes in it affect retirement
probabilities, on pension plans,40 how they affect
retirement patterns, and on how t e interplay of mandatory
retirement, pension benefits, and ther institutional
characteristics combine to affect etirement patterns.

The data sed in this analysis come from a special survey
of insti Vions of higher education conducted furing the
spring o 1980. The survey of a st stifled sample' f
institu ons, drawn to reflect the population of
instititutions with 250 or more students and regular
degree-granting status, produced a 5jvercent responpe
rate, with 298 institutions respondin . 'The response rate
amd spread of responses by instititutional type was such
that we feel we have an atequate representation of the
universe of higher education institutions,
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A. Definition of Retirement. We define "retirement" as
the shift from a regular job at a particular
institution. This shift may not imply the total
cessation of work. Thus, two faculty members leaving
employMent at an institution at age 65 will have the
same "retirement" age but one may choose not to work
and the Ober may be offered full-time work
elsewhere. Or a faculty member may to officially
retired but-then rehired on a temporary basis. Early
the age of "retirement" as defined in this study is
not independent of other job opportunities. Taking
into account a variety of factors, including
institutional policies and altel-native employment
options, each faculty member will determnine an cot&

optimum retirement age which will maximize expecte
utility over his or her remaining lifetime. For some
faculty members ret4rement may mean labor force
withdrawal. For others, institutional policies may
,constrain the allowed age of retirement, forcing
individuals with other preferred retirement ages to
cease work. To the extent that these institutionally
permitted ages of retirement diverge from the desired
retirement ages, change in institutional policies may
influence the former without affecting the latter.

The focus of thisestudy is Co suggest the extent to which
changes in institutional mandatory retirement age policies
will allow faculty members who wishto retire at later ages
to Oo so. At the same time, other changes in both higher
education and in the wider economy, might be shifting the
age at which faculty,meiabers would optimally retire from a
paplicular institution). Thus, the same phenomenon--later
Ewe of retirement--may be due to different causes. A
mandatory retirement age change may merely allow faculty
member's who would have always prtferred later retirement to
do so. On teother han a change..in the mandatory
retirement age may only p rmit recent changes in desired
retirement age to be realized. Whether-a change .in the
mandatory retirement age is a direct cause or only a
constraining' factor in retirement is important--but
difficult to distinguish--in understanding the direct
effect of the 1978 ADEA Amendments on future retirement
patterns in higher education. She increasing popularity in
higher education of early.retirpment options that combine
part-time work with supplemental retirement annuities mean
that part-tithe retirement cannot be ignored entiveley in a
'study of retirement in higher education. The possibility,

4 If part-time retirement may even have an effect on an
individual's expected age of retirement although the "
direction is ambiguous. Likewise, part-time retirement
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n d with pension supplements have budgetary
tions that are not immedia,tely obvious. Thus,
etirement programs are instituted when the
tirement age is relaxed, the retirement age and
tions are ambiguous. While the term
will cohsistently refer in this study to the
ion of work at an institution, graduak
ptions will be examined with cdipiderable
id to'their effect on retiremen timing.

Through thtfir retirement policies, most institutions have
established an age range over which retirement with pension
benefits is permitted. This age range is indicated by
reference to an institutions's normal, mandatory,
compulsory and early retirplent age. These ages are not
standard across all institutions but rather are defined by
the retirement policies set by each institution.
"Mandatory retirement" age at one institution maybe
earlier than "normal retirement" age at another. "Early
retirement" at one may occur later than what would be
"normal" at another. While these terms are useful, their'
definitions must be carefully specified and variations
among schools noted.

Normal retirement implies an age at which retirement id
expected to occur though it may not be the age at which
most retirements do in fact occur. Wks, however, the
standard age of retirement assumed for establishing desired
income replacement levels or absolute retirement income to
beoprovided by the rele4ant pension plan. In our survey,
this age was defined as the earliest age at which full
retirement beneftis were available.

Mandatory retirement age is that age beyond which a faculty
member may not automatically continue employment. Work
beyond this age requires explicit extensions, usually on a
one year basis. In one sense, institutional mandatory 2N
retirement°ages can be viewed as a maximum age, an uppet
limit 4.01, regular employment. This contrasts with the
minimum mandatory retirement age, as established by the
ADEA Amdndments. Effectively, this seV an age below with
individual faculty members cannot be retired for reasons of
age.

A somewhat different term, compulsory retirements age, is
used to refer to that age beyond which extensions of
servicetare no longer permitted, even at the discretion.of
'the administration.

gr
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Finally,tarly _retirement ie.reirement pri r to the normal
retirement age. It is defint'd as that age ange prior to
the ihstitutions's normal retirement age.du ing which
retirement benefits are actuarially adjusted to account for
the longer period over which retirement benefits will be
paid.

4

B. The Institutional Setting
ew

The potential effects of the 1978 ADEA Amenam nts are
affected byi several key variables. One is th= extent to
which institutions and faculty members operate unaer a
system of tenure or indefinite appointments, a e subject to
mandatoretirement ages of less than 70; afe covered by
the present exemptions, have options of corttinu ng to work
becadse the age oicoMpulsory retirement exceed the age of
mandatory retirement; the age distribution of f culti
members; and prdspeptive Changes in enrollments. that will
affect the dem4nd'for faculty members. We try t. summarize
these effects,'noting any striking differences a ong
institutions with certain common,characteristics.

1. Tenure. A key part of the ADEA exemption f r: the
academic sector was its restriction to tenure faculty
members or those with indefinite appointments In our
sample almost 92 percent of currently employe
full-time faculty members age 45 and above are
employed in schools with tenure systems. Less than 8
percent are employed in shcools without tenure
systems. Among four-year institutions and
universities, a relatively small fraction of
institutions responded negatively to the questio of

whether they had a tenure system. Two-year
institutions, both public and private, are least
likely to have tenure systems. Thus, while tenured
faculty members gre most-likely to work in four-year
colleges and unlytrsities, the small number of
institutions without*tenure and their small site means
that there I* little difference in the distribution of
tenured faculty and all full-time faculty.

2. andatory Retirement at Institutions. Despite the
exemption grant'cd to tenured faculty mebbers,'an
exemption thatovers the vast majority of faculty
members, a sizeable number of institutions have
already changed their wndatory retirement.provisibns
to conOrm to the new raw. Moreover, prior to the
ADEA Amendments many institutions had a mandatory
retirement age of 70 or above. Our questionnnaire not
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only provides igtoriaDle on these recent changes
since th passage of the Amendments in 1978, but also
enables to compare mandatory retirement age
practices before and after passage of the amendments. a

a. Mandatory retirement ProviSions Prior to the
AMA Amendments. As of January 1, 197w, 79
percent of all institutions had some age of
mandatory retirement (Table 1). 'Among
institutions with an age of mandatory
retirement, Sixty-nine percent set thi§ age at
65, 19 percent established 70 or over as the age
at which faculty retirement was mandated, and "6
percent had a mandatory retirement age between 65
and,70. The other 5 percent did not specify
their mandatory retirement age.

Tge -percentage of institutions with manda
retirement provisions varied consider across
institutionaltype. All private versities in .

out' sample reported Having a mandatory retirement
age in 1978. Th4s was also true of virtually all
institutions (97 percent) in the public
university group. Public four -year colleges
Jollowed with 92 percept and private four-year
colleges with 86 percent.M Two-year institutibns
were least likely to repo t a mandatory age (47
percent bf private and 67 ercent of public
institutions).

Even greater variation existed e age
.bandatory retirement among different .e% of
institutions with a-mandatory retirement' age. For
example, private andpublic universities differed
'little in the probability of having had a
mandatory retirement age prior to the passa04
the ADEA Amendments. Yet only 41 percent of
pubic universities had a mandatory retirement

1
age set at age 65 while 70 percent of private
niversities had a mandatoryretirement of that
age. An even higher percentage (80 percent) of
private, four-year colleges with a mandatory
retirement age set that age at 65. Whereas less
than half of the private two-year colleges had an /
age 65 mandatory retirement age, over
three-fourths of public two-year colleges had
such an age. .

At itie time of tha pass e of the 11978ADEA ,

AMe ments about half of a full-time faculty
members Were employed in in tutions withta

O
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Table

Institutions With Mandatory
Retirement Provision and Age: Pre-1978

Percent of Percent of Institutions with MRA
Institutions b A e of MRA

PRIVATE

2-Year

4-Year

University

PUBLIC

2-Year

4-Year

University

TOTAL

16.5 81.9 77.8 2.8. 18.1 1.5

48.7 47.2 47.9 0.0 43.0 8.7

13.0 85.7 80.2 2.3 16.1 0.9

0.0 100.0 70.0 12.4 17.6 0.0

21.0 76.4 61.2 20.7...../9.0

30.5 67.0 7.6.3 1,7 9.8 9.9

5.2 91.9 42.7 15.7 33.9 7.8
-

21.2 96.7 40.8 15..2 34.7 8.3

19.0 78.9 69.1 6.1 19.4 5.4

iinstitutions eliminating MR after 1978 yea not asked to report their
pre-1978 MRA.

# 2.75,
.
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mandatory retirement age of 65 (Table 3). An
additional 23 percent were employed in
institutions whose mandatory retirement age was
betWeen ages 66 and 68; these faculty would
still be covered by theoexemption. Only 26
percent of all faculty members were covered by a
mandatory retirement age of 70. Because private
Institutions, particularly private universities,
and four-year colleges were more likely to have a
65 mandatory retirement age, faculty members
covered by a 65 mandatory retirement age were
concentrated in private institutions with 37
percent compared to the 23 percent of all
full-time faculty employee in private
institutions.

Nevertheless, the high percentage of public
institutions among the total population meant

. that most faculty members covered by th young
mandatory retirement age of 65 were still
employed in public institutions (63 percent). A
relatively small fraction (onl 11 percent) of
faculty members covered by an a e 65 mandatory
retirement rule were employed private
universities, with another 26 pe nt employed in
private four-year institutions.

b. Chan es Prom ted b the ADEA Am ndm= ts. Some
significant changots have occur ce passage
of the ADEA Amendments. Altho titutions
with a mandatory retirement ag 70 were
permitted to continue mandatori etiring their
older faculty at that age until 1983, many
institutions took steps to bring their mandatory
retirement rule into conformity with the ADEA
amendments (Table 3). Between'the beginning Of
1678 and their response to our questionnaire in
early 1980, 29 percent of all institutions mad,
some change in their mandatory retirement age.
In all but one case this was to raise the
.mandatory retirement age by bringing it into
conformity with the amendements. The remaining
68 percent did not change their mandatory
retirement provisions. This is not surprising
because in only 34 percent of all institutions
was the mandatory retirement age below 70. The

. changes that took plece.occurred primarily among
public institutions. Thirty-eight percent made
some change in their mandatory retirement
provisions as contrasted to only 18 percent of.

. private institutions. These changes were of all

21i6
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Tab 16;2,

Distribution of 1980 Pal-Time Faculty by
URA Prior to 1978

Axe of URA
Abolished,

No URA Since '76. 65 66-68

1)1
Unknown All

Type of
Institution

x

1
PRIVATE 1.1 0.3 17.1 1.6, 2.6 0.3 Z3.1

2-Year 0.4 0.02 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.7 .

4-Year 0.7 0.3 11.8 0.6 1.6 0.2 15.4 2! t

University 5.2 1.0 0.8 6.9

..
PUBLIC 6.2 5.6 28.9 11.J 23.1 1:6 76.9

/-Year 4.4 2.5 16.1 0.2 2.6 0.4' 26.2

4-Year 1.6 . 2.0 6.8.. 6.8 11.0 0.9 29.3

University 0.1 1.1 '5.9 4.6 : 9.5 0.3 21.5

TOTAL 7.3 5.946.0 23.3 25.7 1.9 100.0

1See Table $ -2.
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Table 3.

Changes in Mandatory Retirement Provisions
Since AADEA

No Change

_Remain at

65 .

1

Percent Institutuions
Public Private, All

60.0e

23.8

78.8

° 44.9.

68.5

33.3
66-68 0.6 2.1 1.3
70 14.1 14.8 , 14.4
75+ 0.5 0.5 0.5
No MRA 21.0 16.5 19.0

Change 37.7 18.2 28.8

Changed Age

65 <to 70 23.1 16.6 20.1
a 65 to unknown 0.2 0.1

66-68 to 70 . 6.4 .0.2 3.6
70 to 65 O.9 .0.5

Eliminated MRA 7.3 '1.2 4.5

Unknown MRA 2.5 . 3.2 *1.8

O

3
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types. Of those )hat did change, 70 percent
raised their age from 65 to 70. Another 13
'percent moved from age 66:48 to age 701 and
sixteen percent of the clangers eliminated
mandatory retirement -entirely.

Only 27 percent of all private institutions with
.

mandatory retirement ages below 70 made -changes
as contrasted to 55 percent of similar public
institylkionq. That public institutions were more
respopdT4e than private institutions may say less
about differential institutional behavior than
about external forces for change. Many public
institutions may have made changes prompted by
the requirements of.state legislation or
executiveorders to treat all public employees
alike.

c. Mandatory Retirement Provisions in 1980: As a
result of these changes,-only 36 percent of
public institutions still (at the time of the-
survey in spring 1980) had a mandatory retirement
age af 65 (Table 4); this compares to 61 percent
two to three years earlier. And only 57 percent
of private inatAtutionhad a mandatory
retirement age of 65 compared to 78 percent Prior
to the ADEA., The shift in age is evident when
the percentage of institutions with a mandatory
retirement age of 7eis compared before and after
the Amendments. Currently, 63 percent of public
institutions and- 40'ercent-ofprivate
institutions have a mandatory retirement age of
70 compared to 21 and'14 percent respectively
prior to°the ADEA Amendments.

°`°The results from out data indicate clearly that
almost all private two-year institutions now _

conform to the 1'982 provisions of the law, that
. four-year private institutions are rapidly MOring

in that direction, and that private universities
have moved very Alowly. Prior to the. ADEA
Amendments, 70 percent of private universities
with a mandatory retirement age set it at 651
since then the percentage has flllen to the -
current 63'-oercent. This contrasts sharply with
the behavior4of public universities where almost
half that previously had a mandatory, retirement,
age of 65 raised or eliminated it.

279
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Table 4..

Instutions With Mandatory Retirement
Provisions and Age: 1980,

0

4

PUBLIC

2-year

4-Year ,

'University

TOTAL

w.

Percent of
Institutions

ParCent of Institutions vith*MRA
by Age of MRA

With "With!
No MBA MBA 65 66-68.1 70 75+

a

44.7 65..3 56.9 2.7 39.9 0:6
.

52.9, 47.1 5.2 85.1. 2.6

16.1 83.8 59.9 2.4

0.0 100.0 62:8 9.5 27.7

' 48.1 35:7 0.9 62.8 0.7

37.0 62.9 39.6

12.3 87.6 32.1,0. 65.9 2.0

10.1 89.9 25.5 9.8 64.7, O

23.9 76.0
o {q

1
66 and 67 for publics, 68 ftir privates

9
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The responSes of these diffeient types of institutions
to the exemption keens that currently faculty members
covered by either age 65 or 70 mandatory retirement,
provisions are somewhat more likely to be in private
-institutions than in public institutions than they
were prior to the passage of the amendments This
difference is not as great as might be expected.. It

Currently, 60 percent compared to 63 percent prior to
1978 of all faculty members subject to an age 65
mandatory retirement age are employed in public
lost-Actions, while currently 40 percent versus the
earlier 37 percent .are employed in private
institutions. More significant, however, at the time
of the survey only one-third of all full-time faculty
faculty members were employed in institutions with a

stated mandatory retirement age of 65. Half are
covered by an age 70 mandatory retirement age
provision, and 13 percent are employed in institutions
without any mandatory retirement provision. Thul,
although theiraising of the exemption may beInpiirtant
for particular types of institutions, it will affect
only one-third of All full-tine faculty members. This
group is almost equally divided among faculty members
at two-year, institutions four-year colleges, d

tuniversities.,

By contrast, raising the age of mandatory retirementya above 70 or its elimination would affect the largo
-- majority of faculty members- -87 percent--and

institutions of higher education--76 percent.

3 Compulsory versus Mandatory Retirement. The impact
of legislation requiring changes in mandatqry retirement
age provisions depends in part on the'stricthess with which
threse provisions have been applied to faculty members in
the past. If they have not been strictly enforced, then
the effective changes in,retirement patterns due to the law
could be minimal.

Our survey questioned institutions about the ability of
faculty members to receive extensions to continue working
beyond the leandatOry retirement age either at their own or
their'adminiitratrion's initiative. We also inquifed about
the maximum age to which facurty members granted such
extensions could work. Surprisingly, Jnly a tiny
fraction--4 percent--of all institutions report that
retirement is required at age 65 (Table 6). The largest
group--37 percent--of institutions reported no age limit to

81-662 0 81 - 19
)
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.

0'

ic
"

51'

55%

.

4. NBA

Type of
Insfitutiod ,

' ': 6ft-69
1'

70+
2

None Unknown All
3

.1i

12.2

': 0.1

8.1

4.1

18.4

10.9

4.1

3.4

30.6

.
1.4

._..0.6

0.8

.

2.5

i

'2.5.

3.9

fio

7.4

0.3

5.4

1.7

42.9

8.1

20.6

14.3

' 50.3

5-

e,

e.

1.4 '

0.4'

1.1

11.8

6.9

. 3.7

1.2

13.2

3. .6 .

0.1

0.2

e4
1

-1,3

0.4

0.9

1.9

23.1

0.7

15.4

6.9

76.9

26.2

29.3

21.5

109.0

..
Man

2-Year
4

, 4-Year

Vpiversity

PUBLIC

2-Year

4-Year

University

TOTAL'

.

166 and 67 for (5) public institutions, 68 for (4) private.

2
Aga 80 in (1) public with 0.92 of TUC, Age 75 in (1) private with

.022 of FFAC.

3
Excluded 11 institutions (3.82) with no FFAC data.

..
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Table 6.

Compulsory Retirement Age .

Maximum Age of Extensions
Beyond Age of Mandatory Retirement

0

,
;

Type of

Institution,

No MBA
No Age Don t
Limit 65 66-69 70 75+ Know

20.7

52.9

17.4

0.0

39.6

12.4

10.1

25.7

47.1

24.6

49.0

64.4

30.0

21.8

41.1

'58.0

37.8

3.3

4:8

4.6

0.0

29.5 4.5

0.0

3.9

0.0

3.9

0.3 21.8

0.0 10.3

0.1 23.8

3.2 26.8

2.2 26.0

2.3 23.7

1.7____91.4

1.6

8.1

0.8

0.0

5.5

5.3

6.0

5.0

4.1

5.7

5.6

2.3

2.3

2.9

PRIVATE

2-Year,

4-Year

university

PUBLIC

2-Year

4-Year

university 2.9 23.1

1.3 24.1

5.8

3.7

0.5

3.6TOTAL

4
.0

.e.

233

F
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extensions while others grant extensions for one to five
years. .This means that the effective mandatory retirement
le is-somewhat higher than is evidenced by official
mandatory retirement ages. Interestingly, of the A4
percent of institutions with a mandatory retirement age of
65, less than 10 percent of them also had a compulsory
retirement of 65.

While. mandatory retirement age provisions do set a time at
which faculty members may be customarily retired, extension -

policies allow institutions to extend appointments beyond
that age. This implies that by either formal or informal
means these institutions do evaluate the advantage of
extending some faculty contracts while terminating others.
As a consequence,: a higher mandatory retirement age will
not for mahy institutions present an entireryfnew
situation. In fact, opportunities to continue teachingl
have existed at most institutions in the recent Oast,
whether or not all faculty members wished or were allowedk
to 'take advantage of working beyond the mandatory
retirement age.

4. i4e Distribution of Faculty. The simulations
conducted in this study and,in other studies indicate that
the short and long term impact of a change in mandatory
retirement which compels I r4ier changes in the retirement
system will depend on the age distribution of faculty
members. Co

If large proportions of the faculty are read over the
ages 55-64 range, the short-term pressures institutions.
will be more sever than if the faculty is co osed largely
of younger personsV9vperhaps reflecting the relative youth_

. of the-inStitution Itself. Accordingly, we sought to
uis r

each institution. What is most striking'aboutthese
measures is the broad similarity in the age distributions
of faculty age 45*and over across the private, public,
two-year,'four-year, and university groups ( -Table 7). It
is true that two-year institutions appear to have a
somewhat older f'aculty structure than do tgi other groups
of institutions. Overall, however, public'Snd private
institutions within each of these groups vary little. This
is somewhat surprising because of the considerable
variation across these institutions in the current
mandatory retirement age; yet this is consistent with our
findingsvibout the practices of many institutions in
extending employment beyond the mandatory retirement age.
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Table 7 -

lk

Distribution of Faculty Age 45 and Above

45-49

Type of ,"

Insiltution
r. .4

PRIITIrr 32..9

4-Year 32.3

University 34.8

PUBLIC 32.7

2 -Year 29.5

4-Year 35.6

University 32.2

TOTAL 32.8

Other Estimates

COME 30.0

Ladd-Upset/12.1

Asa

50-54 55 -59 60-64 65-69 70 45+

'

.6

. 6.
11919 46. .4.2It -

1.1 10(2. 0

28.9 19.9 13.6 4.1 41.2 ,Ipo.o

26.6 20.4 13.9 3.7 0.5 100.0

27.1 22.9 13.4 4.3 0.6 100.0

29.6 20.2 16.6 3.8 0.4 100.0

22.1 , 11.1----4.4 -0.9 100.0

26.1 23.0 13.7 4.6 0.5 100.0

27.4 21.4 13.4 4.3 0.7 100.0

26:1 22.2 15.4 5 0.6 00.0

31.1 19.4 21/..6 2.9 A0.0
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Despite the broad similarities in age structures, there is ..

some variation by type of institution in the percentage of '-
-faculty within five years of retirement. The percentages t
of faculty age 60 to 64, relative to faculty-age 45 and ..N'
above, varies from less Mien 5 percent to over 30 percent: ' 1'4

41n discernable pattern appears across types ne institutions 4*

. or by age of mandatory retirement. This leads us to
conclude that while no particular type of. institution is,
uniformly confronted" by a particulaly old or young faculty,
a few institutions within each group will 'be faced over_ the .

next five years with .predicting the retirement behavior of .,-

a'significant perentaget.or their faculty, those 60-64.
Two-year institutions are most lilsely,to face this
predicaMent, since of those institutions with 30
percent or more of thei faculty 45 years of age and over,
and expected to retire within the next fiveyears, are
biro -year public institutions.

. ,
...'

.5. Prqjectedatudent Enrollments. 'A major uncertainty - ,

faced` by institutions projecting future hires of new'
A

faculty mepers is the ezcpected growth' in stuoent..
enrollments. Enn011ment growth will allow them teabsorb
higher retirement ages and still permit them t% hire young, 0

new faculty members. 4

Our questionnaire asked institutions to provide estimates
of projected enrollments of full and part-time students in
1983. Unfortnately, only 59 percent of institutions could

- previde'such projections. While the low reaponha rate on
this question reduces the validity of our resdits, It also
suggests that -'high proportion of institutions of higher

',education ladk some of the basic information that is
-necessary for accurate personnel limning% 44: their
iftforniptiqn is mace-Sire-11y so unCer that liftraaaonable

institutions do give some indicatlan of what this part
of the sample projects about fUture growth and decline. As
expected, the next three years is seen as a time of neither
precipitous, growth nor precipitious decl%Win studett
enrollments. Overall enrollments are expected to increase
by approximately 5 percent. The rate of growth for small
schools is dependent on the initial small size of many
schools,apd asp result large percentage increases signify
the adatfon of only a few hundred students. Thus, it is
perhaps more valid to look atthe expected growth at
institutions with enrnllments of 2,500 and.over.

Large two-year institutions expect the most rapid growth,
with rates of between 8 and Il perent over the next three
years. Four-year colleges in the public sector expect a

r

o

.
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°A ,4 ... o

period of stability,while
o

privatAfcur-year institutions
expect more- rapid growth of between 6 and 12 percent in the
number o; enrolled students. public universities expect

0 enrollments to.be stable while private universities are the
most pessimistic in expectingma decline in enrollment of 10
percent.` Whether these enrol went. predictions will be
realizeg remains tobe seen.°'

ft* The pessimistic projections of private universities are
'importpnt in evaluating their response to proposed changes
in legislation govenina mandatory retirement age. In
fadt, institutions with, mandatory retirement age of 70 and
65 across each type of institution expect approximately
identical rates of growth in enrollment.

6. Summary. The data on tenure, mandatory retirement,
faculty age

prospects provide perspective on t e
structure, extension policies, an student

enrollment
.within which institutions in our sample will xe to adapt4

environment
.

tb a rising age of mandatory retirement. In Ctifs
environment mandatdry retirement age policy is -.not
uniformly administered since extension policies are*,
force; data on the age struct e for institutions'wlfeage

_ 65 mandatory retirement indict that extensions are often
used since a surprisingly high p rcentage of faculty iii,
institutions with mandatory retirement ages of 6.5 and oldez: ,

.4.are above that age. .

4'`'' ''.

4-v

Particular institutions, howevdr, may,,bk faced 4th higher
.,

numbers of delayed retirements over_ the next five years
than will others. This could be-an,apute problem if they

"find that facuaty between the ages bf 60 and 64 who would
otherwise have retired, postPOne their retirement when the

RI$

used extension police liberally in the past, even
institutions with a high proportion of faculty age 60 to 64
may in fact find little .change in retirement patterns as
the stated age er mandatOry retirement age rises. It is
important,to note that the majority of institutions with

Apparticularly old age structO'r s are those institutions
v whose major mission is teac ng and not research.

Studen't enrollment growth projecti
faculty members do postpone retjr
their employing instituti-ain eXpe
as a reatiAt of retirements, the s
in.enrollbent will provide little

1.

the total size of the faculty dur
already noted that large univers
pessimistic about the enrollmen
over the next three years.

4re

indicate that if
ent and, is a result,

ience fewer job openings
11 projected increases
lexibirity in augmenting
g.this period. We have
ies are particularly

increases they can expect
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C. Retirement Benefits and Their Impact 'on Retirement.

,.l. General Characteristics

Important factors.determining retirement timing are the
amounts of expected retirement benefits and changes in
these amounts with additional years of work. Virtually all
institutions of higher education offer their faculty
_members some kind of retirement plan coverage. Among those
covered by plans, 83 percent of all institutions offer
either TIAA-CREF or aoState plan. It is primarily the
small institutions that offer either on coverage or a
non-state non-TIAA-CHEF plan. Thus, almost 95 percent. of
full-time faculty members are employed in institutions with-

a TIAA-CREF or State plan. For this reason we
concentrate our attention on the characteristics of 0

. TIAA-CREF and state plans and the provisions which
encourage or discourage retirement age age 65 for

*.institutions in our sample.

The distribution of instititutions offering these plans are
shown in Table 8. It is apparent but not unexpected that
private institutions are covered primarily by TIAA-CREF,
while most public institutions offer a State plan. Thus,
-to some extent our attempt to isolate the impact of
TIAA-CREF versu state plans on retirement probabilities is

ll
confused by th

e
igh correlation between institutional type

and plan offere . Fortunately, however, there are'high
percentages af four-year public institutions (32 percent)
and putlic universities (25 percent) that offer a TIAA-CREF
Plan as well as a State plan. Within both the public and
private groups there is little variation in type of, plan
offered by age 65 and age 70 manaatory retirement.

.TIAA-CREF and State plans differ sharply in the method of
calculating benefits. While TIAA/CREF calculates benefits
on. the basis of past contributions and interest accumulated
over time on these contributions, most state plans
calculate benefits on thp basis of average salary and past
service/credits.

When a person covered by "a state plan chooses to postpone
receipt of benefits fr6m age 65 to age 66 by working an
additional year, the absolute amount of the annuity
expected will generally rise both because the average
salary increases, if higher earnings are expected during
that additional year and because the average is multiplied
by an additional year of service. Under TIAA/CREF plans
the shorter lifetime of a person retireineat 66 would raise
benefit amounts even if the total accumfilation did not

28 ,
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Table 8.

Types of Plans Offered by
Institutions of Risher.

(columns total 100.0 across)

/IAA
TIM with
Other non -

Public State
Statt
Only

State with
Other Non-
TIAA

Other
Only

No Plan
or no
Information

Stine of

Institution

PRIVATE 62.1 6.3 0.3. 1.3 0.0 15.0 14.2

2 -Year).* 34.8 '8.1 0.0 12.3 0.0 16.3 16.4

4f- -Year 64.8 9 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 16.3 13.1

. University 16.4 8.4 6.4 0.0 0.0 6.0 2.8

PUBLIC 9.3 0.0 15.8 67.5 1.6 0.9 5.00104%,

2-Year 0.6 0.0 7.3 85.0 2.5 0.0 4.6

4-Year 21.4 0.0 31.5° 38:2 0.0 2.9 6.0

University 37.4 0.0 24.8 33.8 0.0% 0.0 1.1

_TOTAL, 33.3 2.8 8.8 37.4 0.9 . 7.7 9.2

e

-

. ,

T.
els

ti 4k

31

28.9
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change, between age 65 and age'66. K person covered by
TIAA/CREF, can also expect additional accumulations both-
because of the additional contributions made based on,the
additional year's salary and the aditional dividends that
will 'be earned by the accumulated amount.

2. Annuity Value of Pension Benefits

For each State Plan and TIAA/CREF we estimated the annual
annuity that'wekild be received by a person at age 65 and if '

retiremeeq were postponed by one year the annuity that
would then be received at age 66. ;,Such a person is assumed
to have'worked from age 32 at a beginning salary,of $3,200
until age'65 when earnings as a full, professor were
$33,150. This earnings stream 4s based on actual data
obtained on earnings of college and university faculty at
various ranks from 1946 to 1980. In addition,.we
hypothesized that if such a person continued woring until
age 66, salaries would rise by 8 percent to $35,800.

In Table 9 the means of the annuities, present values and
their change are presented. In comparing across State
plans the annuity a person-with this ealary schedule would E
be eligible f 'or at age 65 we find large, variation, ranging '
from a low of $.9700 to a high of $26,000 with a mean
$18,84. If this person continued to work for an
additional year, receivingoan 8 percent higher salary,
benefits would rise by an amount ranging. from a low of
seNenpercent to a high of 16 percent; depending on the
benefit formula of the plan. The mean increase is 11
percent. At age 66 otIr hypothetiCal person would pe
eligible for a mean annuity 0-$21,016, ranging from
$10,800 under the "least genefols" plan to $29,374 under,
the "most generous" plan.'

At first glance this rise in annual benefits might appear
to encourage people to postpone retirement because it makes
them eligible for higher retirement benefits later.
However, evidence has been presented in other studies'that

..it is not the absolute size of a benefit but the present
value of future *etnefits discounted to the present that is
of primary importance in determining retirement timing.
Discounting the stream of all future benefits gives us a-
different picture of the financial advantage to faculty
membel4s of continued work beyond age 65. Assuming no
post-retireWent inflation adjustments, we estimate that a
nominal discount,rate of 15 percent is the most,realistic
rate to use in evaluating the present value of these
benefits. Diicounting all future benefits at 15 percent
reduces the present Valuye of benefits between age 65 and
66 for all plans by 6, percent. In the case of the "most,

.
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Table- 9.

Mean Size of Benefit and Present
Value of State E'TIAA Plan Benefits ,

Mean Value of .10%

Annual Benefit at 65 \.. .

Benefit ht,66 r
Changh

Present Value at 65. 137,778

Present Value at 66 103,177

Change ": -2.1%

TIAA-CREF
_

at 65

',Benefit at 66

Change
°

Present Value at 65 136,467

Present Value at 66 102,195

Change -2.4%

Discount Rate. y

18,824

21,016

11.5%

15%

'--

135,027

97,214

-5.9%

.4.1*

18,645

20,731

11.2%

133,193

95,893

-6.2%
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generous? plan (in which annual benefits rise by 16 percent,
between ages 65 and 66) the present value of ,the future
income stream declines by 2 percent between those two
ages. For the "least generous" plan (benefits rise by 7
percent)-the d cline in present value if benefits were
postponed wo d be 11 percent. This situation is only
so ewhat i roved if we assume a 10 percent discount rate.In b is nation, the mean decline is "only" 2 percent.

Examining'TIAA-CREF benefits we see that the situation is
not such different. Annual benefits rise by A mein of 11 '

per;ent lf'retirement is postponed from age 65 to 66.
Interestingly enough this benefit increase is the indrease
that a person with the same salary history could experience
under the State plans. -This suggests that desigte
fundamental differences between defined benefit and defined
contribution pension plans, an additional yeti- of service
aNd the raising of the income average upon w ich defined
benefit plan benefits are baseu, results in an increase
exactly equal to that which would be experienced under a
typical TIAA-CREF plan. Present values and changes with
postponedent are also comparable.

In concluding this examination of annual annuities, present
values, and their changes with an additional year of Gork,
it is important to emphasize that for all State plans, with
only a few exceptions, an0 TIAA,CREF plans when future
benefits discounted at 10 percent, the present value of
these benefitsadecXines when benefits are ,postponed.
TIAA-CREF plans are comparable to most.State plans both in
.absolute size and increase inthe annuity which would be .

received if a person with the hypothesized wage profile'
postponed benefits and worked an additional ,year and in the
change in present value of the future income. stream upon

s postponement. Differences among institutions in salary
level and annual changes will also influence final benefit
amounts and change. However, these differences. will not be
due td basic differences in plan characteristics.

3. Inflation and Retirement Benefits

a. Introduction. The achievement of the adequacy goals of a
retirement income program may be frustrated by price
inflation. Unless retirement income levels are adjusted as
consumer prices rise, the standard of, living of retired
persons will decline over time to a level far below that
codtemplatedsbyinstitutions in formulating retirement
income programs or that expected by retirees as they
contemplated retirement. Thus, expected price changes
during retirement can have a-major effect not only on real
retirement benefits of retirees but on the age at which
they choose to quit work.
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This section discusses several methods that have beefi
incorporated ihto academic retirement plans to offset the
effects of inflation on retirement income. There are two
principal methods: (1) adjustments..to post-retirement
'income, and (2) mechanisms that reduce' the impact of
pre-retirement inflation on intital retirement benefits.

Virtually all faculty members in higher education are
employed in institutions that participate in either a State
plan covering college faculty or in TIAA-CREF.
addition, 84 percent of all institutions and most faculty
memberwparticipate in Social Security. The infl tion
adjustment mechanisms of these thrte types of retirement
income programs is discussed.

b. Adjustments to Pbst-retirement Income.

Variable annuity: Retirement income under a variable
annul y is stated in terms of units, with the dollar value
of the unit determined by the aggregate dollar value of the
fund supporting the pension liability. Under these plans
there is no guaranteed benefit amount. Variable annuity
options are offered by six of the State plans that cover
institutions responding to our survey. Experienbe suggests
that generally faculty members are not eager to participate
in the variable annuity option, and as'a resulit they
receive the major portion of their Annuity from the defined
benefit component of the plan.

The variable annuity coponent of most State plans is
sinlar to that of CREF, and this makes it possible to
eve ate the recent ability of variable.annuities to adjust
td inflation by referring to the CREF experience.
TI1A-CREF Participants have the option of splitting
contributions between the fixed annuity component, TIAA,
and the variable annuity omponent CREF. However, as
recent experience of CREF tests variable annuities are
subject to large short-term luctuAtions, even though
long-term gains may approxi to price increases.

Adjustments to fixed annuities: Post retirement
adjustments to fixed annuities are offered by the 43 State
plans that cover institutions in our sample. Ih addition,
the fixed annuity received from a TINA acCoUnt is adjusted
by experience Oividen0b, As discussed below.

Automatic adjustments: These adjustments may be triggered
by a price or wage index, although in nine state plans in
our sample benefit adjustments are unrelated to price or
wage changes. The only index used to adjust
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post-retirement benefits for the plans of responding
institutions is the Coniumer Price Index (CPI). Social
Security-benefits are fully CPI adjusted. The moat
prevalent pattern for faculty pension plans allows a

. partial CPI adjustment up to some limit, usually 3-4
percent but running as high as 7 percent. Three plans have
either full or partial CPI adjustments without caps.

Four plans in our sample offer anLutomatic constant annual
increase in retirement benefits at a rate between 1.5 and
3.0 percent. Such adjustmentst.while predictable, increase
the danger that price changes will outstrip benefit ohanges.

.

Ad hoc adjustments: Ten otherplans for institutions
covered in our sample offer ad hoc Adjustments. These
plans offer no automatic adjustments of a definite
prescribed nature. Two plans state expliCitly that ad hoc
adjustments are -based on the investment, experience of the
plan. These adjustments are unprpdictable in that-they
need not be granted; if they are, the percentage adjustment
will vary depending on retirement date and investment
experience.

..' Fixed dollar az:nutty dividends: TIAA is an annuity that
guarantees a fixed annuity equal to the annuity that can be
purchased by the individual's prior contributions plus
accured earnings. During retirement, investment earnings°
generated in excess of those anticipated by the assumed
interest rate result in dividends and higher annual

. benefits to annuitants. Only to the degree that the
investment gains are equal to inflation rates will
retirees' benefits from TIAA be adjusted. for price
increases.

I

c. °Adj:isiments to Pre-retirement_ Income

Fire- retirement declines in real salaries mean that the
increment in future benefits resulting from an additional
year of work, or an additional year of contribution,s, will:
also decline in real terms. The options for mitig 'ting
this effect of inflation on retirement benefits va ies by
type qf plan. Defined benefit plans may (1) redue the
averaging period, or (2) calculate benefits based real
earninglo*DeNned contribuion plans may (3) increase
require ntributions or (4) provide contributions to
purchase 'pnits of an investment fund.

d. Continued Work as An Adjustment to Inflation

With the possible exception of those plans. with a variab
annuity component, faculty members in higher education can
anticipate some erosion in the real value of retirement
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benefit both due to declining real salaries prior to'
retirement as well as to inflation after retirement.
Because post-retirement benefits are rarely adjusted by the
full change in CPI and because some increase in salary MR
beanticipated if retirement is postponed, continued work
may partially offset the effects of anticipated inflation.
Salary and service increases will raise benefits from a
defined benefit plan. Additional contributions, plps an
additional year of fund earnings will increase guaranteed
benefits from a defined contribution plan.

The effect of continued work On retirement benefit is
illustrated in Table la. No actuarial reduction upon
retirement betweep 62 and 65 is assumed although such
reductions are common. An 8 percent inflation rate is
assumed, a not unrealistic long term rate for current
retirees. In such -a plan the effect of post retirement
inflation and delayed work is illustrated for three
situations: no inflation adjustment, a 4 per ent simple
adjustmcdt, and a 4 percent compounded adjust ent.

The lower half of the table illustrates benef is at age 65
nd 62' for alfaculty member partipating in a IAA plan with

a 10 percent total contribution rate, an ass ed 6 percent
interest factor, and a 3.5 percent contribution
administrative expense factor. Benefits are those based on
an assumed diviaend rate during the post-retirement
period. The Taculty member for this .illustration is
assumed to have started work gat age 32vin 1946-47'with a
salary of $3200. By age 65 this person earned $33,150 and
received salary of appro*imately 8 percent during
the.last few years of work.

,Between age 65 aLd 75 a retiree can' expect to have
unadjusted retirement benefits dedAtne.in real terms by 54
percent--from $18,453 to $8,589 in'ranel 1. If retirement
had .occurred 3 years earlier at age 62 the real decline -
would have been 65 percent. Csntinuea work in a defined
benefit plan with allowed serInce and salary credits untl
age 65 would-increase benefits by 30 percet in nominal
terms over the three year period (from $14,210 to
$18,543). This 30 percent difference would be maintained
throughout retirement..

A
r The Vhire'pannel shows that compounde adjustMents would

reduce the ear retirement penalty, b cause early retirees
would have benents adjusted between 6 and 65 while the b5
year old retiree would "lose" three y rs of adjustments.
The higher the CPI adjustment, the na rower the difference
between early and later retirement.
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Table 10.

Illustrative Pension penefits,at Age 62 and 65
-Under Four Types of Ratiament Plans

State Plans: Faunae 3 years averaged x .02 x years of service

No CPI Adjusement

Retire at 65
(1)

Retire at 62
(2) Ratio a (1)/(2)

At 62 '(warking) 1
At 65 18,543 .t 14,210 1.305
At 10 12,620 9,671 1.305.
At 75 8,589 ' 6,582 1.305
At 80 5,845 4,479 1.305
75/65 46.3 46.3

With CPI Adjustment
42 Not Compounded

At 65 18,543 14,778 1.25

'At 70 13,125 10,058 1.305

At 75 8,933 6,845 1.305

At 80 6,079 4,658. 1.305
75/65 48.2 , 46.3

With CPI Compounded
42 Adjustment

At 65 18,543 15,984 1.16

At 70 14,879 12,827 1.16

At 75 11,940 10,292 1.16

66 gg
9 5864.4 1 8;259

64.4
1.16

'10

Yearly Annuity from TTAA Plan

Assumed 10.0% of salary accumulated, 6% interest factor, and 3.5% Contributor
Administrative Expense Factor.

Accum. . 134,311 .1/ 102,786 1.305 ,

. RenefitF 18,224 :13,300 1.371

1The retiree will receive $14,210 in current dollars at age 62 and thrbughout
retirement. In real terms, the initial benefit at, age 62 will be higher than
at age 65, the reference year for calculating real,bensfits.

2
Eased on yearly TIAA rates effective January 1, 1979, including dividends

based on dividend scale effective January 1, 1981.
s
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The bottom panel shows the benefits under TIAA at age 65
and age 62. Benefits for early retirees would be smaller
both because of 30 percent lower accumulations as a result

1 of a shorter worklife and t' actuarial adjustment.

Thus,'in the absence of an inflation adjustment mechanism,
prospective retirees will find that postponing retirement
can significantly, raise benefits and allow them to weather
the impact of inflation somewhat better when they do retire.

4. garlyRetirement Incentives

In addition to the aeguIar retirement benefit' formula,
which may or may not encourage retirement at a particular
age, many institutions have introduced retirement benefits
that can be ecieved on retirement occurring prior to the
normal retirement age. There is a growing literature on
this topic that covers the dptailed features of such
programs, their costs,, and their effectiveness in
encouraging retirement.

Hypothesizing that many pUblic and private institutions may
wish to encouragt,.early retirements without goiing through
the time consuming process of lobbying foe leeslative , -**

change in State plans covering all State workers or in the
costly route of instituting permanent changes in their
TIAA-CREF plan 'covering all employees, we tried to obtain
data on early retirement benefits that are paid out of
institutional budgets and des.igned specifically to target
'on.potbntial early retirees. Even this type of benefit
which would target specific employee groups is not commonly
used ampng the institutions in our sample, in fact, only
three percent said they had such a program.

Finally, we questioned institutions about the existence of
early retirement programs which are integral' art of the
pension plans covering faculty members. We received a far
higher percentage of positive responses to this question,*
with 20 percent of all institutions saying they had such a,
program, including 36 percent ctf private universities and
22 percent of public universities. Two-year institutions
were least likely to offer such plane. In examining the,
particular provisions of these plans, however; it i clear

s\
-ttatt almost half of the programs are optional tax de erred
annuities which are available to faculty members thro gh --

' salary reductions unaer Internal Revenue Code, Section
403(b). Payments into such plans are made entirely by
faculty members and no contributions are made bi the
institutions themselves. Thus, such plans'are available at
no or only ;mall administrative cost to institutions and do
not represebt an additional benefit paid by the institution'
to early retirees.

1
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While such plans do not differentiate between early and
later retirees, a high percentage of instititdtions see

1 these plaps as not only early retirement incentives but
Also a§ a method of increasing bene ?its available to '
faculty members at an unchanged retirement age. This may
be an explicit recognition on the part of personnel
administrators of the importance of the size of benefits in
deterbining the retirement timing of faculty members.

In view of the findings presented in tht section or-I.:acuity
reirement expectations, we examined the percentages of
glstitutions 44a. atallow fapulty member to reduce their
workload prior to normal retirement age. Only 36 percent
responded that they did allow faculty members to take this
optipn. Our findings show that, although faculty members
appear greatl interested in reducing work prior to normal
retirement, a large percentage of institutions have not
adopted this option that might entourage faculty members to
retire or to retire partially prior to expected retirement
age'. Only 31 percent of institutions with a mandatory
retirement age of 65 provide such a progrdta option while
half of the institutions with a higher mandatory age have
adjusted in part by offering the option of reducing work.

,

loads. This helps to accomodate those faculty Members who
wish to continue working beyond the normal retirement age
and yet either wish not to continue at full-time schedules
or cannot do so because their departments prefer that they
not participate as actively in academic affiars. In
general, institutions that allow facility to reduce their
workloads prior to retirement provide this optibn to all
faculty members and are most likely to offer this option
beginning at age 55.

D. The Effect of A Mandatory Retirement Age on the Probability
of Retiring

This section explores the effect of a mandatory retirement
age on the retirementrates for 1978 -79 reported by
institutitons in our sample. First, we ,look at retirement
rates of public and private institutions.- Next we briefly
discuss, the correlation between our retirement rate
variable and other variables hypothesized.to affect' this
rate. Finally, we investigate this retirement rate
utilizing several variables n order to test the causal
relationship.

Probability of Retirement
0

Definition-of the Retirement Variable: We estimate the
probability of retirement for each institutions's faculty
from survey, data on the current (19791,80) age structure of

1
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faculty, and the ages of faculty members who retired during
the 1978-1 79 academic year.

That a mandatory retirement age may make-some small
difference in retirement rates is suggeted by Table 11.
Mean probabilities of retiring between 60 and 65 in the
public and private sedtor are shown, grouped by whether the
institution had a mandatory retirement age of 65 or not.
The second panel shows probabilities of retiring by a
pre-1978 mandatory retirement age. A current mandatory
retirement age of 65 may make some difference in the
private sec.7.or, though little difference in retirement
rates by a mandatory retirement age is apparent for public
institutions in our sample.

Because recent retirees may have made retirement plans
prior to the 1978 ADEA Amendments we looked at the
relationship between the 1978 mandatory retirement ageAnd
retirement rates. ,The results are striking. In both
sectors a pre-1978 mandator/ retirement age of 61 increases
the probability of retiring by 10 percent. Rates are
idectical acrosssector by mandatory retirement age.. The
difference in the two pavers may be due to the fact that
schools in the public sector wire most likely to have
Changed their mandatory retirement age in response to the
1978 ADEA Amendments, thus obscuring' the relationship
betw=en mandatory retirement age and retirement timing of
their faculty. This implies that recent faculty members,
having' made plans to retire within two years did not change
their plans as the mandatory retirement age chthged.

Regression Analysis

Simple correlations do not control for relationships among
variables And therefore obscure the effets Of particular
variables on the probability of retiring. To eliminate the
confounding effect of the 5elationshlp among different)
variables, utilized regression anasysis'to determine the
probability of retiring between 60'and 65 based on a
variety or variables thought to influence the retirement
decision.

4

The two variables-which are consistently significant in our
equationi are the change in present value 'of-all future
benefits if retirement is.delayed from 65 to 66 and the. .0
health insurance variable. The finding that the former
variable is significant is consistent with the conclusions
of gurkhauser-and Quinn (1980). The health insurance
variable measuring whether retirees can continue coverage
under tee institution's group health plan was consistently
negative in all regressions run. From this we.conelude. #

ti
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Table 11.
./

Probability of Retiring at Ages 60-65
by Age of Current ERA, Pre-1978

ERA in Public & Private Institutions

Current MBA
Type of Institution 65 66+ All

Public .5070 .5136 .5119

Private .5718 .5376,p4775

Pre-1978 ERA

Public A5486 .4631 .5119

Private .5483 .5376

1.

3

4

4
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O.*that whether or pot an institution offers retirees the
option of contidUing'coverageas amajor determinant of
whether faculty members approaching retirement age will
retire or will continue working in order to maintain
coverage.' Although many faculty members at age 65 would be
eligible for Medicare coverage,. younger spouses and other
dependents not eligible for Medicare may make health
insurance coverage under a group plan of vital importance
to older faaulty members.

Variables indicating whether or not faculty members may
reduce their workloads prior to retirement and indicating
whether or not an institution provided supplementary early
retirement benefits were included in order to test two
hypotheses related to early retirement incentives. Neither
of these variables appear, to be significant although this
may Dein part that theriables are_ not in fact measuring

Wouldthe phenomenon that we like them to represent.

Because of-the importance of health insurance, we included
various other fringe benefit variables in our regressions
noe of which including the life insurance variable proved
to be important.

Because or our findings presented earlier, that
'institutions with an age 65 mandatory retirement age had
very different compulsory retirement age policies, we
attempted to develop variabres which would capture the-
interaction of mandatory retirement and extension
policies. ,These resuits,indicate that'the effect'of a

*mandatory retirement age is a much more complex phenomenon
than is indicated by an analysis in which the mandatory
retirement age alone is present. Clearly, extension
policies matter,: why they mattergis not as yet clear.

Since many schools have °Ranged, their mandatory retirement
age in response to the 1978 AMA Amendments we hypothesized
that in fact recent,retirees 'retired because of plans made
at atime prior to the recint change in the mandatory -

retirement age. Thus, we estimated the same relationship
+ between the probability of retiring at age 60 to 65 and
. other variables with the pre-1978 mandatory retirement age

substituted for the current mandatory retirement age. Tht '
efFec of the pre-1978 mandatory retirement age is stronger

k than that of the current mandatory retirement age alone.
The effect of the change.in present value of annuities and
the health insurance variable remains significant.Q

Our findings are consistent with other studies on the
-importance of changes in present valise or change in
annuities and the unimportance of the absoluterie of

301
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retirement benefits in making the retirement decision.
Health insurance is a primary determinane, suggesting that
if institutions were to allow retirees to Continue
participation 41 the group health ins*anee plan retirement,
at or before normal retirement age would be more
attractive. Health- insurance appears to be unique among
nonpension fringe benefits in its effect on the faculty
retirement decision. ,Our findings suggest that, as we know
from our survey data, mandatory retirement policies mean
different things among different schools and that the
critical vaziables might actually be the presence of
extension p licies, the length of extensions granted, and
the libera ity with which e)ctensions are granted to persons
reaching he formal mandatory retirement age. Thus, in
fact, mandatory retirement might, be importaactylough its
importance is not picked up by a variable which ails to

.include extension policies.

Section 5. PRELIMINARY RESULTS FROM THE SURVEY OF FACULTY
PERSONNEL

We report below selective results from our survey of tenured
f-culty members age 50 and above. .Additional material Zzill ioe
included in the final report. These results encomptss several
areas of interest: the health of respondents, feelings about
retirement, attitudes of faculty members towarill continuation of
the exemption and toward complete elimination of a.mandatory
retirement age; their.expecpd age of retirement and recent
changes in their expected age of retirement; awareness of the
ADEg Amendments; likely responses to early:retirement
inducements; and likely responses to expected rates of
inflation.

a. Health

Faculty members are an extremely healthy group, with less than
four percent of them reporting their health as "fair" o?"
"poor." Indeed, twothirds of them replkt their health as

' excellent. WW

b. Feelings about Retirement

hew they felt about retirement, 45 percent said phey
were looking forward to it, another 30 percent were uncertain,
22 percent did not look forward to it, and less tha 4 percent
had no opinion.

a lor
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Ott udes Toward the Exemption and to Mandatory Retirement
ge

The attitudes of faculty members, referred to, earlier, are of
key importance in making any decision about continuing the
present exemption for tenured.faculty members to the minimum
mandatory retirement age of11%. Our results reveal.oppositibn
to continuation os the exemption. Overall, 70 percent 4of all
faculty reponded1S indicated that they "oppose" or "strongly
oppose" continuation of the exemption The respong6s did not
differ substantially by type (two-year, four-year, university)

.or control (private, public) of institution.
4

Considerable discussion has already occurred about the eventual
removal of the minimum mandatory retirement age. iWe asked
faculty about their attitudes toward such a change. The
results indicate somewhat less enthusiasm for a complete
uncapping of the age ligttation. For the entire sample, 60"
percent of all respOndats "favor" or "strongly favor" complete
elimination of mandatory retirement ages for faculty members..-
Acuity memberg at two-year institutions were most supportive

. of uncapping; faculty members at universities were least
' supportive of eliminating the mandatory retirement age. (Table

12)

Itois important to recognize that some faculty oppose these
changes: Thus, we Find that about a fifth of all faculty
members "favor" or "strongly favor" continuation of the age
sixty-five exemptidn, but ther no evidende of diffArences
among faculty members *t diffe=t types of institutions. With,
respect to elimination of the mandatory retirement age, we find
that almot a quarter of all faculty members oppose this
change. F culty membfrs from universities register the
strongest opposition, while facurtY members at two-year
institutions are most supportive of legislation to eliminate a
mandatory retirement age. These results indicate that while-a
Substantial majority favors these changes a sizeable minority
remains opposed.

d. Expected Age of Retirement .- IP -
Because we must ultimately assess the labor supply response of
faculty members to changes Pin the mandatory retirement age, it
is essential to determine the expected retirement age for
eachfaculty respondent. Through a series of questions we asked
respondents to give their best estimate of the age at which
they would' retire; even if this required probability
statements. As a result,.we were able to come up with an
expected retirement age for about 90 percent of all respondents.

i
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Table 12

Attitude Toward Eliminating MIA

Strongly
Favor Favor Uncertain 0222g1

Strongly

qvse
No

Wllics Total

Frigate Institution, 36.i 23.7 14.2 : 16.2 8.8 0.6 100

Public Institution
...--......,

37.0 21.5 12.0 18.2 10.6 0.5 100

Total 36.6 23.0 13.5 16:8 9.3 0.6 100

All Institutions

2-Tear 41.5 28.2 11.5 10.1 7.0 '1.7 100.0

4-Tear 37.3 22.3 13.9 18.3 8.2 0.0 100.0

." ,
Unive7104,fy 34.9 22.0 13.9 , 18.0 10.6 0.6 100.0

t'
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We find the following resulti. Ten percet of the respondents
have no idea as to when they will retire and 5 percent say they
will never retire. Only two percent expeqt to retire before
age 6o, 24 percent plan to leave by age 62, and anothd 5
percent expect to retire before age 65. Then,there is a big
increase, with the 26 percent expecting to retire at age 65, 5
percent in thenext t$o years, and another 35 pereent from age
68-70. About three percent Plan to retire after age 71. The
several critical ages come at 62 when eligibility'for Social
Security first occurs, at 65 which is the normal age of
retirement, and at age 70'which is the present mandatory
retirement age for many faculty members.

e. Changes in the Expected Age of Retirement

Almost 30 percent of the repondents indicated that thehadr
chatted their expected age, of retirement over the past seleral
years. Of this total 66 percent delayed their retiremendrage,
29 percent accelerated their expected ret4rvent age, and 5
percent changed it only marginAlly. Among those who now expect
to retire at ages 66-67, ferexample, most of them pushed babk
their expected aim from 65 (Table 13): This change may
represent a espdhse to the.shift in the age df- mandatory
retirement. Among those now expecting two retire at age 65,
over half earlier plan ed to retire before age 65. Among thote
who now 'plan to retire at age 68t70, two-thires had earlier
planned to retire at age 65.

We inquired'why peopleochanged their expected age of
retirement, classifying the response into four categories:
Professional, economic, personal, and other. Among those who
delayed, 58 percent gave economic reasons, 34 percent offered
professional reasons, with the rest about equally divided
between pers nal and other reasons. Faculty members At private
schools were least likely to offer economic reasons for "their $

changes.

These results contrast sharply with those for faculty members
who accelerated their age of retirement. 'ProTessional,.
personal, and economic reasonswere given most frequently, by
48,'26, and 18percent, respectively.

4.,
These results give an indication of the extent to which people
hay recently changed their mind about their expected age of
retirement, the direction and magnitude of these changes, and
the different patterns of reasons given by those who delayed
and accelerated their retirement plans.

Of the 30 percent who did cnange their minds, 85-90 percient
were aware ofthanew legislation on mandatory'retirement. It

4 61,
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Table 13.

Changes,in Age of Retirement

Planned Age of
Retirement Expected Age of Retirement at Time of Survey
Before Recent
Change

<60

60-62

63-64

65

66-67

68-70

4

e

<60 60-62 63-64 65 66-67 68-70 70+ All

54.5 18.4 0.0 4.4 0.0 2.2 5.9 7.7

27.3 16.8 56.0 45.9 11.5 8.9 5.9 23.2

0.0 0.Q 8.0 5.2 3:8 0.6 5.9 2.3

18.2 56.8 32.0 11.9 73.1 65.4 47.1 46.5

0.0 b.8 4.0 1.5 3.8 3.9 0.0 2.3

0.0 7.2 0.0 29.6 7.7 19.0 15.3 17.6

0.0 0.0 0.0 1.5 0.0 1'0.0 0.0 0.4

100.0 100.0 100.0.100.0 100.0 100.0 100,0 100.0

4
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is difficult to know (thether those who changed their minds were
responding to the legislation or whether instead the publicity
surrounding the paisage of the Amendments caused respondents to
give net; thought tQ when they would retire.

. .

based on these results it is difficult to directly attribute to
passage of the ADEA Amendments the changes in expected
retirement ages. It is:possible that many,,people change their
age of ret.irement over any several year period and therefore is
no simple methqd for isolating the separate influence of the
mandatory retifement,age change.

Likely Responses to Early Retirement Inducements

TR the extent tkiat there is concern about faculty members
delaying their retirement, given the opportunities many of them,
already have to continue teaching because of change in
institutional practices or State laws, we wanted to know how
they might respond to inducements to retire earlier. These
inducements, if substantial enough, cou;delead to further
reductions in the aerage age of retirement. Or to the extent -
that the. possibility of teaching longer exists, these
inducements might offset, the tendency of faculty to want to
,continue teaching. Accordingly, we asked a,series of three
Iluestions to set some indications of the possible responses of
fdculty members.

One question was whether individuals might retire earlier if
their pension benefitk.wete adjusted upward for changes -in the
cost of living even though the recipient would suffer from the
reduction resulting from early retirement. Just over 20
percent of the resporidents said they would retire earlier were
such a package available to them. Over 34 percent, said they
might possibly accept this package and the remnainder were not
interested or not sure. These results suggest that early
retirement inducements could perhaps produce substantial
response on the part of faculty members.

Another question sought to ascertaih the likelihood that
faculty members, as they approached mandatory retirement, would
go on reduced schedules wiWproportiolnate salary redpctions.
This would amount to a kind pf phased retirement -by allowing
facultg'imembers to reduce their desired or expected age of
retirement. Forty-one percent of the respondents said they
would take this option. Over 50 percent saidthat they would
not take this option.

Response to Inflation

The substantial recent inflation and its seriouslimpag,ton
people with'fbod incomes prompted us to inquire how peeple
-thought they would react to different rates of inflation. At

I
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the time of our survey the inflation rate hovered at the 12-15
percent rate, having risen progressively over the past decade.
So we wanted to know whether higher rates of inflation would
cause repondents to accelerate or delay their expected age of
retirement.

We first asked whether continuation of the current rate of
12-15 percent would cause them to delay. One-third of the
respondents indicated they "strongly agree" that they would
de/ay retirement if these rates continued. AnOther one-third
indicated they agreed with the statement. Only 15 percent
voiced disagreement, while the retaining 21 percent indicated
uncertainty. This distriubtion of reponses suggests that there
is substantial uncertainty about inflation and what it will do
to the well-being of faculty members.

When asked whether an a celeration of inflation to a 20 percent
annual rate, even larger percentages of respondents said they
would delay retirement. We find that 47 percent strongly
agreed that they would delay; another 20 percent said they
agreed that th4A would cause them to delay. Only 12 percent
disagreed. And'the proportion uncertain dropped to 12 percent.

Finally, we asked whether a reduction in the inflation rate to
the 7-10 percent range might cause people to retire earlier..
Only 17 percent of the respondents agreed or strongly agreed
with thiS,statement. Fifty percent disagreed and 32 percent
were uncertain. In short, a reduction in the inflation rate
much bellow current levels seems unlikely to produce mush change.

.Ih summary, inflation has already affected the attitudes of
faculty members about their expected age of retirement. A.

majority, it appears, are likely to delay retirement so as to
minimize the rate at which the real value of their retirement
benefits will decline.

Flurther detailed res lts from the faculty survey will be
presented in the final report.
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/For a discussion of the preemption issue see RomanAticek, John J. "The 1967
Age Discrimination in Employment Act and Preemption: A Case for Broader'State
Laws," University of San Francisco Law Review, Winter 1978: 233-310.

2
Sea Section V for a discEision of how actual retirement practices were affected

by the AADEA.

3
There is considerable variation among states in the lower limit of the protected

age group. Because protection for employees below 40 (the lower age limit for
the group protected by the AADEA) is irrelevant to the legality of a !URA, this
variation is not discussed.

4
L.S.-S.A.A.S. 23-c.9: Age Discrimination in Employment Act. This exemption
in many cases is similar to that provided by the 1976 Age Discrimination in

eat Act. Since most faculty members are covered by pension plans,
doPiehePTemopal of the exemption-of-the 1978 AADEA affected the legal abitity

of educational institutions in these states to mandatorily retire faculty
members at ages below 65 and after that date at less than age 70 until July
1980.

5
An additional exemption was provided by the AADEA for high policy makers who

"for the 1-year tiod immediately before retirement Is employed ina ..,high
policy.makin position, if such employee is entitled to an immediate
nonforfeita e annual retirement benefit from...any combination of plans,
of the employer of such employee, which equals, in the.aggregate, at least
$27,000." The effect of this exemption on retirement policies is the subject
of'another contract awarded by the DOL to Mathematics Policy Research.,

6
U.S. Department of labor, Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967: As

Amends Publication WR-1387 Employment Standards Administration, Wage and
HO= vision, Washington, D.C.: USCP0, October 1975..

7
The potential ambiguity of state laps is demonstrated by the case of Simpson

v. providence Washington Insurance Croup in which the plaintiff, mandatorily
retired at 65, alleged a violation of Alaska's age discrimination statute.
The defendant argued that Alaska'i statute was preempted by the federal AMA.
(Further discussion of what happened in this case upon appeal.)

Alaska Stat. 18.80.22(a)(1); Mont. Rev. Code Ann. 64-306(1977)

9M.J. Rev. Stat. 10-5-4, 10-5-4(e). 10-5,:12(a)'-

10
California, Connecticut, Florida, Hawaii, Illinois, Iowa, Maine, Maryland,
Michigan, Minne1ota, Nevada, Mew Mexico, South Carolina. California changed
its protected group from 40-64 tq over 40 in 1977. In the same year-Michigan
changed its protected age-group from 18-60 to all adults. ,Irc,

I
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11
Colorado (18-60), Georgie (40-65), Kentucky (40 -65), New Hampshire (18 -65),

Ohio (40-65), Rhode Islhnd (45-65), South Dakota (18-65), Utah (40-65), West
Vit$inia (40 -65)

e

12De11nire (40 -6'S), Idaho (less than 60), Indiana (less than 65), Nebraska
(40-65), New York (18-65), North Dakota (40-65), Oregon (25-65), Pennsylvania
(40-62), Texas (21-65), Washington (40-65), Wisconsin (40-65), D.C.(18-65)

13
Oregon protected private workers aged 25-65 and had a IMP exemption. Georgia,

while it sepcified a BFRP exemption, allowed an employee-to waive retiremen
benefits in order to avoid mandatory retirement. Thus, effectively, lily

a protected age group of 40-65 no no exemption.

14
South Dakota protected 18-65 year olds without a BFRP exemption. Texas,

protecting employees between 21 and 65 years had a BFRP exemption
applying specifically to higher education.

15
California, Connecticut, Delaware, Georgia, Illinois. Indiana- IowaLouisiana,

Maine, Massachugets, Minnesota, Nebraska, New Hampsnire, um°. Rhode Islad,
South Caroline, South Dakota, Utah, Oklahoma and Wisconsin issued executive
orders.

16
See fn. 10 for names of *states.

17
See fn. 11 for names of states in this group.

18
Georgia adopted legislation in 1978 protecting employees 4Q-65 of state

agencies or subdivisions. This statute had a "sunset 41ause'1 that repealed
itself effective 7/1/80. This brief interlude eluting which tenured faculty

me:abets were covered by federal and state codes against age discrimination is

treated gs "no change" since during this time as it did before 1978 and does
since 7/1/80 the federal AADEA governs 4he legality bf MR policies in state
universities and colleges.

18
Most of the exemptions were granted to employees of higher education in general.

Since nog...tenured faculty employees could not beretirea prior to age 70 under
the 1978 AADEA, this more generous exemption-at the 'state level was preempted (

by the 1978 AADEA's restricting MR for All other employees to eve 70 or older,
Though not so specifically stated, the state Aemption for all employees in
education' could be applied only to tenured faculty.
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PART VI .
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CONTINUED EXISTENCE OFMANDATORI RETIREMENT RULES, CONSEQUENCES
OF MANDATORY RETIREMENT RULES ON LABOR FOhCE PARTICIPATION BY ,

OLDER WORKERS, ESTIMATES OF RESPONSE BY OLDER WORKERS ro CHANGE Aaa
IN THE MANDATORY RETIREMENT AGE
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Introduction to Research Findings %
An assessment of the feasibility of modifying the pre nt
mandatory retirement age requires an understanding oc e
consequedbes of mandatqry retirement policies for the 1 or
force. To a considerable extent the great majority of c rent
labor force participants have anticipated a retirement ag of
65 during most of their working careers. The recent shift of
the mandatoryprerirement age to 70 may result in changing t e
planned age of retirement for labor force participants. In
order to evaluate the feasibility of additional modifidation of
the mandatory retirement age including its possible
elimination, it is essential to document the reasons for the
existence of mandatory retirement policies, the effects of the
former age 65 criterion and the most recent consequences of an
increased mandatory retirement age of 70. This information can
then be combined with projections of the probable long term
effects of eliminating the manda oryretirement age to provlde
a more comprehensive basis ecommendations regarding
changes in the mandatory etirement age.

1. The Development of Mandatory Retirement Policies

This section summarizes information on the historical
development of mandatory retirement polidies, (employee and
em Toyer rati.lullestde mandatory retirement,-recent economic
explanations gf mandatory retirement, consequences of
non=neutral Pension plans and the incidence of mandatory
retirement rules Rrior to the 1978 ADEA amendments.

I
Employer mandatory retirement mules and employer pensions have
historically been closely related. Prior to the widespread
adoption of formal pension plans during the 19401s, both
pensions and mandatory retirement rules were rare. the-chief
labor benefit for workers between 1900'and 1930,was the
reduction in hours of work at younger ages, rather than pension
plans. After World liar II, reductions in work.,at older ages
surpassed overall reductions in working hours as a major labor
supply trend.- For example, labor force participation by males
aged 65 and over fell-from 48 p rcent in 1947 to 20 percent in
1978.

As the Social Security program de eloped in the late 1930's,
ideas ana polici-es.to encourage retirement arose. This ldd to srl
the development of both compulsory retirement rulis and pension
plans to elp facilitate retirement.. One of the clearly
understoo purposes of OASI whenoit was enacted in-1935 was to

81-662 0 81 21
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encourage workers to leave the labor force by providing ap
economic base for retirement. It was argued that this would
result in more jobs for younger workers. Thu;, the Social

oSecurity system has significantly affected retirement age by
providing an economic base for tirement and establishing
retirementsas an appropriate d expected occurrence in old
age.

The snarl) increase in pri to pension plans in the 19492s
occurred prismarily to e ourage and speed up retirement by
executives. However, partially aided by unions' collectie
bargaining agreements, tnis pension ooverage gradually spread
to the general mass of employees. It became general practice
to structure private pensions' as supplementary to OASI and
OASI's minimum age for receipt of retirement benefits became
the_actuaral basis of the private plans. It is now generally
'agreed that the age 65 limit was an arbitrary choice and.that
once it was selected, the effect of collective bargaining on
the presence of mandatory retirement. provisions in pension
plans has followed no obvious trend. A Department of Labor
study in 1957-58 found that one-half of the 100 collective
bargaining agreements on pension plans included compulsory
retirement provisionf. However, other studies found no
significant effect of unionization on the presence of mandatdry
retirement provisions in pension plans.

Historically, union attituaes towara mandatory retirement have
been ambivalent, an ambivalence reflective.of union attitudes
toward older memebers generally. McConnell and Corson (1956) -.,

argued that, while seniority systems ds.ually protected the
status of the older worker already on the job, up to that time
there had been little union-based protection from age
discriminatida in hiring' practices for an older worker outside
of that ,job. 7'

The overall histery of union attitudes toward mandatory
retirement emphasizes their sensitivity to unemployment. Prior
to thee 1930's, unions were strongly opposea to compulsory
retirement and fought to keep such provisions out of
contracts. During the depressea economic conditions of the
1930's, unison policy softened considerably to at least
tolerate, if not advocate, mandatory retirement prouisfons.
SuOsequently, in the laZe 194t's and early 1950's, union
opposition stiffened once again under more 'favorable economic
circumstances. Unionsiat times even tried to extend the
working years of older members, either by increasing mandatory
retirement ages or attempting to abolish them altogether.

While unions rarely supported mandatory retirement actively,
tacit acceptance seems to have played some role in ifs
continuance,despecially when mandatory retirement was part of a

313
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pension plan. As his already beep noted: mandatory retirement-
rules have been cloAly linked td pension systems. Union
opposition to compulsory retirement may be primarily rela
not to compulsion per se but to a reluctance to leave older
workers without adequate incomes., As retirement incomes have
risen, automatic retirement schemes have also gained in union
acceptance.

0 1-. .,

Rationales explaining the existence of mandatory retirement
rules historically came from both employees.and employers.

6- Employees reasonec that (1) such rules did increase job or
promotional opportuniti for younger workers; (2) the

%tcgaretirement process s made =easier by having compulsory rules,
for it encouraged spe ific plans and preparation by workers for
the financial and psychological transitions of retirement;
(3) the rule made it possible to retire in dignity without the
stigma of having been found unprqductive since a /orker did not
have to be judged by a performance evaluation (4) Nince 65-"had
become socially acceptable as -the "natural" boundary between
work and retirement, and there were the strong economic
incentives of Social Security and employer pension plans, these
contributed to an expectation and acceptance ofompulsory
retirement.

- .
.

Employers' rationales for the existence of mandatory retirement
have focussed the following issues:

'

/ 1. a belief that productivitYllidecline was comensurate ew"
with increaspig age; . .

2 wage inflexAbillty created primarily by unions in
collective bargaining (work -rules, seniority systebs,
etc.) required the presence oemandatory retirement,
-rules; .

.,
)

5.

4beasuring productivity of individual workers would be
too costly - i.e., generalizing about decreased
productiNity with age is less expensive than
individual measurement;

....4. the increa..se in the bureaucratization of large
companiesmecessitates the need for simple, uniform
rules governing retirement;

.
,

.... .

5. mandatory retirement is administratively easier t n

1
individual evaluations, and lessens conflicts whi
may result in appeals, etc. It provides a practi 1
administrative procedure'that is ob4ective, impers nal
and impartial, thus avoiding charges of-
discrimination, favoritism or bias;
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6. promotional opportunities, employers want to promote
, younger workers, but,are prevented from doing so

' because of seniority practices. A

2. Recent Economic Explanations of Mandatory Retirement
.

There is another point of view, which explaind mandatory
retirement as a necessary aspect of a long-term relationship.
between employees and their employer; such rules may ensure the
efficient working of the labor market and, from a lifetime

"viewpoint, both workers and employers may be better off because
of such rules..

The basic notion is that workers give up free choice with
respect to retirement age in Srder to enjoy some benefit prior
to forced retirement age that would otherwise not be
forthcoming. Central to arguments in the literature is the
idea that workers freely choose to take (and stay An) jobs that
are subject. to mandatory retirement. That is, mandatory
retirement fs a natural consequence of free market contracts
mutually beneficial to both -employers and employees.

,

There_ are_two-aspec-6s- o o a long-term-eont-rect
advantageous to oth em yees and employers: the existence df
search costs on e part of both parties 'to match workers with
jobs; and a need o finance investment in human capital.
Employees are WIl qg o-Enter a long-term contract, even if it
contains manaatory retirement provisions, becausg there are
search and set-up costs in beginning a new job arid it is
optimal to'spread these cots over as long a job tenure as
possible.

Employers prefer long-term contracts for much the same
reasons. Search and hiring costs are ignifigrant, SQ employers
want to ensure a steady work force. Investmeht in speciric
human capital paid for the employer requires at workers
remain on the job for longer periods of tim than would be the
case if no investment were made in their training. In
addition, long-term contracts in which part o the reward for
working is withheld gives the ,employer some leverage in
ensuring satisfactory work by employees.

Theories which stress long-term contracts are Jess successful)
in explaining the nearly universal use of 65 As the terminat in
age in such contracts. ,It may be that firms and workers pAfer
to minimize the difference between mandatory retirement and
voluntary retirement and that costs are associated\with a large
variety of mandatory retirement ages. Thus, employers tend to
choose the'age commonly associated with social security and
private pension acceptance. More importantly, since such
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pensions often lose part of their Smlue, if postponed past this.
age, this effectively reduces the market wage rate and would
encourage reduced t.'ork regardless of mandatory retirement
policy/. Nevertheless, it weakens the importance, of the
long-term contract theories when potettial gains from
establishing optimal retirement ages for individuals ocfirms
are p esumably too small to overcome the disincentives in...the
Social Security system for work at older ages.

3. Mandatory Retirement Rules and Non (Neutral Pension Plans

Mandatory retirement rules are only one method of ensuring that
a worker leaves a job at a given age. The lifting o such
rules, while ensuring the worker's right to continue et the
same job at older ages, will-tot ensure that he/she ill
actually do so because, in addition to forced retirement rules,
non-neutral pension plans have been widely used to induce job
exit.

Penspon plans can and do exert economic pressure,on individuals
to leave a job or even leave the labor force. Of course, the
very existence of a pension which can be taken at a given age
will provide workers with the option of leaving their job and
accepting benefits at that age. Few would object to,this
impact of pension plans on work. In fact, it is this aspect of
pensions and of Social Security -r ensuring a margin of income
replacement for those who retire--which has long won support.
Thus, generous pension plans will eliminate to some degree the
"rued" for manda ory retirement rules. But pension plans have
been designed to induce retirement with even greater
certainty. If those who continue working re rewarded with
increased yearly benefits whidh fully compe sated them for not

_immediately taking a pension, only individual tastes and
preferences would enter into such a choice. This type }of
pensionisysteM;would be neutral with respect to the timing of
benefits. It would encourage or discourage the acceptance of
these benefits and subsequent job separation at any particular
age only to the extent that any kind of asset affect such a
decision. A pension system ih not neutral when, the ifetime
value of benefits changes with the timing of benefi

Facilitates

It is this aspect of pensions which g eatly
Facilitates their use as alternative medhanisms fo enforcing
long-ter; contracts.

Mdst pensions decrease in lifetime value when - postponed and.
therefore put economic pressure on workers to quit their jobs
and accept a pension. Employers can affect the-age of
retirement by tilting pension benefits to ensure that the
optimal time for acceptance of benefits occurs at the age they
desire employees to separate from the firm.

3 11 6
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It is likely that non- utral pension plans have at least.as
much to do with induct retirement as mandatory retirement
rules. Rather than forcing retirement at a Oven age, however,
non-neutral pension plans achieve their purpose by effectively
reducing the net wage rate of'older workers who continue on a
job.

4. Incidence of Mandatory Retirement Rules Prior to the 1978
ADEA Amendments

Prior to 1978, mandatory retirement rules in industry varied in
their incideqce across industries. (Table 1) Although 44
percent of workeri aged 58 to 61'in 1969 were in jobs with
mandatory retirement rules, most were concentrated in
communications, petroleum refineries, federal goverment,
instruments, and transportation, where four workers in five
were subject to mandatory retirement rules. The lowest
incidence of workers in industries with.mandatory retirement
rules were in service industries, sales and appparel where one
worker in five was'subject to such rules. Industries with the
highest incidence of mandatory retirement rules had the highest
degree of private, pension coverage and coverage by Social
Security. Mandatory retirement rules and pension plans were
more likely to be in higher wage industries with white collar
workers. In addition those industries in which physical demandt
requirements are important tended not to have mandatorya
retirement rules.

Id' summary, the proportion of workers age 58-61 subject to
mandatory. retirement was only 44 percent in 1969, but this
figure varied,yidely by industry. Sales and services
industries ap1ied manda ory retirement to about one in five of
these workers, but this incidence rate ranged up to about 80
percent in other industries such as transportation and
communications. The degree to which jobs in an industry were
subject to mandatory retirement was %losely related to the
extent of pension coverage and wage revels. The greater the
wage rates and the greater the degree of pension coverage in an
industry, the more likely that industry's firms used mandatory
retirement. Similar' relationships were found when jobs were
ategorimeqiby pccdpation. White collar workers were more

subjdtt to mandatory retirement than blue collar workers,
but highly skilled blue collar workers were more subject to
mandatory retirement than low-skilled white collar workers.
Mandatory retirement was more prevalent in oco ons that are
not physically demanding than in those with risfrps physical
requirements.
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From an analysis of industrial characteristics associated with
mandatory retirement rules and pension plans, through looking
'at the industry rage rates, productivity trends, total number
of workers, and the extent, to which workers perform whole
activities on their jobs, the following pattern appears which
gives relative support to the longterm contrabt theory of
mandatory retirement:

1. Pension plans and mandatory retirement rules were
likely to occur if the productivity of the industry is
high.

2. High wage workers Are most likely to face job
constraints in old age..

3. Jobs with physical requirements are more likely to
have pension coverage, but less likely to have
mandatory retirement rules.

4. Although the degee of unionization was highly related
x.,a pension coverage, it was not a factor in the
incidence of mandatory retirement.

L
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Table 1. Pension Provisions Across Industries for All Workers
Aged 58 through 61 and Employed in lio

Percent of Workers Aged 58-61

Industries
(Based on
first 2
digits
of SIC Code)

(1)

Subject
Mandatory

Retirement
At
'(Percentage)

to

Any Age

(2)

-

Eligible for
A Pension

At Any Age
(Percentage)

(3)

'

Covered
Social

Security
(Percentage)

(4)

by

Hinirig 25 75 96

Oil and Gas 81 47 100
MP

Construction 22 54 94

Foods 58 7 100

liitiles ' 31 53 100

Apparel ___ 12 _45-- -98-

Paper
.

57 86 100

Publishing 32 69 95

Chemicals 74 85 100

Petroleum 90 97 100

Rubber 70 70 100

Leather 26 43 . 100

sz,
10-
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aka 1continued

Industries
(Based on'
first 2 digits
of SIC Code)

(1)

Furniture

Stone, Clay,

Primary Metals

Fabritated Metals

Machinery

Electrical
Machinery

TranwOrtation

i'Miscellaneous.

Loci' Trans., Bus

Percent of/ Workers Aged.58-61

Covered by
Social
Security
(Percentage)

(4)

`Subject to
Mandatory
Retirement
At Any Age
(Percentage)

(2)

Eligible for
A Pension
At Any Age
(Percentage)

(3)

32 uo . 96

28. / ,.;47 .94

, 69
,4

83 . 100

53 A 94 r 99

46 77 98

50 7§ 98

76

f ,80 po
2.7

82 91 100

33 48 100

50 96 ll

56 b7 92

0
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Table 1--dontinued

.10 N
Percent of Workers Aged 58-61

Industries
(Based on
first 2 digits
of SIC Code)

(1)

Mator Freight

Subject to
Mandatory
Retirement
At Any Age
(Percentage)

' -(2),

32

Eligible,for
A Pension
At Any Age
(Percentage)

(3)

83

Covered by
Social
Security
(Percentage)

( 4)

95

Water and Air and
Pipeline Trans.

\' 48 92 100

Communidation 92 96 100

Utilities
Sanitation

70 91 89

Wholesale Sales 13 50

Retail Sales 18 31 95

Finance 55 80 96

Insurance 41 56 94

lk( Bineas Services .29 57

Repair Services 4 35 100

Personal 4 15 78

Medical Services 24 43 82

1
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'Table 1-- continued
1

6

Industries
, (Based on

first 2 digits
of SIC Code)

(1)

Percent of Workers Aged 58-61

Subject to Eligible for Covered by
Mandatory A Pension Social
Retirement At Any Age Security
At Any Age (Percentage) '(Percentage)
(Percentage)

NV - (2) (3) (4)

Hospital 46 68 88

Education 75 83 82' .

A

Welfare, Religious

Other Service;

Federal Govt.

State Govt.

Local Govt.

A - -
5013 77

12 1
50 88

86 95 40

77 . 87 80

59 89-- , 86

Average 44 1 64 89

Source: Social Security Administration Retirement History Survey
(1969-1975)
a
except oil
and gas

b As
less than 20
observations

c

except electrical
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The Consequences of Mandatory Retirement on Older Worker Labor
Force Participation

This section presents an analysis of the labor market effects
on older workers of raising the mandatory retirement age

\limit. Two types of analysis are reported: (a) an examination
of the effects of raising the mandatory-retirement age, ,

availability af pension benefits and other variables on the
retirement decisions of workers who were subject to the former
mandatory retirement age of 65; and (b) a review of estimates
of overall effects of raising the mandatory
retirement age based on the above analysis and other`major

(

estimates. ,

a. Effects of mandatory retirement rules on older worker
labor supply

k

) e

Estimates of retirement behavior were derived from data in

\
the Social Security Administration Retirement History
Survey, a 10-year logitudinal study by the Social Security
Administration of a national sample of older workers ,

approaching retirement age. A major research effort was,
undertaken to develop from survey responges, reliable
estimates of social security and pensPon benefit amounts
an the wealth such benefits represent and to combine these
dtta with information on mandatory retiremenNeects in .order to prebict retirement behavior.

The basic approach was to estimate, over two-year
intervals, the probabilitier that employed workers would
remain in the same job, move to a new job or.leave the
workforce altogether. Separate estimates were made by sex,
by employed vs. self-employed status (for men only), and by
age group (58-61, 62-64, 65-67). Regression analysis was
applied, to ?series of variables for those respondents who
were not subject to mandatory retirement during the
two-year intervals. By then applying the resulting
predictive equations to respondents who were subject to
mandatory retirement, and brcomparing,preOicted with

al actual labor force transitions fqr these 'people, upper
limits were derived for the marginal impact mandatory
retirement alone may have had on these transitions. /

The explanatory variables used in the job transition
equations include the following:

Indices of eligibility for a full pension or a reduced
pension during the transition periods;

- ' Wealth measures for lifetime pension and Social
Security rights;
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gstimates of the net costs in terms of fdregone;"'
benefits of a one-yeardelay in acceptance of a
pension and of Social Security;

Indices for the presence of a mandatory-retirement
constraint occuring after the two-year transition
interval;

Marital status;

Indices for health limitations and evidence.of,
deteriorating health; and

Market wage' rates.
-

b. Major Conclusions of Labor Supply'Research

Our study has found that the prior existence of age-65
mandatory retirement rules had a significant impact on the
-likelihood that workers reaching that age would withdraw from
the labor force. For example, men aged 62-64 Who were wage or
salary' wcirkers in 1973 had their probability of continuing to
work at any job over a two-year period diminished bY,about 28
percentage points due to facing an age-65 mandatory retirement
rule. A less significant but discernible effect was found on
the employment behavior of younger workers. Women age 58-61,
forinstance, were estimated to have a depline in their
probability of-cohtinued work of abOUt 8 percentage points
associated with,the prospects of the future imposition of
mandatory retirement by their employers.

Had the, 1974 ADEA Amendments become effective during the period
analyzed in this study (1973-1975), the result of raising the
mandatory retirement'age from,65 to 70 would have been that at
most 200,000 older workersimuld have,been working. in 1975
ihstead ofretired. Such a result is,' of *course, of ,great -

significance titsdividual workers approaching age 65 who want
to continue working, and are unlikely to have much opportunity
at that kge to move to other jobs. This increase is less
important-in that it represents a measurable increment to the
total number of such workers; for example, this maximum figure
(200,000) implies a 3-percent increase for men aged 64-66 in
1975. However, viewed in the context of the national economy,
this change in labor supply would be a miniscule increase in
the total workforce (less than two-tenths of one percent).

This study also estimates the relative importance of Social
Security and pensioh benefit entitlements to the retirement
decision, both in terms of the currentcurrent" yeaz tradeoff (loss of a
year's wages vs. loss of retirement benefits) and the wealth'

324
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ecfect (the present asset value of a lifetime of Nture
benefits). The current trade-off of benefits vs.Thyaos was
found to be especially important, reflecting the fitetthat
Social Security and the bulk of ppalou plans are designed to
encourage retiredent.

Several other significant factors in the retirement decision
were alsc identified -- health status and wage rates proving to '

be especially important determinants of individuals' behavior.

Since mandatory retirement provisions are closely tied to
private'pensions, this research indicates that the incentives
inherent in pension plans are important determinants of
behavior (people do respond to these incentives) and.therefore
that the eventual impact of changes in mandatory retirement
legislation depends critically on how pension characteristics
change. Ir,employers.catnot dismiss employees at age 65 on the
basis of age but are permitted to structure fringe benefits to
make it very expensive for workers to continue working beyond a
particular point, changes in mandatory retirement rules will
have only a modest aggregate impact. On the other hand, if
employers were to remove these financial.discentives towork,
the impact of the ADEA Amendments will be more pronounced.

-------c-1--Selected Analytical Results

The most important of our results apply to persons aged 62-64.
This cage group is the one most likely to encounter a mandatory
retirement constraint during the two-year retirement transition
period, since most of them reach age 65 by th period's end.
For men not self-employed, the impact of mand tory retirement
was estimated to have reduced the probability of staying on the
same job by as much as 30 percentage points, from .41 to .11.
.(Thf,p probability was .51 for those not subject to mandatory
retirement.) Labor force withdrawal, rather than job changes,
accounted for the preponderance of job transitions (more than 4
out of 10 of the job leavers in the mandatory retirement group,
about 8 out of 10 of the other job leavers) Persons facing
mandatory retirement after the two-year tr ion period were
found to be slightly more likely to leave jobs than those
not subject.to mandatory retirement at al

For men aged 62-64 job leaving was found to be more likely the
greater the net annual-cost of delaying pensiqk acceptance.
The corresponding measure for delay of Social glcurity benefits
also proved to be significant in explaining work behavior. The
wealth measures for future pension and Social Security ben'fits
were positively related to the likelihood of job leaving/but
the relationshps were weaker than for the cost of pension
delay. The likelihood of staying in the same job increased,
'the higher the wage rate and the better the health status of
the worker.
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For non-al.ried women aged 62-64, mandatory retirement could
explain as much as a 34 percentage point decline in the
probability of staying in the same job, frot .1t3 to .09. (The
probability,was .60 for-women not subject to mandatory
retirement.) Women appeared to be more sensitive than men to
losses in pension benefits incurred by continued work, -and more
likely to react to the. penalties by leaving their jobs and
withdrawing from the labor force.

An important by-product of our research\is the detailed dat
that were developed on pension benefits.presents

information on (l the combih d indidence of
The next section

y
mandatory retirement and pension coverage, by industry; (2) the
-distribution ot pension benefits by benefit amount; and (3) the
distribution of peniion wealth.

d. PensioePlans,and Their Relationship to Mandatory
Retirement Rules

The study of the labor force effects of mandatory retirement
attempted to separate out the effectp of penOon plans on
retirement behaVior since employees.alle often\faced with bothtypes of incentives. From an econo viewpoint, the presence
,of mandatory retirement alters the ential stream of future, --,-iarnings by compelling an older worker :to retit at a certain
age or to seek another jot,, perhaps at a,lower age. Employerpensions and Social Security also introduce economic retirement
incentives. First, pension eligibility brings with it a

- possible source of non-wage income, thereby reducing the
economic need to continue working. Second, Social Security and
a large number of pension plans are designed such that

1postponement of benefit acceptance (i.e., delay of retirement,
by a penside.eligible) will result ida permanent loss of
benefits that is greater than any'increase in future benefits
that may result from the additional perioo spent working,
althoughincome from work would of course continue. To
understand\the.importance of mandatory retirement rules
required] an assessment of the impact these other i ves
have on retirement behmvior.

Mandatory retirement, const uted a constraint on the jobs of 43
percent of workers aged 5 and 34 percent of those aged
62-64 in this study. The -indicated a high degree of
pension eligibility for those aged 62-64 subject to mandatory
retiiliment. 'Of those. aged 62-64 subject to mandatory
retirement, all but 10 percent would eventually be pension
eligibiles, whereas 59 percent of those not subject were not
entitled to pensions. This reflects the close relation
Adentkfiedearlier-between mandatory retirement prov ons andprivate pension coverage.
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Mandatory retirement ru es curtail an individual worker's
- .ability to choose when leave a job. The lifting of such
rules, while broadening 4orkers' rights, will not ensure that
they actually stay in theqr jobs. The timing of retirement
from a particular `job or Oom all market work will vary across
individuals due to differ e t tastes and attitudes about work as

1 well as differing health c nditions and family
responsibilities. Economi ,variables which make the choices
between continued work or r tirement more or less appealing ,

are, of course, important f ctors in the retirement process.

Pensiop plans can and do exe t economic pressure on individuals
to leavejpbs or even leave t e labor forpe. The very
existence of a pension which an be taken at a give age will,
of course, provide a worker with the options of leaving a job
and accepting benefits at that age. If those who continued
working were rewarded with incneased yearly pension benefiuts
which fully compensated them fl not immediately taking
pensions, only individual taste and preferences would enter
into the retirement age choice. This type of pension system
would be neutral with respect to the timing of benefits. It
would neither encourage nor disc urage the acceptance of these
benefits at any slartricular age a y more than any asset affects
such a decision. However, as alr ady mentioned a pension

*system is not neutral when-the val e,of benefits changes with
the-timing of benefit acceptance. Most pension plans require a
worker to leave the job in order t collect benefits, and the
lifetime expected value of total be efits usually falls when
postponedpast some age. Even for hose not facing mandatory
retirement, such pension plans enco rage retirement by a
certain age. Social Security puts n 'restrictions on work at a
given job but decreases the benefits of those whose earnings
exceed an exempt amount. Moreover, e present value of the
lifetime stream of Social Security be efits also falls if
acceptance is postponed past a given ge for most workers. For
this reason, Social Security ,glso enco rages less work effort
than would be the case in the absence f such work
disincentiges.

Mandatory retirement rules obviously of ect job separation
directly by requiring workers to leave heir jobs at a specific
age. But such rules may also have an e ect on job separation
prior to the actual age at which they ap ly by distorting the
expected future stream of earnings that Right otherwise be
available. This possibility of lower ft{tlure earnings adds to

early retirement incentives established Wy many pension
plans and Social Security.

sa
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e. The Incidence.of Mandatory Retirement Rules,andlcheir
Relationship to Labor Supply

Table 2 shatis the incidence of mandator/ retirement rules
across older workers by age, sex and time period for whi
mandatory retirement was applicable. For those aged 58 to 61
in 1969, less than one percent actually faced mandatory
retirement on their current jobs by 1971. Over 40 percent,
however were in(jobs in which there was some mandatory,
retirement rule in effect. Men were much more likely to be in
jobs with mandatbry-retirement rules than women. However, for
over one-half of the men and two- third of the women in this
sample, mandatory retirement would never-be a constraint on
their current jobs.

This finding is similar to that found by Halpern (1978) using
data from the NationAl Longitudinal Survey (1970) and by Clark,
Barker, and Cantrell (1979) using a sample of workers at all
ages from the RHS (1971). (See Table 3.) However, no direct
comparison can be made between these incidence tables and the
data in this report since somewhat different age groups have
been used. In general, it can be-assumed that approximately
402:1percent of all workers faced a mandatory retirement age(u ly 65) prior to the ADEA Amendments of-1978.

For-those aged,58 to 61; the imposition of mandatory retimment
over the next two years was not an immediate problem. But that--
was not the case for the second cohort of workers investigate!,
_those-aged-62 to 64-in-197-3-.- -by 1974, 14 percent of %hese
workers would reach a mandatory retirement age on their jobs.
Another 20 percent would be subject to such a rule at later
ages. The final cohort of workers consists of those
respondents aged 65 to 67 in 1973 who were still employed. For
these workers, mandatory'reerf-dment was less likely; only '5
peroent would reach mandatory retirements= their jobs in the
next two years and 10 percent at a later time. The most likely
reason for mandatory retirement not being a Significant future
constraint for this age group of workers was that they were the
employed remainder of an age cohort that had already faced
mandatory retirement rules at younger ages.

Table 4 shows the labor supply behavior two years later fqr
these three age-cohorts of workers. The major changes in the
latiairsupply.occurred,,not surprisingly, among thdse workers -

who faced mandatory retirement in their fobs during the
two-year transition period. For example, in the sample of
workers aged 62 to_64, over half were working, two years later.
In the subsample facing immediate mandatory retirement, only 174
percent remained in the labor foroe. For those aged b5 to 67,
the analogous figures algiN(2 and 26 percent. Such rindkmgs I
leave little doubt that there is a strong oorrelation between a

e.
81-662 Q - 81 - 22
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Table 2 Scope of-Mandatory Retirement Provisions For Respondents Employed
In Initial Period

Subject to Mandatory Retirement Rules ,
Initial During the two-

Later
4Se ye.; period a

Haver Total
Population

Judi-
vicrusla

row per-
cents

Judi-
viduals

row per- Judi-
centa.e , d Is

row per-
°

cents e'

58-61a _
'IS, -Total 15 09 1,460 43 1,906 56 , 3,381

Male 14 (*) 1,202 46 1,410 54 1 2,626
Female 1 (A), 258 34 496 66

I

755

62-64
b .

;

Total 217 14 317 20 1,007 66 : 1,541
Male 173 15 264 22 754 63 1 1,191
Female 44 13 53 15 253 72 1 350

65-67c
Total 38, 5 76 10 652 85 766
Male 29 5 56 10 465 85 550
Female 9 4 20 9 187 87 216

'Source: Retirement History Survey (1969 through 1975)

*
La

4

ss than one Percent.

,Respondents employed and aged 58 through 61 in 1969.

b
Respondents employed and aged 62 through 64 in 1973.

clespendents employed andaged 65 through 67 in 1973.

d
1969-71 for those age 58-61; 197345 for theotier age groups.

a

309

11
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Table 3. Previous Studies of the Incidence of Mandatory Retirement
Provisions

Study Mandatory Retirement

Yes No

Halpern

Male Wage Earners
(1971)

48.7 SO

Clark

All Wage Earner;
(1971)

Male Vase Earners
(1971)

36.9

40.6

1

62.0

.

58.7

Source: Clark. Barker. Cantrell (1979)

I

a
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Part VI

Table 4. labor Force Participation Rates at the End of the Transition

Period by Initial Age and Mandatory Ratiremant Provision
.(labor force participation is 100 percent in initial period)

Labor Porte Participation Rates (percent)

Initial
Age

Subject to ndatory Retirement Rules
Total
Population

During the Tvo
.

Year Period
Later

..r

Never

58-61
Total a 85.3 89.0 87.4

a 85.7 89.4 . 87.6

Fesale a 83.3 89.5 87.4

62-64

Total 14.1 55.5 59.8 52.9

Male 16.8 54.9 58.1 51.4

Female 18.2 58.5 64.8 58.0

65-67

Total 26.3b 48.7 65.2 61.6

Male 24.1 55.4 64.1-* 61.1

Female a
b

30.0 67.9 63.0

Source: Retirement History Survey (1969 through 1975).

abased oa fever than 20 observations.

bUsed on 20 to 50 observations..

-
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mandatory retirement age and aolenline in work.,
0

Those subject tomandatoty,retirement but not duping the , R,

transition period had work behavior similar to thoe not j,t,'

subject to mandatory retirement at,a11..

Lf

f. The Interaction of the Labor Supply,Impacts of Mandatory
Retirement and Pension Provisions '

Tat is apparent that the incidence of mandatory retirement rules
during the transition period was most important for workers
initially aged 62 through 64: The fact that only 17'percent of
such workers remained in the work force suggests that mandatory
retirement rules are important. But as Table 5 indicates, such,,,,
rules were only.one aspect of the retirement system whidh had a
major impact during this transition period. /,,

As can be seen trom"Table 5, of the 217 respondents aged
62 to 64 in 1 73 who would be subject to a'mandAtory retiremek
rule by 1975,4nearly three out of four were also Aigible tot
collect a pension during those two years, and most.were
eligible for full benefits. Only 9 percent would never bb
eligible for any pension benefits. Of those subject to
mandatory retirement at a later age, nine in ten Keretalio
eligible for pension benefiti, either during theitransItion
period (55 percent) or later. Of all the worker',Osubject to
mandatory retirement4pules either during the transition or at a
later time, only 10 percent were not eligible fat pension
benefits. , .

These pension eligibility rates are in sharp Oontrast"to.those
for workers not subject to,mapdatory retires

pe
Ont rules,' While

40 percbnt of the latter 7'. were eligible-to deive private
pensions, 60 percent had ?;4 :0-wa pension poi/l§tsge. ,There,
was clearly a strong co ion betiteen mend' ary retirement
rules and ension lan

res ect e a7,1711

bnl with res ec to coverage but
union e b t been e effect ve.

he vast ma or y of kers, both male and 'ema e, w o were
subjecttoomandatortretirement age were a< sSaeligible to
receive pension ben s at that age. Although'dithe chance of
facing a mandatory irement age withOht heingYeligible for
pension benefits wa'" igher for women,i'itlias 111 less than
20 percent.-

1 -

While it is true t moreL,rtkersAfere4e1.,14ble to receive
pension benefits without bein$ suhlectjo.RAndatory retirement
rules than vice versa, nevertheless, afEtthe,35 workers
eligible to receive full pension bene I '0Verlthe two-year ,

period, over 40 percent werOliksasnli
tetirement provision durinethEq Usti

to
25
mandatory
percent more

,

4
m17
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mien story Itetiresont Provisions and
For Pension fanatics For Respondents Aged 62 to 64 and Employed inThe Initial Period

Eligible To Collect Pension lenefits

eubjett To
Mandatory
Itetiresent
Pules,

Durina the Two T.t.le Period

Later Never
Reduced I Pull
genet lts ; lewd its

Lai- row per- Sidi- row per
viduais canine ' viduals restage

Lodi- row per-
viduals tentage

Total
Lodi- row per- I/Topu-
viduals cantata lector

During Next
Two Tears

Total
Kale
Tena le

-
.

18 8 I 144 66
13 9 117 68
,3 7 ( 27 61

35 16
30 17

5 11

,.
.

.
20 ' 9 ' 217
11 6 I

9 21 l' 44
'1

Later
Total
Kale

resale

I82 26 91 ' 29
67 a 25 1 76 29
13 26 I 13 9.8

108 34
92 35
16 30

36 11 4 317
29 11 ., 264

7 13 it 53

Never
Total
Male
renal.

62 6 1 124 12
59 8 I 107 14

3 1 17 7

713 22
190 25

35 . 14

596 59 1..007
398 53 754
198 78 2531____ -- -

Total.
Population

Total 162 11. 359 23
Male 141 12 ; 300 25
resale 11 6 i 59 17

. - - -

3U 24
312 26

56 16

r --

:I
tl,

652 42 ,i1,541
638 37 11.191
218 62 11 350----I1-

Source: letiresent Eistory Survey (1969 through 1975)

3
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faced such a rule ]ater. Thus, the impact of either retirement
rules or pensions should not be considered Without explicitly
taking into account the importance of the other.

The impact of both of these potential inducements to separate
from a job or lsave the labor force can be seen quite clearly
in Table 6, To out of every thrqe workers remaineein the ''
labor force over the transition period if they were neither
eligible to collect pension benefits nor subject to a mandatory
retirement provision on their current jobs. This result is in
sharp contrast with the mil worker in ten who remained in the
labor force among those both h eligible to collect a full pension
benefit and subject to a mandatory retirement age during the
transition period. The combined impact of pensions an

retirement almost completely_drove workers t of the
labor force. Taken individually, both factors are also
important. For instance, of those who reached mandatory
'retirement age but were never eligible to receive a pension,
labor force participation is only 55 percent. With respect to
the impact of pensions alone, those never subject to mandator?
retirement but who were able to collect reduced pension
benefits had a labor force participation rate of only 45
percent. (For those' who could collect full benefits, this rate
fell to 30 percent.) In'the absence of alndatory-retirement
and eligibility to colledt a pension, only three workers in ten
left the labor force over the transition period.

Another insight from Table 6 is that pension plans may have
preempted the impact of mandatory rules for workers. The
highest labor force participation rate (73 percent) was,

' registered for those subject to mandatory retirement later but
not yet 9ligible to colleqt a pension. The rate was only 33
percent for those eventually subject to mandatory retirement
but currently. eligible for full pension benefits.

Most pension plans require a,worker to leave the job in order
to'eollect benefits. If the wealth value of the pension does,
not change when it is postponed (i.e., if future benefits are
adjusted to. leave -the worker neutral with respect to age of
pension acceptance), then only the normal pensibn wealth or
pension income effect woudl increase the likelihood of job
separation. In other words, if workers who choose not to take
benefits the period are fully compensated by larger future

__Yearly benefLtO, then the present discounted value of the
pension remains the same. (Such pensions are referred to as
agerneutral.) A pension is considered ageneutral over a. given
period if the difference (DELTA) between its wealth value at
the beginning of the period and the end of the period is zero.
A positive DELTA value indicates that pension wealth falls when
acceptance is postponed.
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Table 6. Labor Force Farcicipacion Laces ac the End of the Trnsicion Period
For Employed asspondencs Aged 62 co 64 by Hndacory gaciremenc
Fruvlsioniland Pension Arrange..its (labor force participation is

100 Perc" ifsgl inr451jOiNAITtion Rates (Percent)

Clitible co Collecc Private Pension Benefice

KJ111,6 IAJ

Handacory
Recirsasoc
Rules

MUX4U. cam 477.-..ac reriva

' Full
';'.".":,71'c'e

benefits

\

Lacer haver
Total
Population

Curing Mast
Two Years
Total
Hale
Tamale

t

'

. j 9.7

. '' a
8'56a

I

. 14.8

31.4 b

77.76
a

55.0 6

a

0 i -

17.1

16:8
6

1 18.2

Lacer
. 'Local

Hale
Female

1

1 51.2
, 50.7
. a

I

33.0
54.2

73.1
71.7

69.4 6
6

65.5
55.5
54.9

58.5

Never
Total
Male
resale

'

*i

1 45.2
44.1

i a

.

29.8
_29.0

a

62.7
64.21,

54.3

66.4
65.1
69.2

59.8
58.1
64.8

...a.-

Total '

Population
Total, .

Hale
Female

1

0
: 48.5

..,

43.5,
I 47.6"

22.5

22.3
23.7

62.8

63.5
58.9

-

66.3

65.3
68.2

Source: altiresent Illist017Surrel (1969 through 1973)

&lased on fever than 20 ebservacioes.

blamed on 20 co 50' observations.
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Consider acase in which a worker is eligible to receive a
$5,000 pension benefit this year but stays on the job. If this
worker retires next year and still only gets benefits of
$5,000, the loss in penston wealth (DELTA) is the $5,000 given
up to stay on the job. However if that worket could rece

, say ,2 , upon retirement next year, part of
o the initial $5,000 loss would be made up, and DELTA would be
less than $5,000. The crucial factor is the extent that future
benefits Will be increased at litter ages for those not
accepting benefits in the current period.

A pension with a positive DELTA (change in wealth value) is not
neutral with respect to the age of its acceptance. Pension
provisions of this type most certainly will have a significant
impact on the timing of pension acceptance, job separation, and
exit from the labor market. An understanding of the impact of
such pension provisions leads to the conclusion that
non-neutral pension plans may be a real alternative to
mandatory retirement rules in inducing workers to leave a job
at a specific age.

Table 7 provides data.on the magnitudeof these pension asset
and DELTA values. The table shows that those subject to
mandatory retirement during the transition but also eligible
for a pension (75 percent'of all such workers) face an
additional inducement to leave the labor force in, the form of a
positive DELTA. The mean loss in pension wealth to remain on
the job another year is $2,782. That is, pension wealth on
average falls ty $2,782 per year, if they do not take thier
pensions during the year and, of course, leave their. jobs. .

Which one of these inducements (mandatory retirement or a
decline in pension wealth) is mate important cannot be seenfrom this table. These data suggest that mandatory retirement
and non-neutral pension plans are partial substitutes for ode
another.

,.....For this age group, the average cial Security DELTA is about.
the same size as that of a pension. For the mean respondent,,
the benefits lost, however, are auch smaller (5 kercent)
percentage of this type of wealth since social security wealth. °
is

A
over twice that of pension wealth. A major reason for the

1 e Wealth value of Social Security is the inflation
protection it provides. For average wage earners ($4.82 per
hour) in this sample of workers eligible for both a pension and
full Social Security benefits over the transition period,

--41ensla,p---14-ealtk-equa-11ed slightly- mare than-two-yea-re- salary
and Social Security wealth amounted to more than five years of
fulltiie wages.. The pension and social security DELTA values
for that same average workers each equalled about 30 percent of
full-time mean wage earnings. Pension and Social Security
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Table 7. Relationship Betveeq Pension Benefits and Madatory Retirement Provisions
for-Those-Eligittl Pension- During the-OVo-Yvat-Period:-Raspondents
Initially Aged 6) to 64 in 1973

Subject to Mean of Mean Meaf of Mean ' Mean Total
Mandatory Retirement Change in Pension Change In OASI Hourly Popd-
During the Next Pension Wealth Wealthy OASI Wealth Wealth

b Wage lation
Tvo tears If Postponed (T..1) If Postponed (r - .05) Rate

One Year(DELTA) One Year(DELTA)

Yes $2,782 819.647 $2.943 $51,945 $4.82 162

$3,006 $21,670 , $2,453 $46,244 $4.77 202

Source: Retirement History Survey (1969 through 1975) 1. OP
AThe discount rate (r) used t value future pension benefits is 10

percent. See Appendix 11 for a, discussion of the algorithms used in the
estimate.

b
The disd6unc rate Cr) used to value future OASI benefits is 5

percent. See Appendix R.
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.wealth form a major portion of the asset hQAdi s of older
workers, and both the size of this wealth an changes in its 'value when acceptance is postponed are sub: antial.

g. The Relationship Between Wage Ear ngs and Pension Benefits
a.

Those faced with a loss in pension r Social Security wealth ifthey conelnue to work must balanc this loss against apotential all in wage earnings following a job-change. Theeconomic n ntives to remain on the job, separate from thejob, or leave e work Wrce are.encompased in this tradeoffbetween. potential wage earnings and p nsion benefits. Thoseforced to leave their jobs because of andatory retirementirules, of course, have their choice d orted but removal ofSuch rules would not ensure that the c ce would be continuedwork.

Table 8 shows that relationship between - potential wage andsalary easrnings, measured as earnings for a respondent working2,000 hours, and the change in pension benefits for eligibleworkers.

Within this cohort,
increased with wage
period, one person
benefits. The mean
of $2,170"for those
to a high of $6,477
earnings category.

the percentage eligible for a pension
income. Over the two-year transition
in three waeligible,to receive pension
values for these cenefits rangedofrom a low
with potential earnings of less than $1,000
for those in the $10,666"r64420,7:

Table 9, using the same age Cohort, shows the relationship_
between-wage-and-salary-Tevels and Social- Security DELTA.Eligibility for immediate benefits was nearly universal- Over94 perc'ent of these respondents could collect benefits over thetransition period. Social Security does increase yearlybenefits to ose who postpone acceptance past age.62. Between

Ip
ages 62 and 65, benefits increase by at least 6.67 percent dueto an acturarial adjustment.

Because workers who remain on ajob continue to contribute Snto the system, benefits mayincrease further. If the. marginal return to additional
contributions exceeds.a qormal market return, DELTA is reduced'further. Past age 65xhOrever, the actuarial adjustment fallsto 1 percent per yaarIThis

factor willchange to 3 percent; in 1982.) Therefore, althoughAhe wealth value of Social
Secur,ity may rise' for some044pdividuaI3

between ages 62 and 65(DELTA is negalyAvei_,__Lt....mill fal). for the, vast majority afterogb-85TDELtA to fotivq,,
if

?
4r:

lat

4

a a,

'/

3 3 8
43,

G
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.1a1)10 et Relationship Between Potential Wage Earnings and Changes in Plipsion Wealth (Male Workers.
Aged 62 to 64 in 4973)

Potential
Wage and
Salary
Earnings

(dollars)

Ever Eligible

To Collect
Pension '

Benefits

_ --

(percentage)

Eligible to

Receive Pension
Benefits During
the Next Two

Years

(percentage)

Mean One-Year Loss
in Pension wealth
for Those Eligible

to Collect Pension
Benefits in Next

Two Years (DELTA)

(dollars)

I

Yearly Loss

'1440044i

in Pension Wealth if Postponed

(oekcentane)

$0

to

1000

$1001

, to

2000

$2001
to

3000

$3001
to

4000

$4001
to

5000

$5001

and
over

0 to .5.000 22.6
b

6.56 . 2.170
b

+ + it + + +
,--

5.000 to
10.000 fi./ 31.7 2.196 . 24 33 22 10b Sa 6'

10.000 to

15.000

w

78.4 53,1 3.654 14'

.

17b
241) 17

b
8'

t

20b

15.000 to
20.000 79.3 50

1
6.477 a *

4....,

i/ ar
a + 66'

20.000 and
over a a

. a a . * *

,

a * +I

.

Total

Population 63.0 37.1 3.033

,

1 19 )7' 21 11 6
b

15

Source: Retiresent7gritery Survey (1969 through 1975)

*Fewer thao 10 observations

a10 to 20 observations

b
20 to SO observation,

32)
.

0
rt
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Table 9. Relationship Between Potential Wage Earnings and Changes CpSocial
Security Wealth (Hale Workers, Ave 62 to 64 in 1973)

Potential
Wage and
Salary
Earnings

(dollars)

Eligible to
Collect Social
Security Benefit:
During hest Two
Years

(oerceitase)

Mean One Year Loss
In Social Security
Wealth for Those
Eligible to Collect
During Next Two
Tsars (DELTA)

(dollars)

Total
Population

(column

percentage)

0 ti
5,000 96.8

b
1, 7

b
2.6

'',

5,000 to .
10,000 95.5

.
1,901'

s.

70.9

10,000 to
15,000 90.2 2,325 * 2 0.4

15,000 to
20,000 89.7 1,932 4.8

20,000

and over 100.0a 2.2744 1.3a

Total

_19,_si...A.5,___ 94.2_____
c

1,973.

.

es.
100.0__

Source: Retirement Ristory Survey (1969 through 1975)

&Based on fewer than 20 observations.

b
Based on 20 to 50 observations.

, G N

34o
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Labor Supply Impact of Pension Systems

The 1978 Amendments to the Age Discriminatidn in Employment Act
abolished the right of a firm to impose mandatory retirement on
its employees solely on the basis of age prior to age 70.
Thus, for workers once forced to leave a job at age 65, this
change in the law provides the option of continued work in that
job. But as has been showrri mandatm -rettrement -rules arc
strongly correlated with pension plans. The terms of these
plans can have an important impact on the decision of workers
either to leave a job or to exit from the labor force
completely. Because mandatory retirement is only one part of a
broader pension system, it is a constraint to employment only
to the degree that workers would have continued at that job in
its absence. Therefore, a more comprehensive model of work
behavior is necessary to isolate the marginal impact of changes
in mandatory retirement rules.

The ideal method of mesuring the impact of such change would
be through a controlled social experiment in which a
representative sample of workers would be divided randomly
between a "treatment" group and a "control" group. Since no
such data exists; the best alternative -- the Social Security
Adm1r4istration Longitudinal Retirement History Survey (RHS) was
used. A model was developed which predicts the probability of
job separation and movement out of the labor force for workers
not subject to a mandatory retirement rule during the survey
period. The estimates are then used to predict the labor
supply behavior for workers who are subject to mandatory
retirement during the same period.

Mandatory retirement rules and pensions most directly affect
job separation and only indirectly affect hours of work. Poor
this reason, this labor supply model concentrates on predictirig
discrete changes in a worker's behavior -- i.e., the probaility
that a worker will remain on the job, take a new job, or leave
the labor force in a give period. Such a model misses the
indirect impact that pensions or mandatory retirement rules
have an changes in actual hours worked, either on a current Job'
or in a new job, but it does capture their major direct
effects. While acceptance of pensions is lmost always
contingent on job separation, this is not the case with Social
Security benefits. Yet'for most workers wishing to reduce wage
earnings in.an attempt to increase social security benefits,
job separation is,,the most likely route.
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i. Data

This research is based on the Retirement History Survey (RHS),
a 10-year longitudinal study of the retirement process by the --
Social Security Administration. The RHS began wj,th a sample of
11,153 men and non-married women aged 58-63 ic/1969, who were
then re-interviewed at 2-year intervals through 1974`. At thist 4

-1-1973 and1975). There is attrition at the time of each re-interview
because respondents have died, been institutionalized,.
disappeared or refused to respond. This. study is based on the
8,682 respondents for whom data from the first 4 waves were
obtained.

The Social Security Administration has appended to the RHS the
earnings records of all those covered by Social Security.
These contain quarterly amounts of earnings in covered
employment up to the taxable maximum from 1951 through 1974 and
summary data for the years prior to 1951. These data were used
to calculate the Social Security benefits for which the
respondents would be eligible under alternative assumptions.

The variables analyzed fall into the following0categoriess

labor force transtion variables (the dependent
variablet,

demographic variables;

health variable,."

financial or economic variables;

manda...ory retirement variables.

J. Research Findings
r

r

1. The Groups Subject to Analysis

,

With four waves of RAS data, the labor market transitocs of
employed respondents were studied over two two-year periods,
1969-71 and 1973-75. The methodology consisted of two stages.
First those employed individuals who did not face a mandatory
retirement constraint during the two-year transition period
were isolated and the factors explaining their observed
transitions (same job, new "fob-, no Job) analyzed. These 0,
results were then used to predict transtions for those with
manda-tory me on the basis of their other explanatory
variables, and their predicted and observed behavior were
compared.
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The age disaggregations isolated three different groups with
regard to mandatory retirement. Those aged 58 to 61 are not .

yet eligible for Social security retirement benefits and are
very rarely subject to mandatory retirement. For this reason,
there was little to be learned from this sub - Sample about the
ijnpact of immediate mandatory retirement. However, the
anticipatory influence of future constraints was of interest
for this group.

Those 65 to 67 are eligible for full social security benefits,
and nearly pi, are b6yond the former age of mandatory
retirement. Those still employed after 65 are rare and
unrepresentative.

The remaining group, those 62 to 64 during the, base year
(1973), are the 'host important. Those workers. Who were

'64 to 66 by 1975, were nearly all eligible for social security
benefits during this period. In addition, many were or'b'Ocame
eligible for reduced or full pension benefits. They will
experitnce a wide variety of DELTA values, since two thirds of
this sub-sample become 65, at which time the DELTA values
increase dramatically. (The social security DELTAs increase
because the actuarial adjustment drops from about 6 2/3 to 1

y percent at age 65; the pension DELTAs increase because it was
/ assumed that no actuarial adjustment was made once eligibility

for full benefits is'repched.) In addition, this is the group
with the largest percentage of workers encountering a'mandatory
retirement restriction.

2. ',Summary of Results -

The princApai'findings of this analysis are summarized below.

The determinants of labor force transitions for persons not
subject to mandatory retirement during the transition period
differed by sex and by age. For men in the youngest- cohort (58
to 61 in the base year), health and retirement income
eligibility were the most important factors. Both initial
health limitations and a deterioration in health over the two
years induced men out of the labor force, as did full pension
eligibility or the,combination of Social Security and either a

es full or reduced pension. There was some evidence that marital
status, job characteristics and local employment conditions
were also important. Being married Induced men to stay in the
labor force, having a job with Ogysical requirements induced
them out, and the primary impadt of a tight labor market was to
permit more job switching than otherwise.
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For women aged 58 to 61, the wage rate was significant; those
women with higher wages were more likely to continue working;
The variables describing pensibn and Social' Security coverage,
however, were generally not significant predictors.-
Deteriorating health, presence of a husband (though on
percent were marrrbd)and working i -n a wage or salary Jo were
also important predictors of labor force withdrawals, as as
ltimkexistence of a mandatory retirement constraint after t e
.tran?ition'period. This group was the only one (out of 6) -for
which a statistically significant anticipatory mandatory
retirement effect was found.

In the analysis 'Wizen and women aged 62 to 64 in 1973 and 64
to 66 two years later--the groups of primary interest--the
financial variables were- most important. The DELTA terms,
describAng the losses in Social Security and pension'benefits
which would occur during an additional year of work, were
highly significant. Men and women were less likely to continue
work the larger the pension and Social Security benefits they .

Would have to forego. It was interesting to note that these
more sophisticated variables which reflected the size of the
benefits were better predictors of behavior than simple dummy
variables denoting pension and Social Security eligibility.

° In addition, the wage rate was important for men (the higher
the wage, the more likely one is to continue to work) as were
mar-ttal-and-self-employment status for women. Married women
were more likely to retire, and self-employed np,men were less
so. Health and changes in health remained important for both.
There was °no strong evidence of an anticipatory mandatory
retirement effect in either group; a significant relationship
between the size of Social Security and pension wealth and

.1.abor force withdrawal appeared only for women.

. The behavior of the, oldest cohorts--those 65 6o 67 and still
employed in the base year--was the most difficult to predict. .

This difficulty was not surprising, since these respondents had
largely ignored any retirement incentives which existed at ages
62 and 65. Only a few variables were significant predictors of
retirembnt-- the wagegate and full pension eligibility for
men, and full pension eligibility and the pension DELTA formmen. Health was generally insignificant as a predictor of
work behavior for this age group.

It is difficult to summarize the effects of all these variables
on ell the groups. At the risk Of oversimplification, it could
be concluded that nealth and retirement income eligibility
status are the most important predictors of retirement behavior
for the youngest group, that the details of the financial
incentives dominate for the "normal retirement" (62-65) group,

3 ^I
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and that the behavior Of the late retirees, with the exception
of those waiting for full pensioh eligibility after 65, is the
hardest to predict.

The above results of the labor force transition equations are
based on the behavior of respondents who were nbt subject to
mandatory retirement during the transition perTa. The
following discussion focusses on those aged 62 to 64 who were
subject. Table 10 shows the actual transition behavior of the
entire sample between l973 and 1975. Of those subject to
mandatory retirepqnt, 80 percent were out of the labor force by
1975. Of those Hmaining, 11 percent were still on their 1973
job, and 9 percent had switched jobs. This behavior contrasts
strongly with that of workers who were not subject to mandatory
retirement by 1975. Of these, only 38 percent moved out Of the
labor force, 53 percent stayed on the 1973 job, and 9 percent
changed jobs. The differences in these numbers represent a
potentially large mandatory retirement effect. The percentage
moving out of employment differed by 41 percent for men, 43,
percent for women, and 42 percent overall when those who were
subject to mandatory retirement are compared with those who
were not. However,`this comparison ignores important
differences in other characteristics of these respondents.

Table 11 presents predictions on how those subject to mandatory
retirement would have behaved had this constraint not existed
but all their other characteristics remained the same. These
predictions were derived from the analysis described above by
applying- results to the mandatory retirement populations. If
the predictions which ignore mandatory retirement turn out to
be quite close to actual behavior, then there is little room
for a mandatory retirement effect, since the *actual differences

Aare being explained*by these other factors: Theplarger the gap
,,". in predicted vs. actual behavior, the greater the unexplained
';differential and the larger the potential effect of mandatory

oireti'rebent.

A' is seen in Table 11, differences in other variables explain
sobs, but certainly not all, of the differehces between those
who-I/ere and were not subject to mandatory retirement. For
meatball of those who were not subject remained on the same
jobs.-.Jipf those who were subjeet, it was predicted that 40.7
percenC)would remain, but only 11.4 percent did. Taking
another View of the same transition, only 39.9 percent of those
not facing mandatory retirement left employment by 1975. It
was predicted that 53.4 percept of those who did face it would
leave, but 81.4 percent actually did. Of the'41.5-point
differential in actual behavior (81.4 19.9), 14 points (53.4
-39.4) or a third of the total differefiCi, are explained wffile
28.0 points (81.4 - 53.4) are not.
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Table 10. 'Actual Transition Behavior, 1973-75, Mtn (Not Self -

Employed) and Women Aged 62-64 and Employed in 1973.

Subject to Mandatory

Satiremmat by 1975 .

SAMOS. NEW06b N0.1011c

rt. Mon .16 (11.42) 10 ( 7.12) 114 (81.42)

; Noses 3 ( 8.82) s (14.7,2) 26 (76.22)

Total

minDSUMSbiact to Mandatory

t 19 (10.92) 15 ( "8-.62) 140 (80.42)

latirement by 1975

t'
Men 581 (50.82) 107 ( 9.32) 456 (39.92)

Women V32 (59.82)," 25,( 6.42) 131 (33.12)

Total ,813 (53.12) 132 ( 8.62) 587 (38.32)

Differipca in !emotes*.

Man -39.42 -2.22 +41.52

Women -51.02 +8.32

total -42.22 0.02 +42.12

aDuring the subsequent two years, the worker has remained on his/her same job.

AA,
b
During the subsequent two years, the worker has taken a new job.

cDurlog the subsequent two years, the worker has completely moved out of employment.

.346

a

TOTAL

140

34

174

1144

388

1512

No'



Transition Percentages, Actual and Piedicted,
for Those With and Without Mandatory Retirement,
Men and Wan Aged 62-64 in 1977.

7:

Nee
-IMO!

b
-MO_

4 4*

MM.° 1
Ilse Subject to Mk 50.62 9.32 39.92 1144

Subject to MR I predicted 40.72 5.92 53.42 140

Subjtmeto MR actual . 11.42'. 7.12 81,41 140

....Jam.
Rot Subject to MR 59.82 6.42 33.82 *MS

Subject to MR predicted 13:32 8.72 48.02 34

Smiject to MR actual 8.88 14.72 76.52 34

Total

jbe:Suject to MR 53.12 6.62 38.32 1532
Sc..-)11
''Xdklbjact to MR predicted 41.22 6.42 52.32 '174

-------Sublict-to-MR --ACtu41 10.92. 11.02 80.42 174

Net Uhl' 10.

b
Ste Table 10.

. °Ste Table 10.

4MR Mandatory Satirioentl
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ilThe results for th$ smaller sample of wothen are similar.

In summary, there are large differences in labor force behavior
when those who were and were not subject to mandatory
retirement arescompared. For example, those'who did face
mandatory retirement were over twice as likely to leave the
labor force as those who were not forced to leave. About a
third of this difference, however, can be attributed to other
Yactors, such as the different pension incentives which
applied. The remainder, about 28 percentage points for both
men and wothen, cannot be so explained and might be attributed
to mandatory retirement. r

345

These effects, however, probably represent upper bounds for the
impact of mandatory retirement and quitedikely overstate its
importance nit. two'basic reasons. First, the distribution of
workers among jobs with and without mandatory retirement is
probably not random but rather is likely to_ be correlated with
unmeasured retirement age preferences. For individuals who
prefer to remain working after age 65, a compulsory retirement
rule IS a serious drawback. It will either result in an
involuntary retirement or `a job switch at an age where job and
career transitions are very cifficult. Suth individuals might
tend to,stay away from jobs with this constraint, either by
avoiding them completely or by moving out long before the
compulsory date arrives. Those who prefer to retire at or
before t65, on the other hand, would not view compulsory
retirement provisions as a drawback and should be
dispropprtionately represented in such job>,

The second basic reason why these estimates may be considered
upper bounds Concerns the nature of the sample studies. Since
the methodology,concentrates on transitions over time, it
starts with-a sample of employed workers. Those respondents
who were especially sensitiveAto the Social Security and
pension effects have been eliminated, since they have already
withdrawn from the labor force by age 62. 'Compulsory
retirement for these individuals is irrelevant. The remaining
sample is more _likely than average to have ignored these
incentives and therefore is morelikely than average to
encounter, and be influenced by, .mandatory retirement.

Little evidence was found of job switching in iesponse to
current mandatory retirement. Neither was much evidence found
of an anticipatory mandatory retirement effect among men and
women aged 62 to 64. It may be that the frequency of this
phenomonenis small or that the response happens prior to age
62 when job and career transitions are easier.

3.
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6. Applioation of Results to Estimation of Labor Supply Effects

In the analysis which follows, the effects of
mandatory retirement age on the labor force p
of the male aged 62-64 cohort over a two-year
are examined. Table 12 compares the actual 1
participation of this cohort in 1975 with the
force partioipation if the law had been chang
transition period.

changing the
idrticipaton rates
transition period
bor force
predicted lablr

during the

Only 14.5 percent of the men in this age cohort who were
working in 1173 were subject to mandatory retirement during the-
next two years. Using social secunity population data, this
group was estimated to include 238,000 men. Of this group,
only 17 percent (40,000) remained in the labor force in 1975.
If the labor force withdrawal not explained by the predictive
equations is the result of mandatory retirement, its removal
would have increased the labor supply of those who (aped
mandatory retirement in the transition period by 28 percentage
points. Thus, the labor force participation rate would rise
to 41, percent (107,01) workers).

This change in the law would have resulted in an estimated
additional 67,000 men remaining at work who otherwise would
have exited from the labor force. This impact would not be the
full initial effect of the law, however, since there might be
some' anticipatory effect of future mandatory retirement.

As can be seen from rdw 2 of Table 12, 22 percent of men
working in 1973 faced mandatory retirement at some age after +
the transition period. The behavioral analysis indicates that
labor force participation of this group would increase by 2
percentage points if the minimum ma.Vatory retireWent age were
raised. Thus 7,000 additional work rs aged to 66 would have
continued in the labor force.

.

The remaining 63 percent of men working i9 1973 were never
subject to mandatory retirement on their current jobs, and it "-

was,msualed that their labor, force participation would not have
been affected. It was further assumed that the 735,00p men not
working in 1973 would not have been initially affected by the
change in law. Therefore, the total initial effect of the
change in law on men aged 62 to 64 in 1973 would have been to
\itincreas heir labor supply,by 74.000 workers in 1975.

Of the 1,641,000 men aged 62 to 64 and working in 1973, 843,000
(51 percent) continued to work in 1975. If the mandatory
retirement law had been changed in 1973; the estimated
additional 74,000 workers would have raised the total working
to 917,000 men (8 percent)j) Overall, that would have increased
the 1975 labor force participation rate for men aged 64 to 66
from 38 to 41 percent.
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Tablo 12. Initial Effect of Changing Minimum Mandatory Rattrement From Age 65 to 70 on the 1975 Labor kupp.,
of Men Aged-62 to 64 In 1973 (simulated for the tune period 1973 to 1075)

0

abject

to

ndatory

tirement
Rules

Mandatory
Retirement
Status of
Working
Populeteon

(Percentage)

Ember
of Workers
Subject to
Mandatory
Retirement

(thousands)S

Actual.

Labor Force
Participatica

Rate in 1975
(percentsge)h

'

Number
of Workers

In the

Labor Porte
In 1975

(thcaseands)

Labor Porte
P aaaaa 'potion

Rata in
, 1975 given

a Minimum
Mandatory

ement
Age of 70

(percentage)

Rusher of

Workers In
Labor Force
in 1975 given
a Minimum
Mandatory

tttttt sent

Age of 70
(thoueanda)

,

Change In
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Workers
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Labor force.
(thousands)

Now° 14.S , 218 '16.8 40k 44.8" 107! 67

Later b 22.2
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4o
364 54.9 200

k
t 57.0" 207P 7

Never" 63.3 1,039 58.1 '603k 58.1 603P
.

0
.
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bor,Pors e

In 1973°

1,641 51.4 843 k ' 55.9 917P 74

Out of

bor Force
In 1973'

735 . 0.0 0 ' 0.0
.

Total '

Pulstion
2,176 37.7 2,236° 41.0

a. Subject to sande ory errant age on current job during the 1973-1975 transition period.
b. Subject to mandatory retirement age on current job at some time but not during transition period.
c. Not eu(Inct to mandatory tttttt sent age on current job.
-d. -Working al-ek fob 1n I9T7
a. Not working at job In 1973.

f. Based on date from RES, one Table 1.
g. 2.328 million men Aged 62-64 were eligible to receive OAS! benefits In 1973 (USDNEW 1976, Table 51). 98 percent

cdtinr-t-otersais-popalarton were so eligible (OSDNEW 1976, Table-49).--The_labar_forea_pertIcipelion_rete for
males aged 60-64 In 1973 was 69.1 (USBLS 1974).

h. Rased Vte from WIS. see Table 3.
k. Column asultipliad by column 3.
m. Survivor rate booed on life table for sales (US04111 1975).
n. based on reg rrrrr oh results from Table 16.
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The same simulation was-performed for women aged 62 to 64 in
1975. In this cohort, 31,000 additionglewomen would have
continued in the labor force, increasing labor force
participation rates in 1975 from 20 to 22 percent. Of bourse,
the RHS sample is not a representativesample of all older
working women. Because the initial RHS sample contained only
single women, it is likely that labor force participation rates
in 1975 for those employed,in 1973 produce an overestimate of
the population of working women, whichas another source of
bias tending to overestimate the effectof changing the
mandatory retirement age law.

Overall, the estimated initial effect of increasing the,minimum
mandatory retirement age from 65 to 70 for those aged 58 to 67
in 1973 would have been an increase in pri labor force
particApation of this group in 1975 by ,000 men and 86,000
women. That is, 200,000 workers would have continued in the
labor force who otherwise would have left their jobs because of
.mandatory retirement. (Table 13) The greatest effect would
have been on men and women aged 62 to 64 in 1973. They would
have increased their, labor force participation rates by 3.3 'and
1.2 percentage points, respectively. For the most part, these
are workers who would have continued in jobs they would
otherwise have been forced to leave. The second most important
effect is on women aged 58 to 61 in 1973. Their labor force .

wou nave increases by 1.1 percentage
points (45,000 jobs). This increase woulorhave been due
primarily to reducing the impact of anticipated mandatory
retirement at wfuture point. Only in this cohort was this
anticipatoty effect significant.

These estimates should not cause great concern regarding the
potential effect of increasing the mandatory ret rement age on
job displacement or career retardation of younge workers.
The estimate of 200,000 additional workers due t the change in
law would have resulted in increases of 0.16 per entage points
in the male labor force_participntion rate and 0.11 percent in
the female rate. Such Changes would be smaller in magnitude
than those caused by the seasonal movement of students into and
out of the labor force. They would be totally swamped by
,buAiness cyple changes.

,.

The change in the law should increase the labor force
participation rates of older workers directly by allowing
workers to remain on jobs they otherwise would have been forced
to leave. In addition, the new law should increase labor
supply indirectly by reducing the number of workers who leave
in anticipation of a mandatory retirement age. The estimated
initial effect is that at most 5 percent'1200,000 workers in
1975) would continue working who otherwise would have left the
labor force. It is expected that other factors, especially -

J
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pension and Social Security systems, would be likely to
continue inducing the majority of older workers to leave the
labor force before the mandatory age., While the change in the
law will certainly have some measuraitle effect, and the effect
will be quite significant for the lives of the particular
individuals affected, when considered in the context of the
entire economy, the overall impact appears likely to be small,
on the basis of this research.

Other Estimates of the Responses of Older Workers to the Change
in Mandatory hetfrement Age

1. tconomic Studies

The Department of Labor Estimate. Some of the earliest and
most frequently cited estimates of the number of older workers
projected to remain on their jobs in response to the change in
mandatory retirement age were made by,the U. S. Department of.,
Labor. The Department estimated that between 150,000 to
200,000 workers aged 65 to 69 were ncp in the 1976 labor force

svk because of enforced mandatory retirement. The smaller estimate
was based on Current Population Survey (CPS) data relating to
persons who want jobs but are not in the labor force. The
larger estimate was based on responses, of mandatory retirees
surveyed as part of the Social Security Administration's Survey
of Newly Entitled Beneficiaries (SNEB). Both estimates '

attempted to identify three groups of workers dissatisfifd with
mandatory retirement provisions: (1) workers out of the labor
force who say they would wore in the absence of mandatory
retirement; (2) workers unemployed because of mandatory
retirement provisions; and (3) workef's working part time rather
than full time because of mandatory retirement provisions.
Once these workers were identified, estimates were made of the
number that would continue to work if the mandatory retirement
age were changed from 65 to 70.

Halpern's Estimate. Halpern (1978) suggests that the short
and longrun effects of raising the mandatory retirement age
may be quite different. Her estimate of the short-run effect
is based on data from the National Longitudinal (Parnes) Survey
'and SNEB and assumes that the structure of the Social Security
program ill not change. Using the 1971 interview from the
Parnes STINey, she estimates that, about 8 percent of the sample
(men aged 49 to 59 in 1966) would be forced to retire_gKlier
than they desired under a mandatory retivdent age of65. Data
from the 1969 SNEB indicate that 9 percent of the sample were
mandatorily retired and would have continued to work in the
abience of a mandatory retirement age. Data from the 1968
SNEB, originally analyzed by'Schulz (1976),. indicate that 5
percent of the sample was retired unwillingly, was able to work
and unable to find a new job. Taking these estimates together,

Ir
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Halpern projects out six years beyond the change in mandatory
retirement age and predicts that the labor force may have an .

additional 375,000 older workers as a result of the chadge.
Since her estimate assumes that everyone who wants to work past
the old mandatory retirement age.of 65 will continue to work
until forced to retire at age 70, it is overstated. Takingthe
overestimation problem into account, Halpern suggests a more
realistic estimate would be around 200,000 additional workers,
whichrijconsistent with the DOL estimate.

Halpern argues that the long-run effects are difficult to
projeot since such projections require knowing a variety of
future events. The Social Security system could be changed in
response to tne increased size of the population aged 62 and
over. Incentives fotkearly retirement could be eliminated. In
addition, the Social Security earnings test could be
eliminated. Life expectancy will continue to rise and could
influence the acceptability of individuals working into old
age. The future may see an attitude change regarding "normal"
retirement age. Given all these uhcertainties, Halpern is
hesitant to use her results to, forecast the direction of a
future response, much less the 51110 such a response.

Clark, Barker andCantrellls Estimate. Clark, Barker and
Cantrell (1979) use three estimation procedures to predict the
increase in labor force, participation due to the change in
mandatory retirement age. Results of all three Procedures are
approximately the 'same. The removal of mandatory retirement is
projected to increase the labor force participation of the
age-64 cohort by 5 to 6 percentage points.

Clark et. al. also evaluate the differental impact of mandatory
retirement on the labor force participation of minorities and
women. Using data from the Social Security Retirement History
Survey, they compare minority females with white females and
minority malps with white males. The implications of these
reulstS are that, as a group, minorities' tend to have lower
wages and therefore a greater tendency to work until forced to
retire by mandatory _retirement regulations. Clark et. al.
suggest that the change in mandatory.retirement'age will have a
greater impact on covered workers with lower wages who want to
work to accumulate sufficient wealth `to enable them to retire.

Wertheimer 44nt Zedlewski's Estimate. In a study, for the
Administration on Aging and further refined under this study,
Wertheiber an Zedlewski analyzed the impact of mandatory
retirement on the labor market behavior of men and single women
in the 1969-1975 waves of the Social Security Administration
Retirement Hytory Survey.
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Werthei er and Zedlewski partitioned the-RHS sample by age
(less t an 62, 62-64, 65, and greater than 65) so that the
behavio 0' groups reaching the traditional retirement age
boundar ea was examined separately. Labor force behavior of
subgrodimi reaching these ages was observed over
two-(1969+1971), four-(1969-1973), and six-(1969-1975) year
intervals Differences to labor force behavior (participation,
hours, Jo change, and earnings) of those subject to mandatory
retirement and those not subject to mandatory retirement were
examined asing linear regression analysis. A number of
explanatory factors affecting retirement behavior were examined
includinyen'sion coverage on current job, age, sex, health,
wages, an sector of eMployment, as well as interactions among
these variables.

This study also found that mandatory retirement had significant
negative effects on the labor supply of older workers, even
when controlling for other strong retirement incentives. The
most significant impact of mandatory retirement was on the

--probability of participating in the labor force. For
,65-year-olds, the average reduction estimated for the three
observation periods was 20 percentage points. For

. 66-69-year-olds, the average reduction found was smaller (13
pircentage points for the 66-67-year-olds and 11 percentage
points for the 68-69-year-olds). This study also. founa that
mandatory retirement at age 65 had a negative effect on the
labor supply of 62-64-year-olds. This anticipatory effect
reduced their participation rate by about 9 percentage points,

The authors also found that, for thole who continue to work,
the impact of mandatory retirement may still manifest itself
through a job change or a reduction in 'hours worked. The
authors concluded that most workers waited until mandatory
retirement became effective before finding new jobs.,
Significant effects of mandatory retirement on a reduction in
hours orked were found only for 66- 67- year -olds. The average 4
reduction in hours was around 700 hours per year.

These restults were used to make a projection of the impact of
raising the mandatory retirement age to 70. It was estimated
that in 1985 there will be approximately 250,000 more workers
aged 62-69 as a result of the change in the.law. This
represents an 8-percent increase in the number of workers aged
65-69 and about a 3-percent increase in the number of workers
aged 62-04. The authors also point out that while these
increases are significant'for the older population, they result
in very small cnanges in the labor force as a whole.

A
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Thus, the results of this study are generally in agreement with
those presented earlier. The cannot be compared directly,
howev r,' because of 'differences in the projection period (1985
vers s 105), differencei in the .total cohort 'prejetted (ages
62- 9 versus ages 60-69), and the Exclusion Ln the study,of
.those subject to mandatory retirement at ages other than 65.0,
(Note: An-additional long -run, analysis of labor'force
participation betweer(.1980 and 2000 has recently been completed
by Hendricks - Urban Institute. This analysis indicates
similar results to ether estimates and is reported in a

'separate part of the interim report.)

Because the estimates reported earlier were based upon a model
whi6h incorporates the effects of pension,Uealth and the
pension-wage trade-off on labor supply (rkther than just a
dichotomous representation of the existence of pension
-coverage), one should have more confidence in them. As noted
earlier, mandatory' retirement and pension provisions are so
highly cosiblate6 that it is difficult to estimate their-
separate effects. ThUs,`a refiped representation of the

'pension effect is crucial for isolating'the ispact of mandatory
retirement. , " ,

The two types of studies combed present' evidence that
mandatory retirement age policies have significant effects on
the labor force participation of the older Ovulation.

Discustion. Table 14 arrays these different estimates of 1

additiOnal workers projected to dentinue workinglin response to
the 0.1: I u.,.. ry'retirement age. Since the study

.methodologies, data sources, and tide periods 6f analysis vary,
it is impossible to make direct comparisons among the s

estimates. Howgyer, the range of estimates is sufficiently
small relative to considerations pf overall labor force
dynamics to permit tba Use of thebe studies-in defining the
order-of-magnitude impacb on older workers' labor supply that
can, be expected as a consequence of the 1978 Amendments.

,The Burkhauser-Quiim estimate is based on the most
comprehensive analysis since it takes into account in much-more
°detail than ny other study the role of lifetime retirement
income entitlements in the decision to retire. The
Burkhaustr-Quinn measurement of the wealt h value of private
pension and Social Security entitlements is the most
sophisticated attempt to date to estimate the retirement age
Impact of both; wealth and changes in wealth related to
retirement age.
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Table 14 Estimates of Increased Labor Force Participation of
Older Workers Reediting From the Change

to Mandatory Retire:tent Age

Source Data Base

Dot' 1976 CPS and
1968-70 SNEB
Men and Women

Estimated Humber of
Age of Length of Additional Workers
Population Projection (at end of period)

65 - 69 5 years, 150,000 - 200,000

Halpens b Parnes Survey 65 - 69 6 years 200,000-375,000
s.

A I cr Samples of Men (to 1985),

*a SHED (1967,
1444-70) Sample

' of Men and
Women

Clark'et. sl.c RHS White Males 65 1 year 15,340- 17,000 males
.

.
Wertheimer/ RHS Men and 62 - 69 5 years 248,000

a Zedlemekla Women (to 1985)

Burkbauser/ INS Men and 60 - 69 2 years ... 200,000

jr QuInno Women (1973 to
1975)

Hendricksf 1973 CPS - SER,

t Sample of Men 60 - 70 20 years 212,000
(1980 to

.. 2000)

9

8

404litisat: based the 1976 CPS male labor force aged 65.
o

SOurces:

a. Select Committee on Aging, U.S. House of Representatives,
(1978:131-34).

b. Halpern, (1978:23&25).
c. Clark, et. R., (1979:64-92).

a 6
d. Wertheimer and Zedlevski,(1980:36-70).
a. Eurkheuser and Quinn, (1980;88-102).
f. Hendricks, (1981)
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Although these estimates of additional workers represent a
substantial increase in the numberof older'workers in the

- labor force, they represent a very small portion of the entire
labor force. In addition, these estimates are made using labor
force participation rates derived from the behavior of older
worker's in the late 1960's and early 1970's. These workers
were making decisi ns in response to environmental constraints,
both physical and social, which will be different for
succeeding cohorts of older workers. Thus, for example,
continued high rates of inflation eroding the financial
'security of individuals may influence rge numbers of older
viorkems to continue working. On the eher hand, if firms
change incentives to favor early retirement even more than
presently, the projected increase in the number of older
workers in the labor force may never materialize or may be
smaller than estimated. Due to these uncertainties and a
variety of others, the long-run impact of the law is difficult
to predict.

2. Industry Studies

tnumber of recent studies have assessed the attitudes of the
siness community and workers toward the change in mandatory

retirement age. These studies are useful in that they .provide
insights into the attitudes and behavior of t ose diretly
affected by the change in mandatory retirement age: employers
and employees. The pertindnt results of thes studieg-are
summarized below.

Harris Survey. In 1978, Johnson and Higgins, Inc. commissioned
Louis Harris and Associates to conduct a study of American
attitudes toward pensions and retirement. The sample included

' 1,330 full-time employees and 369 retired people as well as 212
company respondents. The respondents for the companies were
selected by the chief executive afficer of each company.

The utlook of current older workers is affected by pension
cove e, with those covered having the most positive outlook
toward tirement. However, over 50 percent of the workers
expresses desire to continue to work instead of,r.etirings_
percent wanted to work full-time; 24 percent, part-time; and 8
percent wanted to retire from their primary job and change.jobs
to work with a different employer.

Of those orkers already retired, tpe major concern was

10

inflation. Fifty-three percent f retirees wanted to work;
about halt of this group preferr 4 fpg-timeiwork. An earlier
1974 Harris survey found that 45 erc t of elderly retirees
"pad not looked forward to stoppifg work-A"

.
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Regarding mandatory retirement,
.

respondents were asked whether
they agreed with the statements "Nobody should be forced to
retire because-Of age, tf he wants to continue working and is
still ablAito do good job." Eighty-eight percent Of the
current employeedftgreed with tnis statement, as did 67 percent
of the business leaders. In a similar 1974 survey, 86 percent
of the general pulllic age 18 and over felt this way.

Spencer Study. In 1979, Charles D. Spencer and Associates,
Inc., surveye employers to estimate the impact of the
change in- mandatory retirement age. The number of employees
aged b5 or older working in the 100 sampled companies in
December 1978'was 0.18 percent of total employment in these
companies. As of June 1978, six months after the change in
mandatory retirement age became law, thOhumber of workers 65
and older continued to constitute 0.18 percent of total
employment. However, the distribution of these workers across
companies differed for these two points in time. Some
companies that enforced the previous mandatory retirement age
of 65 had no active workers aged 65 or older in 1978; however,
in 19/9 they did have workers in this age group. On the other
hand, three companies that had no mandatory retirement age in
1978 had fewer employees age 65 or older in 1979 than in 1978.
Other (companies Deported no change at all.

When asked to estimate the near-term impact of the amendments,
39 company respondents agreed that a few more employees will
work longer and retire between ages 65 and 70; however, the
majority of employers expected no significant change in
retirement patterns. Twenty-two percent of the respondetns

! qualified their response by saying that continued inflation
could change anticipated retirement trends. A number of
respondents painted out that employeeb who retired prior to age
65 generally have anticipated their retirement for several
years and would not change plans in repsonse to a legal
change. Since 59 companies indicated employees' retirement
benefit-accrukls mill be frozen at age 65, there will be
limited financial incentives to continue working for those with
substantial pension entitlements.

-HdkittFtd6f:-M-KoVeldief 1979, Hewitt Associates surveyed 900
members of The Compensation Exchange, a nationwide organization
representing a cross-section of business and industry.
Responses were received from 582 companies. The section of the
survey dealing with benefit issues and the Age Discrimination
in Employments Act are discussed here.

Of the 582 responding companies, 429 reported on the number of
workers who continued to work past age 65. It was reported
that, on average, 45 percent of the workers reaching age 65
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con nue to work. Since employers were not asked how this
compared with to pre-1979 work behavior, a measure of the
change associate with the 1978 ADEA Amendments cannot be
computed. Employers also were not asked how long past age 65
those who' continued to_work did so.

The survey asked companies with defined benefit pension plans
whether they provided for some benefit increases for employees
working past age 65. A majority, 52 percent of the companies,
were providing no benefit increases. In addition, 47 percent
of the companies reduced group life beqefits at age 65. Interms of health benefits, no clear pattern had emerged.

Copperman Study. Copperman, Montgomery and Keast (1979)
conducted a study of the private business community in older to
determine the preliminary impact of the ADEA amendments on:
(1) continued employment of workers aged 55 and over; (2) the
probable impact of the law in changing pension plan
requirements in private business firms; (3) probable impact ofthe law on youth, women and minorities; and (4) the probable
impact of inflation on the retirement deoisiortsaa"empfoyees of
private firms. Results of their study for issues 1, 2 and 4 are
presented here. (Findings related to youth, minorities and
women, appear in Part II of this report.)

A random sample of 5,000 firms were selected from the files of
Dun and Bradstreet and surveyed by mail. A second sample,
weighted to represent large firms and films in industrial
classifications with a high incidence of mandatory retirement,
were _interviewed by telephone. Of this sample, 1,636 firms
responded to the mail survey, and 256 large firms were surveyedby telephone.

Most firms that had a mandatory retirement age prior to the .
legislation plan to maintain a mandatory retirement age limitat 70. Size of firm is a key variable in a number of
findings. Larger firms were more likely to report that they
would change their personnel policies and more rigorously apply
performance approaches than small firms. In general, larger
employers anticipate a greater impact from the ADEA than do
smaller nes. .However, the majority of employers (58 percent)
expect no changes in response td the Amendments. It is
anticipated that any effect which does result willbe dispersed
throughout the economy. Firms with no prior mandatory
reitrement age envision less impact than do firms which had
such*a policy. According to 80 percent of the responsdents,
continued inflation would lead to an extensidn of the worklife
of older workers.

In summarizing these studies, it is appropriate to employ the
terms "tentative and preliminary" since the data were collected

81-662 0 - 81 -
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either immediately prior to or immeaiately after the time that
the Amendments became law. Thus, results either reflect an
anticipatory guess or a preliminary appraisal since it was too
early for the pattern of work and employer responses to have
materialized. In general, surveyed employers expect little
change in the average.retirement age due to the change in
mandatory retirement age. On the other hapd, the surveys seem
to reveal a desire on the part of employees to continue working.

Thus far, most employers are not reporting any major shifts in
early retirement patterns. While those having a former
mandatory retirement age of 65 have raised this age to 70
(majority of case?) or eliminated it entirely, they have not
altered the normal eligibility age for receipt if pension
benefits usually 65. While some employees are remaining
beyond age 65 under the new mandatory reitrement age policies,
the vast majority continue to retire early. No clear trend of
later ret4rement is currently discernible.

Although most employers anticipate little impact, they
frequently qualify their response in light of future eyents.
Inflation is frequpntly mentioned as a factor which could
seriously change tile labor force participation of older
workers. The industry responses appear to be in a state of
flux at this time. One could speculate that a clear pattern of
industry response will emerge only after the pattern of worker
response becomes apparent. Since these are dynamic.
interactive processes, it may be a long time before the
situation "normalizes". At this preliminary stage in the
evaluation of the Amendments, there has been time fbr only the
direct and most immediate responses to take place. Secondary
responses, such as the employers' reactions to older workers'
responses, have no yet materialized.

ss.
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